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A B S T R A C T

Cosmography is the study of the shape, size, 
disposition and other properties of the large-scale com
ponents of the physical universe. The following survey 
assembles and discusses available Chinese material on 
this subject from early times up to-the rise of the 
T ’ang dynasty in A.D, 6l8 , after which Chinese interest 
in the topic seems to have diminished.

Part I discusses evidence front texts dating < 
before 250 B.C. A cosmography involving a number of 
mythical elements is thus reconstituted; heaven is a 
solid vault over a flat square earth. Geographical 
speculations about the existence of several continents 
are discussed. Part II describes the Kai t 1ien theory 
according to the Chou pei, a book possibly compiled in 
the first century B.C.; an umbrella-like heaven rotates 
over a similarly shaped earth. The dimensions of this 
universe are linked to astronomical observations made 
with a gnomon. Parts III, IV and V  follow the general 
discussion of cosmography from 250 B.C. to the close of 
the survey. The Kai t * ien theory was repeatedly criti
cised on empirical grounds, and by about 100 A.D. had 
been replaced by the Hun t 1ien theory, which involved a 
spherical heaven rotating about an inclined axis and 
enclosing a flat earth. Within the conteX't of this scheme 
there was much discussion of points of detail, including
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the cause of the luminosity of the heavenly bodies and the 
mechanism of eclipses. Considerable efforts were made to 
establish the dimensions of the Hun t 1ien universe, but 
were vitiated by lack of an adequate geometry. A number 
of other original but less important theories were proposed.
It appears that the ancient Chinese never conceived of 
the earth as spherical; implications of this are discussed 
in the Introduction.
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I N T R O D U C T I O N  

( a ) The subject of cosmography

This study is an attempt to give a comprehensive 
account of pre~T*ang Chinese cosmography. In considering 
a large amount of often fragmentary textual evidence I 
have tried to find answers to the following questions, 
amongst others :

(i) Which text belongs to which author, and when 
tke, author, write ?

(ii) What can we say with any degree of probability 
about each author's cosmographical views, and what 
can plausibly be conjectured ?

(iii) How are the texts connected by agreement and 
disagreement on common points, and what awareness 
do the authors show of one another's work ? What 
main traditions emerge from this ?

(iv) To what arguments if any do the authors appeal in 
support of their views and in opposition to their 
opponents ? What can we deduce from this about the 
development in China of astronomy, mathematics, and 
natural science generally ?



(v) Can we trace any influences which may have 
determined the views of individual authors, and 
can anything be said about the overall develop
ment of cosmographical thought in China in relation 
to the general problem of the history of Chinese 
scientific thought ?

Before any detailed discussion of sources and 
methods I would like to try to justify my choice of subject 
boundaries for this survey. It will be noticed here and 
elsewhere that I use the term "cosmography" rather than 
"cosmology"; I feel this marks an important distinction. 
Cosmology covers the whole subject of the nature of the 
universe we inhabit in all its aspects and involves a 
wide range of essentially philosophical problems, such 
as those of causality and ontology. Cosmography I under
stand in a much more limited sense as including the 
discussion of the composition, size, shape, disposition 
and motion of the large-scale components of the physical 
universe. For someone interested, as I am, in the develop
ment of mathematics and science in China this restriction 
is a natural one, apart from any considerations of the 
space and effort required for a wider investigation. Nor 
can it be said to limit discussion to an over-narrow 
compass : the topic of cosmography is inextricably linked
with many questions that would nowadays be dealt with under 
the heads of astronomy, meteorology, geography, and physics 
generally.
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No matter how clearly defined the subject to be 
studied, it is a risky procedure to skim through ancient 
texts picking out -fragments relevant to some more or less 
arbitrarily selected topic. However carefully these are 
then pieced into an academic jigsaw entitled MThe Ancient 
Chinese View of" socialism or schizophrenia or whatever 
else, we have no guarantee that the overall result 
represents anything that ever found a place in a Chinese 
mind at any epoch. Fortunately there is less risk of this 
sort with the subject of cosmography, a subject that has 
been clearly distinguished in China since at least the first 
century B.C., and on which a long series of often brilliant 
men wrote. Their work forms a well-defined corpus, bound 
together by a common concern with certain main problems 
and often cross-linked by explicit references to one 
another's writings , Ii is quite distinct, for example, from 
poetical effusions on the starry heavens. These men are 
concerned with objective knowledge about physical reality; 
they frequently make statements about the cosmos which could 
in principle be checked and pronounced true or false, and 
the worst attack they can make on an opponent is not that 
his idea is new-fangled or impious but that it predicts 
phenomena which are not those actually observed. I do 
not claim that even the most iconoclastic writer always 
resisted the temptation to appeal to authority (see Wang 
Ch'u.ng /Lj on eclipses, III (6)(f)) nor that judge
ments of ritual propriety are never mingled with physical
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reasoning (Liu Chih, IV (6)(b)), but for the principal 
writers of this survey the cosmos is basically an assemb
lage of moving things with properties, rather than a 
community of beings with wills and intentions or a mere 
phantasmagoria of illusion.

Much of the material to be discussed in this 
survey,deserves, in my opinion, to be regarded as at least 
proto-science if by science we mean a Popperian process of 
conjecture and testing. I would contend that cosmography 
is by the nature of its subject-matter more likely to 
manage this than, for example, medicine, which is at 
present the most widely studied aspect of Chinese natural 
philosophy. The cosmos presents us with the diurnal 
regularities of sunrise and sunset, the nocturnal rotation 
of the stars with its obvious deviation from a vertical 
axis, the monthly phases of the moon, the annual cycle of 
the sun's declination and the succession of the seasons 
with its overwhelming significance to the whole of human 
life. Especially amongst a nation that paid great attention 
to celestial portents, the challenge to attempt a unified 
explanation must always have been present to those with 
the leisure and taste for speculative thought. The same 
challenge was of course presented by the workings of the 
human body, all too often with tragic urgency. My point 
is, however, that plausible explanations of the cosmos 
could be offered in terms of the shape and motion of more 
or less solid bodies, or of Wind-like currents of ch'i
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together with extensions of common-sense ideas of optics. 
Ingenuity and intellectual courage were certainly called 
for, but the task could be attempted fairly successfully 
without the need for concepts removed from all common 
experience. The observational implications of a theory 
could be deduced and tested against reality, and 
opponents had at least some basis of common ground. Thusjgr - jz^ ie Kai t 1 ien theory stated clearly that heqVen
and the heavenly bodies had certain precisely defined
dispositions and motions. Simple physical arguments and
elementary geometry enabled its opponents to deduce
certain consequences from these postulates, which, they
pointed out, conflicted with common observation (see for
instance III (4)(b )). The field was thus cleared for the
adoption of the Hun t'ien v dr? theory (see III (7)),

J -f- 'V
and within the new theory the critical debate continued 
further.

Although the previous account is over-simplified, 
it does illustrate the difference between ancient Chinese 
cosmography and medicine already mentioned. Apart from 
very elementary notions of structure and function, there 
was no chance of a successful speculative attack on 
problems of physiology and pathology without the conceptual 
equipment provided by the last two centuries of work in 
biology, chemistry, and physics. I do not deny the con- 
siderqble (although often exaggerated) amount of empirically 
effective expertise gathered by practitioners of traditional



medicine, but we must surely distinguish between science
and lore. Without some idea of the sort of entities that
medical theories must involve, such theories as did arise
were a priori dogmatic structures, infinitely flexible,
without predictive power and hence invulnerable to
criticism. In the words of a recent study :

" ... Chinese medicine shewed with other 
premodern medical systems the lack of steady 
methodological pressure for changes [in con
cepts and therapeutics]. Its dynamic view of 
the body and its disorders, far from being- 
empirical, was built upon metaphysical con
cepts (yin-yang, wu-hsing or
Five Phases, and others) that experience could 
not discredit.'1

Cooper & Sivin (1), 204 
It is certainly true that cosmography was by no 

means fx'ee from the stultifying effect of metaphysical 
pigeonhole systems (e.g. IV (3)(b),IV(8)(a)). The 
point is, however, that while theoretical medicine could 
not at that time have any hope of doing more than build a 
conceptual pagoda, cosmographers had the equipment to 
construct theories whose consequences could be deduced 
and tested - in a word, scientific theories.

I hope this brief sketch will serve to indicate 
why I think that cosmography is a particularly rewarding 
aspect of scientific thought in ancient China. The 
justification of my choice of epoch for this study belongs 
naturally after the next section.
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(b) Sources

My object in this survey has been to locate 
all material falling within the prescribed boundaries 
of subject and date. I do not claim that my judgements 
of what to include or omit have been infallible, biit it 
would be pusillanimous of me not to state my conviction 
that nothing of importance has been omitted simply because 
it escaped my notice. This conviction is not based on 
any belief in my own literary acumen, but on the fact 
that I have been able to draw on the work of a conside
rable number of previous writers in the field, as well 
as conducting my own searches. Without their efforts 
my task would have been much more difficult and my pro
gress correspondingly much more halting. Perhaps I can 
combine a description of the stages by which the gathering 
of Material proceeded with a proper acknowledgement of my 
debt to these scholars.

Inevitably I began by reading the survey of 
Joseph Needham (SCC III, 210-228 and elsewhere throughout 
SCC) , and I was then guided through a preliminary cjieck 
of his sources by my supervisor Professor D. C. Lau. 
Needham's account convinced me of the importance of the 
subject, and my brief view of the material available made 
it obvious thqt it deserved a study of monograph length. 
Continuing the effort to find my bearings I worked through 
Maspero (2), (3) and Fork© (l), after which I felt in a
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position to begin a search of the literature, with the 
aim of compiling an analytical catalogue arranged by 
authors, and collating variant versions of texts. This 
search proceeded along several fronts simultaneously. 
Indispensable, although not to be relied upon as they 
stood, were the great fragment collections by Yen K'o-chiin 
(1) and Ma Kuo-han (1), in which I checked on all authors 
whom I knew to have written anything on cosmography. I 
also searched Yen's index for likely titles, by which 
means I came across a certain amount of useful additional 
material. The biographies of Juan Yuan (1) served a 
similar purpose. I traced all sources given and began 
to analyse and recollate the fragments thus found. While 
so doing, I made a systematic search through the secon
dary sources involved (as the primary sources of the 
fragments were by definition lost). These fell into a 
number of groups.

now mostly available in the punctuated and collated editions 
published in Peking over the last few years. Within the 
period of this survey I have had occasion to use most 
of them for general reference and biographical detail, 
but by far the most important items were the essays on 
cosmography which are to be found at the beginning of the 
astronomical monographs in the Sung shu J/N '

(monographs c. A.D. 500), the Chin shu "YTT (A.D. 648)

Firstly there were the standard dynastic histories,

and (monographs A.D, 656).
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These three accounts, which are to some extent synoptic, 
set themselves to fulfil the same basic task as the 
present survey, which is perhaps no more thqn an attempt 
to do their joh more thoroughly and critically thqn was 
possible under their historical circumstances. Partly 
for this reason, and partly because of my choice of time
limit I have not usually considered the editorial views 
expressed in these essays as being within my terms of 
reference. The exception is the Sung shu (see V (4)), 
which falls within my chosen epoch and serves as a compre
hensive summary of what one man knew about cosmography 
towards the end of it. Its status as a standard history 
spared it "the martyrdom ofjakes and fire" suffered by 
some other works of contemporary date, now in fragments.

sections of the lei shu >\7̂  >_ (topically arranged
encyclopaedias) following

I also searched what seemed to be the relevant

1 wen lei chtl (IY7LC) (A.D. 624)
Pei t 1ang shu ch’ao (PTSC) (c. A.D. 630)
Ch1u hstieh chi (CSC) (c. A.D. 700)
Po k 1 ung liu t 1 ieh (PKLT) ^  JL 7\" >'|>0 (A.D. 800)
T 1 ai p 1 ing yii lan (TPYL) (A.D. 983)
Shih lei fu (SLF) y-
Yd hai ( Y l - I ) ^ — v-UJ (A.D. 1267)

(A.D. 1000)

Ku chin t ’u shu chi ch1 eng (TSCC).
(A.D. 1725)
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As well as helping in the reconstitution of 
fragmentary material these worlcs often pointed to passages 
of interest in extant books. I have used neither of the 
last two works as basic sources for texts within my epoch. 
So far as I have been able to check, the Yli hai never has 
an independent version of pre-T'ang cosmographic material; 
its contents on the present topic stem (often in abbre
viated form) from earlier sources such as TPYL. In view 
of its date this is scarcely surprising. TSCC was used 
partly because the vast range of its material made it a 
useful long-stop in the attempt not to miss anything 
relevant, and partly because I hoped to gain an overview 
of the period subsequent to this survey. It also produced 
some undated (and despite my efforts frustratingly un
datable) material of Taoist and Buddhist origin which 
has at least a peripheral connection with section V (5) 
on Liang Wu T i 1 s importation Or£ Indian cosmography.

In a class of its own is the K'ai yuan chan ching 
13 a  —  j-  -4 72c
I J SKj C7 ,t t fT* (A.D. 7 2 9 )  o f  Ch’d-t'an Hsi-ta

^  • According to the preface of the
current edition a single copy was found in the l6th 
century, hidden within the body of a statue in a Buddhist
temple, Without this book our knowledge of ancient Chinese
astronomy would be greatly impoverished in all its aspects. 
It is a coinpendium of material on astrology, divination 
generally, and calendrical mathematics, comparable to a 
greatly enlarged version of the <?lynastic history monographs

’S



mentioned above, and like them it begins with an essay 
on cosmography. The compiler of" KYCC gives us material 
at much greater length than the histories, however, and 
at times even tells us regretfully that he has had to 
omit transcribing some of his sources, presumably for 
lack of time. To compensate for this he does give us 
some material mentioned nowhere else, but this should 
perhaps increase our regret for what we have missed.

Another important group of sources were the 
commentaries (mainly Han) and subcommentaries (mainly 
T ’ang) on the classics and on other works. For the 
classics I have naturally used the Shill sail ching chu su

collated edition. Although some sections of this vast 
corpus obviously deserved particular attention, such as 
the material on the astronomical references at the

grateful to previous reconstitutors of fragments for 
guidance towards fruitful material. These texts are of 
course well-known as containing many quotations from the 
so-called Apocryphal Books (see Appendix (i) and III (10)) 
portions of which also occur in lei shu. For these some
what arcane works I originally used Sun Chtieh (l) but
later discovered the modern Japanese collection I s ho

'̂  u.V , which is infinitely more

(SSCCS) collection in.the 1815

'=g3zbeginning of the Shang shu \ o ) , I have been very

satisfactory( Yasui, (l) Other important
commentaries were the three on the
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(one Liu Sung, two T'ang), the T'ang commentary on the
Han shu * 'j? — —  , and the Liang commentary on the mono-
graphs now included in the Hou Han shu -7̂
but originally part of the Hsil Han shu
written under the Chin,

In addition to the fragments in the preceding 
texts I have of course also referred to a large number 
of books still extant, I review the Chou pei suan chingIT) W ' t $ E  alraost in its entirety (see II) and
certain parts of Wang Ch'ung's Lunv heng J
are treated at length (III (6 )). Paradoxically enough 
both these books are proponents of the rejected ICai t 1 ien 

A  theory; we have nothing at such length on the 
side of the Hun t 1ien : 4  X -

In Section I a study is inade of material from
,4- -±r ~i~

______ z 1 u |̂j] collection, in particular the
T 'ien wen A  IV5! which contains a good deal of infor
mation on mythical ideas of the cosmos. Similar notions 
recur in Huai nan tzu , which is also a
source for an early attempt at mathematical cosmography

1 . *-7
(III (2)). In IV (10) sections of Lieh tzu 5̂ 'J j are 
treated in detail, and throughout the survey a number of 
shorter references are made to other philosophical works. 
I have of course made frequent use of both ancient 
commentaries and modern studies as acknowledged in the 
relevant sections.
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(°) The choice of epoch

If ancient Chinese cosmography is as interesting 
and significant a subject as I have argued, why does this 
survey not continue the story up to the introduction of 
the Ptolemaic world view by the Jesuits under the Ming, 
or even beyond ? I do not deny that there remains a 
great deal of uninvestigated material, and in the long term 
I certainly look forward to completing the task. Perhaps, 
however, the reader will not consider the present length 
of this survey as an irrelevant consideration in arguing 
against a longer treatment. In addition I feel that there 
are good methodological and historical grounds for drawing 
the line as I have chosen to do.

Firstly, the nature of the sources as outlined 
above clearly suggests the recovery of pre-T'ang material 
as an autonomous task. The three great monographs in the 
Sung Chin and Sui histories would be stimulus enough, but 
to these we must add the sequence of lei shu culminating 
in the T'ai p’ing yd lan, the huge volume of T'ang sub
commentaries on the classics, and once more in a class by 
itself the K'ai yuan chan ching. The scholarship of the 
three T'ang centuries picks up the literary debris of the 
preceding dynasties like flotsam and jetsam on the crest 
of a wave and cqrries it through to the present day. The 
job of sorting and evaluating this rich but confused 
deposit is quite different from that of working thx’ough
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the much better preserved sequence of material from 
later times.

T'ang marks something of a discontinuity in cosmographical 
writing. The efforts of those with an interest in the 
subject during that dynasty seem to have been almost

centuries. In the histories editorial comment is sparse, 
as in the selections given in the subcommentaries. The 
K'ai yuan chan chlng has a few brief comments as links 
between passages, and the lei shu carry the process to

(Even the introductory essays in the Ch 1 u hsileh chi are 
in great part mosaics of quotations,) Perhaps most 
significant, however, is the fact that the lei shu com
piled at the end of the T'ang (TPYL and SLF) contain 
little or nothing of cosmographic interest from the 
preceding three centuries. Similarly KYCC contains 
virtually no T'ang cosmographic material. Surely this 
is prima facie evidence that little of interest was being 
produced ? The 7th century Hun t'ien fu ~ "j7v~

is quite unoriginal and appears to base itself directly 
on the Chin shu and Sui shu monographs. I find it highly 
suggestive that from the T'ang onwards the references to 
cosmography at the beginning of the astronomical mono
graphs of dynastic histories are cut to a few perfunctory

Secondly, I would like to suggest that the

totally devoted to the assembling of material from earlier

the extreme point, exhibiting the -fragments unaccompanied.

by Yang Chiung (TSCC, chien hsiang tien, 6)



lines until the account of Western notions in the Ming shih 
'jj? „ There is, however, an exception which malces

this evident abandonment of cosmography quite explicit.
In A.D. 725 the monk I-hsing — "4"J and the

Astronomer Royal, Nan-kung Ytleh VfT* §  « A j conducted
an extensive meridian survey involving measurements of 
solsticial shadow-length and polar altitude over a line 
that may have been 2,500 1cm long (see Beer et al. (l) ;
SCC IV, 44 ff ; Chiu T'ang shu &  ) ^  -5|- 35, 6a ff
SPTIC; Hsin T'ang shu m  / f #  31, 813 ff. CH SC).
They were basically attempting to fulfil the programme 
suggested a century earlier by Liu Ch'uo l̂"{J 
(V (6)(b)). For reasons which I believe (unpublished 
work, 1976) to have been largely a fortuitous combination 
of various errors these workers (correctly) concluded 
that noon solstice shadow-length did not vary linearly 
with north-south displacement, while angular polar alti
tude did. This was a striking rejection of the practice 
of the preceding millennium (see II (2)(a) and Appendix
(iii)), and wqs a stimulus which might have brought the 
idea of a spherical earth into Chinese ; but this
is not what actually happened.

Whether through a sense of shock at the collapse 
of the traditional methods or a simple lack of the geometry 
required to make sense of their conclusions, it is evident 
that the writers of the survey report in the T'ang historie 
had conceived what almost amounted to a positive distaste
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for cosmography. A brief sketch of the end of the document 
may be of interest. Firstly, it is pointed out that if 
traditional methods (see, e.g. XV (2)(c)) are applied to 
the survey's data then the resultant diameter of the 
heavens is only 50,000 l_i (approximately 17*000 miles), 
a figure rejected as improbably small. Older estimates 
had been some four times larger. Two "thought experiments" 
are described both of which point to the hopelessness of 
attempting a survey of the universe from an inadequate 
base-line. It is then noted that during the winter 
solstice ceremonies of A.D. 725 dawn was observed from

the mountain. This opportunity to hypothesise a spherical 
earth is lost: the effect is dismissed as inexplicable,
and as a proof of how little can be expected from observa
tions with a gnomon much smaller than a mountain. Finally 
the writers stress their belief that "the ancients" con-

deciding between rival cosmographies; for them, such 
questions are unresolvable. The survey's results are then 
commended for their utility in eclipse prediction, cal
culating variation in daylength, and in providing a 
reconciliation of shadow-measurements throughout the 
empire. The situation is thus as described in Sivin (l),3:

" ... the computations at the basis of the
Chinese calendar were as independent of any 
physical model of the world as those of 
Babylonian astronomy, on the basis of still 
very incomplete evidence, seems to have been ...

the top well before it was seen from below

centrqted on improving calendrical practice, not on
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... Between the origin of Chinese astronomy 
and its full flowering as a mathematical 
science in the Sui and T'ang, the sense of 
cosmos almost completely dropped out."

I do not therefore feel that the T'ang is an
inappropriate point to break off this survey. The story
of Chinese cosmography certainly does not end there :
Neo-Confucianism in the Sung brought a renewed attention
to the old problems particularly on the part of Chu Hsi y, cfcr
y \  (A.D. 1130-1200) himself (TSCC, ch‘ien hsiang tlen,
5, zi6 ff) , while the Cheng meng jh ^  (A.D. IO76) of
Chang Tsai has material of considerable interest
in its first chapter. Some criticism of this book is 
made by Viang K'o-ta jb. ykl under the Ming in connection 
with ideas of terrestrial motion (TSCC, cliien hsiang tien,
3, 35)* All this and much elsewhere certainly deserves 
study, but I think I have shown that the task can be 
separated from the present survey without a completely 
artificial break.
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(d) Aims and methods

I have tried to fit the general structure and 
detailed treatment of this survey both to the tasks set 
at the beginning of the introduction and to the nature 
of the material. Most of this material is of course 
fragmentary, and textual problems are thus inevitable.
All versions have been compared carefully, usually by 
means of character—by-character collations, In many 
instances the discrepancies are quite insignificant, and 
I have restricted myself to listing sources in my 
references. More difficult cases are discussed in the 
main sxirvey when this does not involve losing the thread 
of discussion (e.g. Ill (10)(b), but from time to time 
I have chosen to relegate the untangling of textual 
threads to a Textual Note, Various non-textual questions 
requiring an expanded treatment that might have unbalanaced 
the section to which they were relevant have likewise been 
dealt with in Appendices. I hope therefore that I have 
been able to dispense with footnotes at the price of only 
occasional turgidities.

My aim has been to let authors speak for them
selves. This sounds very hackneyed, and must in any 
case be subjected to a number of qualifications. In the 
first case thex’e is the obvious difficulty of translating 
from a language which is not by any means always completely 
understood. It might also be felt that the technical



nature of the subject would prove a further handicap. 
Actually there are certain advantages in this feature 
of the task, not least the fact that once the fairly 
narrow range of specialist vocabulary is known there is 
a great deal of transfer of understanding from one text 
to the next. In addition, since a writer on cosmography 
is usually discussing the sizie, shape, motion and appear
ance of physical objects there are at least prima facie 
certain limitations on what he is likely to be saying in 
a disputed passage, and thus fruitful conjectures may 
suggest themselves. I am not suggesting that it is in 
any way legitimate to (adapting Dr. Johnson) ’’get the 
Chinese from the sense, not the sense from the Chinese'’, 
simply that when confronted by an opaque section of text 
conjectures may at first be necessary. These must then 
be tested as rigorously as possible, against parallels 
elsewhere as well as the sense of the rest of the text. 
Where my rendering of a text remains conjectural I have 
tried to say so as clearly as possible, but many trans
lations of which I am now fairly certain began their 
careers as enlightened guesses. In three instances I 
have de e. i ded to render an alien concept by transliter-

will, I hope, agree that no single words or phrases 
could adequately represent these terms, and it seemed to 
me that non-sinologue readers of this survey were more 
likely to be hindered than helped by a continually

ation : Sinologists
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changing set of makeshift renderings designed to fit 
particular circumstances. The best short prescription 
for gaining a general orientation to these concepts is, 
of course, to refer to the indexes of SCC, especially 
volume II*

Apart from the directly linguistic aspect 
there are other problems of translation involved. The 
reader cannot be said to have understood a text if he 
has no idea of the context within which it was written 
and of the purpose behind it. I have attempted throughout, 
therefore, to annotate, analyse, and cross-reference the 
material so as to bring out the coherence of the tradition 
within which authors wrote. From time to time I have 
made use of the dubious freedom to speculate granted by 
lack of hard evidence as to how a theory arose (e.g. Ill 
(3)(o )) or how a textual problem might be resolved 
(e.g. Ill (9)(b))* All I can claim in these cases is 
that my speculation springs from an intensive study of 
the literature, and has no less chance of hitting the 
mark than most others. If the reader finds my suggestions 
unacceptable I hope they will at Xea&i provide a starting- 
point for something better.

Given these qualifications I repeat that this 
survey is an attempt to provide a medium through which 
the ancient cosmographers can be understood as far as is 
possible over the gap of language, culture, and time.
I have not tried to set their work in the context of any
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theory of* the development of scientific thought in China 
or the world generally. This is because I believe that we 
shall have to look much more closely at a larger number 
of detailed instances of scientific history than have so 
far been examined, before we are in any position to form 
or test theories of this kind. And in any case I do not 
think we have the right to assume that we can necessarily 
form a scientific theory of the development of science, 
in the sense, that is, of a theory with predictive power. 
Ought not such a theory to enable us to predict future 
scientific developments before they occur, surely a 
reductio ad absurdum, and ought it hot to be able to

7predict its own creation I Such ambitions are not yet, 
perhaps, within our reach. The most we can hope for at 
present seems to be to establish what may be called a 
taxonomy of the history of science. By this I mean that 
through a long acquaintance with the Efiinutiae of scienti
fic history we may come to recognise what counts as
significant in that sphere. Thus in the same way that
economists extract from the apparent chaos of events the
concepts of inflation, boom, balance of payments and money 
supply we may eventually hope to discover useful charac
terisations of generalised entities in the history of 
science. Kuhn's conjecture (Kuhn (1)) that science, 
roughly speaking, develops by revolutions is valuable 
as an attempt of this sort whether or not it deserves the 
status of a descriptive theory of the development of science.



It does at least suggest to us that it would be of interest 
to see if we can find examples of "revolutions" in parti
cular fields of study. If the description "revolution" 
turns out to be widely applicable, then will be the time 
to test theories of the causal relation between these 
revolutions and other events. General theories cannot be 
created before the field to which they are intended to 
apply has been supplied with a vocabulary of generalised 
concepts between which the aspiring theory can postulate 
relationships. This survey attempts neither task, but 
simply tries to add to our stock of evidence which may 
turn out to bo relevant or useful.

I ought at this point to declare a personal bias. 
This will appear (or may already have appeared) in my use 
of the word "scientific". Although X do not claim complete 
consistency my usage is closely tied to ̂ the demarcation 
criterion between science and non-science proposed and 
discussed in Popper (l), (2), (3)5 briefly, I reserve the
word for theories which are, at least in principle, capable 
of disproof so long as certain methodological decisions 
are made. But, even given that this criterion does 
actually distinguish one sort of theory from the rest, 
why should we apply the word "scientific" to the chosen 
group and deny it to the rest ? There are of course no 
compelling logical reasons for this. In explaining what 
must remain a personal decision one can only argue firstly 
that little confusion will result from the refinement of



usage, as the criterion seems to coincide quite well with 
the usual application of the word. Secondly it is common 
enough practice to replace a fuzzy-edged usage by a more 
sharply defined one : there is the example of the refine
ment of "temperature’1 from a subjective idea of hotness 
to an operationally defined concept. I do not think it 
will be denied that useful results often follow. Thirdly,
to be honest, there is a question of prestige. Such

v
theories as those of Newtonian dynamics and its Einsteinian 
successor, or of modern biochemistry are rightly commended 
for their intellectual rigour and practical achievements. 
Attempts are therefore frequently made by practitioners 
of the arcana of neo-astrology, pop vitalism and pseudo- 
sociological slogan-systerns to borrow some of this prestige 
for their own creations. This is done by the adoj>tion of 
a jar'gon bearing some resemblance to the science thqt i5 
being flattered by imitation, possibly with the intro
duction of some rather opaque mathematics. If, as I do, 
one views such attempts with distaste, it is natural to 
try to sum up briefly the way in which the would-be 
borrowers of laurels differ from the laurel-owners and to 
state clearly one’s reasons for making the distinction and 
denying them the title they seek. As I have already 
mentioned in (a) above my reason for choosing to examine 
cosmography in China was because of its relatively high 
"scientific" content under the demarcation criterion mentioned.

The considerations just set out have, of course,
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conditioned the way I have treated my material within the 
subject boundaries specified. I have tended to see the 
succession of writers on cosmography as engaged in a 
debate, and I believe the texts bear me out on this point. 
Authors criticise the ideas of other's, and produce and 
expound their own theories, which are in turn attacked by 
their successors. The discussions of the Kai t 1ien are a 
somewhat one-sided example of this (see II (3)(h)); a 
better example might be eclipse theory (III (5)(a);
III (6 )(f); III (7)(d); IV (6)(c); IV (9)(b)) or the 
horizon illus ion (III <5)(b), (c); III (7)(f); IV (2)(e);
IV (9)(c); V (3)(c)). The fact of’mortality means, alas, 
that this is a debate where one cannot reply to opponents 
in person. Since the literature is largely in fragments 
there are instances where our only knowledge of an author 
is a bald statement without rationale, and we cannot of 
course assume that he ever supplied any. I have tried to 
fill such gaps by offering a plausible conjecture where 
any has occurred to me, and I have as already mentioned 
usually attempted to explain how an author might have 
been led by his circumstances towards a particular view.
On many occasions, however, we must be content to ack- 
knowledge the inexplicable power of creative originality.

In this section it seems appropriate to explain 
my attitude to other modern studies of the subject of 
this survey. I have already mentioned my debt to the 
works of Needham, Maspero and Forke as means of orientation



and as preliminary guides to the source material. In 
addition mention must be made of Ho (l), C h 1en (l), Cheng 
and Hsi (l), Cheng Wen-kuang (l) and Cheng Yen-tsu(l), all 
of which discuss cosmography generally, as well as a number 
of specialist studies such as those of Chatley (l) and 
Hberhard (l). It will be noticed, however, that I never 
rely on the authority of any of these authors for conclu
sions within the field of this survey, neither do I make 
many explicit attempts to correct what appear to me to be 
errors in their work. There are two main reasons for this 
approach. P'irstly, there is the obvious consideration of 
space : this survey would be at least half as lo^g again
if it was partly an effort at refutation of all mistaken 
views ever advanced on its topic. Nevertheless I have 
included comments on a few of what seem to me the most 
important points of dissension (e.g. II (3)(f) and 
Appendix ( 2_ ) ) ; Secondly, and I hope without arrogance, 
this survey is not designed to compete with previous 
accounts but to supersede them in both breadth and 
detail of coverage. Given the expenditure of so much 
more time, space and resources than before on this subject 
a very moderate degree of competence suffices to uncover 
old mistakes or -e confusions. It would be both
pointless and ungrateful to indulge in continual nit
picking at the expense of those who made preliminary 
surveys of a field which I have had the privilege of 
examining in detail. I cannot, however, leave this subject
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without warning the reader that the work of* Cheng and Hsi, 
Cheng Wen-kuang and Cheng Yen-tsu must be treated with 
great caution* Their combination of strident Marxism 
with a jingoistic determination to prove that Chinese 
cosmographers thought of everything first makes at times 
for a degree of tendentiousness verging on mendacity.
On some points I am at present (1976) preparing detailed 
critiques for future publication



(e) The main features of ancient Chinese cosmography

Considerable guidance to the content and structure
of this survey can, I hope, be gained from the list of 
headings preceding this introduction. As a further aid 
to the reader, a short connected account of the principal 
features of the story is provided here in an effort to 
prevent him smothering in the details of the survey itself.

Part I attempts a partial recovery of pre-Han 
cosmography. Mythological material is discussed during

questions'1 which may date from the fourth century B.C.
This text seems with others to point to a .Cosmos (I (2) 
(c)) in which the inhabited world is flat and square, 
possibly with a central mountain. Surrounding this square 
continent ai*e the four seas , beyond which is a ring of 
mountains on which the solid heaven is supported like a 
round dome. It looks as if this dome is fixed, which 
naturally raises problems in connection with the motion 
of the heavenly bodies. In the case of the sun it seems 
plain that a new one rises from the east of the world 
each day to perform its trip overhead (I (2)(b )(15~l6),
finally sinking back to earth in the west. Part I con-

J,' —eludes with an account of the work of Tsou Yen ^ j
(c, 350-270 B.C.) who held that the world actually 
contained nine continents like the one on which China 
was situated, separated from one another by great expanses

an examination of "Heavenly
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of sea (I (3))*
Part II is completely devoted to an examination

of the anonymous book entitled Chou pei which
may have been compiled during the first century B.C. or the 
beginning of the first century A.D. (Appendix (iv)). It

Chou pg,i both heaven and earth are basically flat discs, 
although they are convex to the extent that their centres 
are higher than their circumference by about 12 per cent 
of their diameter. Heaven is a constant distance above 
earth ., not in contact with it, and" rotates once daily 
about a vertical axis running through the centres of heaven 
and eartk} carrying the heavenly bodies with it. The point 
where this axis intersects the earth has many of the charac
teristics of the north (or south) pole on a spherical 
earth in terms of climate and a six-month day and night 
(II (3)(c)). Day and night at a particular point on the 
earth are made to depend on the alleged fact that the sun 
becomes invisible when carried more than a certain distance 
away by the rotation of heaven. Noon occurs when the sun 
lies above the r̂ #lius from the "pole11 intersecting the 
observer. At that moment it is midnight on the other 
side of the pole. In summer the sun moves nearer to the 
axis of heaven than in winter, and is thus higher in the 
sky and closer to the observer (II (3)(d))). The various 
dimensions of this universe are derived from a fairly

contains a detailed account of the Kai t *ien
theory (lit. "heaven [like a] cover"). According to the
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consistent application of the mathematics of similar 
triangles and the theorem of Pythagoras, in combination 
with a "shadow-princip1e" by which north-south distances 
are related to the length of a gnomon shadow (II (2)). 
Although false, this latter principle was not ■
challenged for 800 years. There is evidence that the 
cosmography of the Chou pei may have been known in pre- 
Ch ‘in times (II (3)(g))» During and after the Eastern Han 

Ka -̂ ~fc13-en theory was severely criticised on many points 
of substance (II (3)00) and ceased to be held so far as 
the literary evidence shows. kang Ch'ung ' V/
(III (6 )) defended it during the 1st century A.D.

During the first century B.C. (Ill (3)) wo find

theory (lit. "complete [or entire] heaven", presumably as 
opposed to the partial coverage of earth under the Kai 
t 1ien). This was to become the orthodox cosmography for 
most of the period of this survey. The first systematic

/ via,—account of it was given by Chang Heng b'JXi arou:ad
A.D. 120 (III (7)). Essentially it states that heaven is 
a hollow sphere surrounding a flat earth which extends 
wholly or partly across its horizontal diametral plane. 
Despite claims to the contrary, I have found no evidence 
for a spherical earth in ancient Chinese thought (Appendix 
( %. )) • The celestial sphere rotates daily about an axis 
inclined at some 35° above the northern horizon, carrying 
the heavenly bodies with it. Day and night result from
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the sun rising and sinking over the edge of the earth, 
and the seasons result from its annual approach towards
and recession from the north celestial pole. The design 
of this theory, and in particular the angle of inclination 
of the axis make it plain that the Chinese observer was 
thought of as being at the centre of this sphere, a fact 
at times explicitly stated (IV (2)(c)).

A third theory usually mentioned in company with 
the two preceding from the second century A.D. onwards

of this name is obscure) . There is a fragment alleged .to 
be of Han date in which it is claimed that according to 
this theory heaven is not a solid vault at all, but simply 
a great depth of space without limit in which the heavenly 
bodies move independently. After a comprehensive exami
nation of this and related material (III (9)) I conclude 
that although ideas of this sort are found in China from 
quite early times onwards it is doubtful whether the frag
ment in question is genuinely Han. It seems to me that
the original content of the Hsiian ŵ^a^ever ^  w&s)
had been forgotten by the Ilan and that at some later
date the name was attached to the theory now associated 
with it. The original feature of this theory is not, as 
sometimes stated, the infinity of space, but is simply 
the non-existence of a heavenly vault. No Chinese cosmo- 
grapher known to me gives any signs of not believing that 
space (as opposed to the region within the heavenly vault)

(III (8)(a)) is named r (the significance



is infinite, and some state this explicitly. This is 
contrary to the Aristotelian view common in the West, 
according to which space as well as matter ends at the 
sphere of the fixed stars (Dreyer (l), 109)•

to the fertility of the cosmographical tradition. In the 
third century it was suggested that the seasons might be 
explained by an annual rising and sinking of the heavenly 
vault (IV (5))» The Ytt family produced two writers on
cosmography (IV (7)) one of whom in the third century put 
forward a theory according to which heaven was supported 
pneumatically, while his successor a century later postu
lated a fixed heavenly vault of infinite size. None of 
these theories really entered the mainstream of discussion
The same can be said of the sixth century attempt to intro

deduce Buddhist cosmography by Emperor Wu of the Liang
(V (5)) . In this latter, however, there are several signs
of the influence of purely Chinese ideas, especially in
the r3les of the Yin and Yang and their tidal fluctuation.
There was a succession of theories in which the varying
strengths of these principles served to explain the annual
cycles of solar altitude, daylength, and temperature. An

(III (2 )(c)), and Wang Ch'ung criticises the ide^ that the 
sun's disappearance at dusk occurs because it is obscured 
by a cloud of Yin (III (6 )(g)). In the third century A.D.

A number of somewhat eccentric theories testify

early example is found in Huai nan tzu

took up the theme again, in a
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cosmography that seems quite independent of the Hun t 1ien 
or Kai t'ien (IV (3))*

begins with fragments of one of the so-called Apocryphal 
Books (see Appendix (1)), possibly dating from the first 
century B.C. In these fragments and in later work based 
on them (see III (10)) it is stated that the earth goes 
through an annual cycle of displacement, which may include 
motion vertically and in a horizontal plane. In contrast 
to Western reactions to such upsetting suggestions it is 
claimed that men will not be more aware of their motions 
than are passengers in a closed boat. In the early 
material no attempt is made to discuss the astronomical 
consequences of terrestrial motion, but the fourth century

effort to fit the theory into the Ilun t 1 ien cosmos . For 
some reason none of these texts are discussed by the 
dynastic history monographs, despite the fact that the 
T'ang classical subcommentaries treat them in detail.

showed much interest in establishing the dimensions of the 
physical universe. The basis, if any, of the most ancient 
estimates is unknown (I (2)(b)(38-39); III (2)(b)). An 
early application of geometry to this problem is sketched 
in III(z)(d) and described in detail in Cullen (1). The 
most systematic and self-consistent attempt to measure the 
universe was certainly that made by the Chou pei (II, pass

A further unorthodox but fascinating strand

(IV (9)) makes a determined

Throughout the period of this survey the Chinese
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Appendices ( 3  ) , (S’) , ( G ) ) . With the rejection of the 
K^i t 1ien cosmography, however, later writers were at 
something of a loss. Chang Ileng claimed that the dimensions 
he gave to the Hun t 1 ien were mathematically dex'ived (III 
(7)(c)), but left no hint of his method if indeed he had 
one. Lu Chi (J- /n (fl. A.D. 245) simply borrowed a 
dimension from the Chou pel without comment (III (2)(a)).
L u 1s contemporary Wang Fan _T_ ,̂ 7 discussed but rejected 
this figure and attempted a new calculation more suited 
to the Hun t 1ien cosmography (III (2)(c)). Unfortunately 
he lacked adequate knowledge of the geometry of circles and 
continued to use the false shadow-principle of the Chou pel 
(Appendix ( 3  ). A more sophisticated attempt, but still
using the false principle, was made by Tsu Keng-chih ^ Ĵl 

around A.D. 510 (V (3)(b))» During the period of
this survey two suggestions were made which might have led

At? \ Jj Ayout of this impasse, one by Liu Hui gr'l j £ X c. A.D. 263' 
(III (2) (d) , and the other by Liu Ch' ao Sj-jGj c* A.D.
600 (V (6 )(b))» Both of these men proposed experiments on
a large scale , resembling the programme eventually carried

j —-f—  -f-Atout by I-hsing -— ’ j'J and Nan-kung Ytieh \^p c? ? K j

in the eight! century, as described earlier in this intx^o-
duction. Paradoxically, it will be remembered, the
results of these experiments may have been disturbing
enough to cause a revulsion from cosmography for some time.

Mostly within the conteJtt of the Hun t !ien, there
were detailed discussions of various aspects of the
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heavenly bodies. It should be acknowledged at once that 
there were no attempts at anything that could be called 
celestial mechanics, except perhaps a passing reference by 
Chang Heng (III (7) (e)). Nor did the authors in the survey
attempt to derive the detailed movements of the heavenly 
bodies by compounding physical series of simpler motions 
as did the Greeks with their "cycles on epicycles, orb on 
orb". The cycles underlying Chinese calendrical mathema
tics were expressed arithmetically rather than geometrically 
(see Sivin (1)); it will probably remain a moot point 
whether the Chinese poverty in deductive geometry caused 
the choice of calendrical technique or vice versa. In 
their preference for arithmetical methods in astronomy the 
Chinese resembled the Babylonians of the Seleucid period 
(4th - 1st centuries B.C.), although the Hellenistic 
Greeks were by no means averse to such procedures (Neugebauer,

explanation were of course those involving changes in the 
appearance of the sun and moon, including eclipses of 
either body, and the lunar phases. Naturally all of these 
were matters closely connected with calendrical mathema
tics. It has been claimed that the Chou pei says that the 
moon shines by the sun's reflected light, but I find this

(fl. 40 B.C.) stated that both the moon and stars are Yin 
in nature, and reflect the radiance of the sun, which is

(1), 97 f f , 157 f f •)•
Some of the most obvious phenomena requiring

interpretation doubtful (II (3)(e))» Ching
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the essence of Yang (III (5)(a)). Solar eclipses are 
caused by the Yin "encroaching upon" the Yang. Whether 
this should be taken as implying physical obstruction by 
the moon is hard to tell. A century later V.Tang Ch'ung dis
cussed the problem and rejected any idea of the moon as 
the cause of the effect : he preferred a theory of the
spontaneous fluctuation of the sun’s Yang essence. 
Nevertheless Wang’s attempted refutation confirms the 
currency of the correct theory. He also discusses a number 
of important related topics; see III (6 ) pass1m and parti
cularly (d), (f), (h), A generation later Chang Heng first
enunciated the lunar eclipse theory-normally associated with 
the Hun t ’ien, which is that the moon is obscured when 
crossing the earth’s shadow diametrically opposite the sun 
ojev the celestial sphere (III (?)(d)). The difficulty with 
this basically correct idea was that on the Chinese view 
the earth extended so far across the celestial sphere that 
an extremely large shadow would be expected. This problem 
was discussed in detail by Liu Chih -gr ij ^  (IV (6)(b)(c)) 
and Chiang Chi (IV (9)(b)) in the third and fourti centuries 
A.D. , together with other questions such as which of the 
heavenly bodies are self-luminous.

The foregoing sketch must remain incomplete if 
it is not to sacrifice all attempts at brevity; much 
interesting material remains unmentioned. I hope however 
that I have gone some way towards justifying my previous 
contention that cosmography is a particularly fruitful



area for the study of Chinese science and proto-science, 
as well as giving the reader some idea of the general 
nature of the contents of this survey.
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(f) Some conclusions and conjectures

So far I have tried to define the task undertaken 
in this survey, explain why it seemed worthwhile, and des
cribe the means by which its completion was attempted.
The preceding section was written in the hope that a 
skeleton account might spare the reader initial confusion 
when he eventually begins to follow the tangled threads 
of cosmographical debate. In addition the reader is 
perhaps entitled to be told what he will get out of this 
survey that cannot be attained by reading the short studies 
already published by Needham and others. This very perti
nent question does not admit of a single concise answer, 
and I would maintain that this is inevitable by the nature 
of the case. My main claim, as indicated already in this 
introduction, is that I have treated the subject in greater 
detail and more comprehensively than before. This could 
of course be a demerit if it simply meant that the reader 
is to be confronted with an undigested mass of material 
subjected to no greater critical process than a roughly 
chronological arrangement. A collection of a few well- 
chosen pressed specimens clearly labelled is a more 
useful entry to botanical knowledge than a garden rubbish- 
heap, however large. With all modesty I would suggest a 
different comparison : whereas previous accounts of this
field have been sketch-maps or aerial photographs, the 
present work has attempted to be an Ordnance Survey.



This means, of course, that a great part of its 
difference from its predecessors does not consist of flat 
contradiction of their conclusions, apart perhaps from the 
not unimportant point of the lack of any theory of a 
spherical earth (Appendix ( ) ) , or the misinterpretation
of the Kai t 1ien theory by Chatley (II (3)(f))* In many 
cases only such a lengthy treatment as given here could 
honestly show how complex are the questions at issue, 
and how open to doubt any conclusions must be. The 
origin of the Hun t 1ien theory is such a case (III (3))i 
likewise the "moving earth" fragments (III (10)). The 
reader who is interested in the development of Chinese 
mathematics can only be satisfied, similarly, by a step- 
by-step analysis of the mathematical working of the 
ancient writers such as that given in the section on the 
Chou pei (II, passim), Another advantage of a full-length 
treatment is that one is not forced to sort authors into 
more or less artificial "schools" or "tendencies" so that 
an account of one of them characterises the whole group. 
Thus a number of writers are here for the first time given 
the substantial treatment they deserve, and due attention 
is paid to their individuality. After reading this survey 
I hope the reader inay agree, for instance, that although 
Chang Heng (III (7)), Wang Fan (IV (2)), Liu Chih (IV (6)), 
ICo Hung (IV (8)), Chiang Chi (IV (9)) and Tsu Keng-chih 
(V (3)) could all be described as supporters of the 
Hun t 1ien it would be very misleading to blur the important



differences between their standpoints. In instances such 
as these I have tried to put the reader in a position where 
he can get as close as possible to the original sources 
without too much interference from any opinions I have con
ceived myself.

This survey would have been a somewhat unrewarding 
task, however, if it had led nowhere but to the correction 
of details and the multiplication of instances. Although 
I continue to believe that general theories of scientific 
development are premature I would like to end this intro
duction with a few conjectures about some of the large-scale 
characteristics of ancient Chinese cosmography. In parti
cular I would like to consider the relationship between the 
contents of the Kai t 1ien and Hun t * ien theories (see (e) 
above) and the problem of the later development of cosmo
graphy, or more accurately, its failure to develop. In my 
view the crux of the matter is the persistence in both 
theories of the belief that the earth was flat. (Note 
hex'e that the slight curvature of the surfaces of heaven 
and earth in some versions of the Kai t 1ien is without 
significance : See II (3)(c).)

In Dreyer1s discussion of Pre-Socratic astronomy 
an attempt is made to suggest what may have led Parmenides 
of Elea (early fifth century B.C.) to introduce the idea 
of a spherical earth into Greek cosmography (Dreyer (l)i 19) • 
This is, by the way, one of a number of instances where 
comparison of Chinese and early Western material is of



interest, although a full treatment demands time and
space not now available. According to Dreyer :

"We cannot doubt that the true figure of the 
earth was first made clear through the reports 
of travellers about certain stars becoming 
circumpolar when the observer proceeded to 
the north of the Euxine, while a very bright 
star (Canopus), invisible in Greece, was 
just visible above the horizon at Rhodes, 
and rose higher the further the navigator 
went south. Travellers had probably also 
announced the different length of the day 
in different latitudes, a fact which has 
even been supposed to be known to the writer 
of the Odyssey. Parmenides may, however, 
also have supposed that the earth ought to be 
of the same figure as its surroundings, as 
he arranged the universe in concentric layers 
round the earth."

op. cit,, 20
To these considerations one might add Aristotle's 

observation (c. 3^0 B.C.) that the shadow of the earth seen 
during a lunar eclipse is always circular (De caelo, II, 
l k ), and that of Posidonius (c. 100 B.C.) that the Persians 
see the sun rise four hours earlier than the Ibex'ians 
(Dreyer (l), 172), leaving aside all arguments not based 
on direct experience. A reading of Part II below will 
show that the Kai t 1 ien with its flat eax'th was at least 
qualitatively correct in its predictions on nearly all 
of these points. With its postulate that objects beyond 
a certain range gave the illusion of setting (II (3)(d)) 
it was well able to explain why a journey northwards would 
cause a change in the stars visible as well, of course, as 
an elevation of the celestial pole. Similarly the question 
of varying daylongth with latitude presented no difficulty;



the six-monthly alternation of light and dark at the 
north pole was clearly described (loc. cit.). Posidonius’ 
point is dealt with both by the Chou pei itself and by 
Wang Ch’ung (III (6 )(b))* Admittedly lunar eclipses are 
incapable of a purely optical explanation under the 
Kai t 1ien. but as mentioned in (e) above their detailed 
explanation was a point of great difficulty for the 
Hun t 'ien in its turn.

Thus Chinese asti'onomers of the late Western 
Han need not have felt compelled to abandon the Kai t 1ien 
by the evidence that is alleged to have led the Greeks to 
conceive of a spherical earth, so long, that is, as the 
arguments remained qualitative rather than quantitative.
When the attack on the Kai t *ien came, however, it was on 
different grounds altogether; none of the objections 
were based on the variation of phenomena with geographical 
location. Collections of these criticisms will be found 
in III (4) and IV (8)(b). In part they are essentially 
directed against the aspect of the Kai t 1ien theory accor
ding to which the apparent risings and settings of heavenly 
bodies are explained in terms of a limiting range beyond 
which human vision fails and light from the sun, etc., 
does not penetrate. (For expositions of this theory see 
II (3)(d) and III (6)(b)). Other objections point out 
that the paths followed by the sun moon and stars by day 
and night are not in accord with the idea that they are 
circling horizontally above the earth. Perhaps the earliest
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and most striking difficulty raised was the question of 
the equinoxes (III (z±)(a)) : the Kai t'ien is subject to {ft*
dilemma that if day and night are to be equal at some date 
and location, the sun cannot on that day rise exactly due 
east and set exactly due west of the observer, whereas 
an exact east—west path cannot giveequa1 day and night 
(see Fig. Ill (ii)). (In reality, of course, both sets 
of conditions occur together in both spring and autumn 
throughout the world.)

It seems fair to sum up the objections to the 
Kai t 1ien in the judgement "it doesn't look like that 
from here", "here" being of course the Yellow River basin 
on which Chinese culture centred and where many of the 
writers in this survey probably lived and worked, parti
cularly if they held employment as official astronomers.
The I-Iun t 1 ien was, in at least the legal sense of the 
word, calculated to survive the criticisms to which the 
Kai t 'ien had been subjected. It could do this, however, 
for one set of observers only, and those observers had to 
be at the centre of the heavenly sphere. Chinese authors 
seem to have shown no reluctance to assume that their 
position of observation was uniquely privileged. Although 
there is evidence for early beliefs that the centre of 
the earth was at Mt. ICun-lun (I (2)(b)(40)) it became 
usual to assert that the centre of the Middle Kingdom was 
likewise the centre of the world (III (10)(c)(vii);
IV (2)(c); V ( 3 ) ( e ) )• The Hun t'ien universe is comparable



to a vast planetarium designed to display the sky as 
seen from the Loyang region*, the effect works quite well 
so long as a member of the audience is near the centre of 
the dome but becomes unrealistic if he moves towards the 
walls. Could a further reason for abandoning the Kai t 1ien 
have been that it placed the Chinese observer in a position 
of no particular distinction, 103,000 hi from the centre 
of a world (1-76,000 li in diameter (Fig. II (i)) ? In 
fairness I should say that the literature gives 110 hint 
of this.

Hun t 1 ien met the Chinese objections to the 
Kai t'ien well enough, but consideration of Fig. Ill (^) 
makes it plain that it is less capable than the Kai t 'ien 
of withstanding the Greek objections to a flat earth. (I 
repeat that one conclusion at least for which I feel some 
fair certainty is that the Chinese cosmographical litera
ture shows no signs of a spherical earth; see Appendix 
( X ).) On the Hun t'ien theory all observers see the same 
stars simultaneously, and observers fax* off-centre will see 
strikingly asymmetrical effects. The Kai t 1ien, as men
tioned, deals with the effect of north-south motion to 
some considerable extent, and definitely treats all 
observers of the same "latitude" (distance from centre of 
earth) as equivalent. Neither theory gives the true linear 
variation of polar altitude with meridian displacement 
(see (c) above), but when the observer actually arrives 
beneath the celestial pole the Kai t 'ien gives an uncannily
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accurate prediction of conditions (II (3)(d)), while 
from Fig. Ill (7)(i) it can be seen that the Hun t 1ien 
is wildly unrealistic. In connection with this, it may 
be noted that unlike the Kai t 1ien the Hun t 1ien fails 
to predict any variation in daylength with north-south 
displacement, or any variation in the time of noon with 
east-west motion : Posidonius' observation would have
been fatal to it. Under the Hun t'ien when the sun rises 
or sets it does so for all observers simultaneously, and 
it is only due south at mid-day for observers on a central 
meridian. Similarly, on the two days in the year when day 
and night are (for all Hun t'ien observers) of equal 
length only those on the east-west diameter of the sphere 
will see the sun’s equinoctial rising due east and setting 
due west. Chinese astronomers were fully aware of these 
implications of the theory; Tsu Keng-chih actually pro
posed to use them in a procedure by which an observer 
could check his centrality (V (3)(e))«

I ought perhaps to make it clear that my object 
in the preceding paragraphs is certainly not to enter 
into polemics on behalf of one long-dead theory against 
another. The point I hope to make is that insofar
as the Kai t 'len/Hun t 1ien shift was the result of rational 
arguments, those arguments could not have included the 
points that Dreyer* suggests were decisive in persuading 
the Greeks to replace a flat earth with a sphere. This 
is, of course, scarcely surprising, as both the Chinese
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theories involved a flat earth. One is faced with two 
main possibilities :

(i) Chinese cosiuographers never knew of the "Greek 
evidence and hence stuck to the notion of a 
flat earth in default of evidence to the 
contrary,

(ii) They were aware of the facts mentioned but 
were unable or unwilling to frame a theory 
that could account for them.
One can question the likelihood of (i) without 

falling into purely emotional sinophilia. F'oi-' a start 
there is the odd way that the Kai t 1 ien gives such a good 
approximation to the geographical facts, and the Han 
Chinese do not seem to have been strangers either to long 
overland expeditions or sea-voyao'es to distant countries 
(SCC III 510 ff; SCC IV, 3 , 440 ff.). I would conjecture 
that the Kai t 1ien may have been a conscious attempt to 
foi~m a cosmographical scheme that would take the totality 
of astronomical and geographical knowledge into account.
It is not at all conjectural that this scheme could not 
stand up to quantitative criticism, and its replacement, 
the Iiun t'ien, throws all generality aside in its success
ful attempt to save the phenomena for a central observer.

I am conjecturing once more when I point out. 
that the central observers par excellence were the official 
astronomers at the capital, and ask the reader to consider 
the fact that it is from these circles that the criticisms
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of the Kai t 1ien and support of the Hun t'ien seem mainly 
to come. Wang. Ch'ung, the great Han iconoclast, supported 
the ICai t ’ien; in his condemnation of the theories of 
’tlie Chou pei c. A.D. l80 T s ' ai Yung (ill (8) (a)) says 
it is "in error when checked with the celestial pheno
mena, and so the [astronomical] officials do not use it".
Could it be that the state astronomers who worked steadily 
to improve their instrumentation and technique throughout 
the Western and Eastern Han insisted eventually on a 
cosmography that would harmonise with their observations 
(see III (3) passim) and were prepared to discount travellers' 
tales to get it ? As already mentioned the new cosmography 
possessed the advantage of sinocentricity, and its mecha
nism of physical risings and settings of heavenly bodies 
over the edge of the earth could be said to have the 
support of the ancient classical texts (see IV (2)(a)) 
for an example of such argument). Unlike the astronomers 
of the Greek world scattered round the Mediterranean 
basin, Chinese astronomers were a tightly—knit and centra
lised group of bureaucrats, and a theory that suited them 
was unlikely to succumb to amateur criticism.

There is one point, however, (as I find myself 
repeating) on which all Chinese cosmographers agree, 
whether professional astronomers or not. Earth may be 
stationary or oscillate up̂ cjourw t cnr sideways; it may be 
supported hydraulically or pneumatically; heaven may 
be flat or spherical, in rotation or at rest; it too may



oscillate, or it may be comiDletely insubstantial. Despite 
a flood of original and often highly eccentric thinking, 
the home of man is always the comfortingly flat earth.
Indeed, we never find so much as a dismissal of the 
spherical earth as a ludicrous fantasy. Could it be that 
the Kai t 1ien1s false start made the evidence for spheri
city disreputable once the Hun t 1ien officially declared 
such phenomena non-existent ? It may well be of course 
that the idea of the sphere is so great a leap for the 
intellect that it does not suggest itself as the result 
of physical reasoning. All our explanations of the 
making of this discovery by the Pythagoreans in the fifth 
century B.C. Greece are no more than post hoc rationali
sations , and the origin of the idea may have been purely 
mystical for all we know. Once launched, of course, it 
was well fitted to win through to victory in the Darwinian 
struggle of rival theories, despite obstacles of ignorance 
and obscurantism for centuries to come. But in China the 
seed was never apparently sown, and even the strong 
stimulus of the eighth century survey results previotisly 
mentioned failed to produce a reaction in a fruitful 
direction. The attempt to guess why this was raises 
topics too large for proper treatment within the boundaries 
of the present work. Meanwhile the interesting task remains 
of seeing what a succession of brilliant and original minds 
made of a problem to which the most vital clue of all was 
never found: what is the nature of the world in which we live
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I : S O M E  A R C H A I C  N O T I O N S

(l) The importance of a background

The declared object of this survey is to give 
an account of early Chinese cosmographical argument. Why 
then does it begin with a somewhat miscellaneous mixture 
of legend and unsupported assertion, much of which was 
dismissed, except for poetical purposes, as early as 
Wang Ch'ung in the first century A.D. (see III ( 6 ) ) ?
I reply that one of the main reasons for discussing such 
material is precisely that we can judge the nature and
power of later thinking by the way it interprets these
traditions and how many of them it feels compelled to
reject. If we neglect the study of the context in which
ideas arose, we cannot form a proper idea of their origi
nality or significance, and may find ourselves puzzled 
over points where an ancient reader would have shared an 
unstated assumption.

This section is not a. complete study of the 
available evidence. All that will be done is to present 
a selection of cosmographically interesting material of 
mostly pre-Ch'in date. This will necessarily involve a 
certain amount of tearing out of context, a regrettable 
process as I have already noted. One has to begin some
where, however, and it cannot be denied that a complete 
discussion of, for instance, the universe of the Ch 1u tz * u



needs the methods of the mythographer rather than ’tkose 
of the historian of science. I would also argue that 
this is not an instance where we need be over-scrupulous 
about establishing the precise religious or philosophical 
significance of ideas in their original cultural setting. 
This is because we are only dealing with the influence 
of early thinking in the somewhat fossilised form it had 
taken on by the time our survey properly begins. The 
transformation involved was often a very radical one 
indeed. Maspero (l) deals amongst other such matters 
with the case of Hsi Ho, regarded in early legend as the 
mother and charioteer of the sun. After suffering a 
Confucian sea-change, this rich and strange being appears 
in the Shu ching as two ancient official astronomers and 
their sons !

By way of providing a background to the main par 
of this survey, therefore, I will give an account firstly 
of a body of belief with its roots firmly in myth. This 
will be followed by an attempt to recover what we can of 
the cosmography of Tsou Yen, whose importance is not so 
much the arguments (we know of none) by which he supported 
his theories, but rather the novelty with which his ideas 
struck his contemporaries. The beginning of novelty is, 
after all, the end of myth.



(2) The world of the T'ien wen 7\" fo"]

(a) Ox-jgin and nature of the work

. i- ' - -

The T 1 ien wen forms part of the Ch ' u tzu X3£. ĵ Ĵp 
collection, which was compiled by Liu Hsiang f°i

c. 50 B.C. and added to and given a commentary by Wang I 
c. A.D. 130. In the introduction to his trans

lation Hawkes (l), 45» says on the question of authorship 
and date :

1fThe traditional attribution to Ch' tl Ytlan [ /3? J'v Cm 500 B.C.J could be correct; 
though I am inclined to think it was written 
earlier - perhaps as much as a century earlier - 
than Li sao another poem of the anthology, 
formerly attributed to Ch' tl Ytlan , and that 
C h 1 tl Ytlan knew it and was to some extent 
influenced by it. At all events, the view, 
occasionally entertained by modern scholars, 
that it was written some time in the Han 
dynasty, is almost certainly wrong. Arch
aeological evidence has revealed that the 
author of T'ien wen knew more about the early 
history of Shang than any Han author would 
appear to have done, and the stylistic 
archaism is unlikely to be pastiche."

The work takes the form of a number of questions, 
as its title T 'ien wen (= 'Heavenly questions') would lead 
us to expect. It is irrelevant for the present purpose 
whether they are the remains of a ritual catechism, or 
perhaps a mere collection of riddles as Hawkes suggests. 
Whatever the purpose of the questions they certainly 
provide a fairly complete set of references to those 
legends and beliefs of pre-Ch'in times which relate to
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what we would now call cosmography, as well of course as 
many other subjects besides. The poem begins in a sys
tematic way, dealing first with cosmogony, then with 
heaven, the sun, moon and stars, the great flood, and 
the wonders of the earth. I have therefore adopted the 
plan of quoting from Hawkes* translation, and adding 
comments on each section. The numbering refers to 
Hawkes' division of the original into 'lines' , each 
consisting of two tetrasyllables; for text, see Ci\V JlV,  ̂

My two main sources for the comments are Chiang Litrng-Fu (l) 
and Wen I-To (l). This material is readily available and 
in the main not subject to controversy; such parts of it 
as are at all doubtful are in no way crucial for any of 
my later conclusions. For once at least in this survey, 
therefore, I have allowed the interests of brevity priority 
over those of fullness of discussion and detailed citation 
of references.

(b ) Extracts and comments

(7—8) "Who planned and measured out the round shape
and ninefold [gates of Heaven 1 ? Whose work was 
this, and who first made it V"

The 'round shape1 is an obvious enough reference 
to heaven, but in what way is it 'ninefold' ? Wen I-To 
argues convincingly for the version given by Hawkes, 
pointing out a number of early references to 'ninefold1 
gates in the context of royal residences, and distinguishing



this mention of* the number nine from that in lines (11-12) 
below.

(9-10) "How are the Ladle's Handle and the Cord tied
together 7 How \*as Heaven's Pole raised ? How do 
the Eight Pillars of Heaven keep it up ? Why is 
there a gap in the south-east ?"

The 'Ladle's Handle' and the 'Cord' are references 
to the stars of part of Ursa Major, sometimes indeed referred 
to as the 'Northern Dipper' in English. Hawkes is adopting 
the same rendering as Wen I-To, who also examines the very 
different interpretation of Wang I. Wang glosses -f-n

kuan as 'a pivot' and considers that the 'Cord' wei jr U> 
some kind of physical suspension, presumably attached to 
this pivot so as to hold up heaven. Wen rejects this , but 
I cannot help being reminded of a passage in Kuan tzu Hp [

"Heaven is suspended (wei ) by something,
and earth is carried (tsai ^  ) by something. If
nothing suspended heaven, then it would fall. If 
nothing held up earth then it would collapse."R nan i y u  , |\ I 0U , S?TK

Wen suggests that in this instance 'Pole' chi 
may be used in its original sense of 'ridgepole of a house' 
as if the vault of heaven was a roof. Although there are 
early mentions of pillars below the earth, Wen is almost 
certainly justified in taking the eight pillars referred 
to her’e as the ones which hold up heaven. They appear to 
have been thought of as eight mountains arranged round the 
edge of the earth. The 'gap in the south-east' is the 
gap between the pillars and heaven caused by tilting after



the north-west pillar had been broken by the legendary
-+T — idemon Kung Kung .— 1—  : the details of this story are

given below (line 35).

(11-12) "Where do the nine divisions of Heaven each 
stretch to and where do they join ? The ins and 
outs of their edges are very many. Who knows their 
number ?"

The 'nine divisions' are thought to be what are 
often called the 'nine fields (yeh ): one is at the
centre, round the pole, and the other eight are segments 
of the rest of heaven. It may be of interest to note that 
according to Huai Nan Tzu (3* 2a, SPTK) the number of 'ins 
and outs' required is a somewhat hyperbolic 9*999*

(13-1^) "How does H eaven coordinate its motions ?
Where are the twelve Heavenly Houses divided ?
How are the sun and moon connected with them 
and the stars spaced out over them ?"

Hawkes' version of the first question must be
p'K.regarded as hypothetical. Wang I glosses v±_, t ' a as

ho 'join', and considers the question means "where 
do heaven and earth join ?". The reference to earth 
seems ill-placed in a context where preceding and sub
sequent questions refer to heaven alone or the heavenly 
bodies, and, one is moved to ask, how can heaven join 
on to earth if heaven rests on pillars as already mentioned 
Chiang makes the interesting suggestion that the 'joining' 
referred to may be the monthly conjunctions of sun and 
moon. As there are twelve of these annually a link is
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established with the second question. Wen argues that in 
any case t ' a should not be taken as 'join together' , but 
carries instead an implication of 'stacking u p ', or more 
abstractly of something heing based on something else or 
relying on it. His version would be something like :
"For what reason is it that Heaven is divided into twelve ?"

Lines 13 » 14 recall part of the I Ching :
"The sun and moon are connected (chu /'||f ) to heaven; 
the hundred cereals, grass, and trees are connected 
to earth,"

(Chou I , 3, 36t 5PT|<)

(15—l6) " The sun sets out from the Valley of
Morning and goes to rest in the Vale of Darkness.
From the dawn until the time of darkness, how many
miles is his journey ?"

A long and fascinating discussion of these beliefs 
is given in Maspero (l). The important point for future 
reference is that the sun rises up from and sets into the 
earth itself: the cause of day and night is obvious.
The K 'ai T 'ien theory claimed that sunrise and sunset 
were mere optical illusions, while the eventually trium
phant Hun T 'ien insisted on physical setting and rising.
In the Hun T 'ien the sun follows the rotating celestial
sphere below the earth and reappears in the east. The
legend of the Fujsang (see line 45 below) suggests that 
the archaic view may in contrast have held that a new 
sun is formed in the east each day. It has been suggested 
(Needham, SCC III, 218) that another poem in the C h ' u Tz'u



"speaks of the sun travelling back to the east during the 
hours of darkness". This notion comes from a line in the 
poem Tung chdn ’The Prince of the East' (a solar
deity) :

"I seize my reins and soar up high, and in the 
darkness I go to the east"

( CKV fyu t ̂  /L # }

To claim, however, that this "may be early
evidence of Hun t ’ien ideas" seems rather unjustified in 
the general context of the rest of the ChT u tz’u ,

Two questions which occur later in the poem are 
appropriately dealt with immediately :
(45) ""Why are the Jo flowers bright before Iisi—Ho

is stirring ?"
(56) "When Y;i shot down the suns, why did the

ravens shed their feathers ?"
Again, a detailed examination of evidence . 

relating to these lines is given in Maspero (1). The 
Jo tree is one of a pair of trees connected with the sun:
it is associated with the setting sun. The rising sun
comes from the Fujsang tree in the east, which is
referred to in the Lijsao. This tree bears ten suns in 
its branches, and each morning one of them mounts up into 
the sky: presumably a fresh one then grows on it. A
recently excavated textile dating from the second century 
B.C. carries a depiction of this tree, and likewise of 
the raven in the sun. ( New -j-tlo
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Hsi—Ho is the charioteer who conducts the sun across the 
sky to the 'Vale of Darkness'. In some legends Hsi-Ho is 
also the mother of the suns. A further legend tells that 
one one occasion all ten suns rose at once, and the earth
was saved from combustion when Yi, the archer, shot down
nine of them. The ravens thought to be present in each 
sun might be an early reference to sunspots. These legends
attracted the particular attention of Wang Ch1ung, who
disposed of them with incisive rationalism (see III ((j))

( 3 5 )  "When K 'ang Hui was enraged, why did the earth
fall in the south-east ?"

K 'ang Hui is another name for the legendary being
“ t t *  —

Kung Kung '—  . The full story of this event is given
-*-n jdygii nan t̂ .u •

"In ancient times Kung Kung fought with 
Chdan Hsd ~rjs) -J;5=1 for the imperial power. In 
his rage he smote mount Pu Chou yj\ ĵ j : the
pillars of heaven snapped and the bonds of earth 
broke. Thus heaven inclined to the north-west so 
that the sun moon and stars moved thither, and 
earth did not fill the south-east, so that the 
waters and detritus flowed in that direction."

(Huai nan t^u 3i Ib^SPTK )
Elsewhere in Huai nan tzu ( 4 ,  4 a  SPTIC) mount 

Pu Chou is given as the north-western of the eight cir
cumferential mountains: these are the pillars of heaven
mentioned in connection with line ('10). It might seem 
odd that it is the north-western pillar which is damaged 
rather than simply the northern one. Perhaps it was felt 
that the north-western rupture would not only explain why
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the celestial pole was tilted northwards but would also 
suggest some cause for the westwards setting of the celestial 
bodies. Xu his discussion of the story, Wang Ch'ung mentions 
a further legend of the repair of the broken vault of heaven 
by the goddess Nil Kua (see IIl(G)fj))

(38-3^) ’’What are the distances from east to west and
from south to north ? From north to south the
earth is longer and narrower. How much is the 
difference between its length and breadth ?”

Although it would be hard to argue that Hawkes
is incorrect in making the text imply that the north-south 
dimension is longer than east-west, (this was also the 
view of Wang I), most examples of early alleged measure
ments contradict this. According to the Lil shik ch 1 un ch 1 in, 
for instance :

’’Within the four seas i.e. the inhabited earth 
it is 28,000 li. east-west and 26,000 1J_ north-south”

(13, 3a SPTK)
These figures are also found in Huai nan tzu,

Kuan tz,u, and the Shan hai ching. Perhaps the important 
point is not so much which measurement is greater, but 
the fact that there is any difference at all. I have not 
so far succeeded in finding any plausible motivation for 
these figures. Lo Yang is some 400 miles, about 1,200 li, 
from the sea: doubling this figure for the width of an
earth with Lo Yang at its centre gives 2,400 l_i, which is 
less than ten per cent of the values given here. Perhaps 
there is a connection with Tsou Yen's notion of the ninefold 
.continents ? (see below, ICsO
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(40-4tl) "Where is K ' u n  Lun with its hanging gardens ?
How many miles high are its ninefold walls ?"

U-I lJj
\$T> Mount K 1 un Lun is repeatedly mentioned in the 

Ch*u tz'u and elsewhere in ancient literature. There seems 
to have been a belief that it was the central mountain of 
the earth, and its frequent portrayal in the form of bronze 
censers of the Western Han onwards underlines its impor
tance. A fragment of an apocryphal work which makes the
position and function of the mountain explicit runs :

"Mount K'un Lun is the central pillar of heaven" 
(Lung yd ho t'u, quoted in I wen lei chit, 7* 13°) 
This work probably dates from the Western Han, 

as do most other such books (see »
Another statement is found in the Shui ching
which is attributed to the Western Han but was more likely
compiled during the Three Kingdoms :

"The waste of K'un Lun is in the north-west.
Xt is 50,000 1 i away from Mt. Sung Kao ~ir ^  [neâ  Lo 
Yang]] , and is the centre of the e a r t h . I t  is
1,000 li high and the waters of the Yellow River 
flow from its north-east corner."

s m j ,  L  ; y o W  IWLC 7, 130 
When we come to consider the work of T'sou Yen,

we shall see a further instance of this view of China as
being situated in the south-eastern parts of the earth.
More surprisingly, perhaps, Chang Heng, author of our first 
extant treatise on the Hun t 1ien seems to have believed 
this (see III C *7} C c ) ) ̂ As might have been expected,
Wang Ch'ung rejects all such stories.
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(e) Summary of conclusions

Although we cannot reasonably expect a completely 
consistent picture to emerge from a background of legend, 
it is interesting to attempt to put together some total 
picture of the conception of the universe which underlies 

T 1ien wen. Before the damage caused by Kung Kung 
both earth and heaven were untilted. Heaven rested on 
the eight mountain pillars, but it is however,
exactly how the position of these is to be related to the 
earth itself. I suggest, on the basis of the admittedly 
much later account of Huai nan tzu (t, Ta , mentioned above, 
that the (almost) square drty land surrounded by 'the four 
seas' is considerably smaller than the diameter of the 
ring of mountains supporting the round heaven. (X think 
it not unreasonable to assume that the mountains are in 
a circle to match with heaven.) The ’Valley of Morning', 
in which is the Fiysang tree, must surely have been thought 
of as beyond the seas to the east of China, and the 'Vale 
of Darkness' with the Jjd tree was presumably symmetrically 
placed. At the centre of the earth is Mount K'un Lun.
(See Fig.1(1))

The preceding account has had to draw on sources 
other than the T 'ien wen as well as relying on assumptions 
of dubious status about what is 'reasonable', It might 
be thought that this makes it a rather pointless exercise.
I would nevertheless argue that if a Chinese of the early
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Western Han had an overall picture of the universe formed 
on the basis of current literature, then it would not be 
radically different from the one I have given. It is not 
a satisfactory picture capable of 'saving the appearances' 
for all celestial phenomena. This need not suggest that 
we have misinterpreted the evidence, for if it had been 
a totally satisfactory picture, there would have been no 
incentive to develop a better theory of the universe, nor 
any motive for making the mental leap necessary to accept 
the unprecedented novelty of both the Hun t 'ien and the 
Kai t 'ien.
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(3) Tsou Yen : the beginning of theory

(a) Life and work of Tsou Yen

A detailed account of what is known of Tsou Yen 
fell f;T ^C * 350-270 B.C.) is given in Needham SCC vol II, 

232 ff, drawing on the Shih chi, 7^, and the few extant 
fragments of Tsou's writings. He was closely associated 
with the development of the •Five Elements' theory, and
may have been a 'founder member’ of the famous Chi—Iisia
academy at the capital of the state of Ch'i . It appears 
that he and his disciples were held in very high regard 
by the feudal lords of that time and received generous 
support, possibly because it was felt that the application 
of the Five Elements theory to statecraft was politically 
useful.

Tsou was certainly a man of wide-reaching views. 
The Shili chi says :

"He made a profound examination of the 
ebb and flow of the Yin and Yang and wrote 
the Kuai ytl chili pien, the Tung shih and
the Ta sheng in more than 100,000 words.
His discourses were wide-ranging and uncon
ventional; he always began by examining 
something small, but continued by extrapolating 
to larger things, and eventually reached the 
infinite. First he dealt with the time from 
the present back to the Yellow Emperor, in 
common with other scholars, but by taking 
together the rise and fall of the ages, and 
basing himself on signs and rules he extra
polated to the most distant times, and reached 
the age before the birth of heaven and earth, 
that incomprehensible and ox’iginless obscurity.
First he set in order the famous mountains and
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great rivers of the Middle Kingdom, its con
necting valleys and wild beasts, the wealth of 
its water and soil and its precious products.
On this basis he extrapolated to the regions 
beyond the seas where man cannot observe."

Shih Chi 7zJb, 13^4, CHSC
Although one ought to resist the temptation to

make stimulating but possibly misleading comparisons, I
would at this point like to note that a good part of our
knowledge of the most distant galaxies is ultimately based
on observation of small samples of gases in a laboratory,
"extrapolated to the limit". Unlike Tsou, however, we can
claim to have made some . effort to discover what proi^erties
of things near at hand are invariant enough to warrant such
extension. Perhaps comparison ought to be restricted to
the following passage from the Lieh tzu : despite the
risk of interpolations at any time before the Chin dynasty
text stabilisation, it may be pre-Ch*in material.

"T'ang asked : 'Is there anything beyond the four seas?1"
"K'o said : It is the same as the Middle Land'"
"Tlang asked : 'How do you know that is true?'"
"K1o said : 'I went east to Ying, and the people
are the same as here. I asked about the east of 
Ying, and they said it is still the same as 
Ying. I went west to Pin, and the people are the 
same as here. . I asked about the west of Pin, and 
they said it is still the same as Pin. Thus I 
know that the four seas, the four wastes, and 
the four poles are no different from here."

Lieh tzu chi shih, ch. 5 i 92.

This is the same practice of daring but over
confident extrapolation from the known to the unknown that 
was apparently the method of Tsou Yen.
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(b ) Tsou Yen's costnographical thought : two accounts

Although we have no record of discussions on the 
heavens by Tsou Yen, a substantial fragment on the earth 
is available from reasonably attested sources. It occurs 
in the Shih chi very soon after the end of the passage
already quoted.

"What the literati call the Middle Kingdom 
fills but one eighty-first part of what is under 
heaven. The name of the Middle Kingdom is 'The 
wondrous region chou rji|t| of the red nome ' .
Within the wondrous region of the red nome itself 
there are nine 'regions', and these are the 
•regions' established by Ytl - but these do not 
count as actual regions. Outside the Middle 
Kingdom there are all nine regions like the 
wondrous region of the red nome and these are 
what I call the 'nine regions'. Round these 
there is a 'lesser sea', impassable to people 
and animals, so as they are within a single 
boundary, they amount to a region. There are 
nine like this, and then there is a vast ocean 
round the outside. This boundary is known as 
the 'eight poles', where heaven and earth meet."

. (" I follow Shih chi, for all but the last
sentence, which is drawn from Y en t 1 ieh j.un, 53 • )

Later but still in all possibility authentic 
accounts of Tsou Yen's theories are contained in Wang 
C h ' ung's critique of them, written o, A.D. 80.

"The works of Tsou Yen state : 'There are
nine regions in the Empire, and these are the 
nine regions referred to in the Ytl kung [- 
Tribute of Ytl, part of the Shu ching~\. Now 
these nine regions of the Ytl kung I call one 
region, and reckoning beyond those of the Ytl kung 
there are nine. The nine regions of the Ytl kung 
which are the nine regions of the empire today, 
are in the south-east corner, and its name is



"The red nome of the wondrous region". There 
are eight more such regions, and each region is 
encircled by four seas, which are called "lesser 
seas". Outside these nine regions there is a vast 
ocean in addition'*"

Lun Ken^ J I / 3> *•, ̂  ̂
Whereas the Shih chi account suggested that the 

world contained eighty-one equivalents of the 'Middle 
Kingdom', it is evident that Wang Ch'ung's version gives 
only nine. Redundantly, however, he preserves the two 
ranks of sundering seas. Obviously the 'Middle Kingdom* 
is not completely surrounded by water, and so only a 
single one is required, there being only one landmass, 
which is made up of the nine China-sized 'regions'. It 
is not surpi'ising in view of the omission of the second 
factor of nine involved that Wang Ch'ung came to the 
conclusion that Tsou Yen's estimate for the size of the 
world was smaller than it could have been. Despite this, 
his other criticisms are telling enough, as we shall see 
(III {£) (e) below).

In Flcy I (A) (a) I attempt to represent the 
statements of the Shih chi diagrammatically. I have 
assumed that each of the nine great continents is centred 
on a mountain like K'un Lun, and that their arrangement 
is related to the theme of squareness which the ancient 
Chinese so often stress in relation to the earth. For,
I confess, no very strong reason, I have assumed that the 
great continent in the south-east corner of which is China 
is placed centrally. Fig* I )(b) carries 'reconstrueto
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licence' to its maximum; it is true at least that the text 
says that heaven and earth join, and that we have no evi
dence that Tsou Yen differed from the ancient tendency to 
think of heaven as a solid vault of some kind.
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(c ) The significance of Tsou Yen's theory

How did Tsou Yen arrive at the somewhat bizarre
geography set out above ? If we remember that he is said 
to have arrived at his results by extrapolation from the 
known to the unknown, it seems possible that the process 
might have been as follows :

(i) Tsou realised that there was land far beyond 
the borders of the Empire.

(ii) Extrapolating, he assumed that just as there 
were nine regions within the Empire, so there 
were in all nine regions of equal size with 
the Empire, which formed one of them.

(iii) Aware that there was sea to the east and 
south of China, he thought that the nine 
'Chinas’ constituted a land-mass surrounded 
by sea with China in the south-east corner.

(iv) He was now faced with another unit, the land- 
mass, surrounded by sea, and extrapolated 
once more to give nine of them. Further 
multiplications -would not give a qualita
tively different unit, so he left the 
process at that point.
This is, of course, a tentative and untestable

scheme, but insofar as it makes Tsou's theory less 
mysterious in its origins we are released from any 
necessity of supposing it due to, say, Indian influence.



The point remains nonetheless that Tsou created a great 
novelty in his notions about the earth: it is a pity
that we have no record of any of his astronomical specu
lations. The creators of the striking novelties of the 
Hun t'ien and Kai t ’ien remain unknown.
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(l) The importance of the work

It is very unlikely that any firm conclusion 
could ever be reached in a discussion of the authorship 
of this work and its compilation. Such evidence as there 
is relating to these problems is set out in Appendix (t) ", 
together with a summary account of the book's contents.
The most positive statement that can be made about the 
book in that summary is that it must have reached a stable 
form by the time that it received its first commentary 
circa A .D . 22 2.

The aim of this survey is not however primarily 
bibliographic. For the history of cosmographical argument 
the important point is that there is a considerable body 
of evidence suggesting that the material of the Chou Pei 
was current during the Western Han. Indeed I shall later 
suggest that there is very clear proof that the cosmography 
of this work was known in detail in pre-Ch1in times. The 
actual compilation of the book, I feel, may have been a 
response to the aggressive and successful arguments of 
supporters of the Hun t'ien against the Kai t 'ien cosmo
graphy which the Chou Pei sets out to expound. We are 
lucky that the results of this compilation have been 
preserved in a relatively uncorrupted state, for without 
this book nearly all of our knowledge of the Kai t 1ien



would have to be drawn from the statements of its opponents 
Likewise their descriptions of their own theories gain 
greatly in interest by being set in contrast to a clear 
description of the system they sought to replace. The 
only other source of arguments in favour of the Kai t 1ien 
is the work of Wang Ch'ung in the second half of the first 
century A.D. (see below, III ( o )). Although the 
principles of his cosmography appear identical to the 
Chou Pei he neither mentions the work nor refers to the 
Kai t 1ien by name. It is notable also that he gives an 
account of the dimensions of the universe which differs 
considerably from the details given in the Chou Pei.
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\

Techniques of observation and calculation

(a ) The gnomon and the shadow principle

The gnomon or simple vertical pole is the —
ment used throughout the work, except Tor the single 
instance of the use of a sighting-tube described below. 
Indeed, the text itself claims that its title Chou Pei

most of the text. The shadow cast by the gnomon at noon 
is observed, and by the application of a simple rule the 
distance from the gnomon to the point on the earth directly 
below the sun is derived. This method is extended to 
observations of a star: as its light is of course too
weak to cause the gnomon to cast a shadow, a string led 
down along the line of sight from the top of the gnomon 
enables an artificial shadow to be constructed (p. 5^0

What was the principle by which observation of 
a shadow yielded the distances of heavenly bodies ? We 
find a short but clear statement in the following terms :

"Method : the Chou gnomon is eight feet
long. The increase or decrease of the horizontal 
L= shadow^/ is one inch for a thousand li". (p. '$k)

In other words, for every thousand 1J. between the 
gnomon and the point below the heavenly body observed there

means 'the upright of Chou* ( ^  4-) , , although
the term piao rather than pei is used through
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is one inch of shadow. An example follows immediately :
"Now set up a gnomon eight feet high and 

sight on the celestial pole: the horizontal
is ten feet three inches. From this it is evi
dent that northwards 103,000 l_i from Chou one 
arrives at the point below the celestial pole."
(p* 3 ^ )

(The terms 'foot* and 'inch' here are renderings of the 
rough |
■̂en ts * un to a ch ' ih , and the absolute value of these 
units is of course irrelevant as long as gnomon and. shadow 
are measured in the same units.)

Similar procedures are used to give the result 
that the noon subsolar point is 16,000 li due south at 
the summer solstice and 133,000 jhl due south at the winter 
solstice. At these positions a gnomon is said to cast no 
shadow at noon on the respective dates. (p. 26]

As shown in Appendix C3) , these applications of 
the 'inch for a thousand Id-' principle are completely 
invalid, except in a universe where the heavenly bodies 
lie on a flat heaven 80,000 li. above a flat earth. It 
is not unexpected, therefore, when after describing 
observations made at a time when the gnomon casts a 
six foot shadow, the text continues :

"From the gnomon to the point below the 
sun is 60,000 li., and there the gnomon has no 
shadow. From there upwards to the sun is 
8 0 , 0 0 0  l i " .  (p. 26)

Much later, we read :
"Heaven is 80,000 li. from earth." (p. 5^)

equivalent ch' ih and ts ' u n . There were
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As will appear later, however, it is made clear 
that heaven and earth are not thought of as parallel planes, 
but rather as both bulging upwards 60,000 1JL in their 
centres, for a diameter of 000 li.. The T ’ang commen
tator Li Shun-feng is well aware that this makes a simple 
application of the shadow principle impossible (p. 28 f.).
In his defence of the Kai t 1ien Wang Ch'ung makes it clear
that, for him, heaven and earth are actually flat and
parallel (see III (k) (It) ) .

Appendix C O  contains an examination o f  the shadow 
data in terms of date and place of observation. It is there 
shown that it is difficult to maintain that they form a 
consistent set: this does not detract from their importance
in that they nevertheless formed the basis o f  the Chou Pei's 
quantitative cosmography.

(b ) The theorem of Pythagoras

Almost at the beginning of the text, in a section 
recording a dialogue between the Duke of Chou (c. 102.0 13. C .
according to the conventional chronology) and the minister 
Shang Kao, the latter refers to the 3 - ^ - 5  right-angled 
triangle. In part his statement reads :

"Cut a rectangle so that the base is three 
broad and the altitude four long: the diagonal
is five" (p. l*i)
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This passage has attracted a mass of exegesis 
and illustration from later commentators. It is of course 
unlikely in the extreme that the dialogue recorded hex'e 
ever took place. Nevertheless the ascription of the know
ledge contained in it to such ancient worthies suggests 
that when the text was composed this fact was not thought 
of as a recent discovery. Taking account also of the
archaic expression of the passage as a whole compared to
the rest of the hook I feel inclined to claim that this 
section represents one of the earliest strata of tradition 
drawn on by the book's compilers.

In the main body of the text the general theorem 
is applied with confidence together with a technique for 
extracting square roots (not explained in the text, although 
correct results are produced). There is one instance (see
(c) below) where an effort is made to keep to triangles of 
the 3 -  ̂ - 5 ratio, but elsewhere a triangle is solved 
given an hypotenuse of 238,000 l_i and an altitude of
103,000 . The base is found with good accuracy, to be
21*1-,577 2 (see pp. 39, ̂ 0 ) . Despite the
facility with which the theorem is applied, the text does 
not contain anything that could be called an explicitly 
general proof of the result .



This instrument appears only once in the book,
but is used as the last link in a chain of argument by 
which the size of the sun is established. The text which 
follows is largely self-explanatory :

"Wait until the shadow [ of the eight-foot 
gnomon] is six feet long. Then take a bamboo 
with a one-inch bore, and of length eight feet.
Catch the rays [of the sun] and observe that the 
bore exactly contains the sun, and the sun cor
responds to the bore. Thus in this case one can 
see that the ratio is that 80 inches [ for the 
length]] gives a diameter of one inch. So taking 
the horizontal as the original figure, and the 
gnomon as the altitude, from the gnomon to the 
point below the sun is 60,000 ]Li: there the
gnomon has no shadow. From that point it is
80,000 l_i up to the sun."

"If one seeks the distance slantwise to the 
sun, take the [distance to the point'] below the
sun as the base and the height of the sun as the
altitude. Square base and altitude, add, and 
take the square root. One obtains the result 
that going slantwise to the sun from the gnomon 
is 100 ,000 li."

"Making use of the ratio, 80 li gives a
diameter of one li, and 100,000 li gives a
diameter of 1,250 li. Thus it is said : the
diameter of the sun is 1,250 3JL. " (pp* 27, 28)

The observation of interest here is, of course, 
the use of a tube to sight on the sun; the data from 
this amount to a statement of the apparent angular 
diameter of the sun. This angular diameter, S, is 
given by :

-1 /0.5 \
S = 2 tan HO J
S = 0 ° h 5 ’
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The actual apparent angular diameter of the sun 
is about 0°10' less than this : in terms of the sighting-
tube this means that the sun would only fill 0.75 inches 
of the diameter of the tube, which would need to be some 
107 inches long before the diameter was filled, rather 
than only 80 inches. Even given that observations were 
taken when the sun was partly obscured by fog or cloud, 
or at dawn or sunset, the process would be difficult to 
perform accurately, due to the obvious problem of glare.
I suspect that an eight foot sighting-tube was used by 
analogy with an eight foot gnomon, and the diameter of 
one inch (perhaps suggested by the shadow principle) was 
found to fit the sun-sight well enough so that no further 
change was felt to be required.

The actual result of 1,250 jLi is of course 
completely conditioned by the choice of the moment when 
the sim happens to be 100,000 li away according to the 
methods of the Chou Pei. As the apparent angular diameter 
is constant throughout the year, a choice of observation 
at the summer solstice when the sun is much closer would 
give a considerably smaller diameter in 1J., The con
ditions chosen are obviously the result of a wish to 
deal with a 3 ” ^ - 5 triangle consisting of the 60,000 1i 
south to the sun, the 80,000 1i altitude of the sun, and 
the 100,000 l_i distance slantwise to the sun from the gnomon.

It has been alleged that certain references in 
the latter half of the book are descriptions of a sighting-tube
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made of jade: see Michel (1) quoted by Needham SCC III
3 3 3  I  have shown at length elsewhere (Cullen (2))
that this allegation is simply the latest in a line of 
mistaken assumptions over the last two millennia* The 
actual meaning of the term in question 
hsllan chi is discussed below, in section (3) .



Further, why is the gnomon used only for observations of 
objects near the meridian ? The difficulty here of course 
is that as the sun tends towards setting, the length of 
the shadow tends towards infinity, suggesting an infinite 
distance to the subsolar point. I do not think, however, 
that it was as the result of any suspicion about the 
general applicability of the methods of section (2) that 
they were used to provide only four data. In my opinion 
these four data are the only ones necessary and sufficient 
to define the dimensions of a universe whose form was 
already present in the minds of the writer(s) of the 
Chou Pei. (I am not here considering the figure of
60,000 li. for the upwards bulge of the centres of heaven 
and earth, which the text does not set out to justify.)

(b ) The pole and the dimensions of the solar paths

What then were the assumptions made by the 
author (s) of the Chou Pei material 011 the general form 
of heaven and earth ? Most important from the point of 
view of its consequences for quantitative cosmography is 
the notion that the north celestial pole is the centre 
of heaven and is directly above the centre of earth, 
which is, as we have seen, 103,000 li. to the north of the 
observer. The daily path of the sun is a circle centred 
on the celestial pole, and the diameter of this circle 
is a minimum at the summer solstice and a maximum at the
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winter solstice. An example of the procedure followed is
nl6,000 ]Li to the south at the summer sol

stice and 135 ,000 l_i to the south at the winter 
solstice there is no shadow at noon. Viewing 
matters on this basis , going southwards £ from 
the polej to the noon sun at the summer solstice 
is 119,000 1i. [ Calculated from 103,000 li 
north to the pole from the observer as pre
viously stated, and 16,000 li. south to the 
summer solstice noon sun . J It is the same 
distance northwards to [the position where it 
isJ midnight. The diameter is 238,000 3-̂i , which 
is the diameter of the sun’s path at the summer 
solstice. Its circumference is 714,000 l_i.
From the noon sun at the summer solstice to the 
noon sun at the winter solstice is 119,000 1 i , 
and north to below the pole is the same distance.
So from the pole southwards to the noon sun at 
the winter solstice is 238,000 11. From the pole 
north to the position where it is midnight is 
the same. The diameter is 476,000 li, which is 
the diameter of the sun's path at the winter 
solstice. Its circumference is 1,428,000 li.”
(p. 3 5 )

Immediately following this is a calculation of 
the size of the solar circle for the equinoxes, based on 
the previously mentioned erroneous assumption that the 
equinoctial noon shadow is midway between the solsticial 
values. Given the methods of section (2) (a) the impli
cation is that the equinoctial noon position of the sun 
is midway between the solsticial positions. Thus the 
diameter of the solar circle is 357,GOO _li and its cir
cumference becomes 1,071,000 hi. (Here, as throughout 
the entire work, the somewhat primitive approximation 
j\= 3 is used.) The first half of the book goes over 
some of the same ground towards its end (p. 4 6  ff.) when 
it proceeds to calculate the size of seven representative 
solar circles, the first and last being the solsticial

J
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circles, the fourth beine the supposedly median equinoctial 
circle, while 
interpolated. 
solar circles

(c) The s h a p __________________

It has already been pointed out, in section 
II (2) (a), that the mathematical methods of the Chou Pei
can only work exactly if heaven and earth are flat and 
parallel plans 80,000 Ijl apart. This is the universe in 
which a principle of 'a thousand l_i for an inch of shadow’ 
holds good for an eight-foot gnomon. It would of course 
be incorrect to claim that the use of such a principle 
in the Chou Pei must imply the existence of a parallel- 
plane theory at some stage of the work's evolution. The 
principle may well have originated as no more than a 
piece of traditional lore unconnected with any cosmo- 
graphical speculations, and we have no grounds for 
assuming that whenever it is used it is used in the full 
knowledge of its implications. Indeed, for most of the 
centuries during which the 'shadow principle1 is found 
in cosmographiccil writings it is definitely not used in 
a valid context.

In any case there are plain statements in the 
text from which it is clear that heaven and earth were 
not conceived of as completely flat. The opening section

the other four circles are also linearly 
In this section and subsequently these 

are given the name heng v{̂ c I

e of heaven and earth
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of the text, which contains the cryptic and possibly 
archaic dialogue of Chou Kung and Shang Kao, describes 
heaven and earth thus :

"The square pertains to earth and the circle 
pertains to heaven; heaven is round and earth 
is square. The numbers of the square form the 
pattern: the circle is produced by means of
the square. A rain-hat images heaven. Heaven 
is green and black; earth is yellow and red.
The way the numbers of heaven make up a rain-hat, 
is that green and black make up the outside, and 
cinnabar and yellow make up the inside, so as to 
image the positions of heaven and earth.”
( p p .  2 2 ,  23 )

Near the beginning of the second part of the 
book we find two more statements :

"The earth below the pole is 60,000 Id- 
higher than where men live: the pouring waters
run off downwards on all sides. The centre of 
heaven is also 60,000 li_ higher than its edges 
all round." (p. 53)

"The image of heaven is a covering rain-hat.
The pattern of earth is an overturned pan. Even 
tho ught the winter solstice sun is on the outer 
heng, it is still 20,000 li. above the land below 
the pole." (p. 5^}

The flavour of the first passage differs markedly 
from the others. heaven is rain-hat shaped in all three, 
but what are we to make of the mention of a square earth, 
which is somewhat at odds with the later statement that 
earth is like an overturned pan ? Chao Shuang’s commen
tary of the early third century A.D. likewise compares 
the three passages and expresses puzzlement :

" ... These £i.e. the circle and square^ are 
not tli e real bodies of heaven and earth. Heaven 
cannot be viewed to its limit, and earth cannot 
be completely observed. Surely one cannot be 
certain of their roundness and squareness ? ... "
(p. 22)
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At present there is 110 evidence firm enough . to
come to a certain conclusion on the matter, but I feel it 
is not unreasonable to suggest that the first passage does 
not come from the same source as the other two. Xt is 
certainly true that the attempt of Chatley to take all 
three together leads to odd results: see section (3) (e)
below. The clear statement that the earth is like an 
overturned pan is obviously intended to suggest that it 
is the same shape as the rain-hat form of heaven, so that 
the two remain the constant 80,000 1J. apart specified 
throughout the text. The question o-̂  the exact significance 
of the 'rain-hat1 and 'pan1 shapes is considered in more 
detail in connection with Chatley's suggestion, but perhaps 
it is permissible at this point to give Fig. II (l) as an 
illustration of the size and shape of heaven and earth as 
specified in the parts of the text so far examined. The 
diagram is a vertical section through along the meridian 
of the place of observation of the text, there specified

be deduced about the location and date of the observer. 
Nowhere in the text is there any mention of any means of 
fixing heaven and earth in position.

In Fig. II (l) the sun is shown as coincident 
with heaven. The question arises of what relation was 
conceived between heaven and the obvious motions of sun, 
moon, and stars. Negative assertions cannot easily be 
supported, but I would maintain that the absence from the

see Appendix (s) for an account of what can
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work of any explicit reference to this problem entitles 
us to assume that the obvious explanation holds. This is 
of course that the heavenly bodies are on the underside of 
heaven, and move with it in a daily revolution about a 
vertical axis through the pole. We have already seen 
statements showing that heaven, like the sun and stars, 
was 80,000 l_i above earth. (No gnomon observations of the 
moon are described, but there is no reason not to suppose 
it at the same altitude.) It would have required a certain 
degree of perversity to have observed the nocturnal revo
lution of the stars round the point specified as the 
centre of heaven and then to have come to any conclusion 
but that the stars were fixed to a rotating heaven. Clear 
proof that the stars were thought of as fixed relative to 
a rotating heaven is given when it is stated (p. 67 )

that the moon lags 13 7/19 tu behind heaven: 
this is the amount by which it moves in a day as seen 
against the background of the stars. The sun is in its 
turn given a daily motion of 1 tu: thus in a year of
365~k days it completes one revolution of 365 "̂ tu against 
the stellar background. No mechanism is suggested to 
explain these motions over heaven, nor to explain the 
sun * s annual shift towards and away from the pole.

I have not succeeded in finding any reason for 
the adoption of the figure of 60,000 1i for the bulge of 
heaven and earth. It is obviously not the consequence 
of any of the mathematical methods of section XI (2) ,
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which in any case suggest a flat heaven and earth, nor is 
it taken account of in any calculations relating to solar 
heights and distances. It is almost as if all calculations 
were performed to establish the dimensions of a flat heaven 
and earth, and as an afterthought both were given a central 
bulge. I would however tentatively suggest another expla
nation in the following terms :

(i) The original and non-quantitative presuppositions 
were that the earth was flat while heaven was 
rain-hat shaped and rotated overhead.

(ii) It was noticed that the application of the 
gnomon shadow principle gave the result that 
the heavenly bodies were always 80,000 li_ 
above earth.

(iii) The evident contradiction between (i) and 
(ii) was noticed, i.e. that a rain-hat shaped 
heaven was closer to a flat earth at its 
edges than in the centre.

(iv) To resolve this it was assumed that earth too 
bulged upwards centrally, so that the vertical 
separation of heaven and earth was constant.
This was preferable to denying that heaven was 
curved, as it obviously appears to be.



( d ) Problems of solar illumination :
day, night, polar conditions, the hsiian chi

Inspection of Fig. II (1 ) shows that at the 
winter solstice there is a clear line of sight from the 
observer to the sun for most of the twenty-four hours 
taken for a complete revolution of heaven, and that at 
the summer solstice the sun is in sight for the entire 
period of revolution. This is, of course, not the state 
of affairs seen by any actual observer, and it cannot be 
said that the introduction of the bulge of the earth is a 
significant contribution to eliminating this anomaly. How 
then does the Chou Pei explain the phenomenon of the 
alternation of day and night ? It is helpful to approach 
this problem by way of a discussion of conditions directly 
below the celestial po|,e: this is the point that corres
ponds to what we would call the 'North Pole1 of the earth. 
The Chou Pei says :

“From the division of day and night at the 
spring equinox to the division of day and night 
at the autumn equinox there is perpetual sunlight 
below the pole. From the division of day and 
night at the autumn equinox to the division of 
day and night at the spring equinox, there is 
never any sunlight below the pole. At the time 
of the division of day and night on the spring 
and autumn equinoxes, the extent of sunlight 
reaches just to the pole." (p. 36)

Now inspection of Fig. II (1) is sufficient to 
convince one that the sun should be perpetually visible 
at the pole for the entire year. How is this to be
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reconciled with the statement just translated ? It is 
somewhat surprising to read such an accurate description 
of the conditions which in fact do obtain at the earth's 
North Pole. Indeed, in the second half of the book we 
find another statement of polar conditions coupled with
a mention of the tropical climate :

"Around the north pole there is unmelting 
ice in summer" . . . "Around the middle heng 
[= solar path at the equinoxesj there are plants 
that do not die in winter ... the five grains 
ripen twice in one year." (p. 56, 57)

The attempt made by the Chou Pei to reconcile 
these anomalies with its cosmography is as follows :

"The sun shines 167,000 JLi on all four
sides. The extent of human vision must be the 
same as the extent of sunlight. Sighting from 
Chou one sees 64,000 1i north beyond the pole, 
and 32,000 li south beyond the sun at the 
winter solstice." (p. 36, 3?)

This seems to solve three difficulties at once: 
if the sun's illumination extends only over a limited 
radius both the problems of day and night and of polar 
conditions may be dealt with. The extension of this 
limiting distance to the range of human vision helps to 
dispel the difficulties caused by the obvious implication 
of Fig. II (i) that nearly all the stars that are ever 
visible should be visible simultaneously on a given night. 
Unfortunately matters are not brought to such a satisfactory 
conclusion, for the figure of 167^00 l_i has not been 
chosen 011 any physical basis. We might on the basis of 

p ^ have expected the extent of sunlight to be
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chosen so that it is equal to the distance of the sun 
from the pole at the equinoxes. This was not done, however, 
for then the result would have been 17^,500 JLi. Thus at 
the equinoxes the sunlight falls 11,500 lji short of the 
pole. (As is done in all such contexts in the Chou Pei 
no account is taken either of the bulges of heaven and 
earth or of their vertical separation: everything is
treated on a plan view.)

Neither can the introduction of the 167,000 l_i 
limit provide an adequate solution to the problem of day 
and night. Consider the example of the equinoxes, when 
day and night are equal and the sun rises due east and 
sets due west (see Fig. II (2)).
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It is obvious that if we wish the sun both to 
become visible and to disappear when due east-west of 
Chou, then it must be at the limit of sight when at D 
and C. Pythagoras' theorem gives D X and C X as a little 
over 145,000 li., which would be the solar range required.
By inspection, moreover, it is obvious that the night 
will be much longer than the day. If we try to achieve 
an equal length for day and night we require a solar 
range equal to A X, some 206,000 l_i. It must be emphasised 
that these results can all be obtained vising the mathe
matical methods applied elsewhere in the Chou Pei.
Evidently therefore the figure of 167,000 li. has not been 
chosen with a view to solving the problem of day and night, 
and it is not hard to see that no single figure can ade
quately predict both day length and position of rising 
and setting throughout the year.

As for the third problem mentioned above, that 
of the proportion of stars visible at night, Fig. II (3)

f>0 LE

CHOU.
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makes it plain that with a sight-range of 167,000 li 
much less than half even of those stars included within 
the sun's, winter solstice track will be visible at any 
given time, a piece of information which could readily 
be contradicted by anyone familiar with the night sky.

\\re have thus seen that the introduction of a 
sight-range of 167,000 li. does not appear to be a solu
tion to any of the problems it might be expected to solve. 
Why then was this particular figure chosen ? I suggest 
that it is the result of a numerological assumption. 
Consider the following statement :

,fThe diameter of the outward extent of 
solar illumination is 8l0,00.0 li." (p. 53)

Here (and also on p. 51) we have a statement of 
the diameter of the circle defined by the furthest outward 
extent of solar illumination. Now as we have seen, the 
diameter of the widest circle travelled by the sun is 
^76,000 l_i, We can therefore deduce that this implies a 
radius of extent of illumination by the sun of :

-J(8io,ooo - 4?6 ,ooo)(£= 167,000 li
Here at last we have consistency: I would argue

that the 810,000 Id. figure is prior to the 167,000 IjL 
figure on the grounds that 8l d.s the square of the Yang $ 0  

number, 9i (see I Ching, passim), and we are dealing here 
with the extent of illumination by the sun, which is Yang 
in the extreme. Note that the apocryphal work C h 1 un Ch'iu. 
Yuan Ming Pao (&£• TPYL 1, 10a; probably V̂. Han) gives
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the circumference of heaven as 810,000 l_i, deriving this 
2from 9 - 8l, This relationship has been stated earlier

in the Chou Pei :
"The rectangle originates from nine nines 

being eightynine." (p. lk~)

X am aware that these will not be felt to be
compelling reasons for adopting 810,000 li as the diameter
of maximum sunlight from the pole. Nevertheless my point
is that some explanation of the origin of the 810,000 ljL
figure is possible in its own right, whereas we have seen
that there is no independent reason for adopting the
l67iOOO li figure, p {T\ r v | ivA lAC t k&J. ttr

CO .There is one further possible reason for adopting 
167iOOO li as the figure for the radius from the sun over 
which its illumination extends. It will be remembered 
that, given the interpolated figure for the radius of the 
sun's equinoctial path ultimately derived from gnomon 
observations, it was found that 167,000 li. for the sight- 
range meant that at the equinoxes the sun's light fell 
11,500 1i short of the pole. There is a long section of 
text (pp. 5^-56) allegedly describing the observation, 
by means of the gnomon, of a certain heavenly body, which 
not only culminates exactly at midnight on the summer 
solstice but is also found to be 11,500 li from the pole. 
This is the radius of the circle of the so-called hstian 
chi J . Cullen (2) contains a detailed analysis
of the history of this term, in particular refuting the



claims of Michel (1) (quoted by Needham, SCC Vol. Ill,
333 ff.) that the hstian chi is a reference to the use of 
a jade sighting-tube and circumpolar constellation tenvplat 
It is there further shown that the only date at which a 
bright star (and a bright star is specified in the text) 
fulfils the conditions shown before the time the Chou Pei 
must have been completed is in 1100 B.C. At this date 
|3 Ursae minoris culminated at the correct time, although 
it approached not closer than 6.5° to the pole, rather 
than the 5° required to give the observations of the 
Chou Pei. Around 0 B.C. it was over 8° from the pole and 
would have culminated about four hours from the stated 
time. In addition to the lack of likely candidates for 
the celestial body allegedly observed, it is in any case 
hard to see why it should be assumed to lie exactly on 
the circumpolar limit of equinoctial sunlight. It appeal's 
therefore, most implausible that the figure of 11,500 li 
results from actual observations, and we must conclude 
that the account of those observations is a fiction based 
on the consequences of the adoption of 810,000 l_i for the 
diameter of that portion of the universe which is ever 
illuminated. It was a consequence of that assumption 
that the sun's rays and the range of human vision were 
allowed a maximum range of effectiveness of 167*000 li.

Having dealt at some length with these points 
of detail it seems appropriate to close with a further 
example of the somewhat surprising accuracy of statements



made by^ the Chou Pei about terrestrial conditions generally. 
The following text sums up assumptions which are made 
throughout the book :

"Thus when the sun rotates to the north of 
the pole, it is noon in the northern regions, and 
midnight in the southern regions. When the sun 
is to the east of the pole it is noon in the 
eastern regions, and midnight in the western 
regions. When the sun is to the soxitli of the 
pole, it is noon in the southern regions and 
midnight in the northern regions. When the sun 
is to the west of the pole , it is noon in the 
western regions, and midnight in the eastern 
regions." (p* 53}

Note here that the definition of the cardinal 
directions is a little odd. We might expect 'north' to 
mean 'towards the pole1 on the Chou Pei's circular earth 
as it does on our spherical earth. This text, however, 
divides the earth into four sectors, and it is unclear
whether these sectors are defined absolutely or require 
the existence of an observer at some named spot for 
their definition.

There are a good number of criticisms that can 
be made of the Chou Pei's cosmography, and later on in 
this survey its opponents' arguments will be set out.
For the modern reader, however, there is surely a certain 
fascination in a theory that could come so oddly close to
the truth.
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(e) The natxire of the heavenly bodies

Throughout the Chou Pei the emphasis is arith
metical and geometrical rather than physical. We do not 
find, for instance, any statement about the composition 
of heaven, the sun and moon, or the stars; nor is there 
any suggestion about the causes of their motion. The 
following passage, however, does seem to refer to a 
relation between the illumination of the sun and the moon :

“Thus the sun manifests itself in the moon, 
whereupon the moonlight shines forth. Thus the 
bright moon is completed, whereupon the constel
lations move in order." (p.

The precise way in which Q  ̂  ̂  ^  should be 
rendered is somewhat problematical, however, and it might 
be over-confident to claim, as does Needham (SCC Vol. Ill 
227) that this is a statement that the moon shines with 
a purely reflected light. What in any case is the relation 
between the moon and the constellations in the second 
sentence ? It would have been difficult in the extreme 
for anyone committed to the full mathematical theory of 
the Chou Pei to claim that the moon was illuminated by the 
sun in a straightforward manner, for at full moon the sun 
and moon are diametrically opposite one another. Thus 
even at the summer solstice, if both moon and sun were 
placed on the innermost heng they would still be
238,000 ]Li apart, well beyond the distance of 167,000 li. 
postulated for the range of the sun’s rays. Moreover,
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the moon’s relatively low altitude in summer would surely 
have suggested that it was on an outer heng, and thus even 
further from the sun at full. In winter the positions 
would of course be reversed.

It would thus be difficult on the assumptions 
of the Chou Pei to maintain consistently that the moon 
shone by reflected light, and by the same token the stars 
could not but be self-luminous. It is possible here as 
always that the impact of the Chou Pei cosmography on 
these questions was never realised by its exponents: an 
instance of this is the early third century commentary of 
Chao Shuang on this passage, in which he plainly maintains 
that the moon's light conies from the sun (p. 54)
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(f) Chatley*s interpretation of the Chou Pei's cosmography

Chatley (l) gives a version of the cosmography of 
Chou Pei which differs greatly from the account already 

given. As this is the interpretation adopted by Needham 
(SCC Vol. Ill, p. 212) and has therefore become well-known 
and widely quoted, it is necessary for me to justify my 
departure from it in some detail. The essentials of 
Chatley's model are shown in Fig. II (^).
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One of the first remarks one might make about 
Chatley's model is that heaven and earth scarcely conform 
to the descriptions of their shapes as respectively a 
covering rain—hat 1 i , and an overturned pan, p ' an
Doth of these objects are rather flat in section. Perhaps 
Chatley is misled here by his wholesale adoption of the 
translation of Biot (l). Chatley renders p 5 ^  . as :

"The image of Heaven is a parasol which
envelopes; that of the Earth is an overturned 
bas in.M

Biat's version is :
’’L 1 image du ciel est un parasol qui 

enveloppe; celle du terre est un bassin renverse."
Biot (1), p. 593•

This is of course somewhat inaccurate.
Not only does Chatley's model not correspond to

the general indications given in the text; not the least
of the problems it raises is the fact that the horizon 
of the observer at Chou is inclined at about 30° to that 
of the polar position. There is admittedly some inclination 
of the observer's horizon in the model of Fig. II (1), but 
Chatley's suggestion raises the whole question of what 
exactly is meant by 'down' in a much more drastic manner.
If this was the commonly accepted interpi'etation of the 
Chou Pei, why are the obvious criticisms never made by 
opponents of the Kal T 1ien theory ?

Biot is not, however, Chatley's source for his 
most important datum, the figure of 225,000 ]Ld. for the 
radius of the more than hemispherical earth. This is



found by making two somewhat unwarranted assumptions.
The first of these is that heaven and earth are concentric 
spherical domes, The second of these is that the sun, 
rising or setting, is thought of as lying on a tangential 
plane to the terrestrial surface through the observer.
This misses the whole point of the introduction of the 
167*000 ljL figure for the range of the sun's rays, the 
principle of which is later expounded in detail by Wang 
Ch'ung (see III (&)(k) ) and criticised by Ko Hung (see IV  

(9)<h ) . In Chatley's interpretation the sun actually 
vanishes from sight round the curve of the earth, whereas 
it is agreed by critics and supporters alike that in the 
Kai T 'ien setting and rising are no more than optical 
illusions due to the sun passing the critical range of 
l67»000 la,. Only in Shen Ydeh1 s late and garbled account 
of the Chou pei do we find any suggestion that the earth's 
relatively small bulge plays a significant role in the 
occultation of heavenly bodies (V ((b) (b)).
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Chatley, by contrast, pictures the situation of 
Fig. II (5*) , and writes ;

R (sec 0 -1) s 80,000 li
R arc 0 = 167,000 li
Hence R = 225,000 li.
As this calculation is based on false assumptions

the result is quite meaningless. Chatley does not deal 
with the problem of interpreting his result in the light 
of the fact that the writers of the Chou Pei would have 
found the mathematics involved here far beyond their 
capacity.

which Chatley depicts surrounding the base of his hemi
spherical earth. He renders the first half of T II (10)

"The region below the limits is the part 
of the earth where man dwells, raised to an 
extent of 60,000 li_ ... ^Chatley1 s dots A 
wet ditch, a four sided precipice is what there 
is in the low part,"

This is again taken directly from Biot (l) :
"Le dessous du pole est la partee elevee 

du terre, ce que les homines habitent , sur une

voila ce que est dans la partie basse"
Biot (1) p. 619.

In neither case can I see any justification for

Let us now turn to the so-called 'rim-ocean

etendre de 60,000 l i    [̂ Bicxt' s dashj
fosse humide, un precipice des quatres 

Une
A  j fcotes,

the rendering adopted for ) ̂  -
According to Karlgren eH (k 4 f) is a variant for

v‘ d-, /p,which allows us to take S'~}f ) tH. as equivalent to the
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* it \—i '* | » hwell-known expression 7 ✓ 8. iv/Ater : this usage
is found in the Shih Ching 4?^SCCS, ch. 15, pt. 3, P» 9a.

% ■ J-Biot1 s rendering of as 'humide' is very doubtful, and
v Ahis translation of _)tC as 'fosse' is inexplicable unless 

he has mistaken ̂  for^'tdd , which is a quite different 
character. As for* the last four characters, Bio.t's version 
overloads them to a quite impermissible extent besides 
distorting the grammar beyond recognition.

For the reasons given above, I do not think that 
Chatley's version is a valid interpretation of the cosmo
graphy of the Chou Pei.
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( g) The Kai T (ien theory in pre Ch1 in times

~ It has previously been noticed (Ch'ien Pao-Tsung 
(l), (l6)) that a short section of1 the Lil Shih ch1 un ch'iu
contains what appears to be a description of a cosmography 
similar to that described in the Chou Pei. As this work 
was composed by various scholars under the patronage of 
Lii Pu-Wei in 239 B.C., any cosmographical evidence it 
gives us dates from even before the rise of the C h 1 in 
dynasty. The passage usually quoted is :

"The pole star moves together with heaven 
but the pivot of heaven does not move. At the 
winter solstice the sun moves along the most 
distant track. It moves round the four poles, 
and its decree causes dark and light. At the 
summer solstice the sun moves along the closest 
track and reaches the highest point. Beneath 
the pivot there is neither day nor night.”
Ltt Shih ch ' un ch ' iq, 13 * 3b, SPTK

Qualitatively this is a clear statement of 
several aspects of the Kai T 1ien theory. A point that 
does not so far appear to have been noticed is that there 
is likewise a quantitative agreement with the mathematical 
methods described in the Chou Pei. The passage immediately 
preceding that just quoted reads :

”Within the four seas, it is 28,000 _li east- 
west, and 26,000 Ijl north-south ... Within the 
four poles, it is 597)000 lji. east-west and 
597)000 li. north-south.”
Lti Shih ch*un ch*iu, 13) 3&) SPTK.

I cannot comment further on the 28,000 ]Li and
26,000 li. figures than by saying that they represent an 
estimate of the size of the late Chou culture—area which
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ib ireA "too U ^ e .  (See aUo H J m L) ,Hl0o> ). This may not,
of course, be what is meant by 'within the four seas'. If
these measurements are actually meant to relate to the 
coastline itself, they are k r-eitxte ^  c.
a s Bveij a.**

Lo Yang to the sea along the line of the Yellow River.
It is in the figure of 5971000 li. for the diameter 

of the 'four poles' that we find matter of cosmographical 
interest. The statement in the first passage that at the 
winter solstice the sun 'moves round the four poles' gives 
us the conclusion that the diameter of the sun's path at
the winter solstice is 597*000 li* In the Chou Pei
this result is ^76,000 _li which is in no more than a very 
approximate correspondence. We must remember, however, 
that the Chou Pei result contains an arbitrary factor in 
the specification of the height of the gnomon as eight 
feet. If the height was changed and the 'inch for a 
thousand l_x' shadow principle continued to be used, then 
all the distances deduced would be changed in proportion 
to the height of the gnomon.

Consider for example the situation at the summer 
solstice, when the eight-foot gnomon casts a shadow of 
length 1.6 feet. By the rule of 'one inch for a thousand 
li1, it is deduced that the subsolar point is 16,000 li 
away. Application of similar triangles gives the result 
of 80,000 l_i for the altitude of the sun (as it will 
whatever the shadow-length). Let us repeat the experiment

the distance from
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using a ten-foot gnomon. This will, by simple proportion, 
cast a shadow 2.0 feet long. If we apply the usual shadow- 
rule to the gnomon (and as it is an arbitrary i~ule of 
thumb there is no reason not to), we see that the distance 
to the subsolar point is 20,000 li_ while the sun's alti
tude becomes 100,000 li.* All distances have been increased 
by a factor of 10 : 8.

Let us suppose, then, that the solar and polar 
observations of the Chou Pei were repeated with a ten-foot 
gnomon throughout. Instead of 476,000 li for the diameter 
of' the path of the sun at the winter soJLstice we would 
obtain : —

i o476,000 1i x j  ^ 595,000 li

This agreement with the Ld shifich'un ch' .ia- result 
of 5971000 iLi Is strikingly close. It ought to be said at 
this point such an agreement could have been reached what
ever the texts gave as values, provided only that the 
second gnomon was specified at the correct ratio to the 
first. All that has been shown so far is that if a ten-foot 
gnomon was used in a similar manner to the eight-foot one 
in the Chou P ei, then the result would be very close to that 
of the present text.

There is, however, firm evidence that the ten-foot 
gnomon was used in early Western Han times, and it is not 
unreasonable to suppose that the practice may antedate our 
earliest and only reference to it. The Huai nan tzu book
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was compiled around 120 B.C., and a cosmological fragment 
at the end of this third chapter has been examined in 
Cullen (l). In part it reads :

"To find the height of heaven, set up two 
gnomons ten feet high and 1,000 l_i apart due 
north-south. Measure their shadows [at noo n' ] 
on the same day. The north gnomon [ shadow!} is 
two feet and the south gnomon £ shadow!) is one 
foot nine inches . Thus a thousand Id. due south 
shorten the shadow by one inch and twenty thousand 
li due south there is no shadow at all. This is 
directly below the sun, A two-foot shadow cor
responds to a height of ten feet so for each 
unit southwards one rises five units. Therefore, 
if one takes the number of hi from this position 
south to the subsolar point and multiplies by 
five, making 100,000 IjL, this is the height 
of heaven.”
Huai nan tzu, 3, 17b, SPTK. _

The text suggests that the northern gnomon is
the more important: it is thus to be regarded as giving
the actual observation, while the ’southern gnomon' is 
as fictitious as all 'inch for a thousand li' constructions. 
As we have seen, however, a two-foot shadow for a ten-foot
gnomon corresponds to a 1.6 foot shadow for an eight-foot
gnomon, thus suggesting very strongly that we have here a 
link with the Chou Pei tradition. It does not seem at 
all improbable, therefore, that a ten-foot gnomon could 
have been used in the context of the mathematical and 
cosmographical methods found in the Chou Pel at a date 
early enough for the results of this to appear in the 
Lit shih ch ' un ch' ia.

As I mentioned at the beginning of section II (l) 
this survey is mainly concerned with the tradition from
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which the Chou Pei was drawn rather than with the date or 
manner in which the book itself was compiled. It is thus 
a very satisfactory conclusion to be able to claim with 
confidence that a well-developed form of the Chou Pei's 
cosmography, mathematics included, can be found in a 
work compiled in 239 B.C. It does not, further, seem to 
stretch probability too much to claim that the tradition 
may have been known at a considerably earlier part of the 
Warring States period. There may be some significance in

heaven is its umbrella"
PTSC 149, 3b; CSHK , Sk ^  ; 10 , 2a.

This certainly reminds one of the notion of heaven as a
rain-hat over earth, and it is notable that the term for
'umbrella1 here, kai , is of course the word found in
the name Kai T'ien often used for the cosmography of the
Chou Pei. At this point, however, we are crossing the
borderline between flimsy evidence and no evidence at all.

this fragment of a poem by Sung Yli, written
around 300 B.C. :

"The square earth is a , the round



The Chou pel is a book that contains no signs 
of controversy. As the rest of this survey will show, 
however, the theory it expounds was to.be a target for 
the polemics of generations of cosmographers to come. 
Indeed, the first substantial material on cosmography 
assignable to individuals is the account of Yang Hsiung's 
rejection of the Kai t 1ien around 0 B.C. (Ill (4)). A 
century later Wang Ch'ung used his talents as a contro
versialist in favour of the Kai t 1ien (III (6)); oddly 
he never mentions the Chou pei itself and there seems 
some doubt as to whether he knew of it. He adopted a 
variant of the theory with a planar heaven and earth 
(III (6 )(b)), and his attacks on a number of other 
versions suggests that the Kai t 'ien was not by his time 
moribund and devoid of creative power (III (6 )(g)(i)). 
Wang's manifesto remained unanswered until Ko Hung's 
refutation c. A.D. 330 (IV (8)(b)).

This delay should not lead us to conclude that 
Kai t ' ien survived the Han dynasty as a widely accept 

theory. Apart from the somewhat odd case of Emperor Wu 
of Liang in the early 6th century A.D. (V (5)(b)), thei~e 
are no more identifiable partisans of the Kai t'ien there 
after. In the preface to his 3i"d century A.D. commentary 
on the Chou pei itself, Chao Shuang expresses fears that 
the book might have been lost altogether, Ts'ai Yung's
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memorial of c. A.D. 190 on the subject of cosmography 
dismisses "The methods of the Chou pei" in a single curt 
sentence (III (8)(a)). The basic content of the theory was 
not, however, forgotten, as shown by references such as 
those of Chiang Chi (fl. A.D. 3^5, see IV (9)(a)) and Tsu 
ICeng-chih (fl. A.D. '510, see V (3) (a)). When Tsu's con
temporary Shen Ydeh attempts a description of the Chou 
pei1s cosmography in detail, he makes a somewhat mangled 
job of it (V (40(b)), suggesting thereby that his 
acquaintance with the book itself was not at first hand.
At the end of the epoch of this survey the Chin shu 
(11, 278, CHSC) and the Sui shu (19, 505, CHSC) give 
identical sections of material on the Kai t 1ien, but all 
excex^t a little editorial matter can be traced directly 
either to the Chou pei itself or to Wang Ch’ung. There 
was simply no-one else for them to quote, apart from 
oppononents of the theory.

It cannot be said that the Kai t ’ien has always 
been kindly treated by modern writers. There is of course 
no question of their adopting it as ti'ue, but the same 
could be said of all other ancient Chinese cosmographies. 
Needham, under the influence of Chatley*s mistaken inter
pretation, says of it :

"As [Chatley] says, there is just enough physical 
truth in the scheme to render it acceptable to 
very archaic geometers having little more than 
the Pythagoras theorem at their disposal."

SCC III, 212
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According to Cheng and Hsi (i), 60 , the Kai 
t *ien embodied the social morality of "slave society", 
the system to which Maoists accuse Confucians of wishing 
to return. Chu Hsi and other Neo-Confucians are convicted 
of the "two-faced trickery" of covertly attempting to 
smuggle Kai t'ien features into the Hun t 1 ien (op. cit. 8 t̂). 
Leaving aside any political implications, however, I 
would maintain that the discussion given in Introduction (f) 
shows that the victory of the Hun t 1ien was not a completely 
unmixed blessing. The new theory represented the pheno
mena accurately for a single observer at the centre of 
the celestial sphere, but was quite unable to represent 
the variation in astronomical conditions with geographical 
location. In addition the geometry involved in the con
cept of a spherical heaven was beyond ancient Chinese 
mathematical capability. All that could be done was to 
apply inconsistently the (false) assumptions that the 
Kai t * ien had applied fairly consistently (see IV (2)(c)). 
Even granted the mathematical tools , cx'itical development 
of the Hun t'ien would have required the gathering of 
observations over a wide geographical area. When such 
observations became available under' the T ' ang, cosmo
graphy failed to meet the challenge (Introduction, (c), (f)).

\
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III. C O S M O G R A P H Y  I N  T H E  H A N
D Y N A S  T Y

(l) Introduction

In this section I begin to deal with material 
more characteristic of the rest of this survey than in 
Sections I and II. For the first time we meet with 
individual controversialists, of whom Wang Ch'.ung is the 
most obvious example (III (6)). Rival theories contend, 
and in Yang Hsiu.ng we seem to have an example of a man 
converted from his former opinions by the arguments of 
a friend, Huan T ’an (III (4)(5)). In cosmography the 
Han dynasty was the age of originality, and provided most 
of the basic elements which we will find in the works of 
the summarists and critics of later times.

The most significant event in the field of 
cosmographical theory was, of course, the replacement 
of the Kai t 1ien theory by the Hun t 1ien. Although 
there were dissenters, the usual Chinese picture of the 
universe was thenceforward to be that of a celestial 
sphere rotating about an inclined axis, with a flat 
earth occupying its horizontal diametric plane. As 
will appear, however, this earth was not always thought 
of as stationary (III (10)), and there is a possibility 
that some Han thinkers may have felt able to abolish the 
solidity of the celestial sphere altogether (III (9))*
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The problem of the nature of the heavenly bodies and the 
cause of the appearances they present was raised several 
times* All this goes to make the Han period the most 
varied and interesting of the ages we have to consider,

prince of Huai nan. Their object seems to have been to 
give a systematic account of nature and man : the
evidential value for this survey of such a document 
dating from the early Han need not be stressed. We will, 
of course, be disappointed if we expect to find one of 
the book’s twenty-one chapters devoted to a crisp summary 
of the astronomy, cosmography, and mathematics of the 
time, in a form similar to the monographs in the dynastic 
histories compiled under the T'ang, Admittedly the 
chapter entitled T ’ien Wen 7 ;̂ JK does discuss the rising 
and setting of planets, and lists the twenty-eight hsiu

chapter gives the dimensions of the world. All this is 
of great interest, but it is set in a context of cosmo
logy rather than cosmography, and the exposition of a 
coherent system definitely takes precedence over any

(2) The Huai nan tzu

(a ) An early Western Han compendium.

Huai nan tzu was compiled c. 120 B.C. by a
group of scholars under the patronage of Liu An tX"

with their extent in degrees; likewise
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attempt to justify the statements made about the size 
and shape of the universe. There is in the book no sug
gestion that there may be a number of competing views on 
such questions, and for us it is a little disconcerting . 
to read the legend of Itung Kung (see X (2 ) ( 6-))
immediately after a short cosmogony quite free from myth. 
(Huai nan tzu, 3, la, SPTK)

Xt would be foolish to expect a book over 2,000 
years old to conform to our notions of how its material 
should be classified. It would, however, be equally 
foolish to take Huai nan tzu as a complete and definitive 
account of some problematical entity called ’'Early Han 
Thotight” , extract the sections of interest to this survey 
and make sweeping claims about what was or was not believed 
about the universe at that time. Apart from the obvious 
point that this book is the product of one group of 
scholars only, there is within the field of this survey 
at least one example of straightforward omission of 
material that might reasonably be expected to have been 
included, and that we know was accessible to the compilers. 
This omitted material is the description of the Kai t 1ien 
system (with mathematical details), found in Lil shih ch ’ un 
ch ’ iu, 131 3 Ei SPTK (see IX (3)(g)). Huai nan tzu 4, 3a 
SPTK does, however, quote an immediately subsequent 
passage. There is, therefore, the possibility that the 
Huai nan tzu compilers either disagreed with or did not 
understand the notes in question.
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There are two pages at the very end of the 
T'ien Wen chapter (3* 17a and 17b) where an attempt at 
quantitative cosmography is made, of a character quite 
different to the rest of Huai nan tzu material. This 
passage has been given a detailed study in Cullen (1), 
but a summary of the conclusions is for completeness' 
sake given in (d) below.

(b ) Heaven and Earth.

Throughout the book there are scattered a large 
number of passing references which point to a view of the 
universe not markedly different from the pre-Han material 
of Par’t I. Heaven and earth are round and square respec
tively, corresponding to the shape of the human head and 
feet (7, 2a SPTK). Heaven covers everything, like a 
chariot umbrella, while earth carries everything, like 
the chariot body itself (1 , 4b). (Compare the words of 
Sung Yii in 300 B.C. - see II (3)(g)) There is a contra
diction between two sentences, in the first of which (8 , 4a) 
we are told that the extent of heaven and earth can be 
measured, and in the second of which (13 * 3a) we are told 
that (although still round and square) they are infinite. 
Earth remains fixed while heaven moves (1, 3a), but no more 
precise description of the motion is given. There is no 
hint either of the Kai t 1ien notion of the central pivot 
of heaven directly above the centre of the earth, nor of
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the Hun t'.ien theory that heaven moves below earth as 
well as above it. The legend of Kung Kung's damage to 
the pillars supporting heaven is recounted (3 ■* la), and 
later the story of Ntl Kua's repair with melted stones and 
the feet of a giant tortoise (6 , 6b) - we can at least 
find here a confirmation of the solidity of the heavenly 
vauli;. In the Ti hslng chapter two statements are 
clearly inconsistent with the Kai t 1ien universe ; one 
is the mention of the far northern regions where the sun 
is never seen and the only illumination comes from the
nlamp-dragon" (4, 9a). The other notes that in the north
there is unmelting ice, while in the south there is 
undying vegetation (4, 5a). This second statement has 
two exact fxve-character parallels in the Chou pel suan 
ching (2 , 56), where however they are considerably 
separated and set in significantly different contexts : 
the unmelting ice is below the pole, and the undying p W U  
are below the middle (equinoctial) heng. Could this be 
evidence that the Chou pei drew on Huai nan tzu at this
point, while modifying it in accordance with Kai t * ien
cosmography ?

Can any underlying scheme be perceived in the 
various quantitative data that the book contains ? Leaving 
out of consideration the anomalous section dealt with in 
(d), it is very hard to see any justification for most 
of them. Heaven is said to be 510,000 ljl above earth 
(3i 2a). From the north pole to the south pole and from
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the east pole to the west pole is 233,3°0 IS;* 75 pu 
( 1 1 1 = 300 £u). In this case, "pole” chi
obviously refers to the utmost extremes of* the flat 
earth. The area "within the four seas" is 28,000 li
east-west and 26,000 li north-south. The diameter of
the dry land is 3,000 li, while the "path of water"
shui tao is 8,000 li. (4, 2a). I can make nothing
of the figure for the height of heaven, but I would very 
tentatively suggest a rationale for the dimensions of the 
earth. Suppose we begin with the 3,000 l_i figure for the 
diameter of the dry land. This may well be based on an 
assumption that the Lo-yang region'is the centre of "the 
dry land" - 1,500 ILi is not a bad approximation for the 
distance from there to the sea. Now it is noticeable that 
the average diameter of the region "within the four seas" 
is 27,000 li., exactly nine times the diameter of "the 
dry land". Could this nine-fold multiplication be 
connected with the "nine-fold continents11 theory of Tsou 
Yen ? (see I (3 ) ( ^ ) ) . Multiplying 27,000 li by 9 we 
obtain 2^3,000 li, which is at least suggestive of the 
233,000.25 li_ figure given in Huai nan tzu. All this is 
of course mere conjecture. A further inexplicable point 
is that Huai nan tzu is clearly di’awing on Lit shih chfun 
ch1iu (13, 3a), but has a different figure from the 
597,000 li. there given for the diameter of the "poles".
We have seen that there is a considerable chance that the 
Lil shih ch’un ch1 lu figure has an astronomical origin (Ilmfry)
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Possibly the Huai nan tzu’s use of different data shows a 
rejection of the Kai t ’ien theory on which the 597>000 li 
figure was based. If so, it must be said that the atmos
phere of the book does not suggest that the rejection was 
the result of a critical process such as took place at the 
time of Yang Hsiung and Huan T'an (III (V )(**•■)). It seems 
more likely that the ideas the compilers met in the Ltl shih 
ch * un ch1iu and possibly elsewhere were simply regarded as 
novelties to be rejected because they did not fit the 
traditional scheme of things.

(c) The sun.

The archaism of Huai nan tzu's cosmography is 
shown clearly in a detailed passage describing the sun’s
daily path (3, 6a and 6b). The sun rises from Yang Ku

evg y v "the bright valley" in the east, and eventually
y vsets in Mercj ku ^  xo v' "the dark valley" in the west. 

Between these two points it passes over fourteen other 
named places on the earth; we are told that the total 
distance travelled by the sun is 517>309 li* All this 
seems designed to answer one of the questions asked in 
the fourth century B.C. T ’ ien wen (I (2) (b) (15-16)). The 
dimension given is, I am afraid, yet another case where no 
plausible derivation has occurred to me - note of course 
its close approximation to the 510,000 li already given 
for the height of heaven. The tradition met here is a
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very early one, and perhaps the best-kncwn reference to it 
is found in the first chapter of the Shu ching, where a 
Confucianised version of the story refers to the dispatch 
of officials to attend at the bright and dark valleys 
(SSCCS, Shang Shu, 2, 9a). Clearly such notions as these 
cannot be related to the K ai t'ien, according to which 
sunrise and sunset were optical illusions and did not 
involve the sun being at ground level at all.

Despite the lack of any sign of gnomon mathematics 
of the sort found in the Chou pei, we do find a note of 
the solsticial shadows of an eight-foot gnomon as being 
1.5 ft. for the summer and 13.0 ft. for the winter (3 * 5b) • 
This is placed in the context of some statements on the 
relative strengths of the ch * i of Yin and Yang, which are 
said to cause the shadow-lengths to vary. Later (3* 9b),
it is said to be the alternating strengths of Yin and Yang 
that cause the seasonal variations in daylength : similar
theories recur in subsequent centuries (see for instance 
Yang Ch’dan IV ( "b ) ( (r ) ) . The only passage (4, 3a) making 
a connection between shadow-measurements and cosmography 
(apart from the anomalous passage, see (d)) is, signifi
cantly perhaps, borrowed from LtL shih ch'un ch * iu (13, 3b). 
There it is stated that at ’’the centre of heaven and earth” 
there are 110 shadows at noon, and, curiously, shouting 
produces no echo.
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(d) Quantitative cosmography : the square of gnomons.

- At the end of the T'ien wen chapter (3* 17a- and 
17b) there occurs a short section of considerable interest,

of the book. It has been subjected to a detailed study 
in Cul3,en (l) ; only the main conclusions will be summarised 
here. The text itself may have originated a little later 
than the rest of Huai nan tzu, perhaps at some time early 
in the first century B.C. The author describes observations 
on the rising and setting sun made with a square of gnomons 
of side 3. li. From possibly hypothetical results of 
these observations, he arrives at a theory according to 
which the four points determined by the rising and setting 
sun at the winter and summer solstices lie at the vertices
of a square 18,000 li across. Precise directions are
given for ascertaining where any particular observer is with 
respect to the centre of this square, based on the fact 
that only a properly oriented square of gnomons at the 
centre of the sun-square can give direct sightings on the 
solar positions. A final passage seems closely related 
to the Chou pei, but uses a ten-foot gnomon instead of an 
eight-foot one (see II (3)(g))* In the entire section 
one cannot trace any connection with either the Kai t'ien 
or Hun t 1ien cosmographies. Like the rest of Huai nan 
tzu, it believes that the sun rises and sets over the edge
of a flat earth, but does not attempt to consider the

in style and content from the rest
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question of {ju. surv does during the hours of darkness; 
perhaps it was believed that a new one was ci'eated daily, 
as in the fu sang legend.
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(3) Lo-Hsia Hung  ̂v and the beginning bf the
Hun t 'i en

(a) The T'ai Ch'u calendar reform

In ll6 BiC, the Astronomer Royal and great
historian Ssu-ma Ch'ien , with various
others, memorialised the emperor on the necessity of a
calendar reform (Han Shu 21A, 97^, CHSC). In the course
of their deliberations, these experts :

"Fixed east and west, erected shadow instruments 
[sundials?], and set water clocks working."

Other calendrical mathematicians were recruited :
" ... in all twenty-odd persons, amongst whom 
were the magician T 1 ang Tu / ^p~[i and Lo-hsi 
Hung from Pa. Tu distinguished the divisions 
of heaven, while Hung carried out calculations 
to revise the calendar."

by Ssu-ma Ch'ien himself (Shih chi, 25, 1260 CHSC). The 
T'ai Ch'u calendar was finally promulgated in 10(t B.C.

These references are important for two reasons :
i, Lo-hsia Hung's f lor u Lt is well established
ii. As Lo-hsia Hung was working in association 
with Ssu-ma Ch'ien, it seems not unreasonable to 
assume that Ssu-ma Ch'ien's knowledge of astronomy 
and calendrical methods as set out in Shikchi 26

(ibid, 975)

(ibid, 975)
The latter passage is a parallel to one written
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and 27 can be taken as giving the possible level of 
competence of Lo-hsia Hung and indicating the techniques 
he may have had available.

Both these points will prove to be important in 
the subsequent discussion.

(b) A link with the Hun t'ien?

(52 B.C. - 19 A.D.) answers a questioner in the following 
manner :

"Someone asked about the Hun t 'ien. He replied : 
Lo-hsia^Hung created it, Hsien-yu~¥ang-jen

yV planned it, and Keng Jjjj' the
palace assiS-fa.n~t represented it. How exact it 
is I No-one can contradict it."

taking part in calendrical work in B.C. (Han shu, 21A, 
97^ CHSC), while the official Keng, whose full name was

solar and lunar motions in 5^ B.C. (I-Iou Han shu, chih 2, 
3029 CHSC). It is therefore possible that Yang Hsiung 
might have had actual contact with the latter, for, if 
Keng was thirty in B.C. he would have been fifty-five 
when Yang was twenty-five in 29 B.C.

The problem about this passage is that Hun t 'ien 
can refer to either of the following :

In his book Fa yen

Fa Yen, 10, lb SPPY; see III (4)

Hsien-yii Wang-jen is elsewhere mentioned as

Keng Shou-ch'ang submitted a memorial on
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i* The Hun t 1ien theory, i*e. that the heavens are 
a sphere surrounding the earth.
ii. An actual physical instrument, possibly an 
armillary sphere, but at this stage more probably a 
simple graduated ring with sights.

The practical and logical connections between (i) 
and (ii) will be examined in more detail in (c) below, but 
for the present let us discuss the evidence of the text 
itself. Contrary to the view of Maspero (3)?
Needham (SCC III, 2l6 and 35^) feels that an instrument 
must be involved. His grounds for this are that the verb 
ying translated above as 'create®, more probably
refers to an act of physical construction rather than to 
the elaboration of a theory.

In this context however I would contend that 
there is justification for adopting the abstract inter
pretation. Firstly, the extract given concludes with the 
statement that nobody can wel (oppose, contradict,
depart from) the Hun t 1ien : this would surely be a
more appropriate statement to make about a theory than
about a physical device. There is an obviously intentional
parallel here with Mencius 2, 2a. Secondly, as we shall
see in III (4), Tang Hsiung follows this approval of the 
Hun t'ien with a condemnation of the Kai t'ien, and 
no-one has ever claimed that this was a reference to an 
instrument rather than to the Kai t 1ien theory. A third 
objection to a physical interpretation is thqt the subjects
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of the three verbs whose object is the Hun t 1ien, i.e. 
ying, tu Jji and hsiang ^  , are three men whose periods
of activity span over sixty years. If Lo-hsia Hung made 
an instrument circa 110 B.C. then what function remained 
for the other two to perform ?

For these reasons, therefore, I have chosen to 
render the text so as to suggest that Lo-hsia Hung con
ceived the theory, Hsxen-yu Wang-jen put it on an exact 
basis, and Keng Shou-ch'ang made a representation of some 
kind, which may well have been an actual instrument. As 
will appear in (c) immediately following, it looks very 
much as if Keng is in fact the first person to receive a 
firm mention in connection with the use of an armillary 
instrument.

I will shortly proceed to examine two other 
sources which have been claimed as evidence connecting 
Lo-hsia Hung with a Hun t 1ien instrument : I believe
neither to be rel.iab3.e. Before doing this it may be 
helpful to examine the possible origin of armillary 
instruments ((c) following) and then to turn to the 
links between theories and instruments ((d) following).

The early development of Hun t'ien armillary instruments.

A very full account of the early development of 
Chinese astronomical instruments of all kinds is given in 
Maspero (3), and a summary of information on the history
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of the armillary sphere is given in SCC III J>k2> ff. For 
my present purpose it is only necessary to discuss the use 
and significance of the basic element of all armillary 
instruments, the simple graduated ring with sights.

Fig. Ill (1) illustrates the use of such a ring,
which is presumed to have its circumference marlced out

H rinto the 3&5 (rather than 3&0 degrees) into which 
the Chinese divided a complete circle. It is provided 
with sights pivoted at the centre, 0 , of the ring (supports 
not shown). The ring is fixed in an appropriate plane 
so that any two objects of interest, in this case the 
stars and S^, can be sighted on successively by
rotating the sights.

By noting the difference between the graduations
indicated on the two sightings, the angle C>C can be found.
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There are, of course, a number of planes of interest in 
which the ring might be fixed. If a vertical plane was 
chosen, then measurements of the altitude and polar dis
tance of celestial bodies can be made as they culminate, 
while a horizontally fixed ring provides data on the 
azimuth at which celestial bodies rise and set. Parti
cularly important in the Chinese context would be the use 
of the ring fixed in the plane of the celestial equator, 
along which were laid out the twenty-eight lunar mansions 
hslu ; these constellations were almost certainly
well-defined by the fourth century B.C. (SCC III 2 li0 ff.). 
^atur'ally, the most convenient arrangement for observations 
of solar, lunar, and planetary motions would have the 
ring in the plane of the ecliptic.

Although the second century A.D. saw the construe 
tion of instruments containing combinations of these rings 
in nested form, whose necessarily spherical outline must 
have been very suggestive of the Hun t 1ien notion of the 
celestial sphere, I would maintain that the earliest 
use of even simple rings must have been theoretically 
significant. Before this point can be properly made, it 
is necessary to say something about the sort of astrono
mical measurements made during the early development of 
quantitative astronomy in China, and to link this with 
the instruments used.

It has already been mentioned that the system of 
the twenty-eight hsiu was established at an early date :
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the earliest listing of all of them in sequence, giving 
the extent of each one in tu JSL , is in Huai nantzu, 3,
13b, SPTK (c.irca 120 B.C.). Naturally, the total is 
365^ tu. The obvious question to ask is : trby what means
were these measurements derived ?M It is tempting to reply 
that the only means of dividing up the celestial equator 
in this manner must have been the use of an armillary ring 
aligned in the equatorial plane. To this I make two 
obj ections.

Firstly, the determinative stars of the hsiu are 
frequently found at considerable distances from the equator, 
and in no historical epoch has this been otherwise, despite 
the shift in the position of the celestial equator with 
precession. Nevertheless, the extensions given for each 
hsiu in Huai nan tzu are very definitely referred to the 
equator itself (SCC III, Table 2 k ). Such measurements 
could not have been accurately performed using a single 
equatorial ring : a considerably more developed form of
armillary would have been needed.

Secondly, our knowledge of the history of the 
development of the hsiu system suggests a means by which 
hsiu extensions could have been fairly accurately estab
lished using only very simple resources. As Needham has 
made clear (SCC III, 229 ff.), ancient Chinese calendrical 
astronomy directed its attention firmly towards the 
observation of the culmination of stars at some fixed time 
of night, rather than following the Mediterranean pattern
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of noting heliacal risings and settings. Let us see how 
this practice would have led to the calibration of the 
hsiu system in tu.

Suppose, firstly, that a north-south line has 
been defined. Methods by which this was actually done 
are given in Cullen (l). Let two fairly tall gnomons be 
so aligned and by sighting from these it will be possible 
to determine what stars lie on the observer's meridian at 
any given time. Further let us suppose that, perhaps using 
a water clock (see III (3)(a)), it is possible to ensure 
that observations occur at a fixed time of night, let us 
say midnight. If, then, at midnight on a certain date, 
a star crosses the meridian and aligns with the gnomon 
it will be found that on the following midnight it will no 
longer do so ; it will already have transited almost 
four minutes earlier. It would, of course, require more 
than a single day to elapse before this discrepancy became 
easily detectable, but regular observation would readily 
establish that had been replaced by another star, S^, 
as the midnight transit star, only to be followed by S^, 
and so on.

If midnight observations were continued for a 
year it would become evident towards the end of that 
period that was once more approaching position for a 
midnight transit, and the cycle would thus be complete. 
Observation over a number of years would reveal that, 
inconveniently enough, the sun does not return to its
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original position amongst the stars in exactly 365 days. 
The actual length of the 'sider'eal year* is 365*2564 mean 
solar days, a figure for which the Chinese anciently used

as early as the second niillenium B.C. (SCC III 293))
Given these facts, the obvious conclusion would 

have been that from one midnight to the next, the appearance 
of the sky shifts by l/365~4 of a complete cycle, and it 
was to this daily shift that the Chinese gave the name of

differ in position by one tu; in general the number of 
days between midnight culminations gives the separation 
of stars in tu* Fractions of a tu will of course be 
represented by the fraction by which a star misses midnight 
culmination on its closest approach. Thus, by observation 
of transits at known times, it would be perfectly possible 
for the extensions of the hsiu to be defined in tu without 
the need for any device capable of measuring angles directly.

had in fact occurred, we would expect that at first the 
tu would only be found as a measure of the differences 
between the right ascensions of heavenly bodies. Its 
purely calendrical origin wovild mean that it was not 
thought of as a general measure of angle, suitable, for 
Instance, for the measurement of the polar distances of 
stars. If we examine chapter 27 of the Shih chi, this 
is exactly the situation we find. The direct and retrograde

an approximation of 365^ days. (This may have been done

Stars that culminate on successive midnights

If a process similar to the one just outlined
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motion of Jupiter, for instance, is described in terms of 
tu (ibid, p. 1313 CHSC), while such data as the size of 
comets are given in terms of the ten-foot measure chang 

(p» 1316). Other examples are the Case of the moon 
being described as three feet ch1ih y / \ out of its normal 
path, or the altitude of celestial bodies being given 
as ’six chang above the earth1 (p. 1331 * p* 1333)* (These 
linear measurements presumably refer to a situation in 
which a measuring-pole (real or imaginary ?) is held at 
some standard distance from the observer*) As has already 
been noted (III (3)(ci))» it would not be unreasonable to 
take this as representing the level of technique available 
to Lo-hsia Hung.

Sooner or later, however, some enterprising 
astronomer have thought of making a diagram showing
the complete circle of the hsiu,, divided into tu. This 
would have had an obvious use in keeping track of the 
positions of the sun, moon, and planets, which might 
perhaps have been represented by counters placed on a 
diagram drawn on silk or wood. The next step would be 
to pick up the diagram, and arrange it in correspondence 
with the hsiu as they appear in the night sky. Once this 
had occurred the way was open for the diagram to be held 
in hon-equatorial planes, and for all celestial distances 
to be expressed in tu as the embryo instrument was 
modified for ease of handling and sighting. Thus, I 
would suggest, the simple ahmillary ring described at the



beginning of this section might have evolved*
In support of this somewhat shaky conjecture I

would point to a record of the activities of the third
member of the trio headed by Lo-hsia Hung :

"In the second year of the Kan Lu period [52 B.C.], 
the official Keng Shou-ch'ang memorialised that he 
had measured the motions of the sun and moon with 
a 'diagram instrument1 (tu i ) ."

(Hou Han shu, chili 2, 3029 CHSC)

As the text goes on to point out, ICeng's 
measurements were equatorial rather than ecliptic. The 
recognition of this distinction is for the present purpose 
less important than the exploitation of the armillary 
ring for measuring polar distances. The most significant 
of these would be, of course, the polar distances of the 
sun at the two solstices, from which the obliquity of 
the ecliptic could be deduced. The earliest evidence 
for this having been done is a memorial of Chia K fuei 
©  1 dated to 92 or 93 A.D, :

"Your servant respectfully points out that 
it was previously stated that at the winter sol
stice the sun is 115 tu from the pole, that at 
the summer solstice the sun is 67 tu from the 
pole, and that at the spring and autumn equinoxes 
the sun is 91 tu from the pole."

(Hou Han shu, chih 2, 3029 CHSC)

Unfortunately it is not made clear whether 
Chia K'uei is reporting results recently obtained or 
citing well-known data of some antiquity. As, however, 
the rest of his memorial is full of quotations and
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expected him to name his source in this instance also, 
if the figures given were not original. Perhaps the 
most that one can suggest is that, some time between 
Lo-hsia Hung's work circa ll6 B.C. and Chia Il'uei's 
memorial of 92/93 A.D., the general application of 
armillary rings to angular measurements in all celestial 
planes began. It appears probable that the necessary 
equipment may have been developed by the time of Keng 
Shou-ch'ang in 52 B.C.

(Two appai~ently early instances of the measure
ment of north polar distances in tu are discussed in 
Appendix (vi), Both of these, which occur in the 
Chou pei and the Ilsing ching, I believe to be of rela
tively late date.)

(d) The connection between the Hun t'ien theory and 
the development of armillary instruments.

The preceding account of the early development 
of armillary instruments was necessarily rather lengthy.
I will now proceed to attempt to link it with a question 
which concerns this survey more directly, the question 
of the early development of the Hun t 1ien theory. Is 
there a connection between the theory and the armillary 
instruments which suggestively were also called Hun t 1ien 
I would argue that it is difficult to imagine either
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existing for very long without the other.
Suppose, for the sake of argument, that somebody 

with the astronomical knowledge displayed by Ssu-ma Ch ’ien 
conceived the notion of the heavens as a sphere surrounding 
him. For him the hsiu would obviously be a belt half way 
between the poles of the sphere. Even if a physical 
model of the whole sphere was not made, there would 
surely be some motivation to construct a ring-model of 
the equatorial great circle of the hsiu. This would of 
course be graduated in jtu* Once a model of one great 
circle had been made, the way would be open for the 
realisation that all great circles could be thus modelled 
and graduated. Thus the armillary ring would become an 
instrument of general application.

If on the other hand a ring-model of the hs iu 
was constructed before the Hun t 1ien theory was thought 
of, let us consider the implication of any attempt to 
pick it up and hold it in correspondence with the night 
sky. Would it not immediately be seen that the half of 
the ring representing the hsiu invisible at that time was 
in such a position as to suggest that they were in some 
way underground ? The central idea of the Hun t 1ien 
theory was, after all, that heaven is beneath the earth 
as well as above it.

We would therefore it seems to me be a little 
unrealistic if we drew an over-rigid distinction between 
the early development of the Hun t 1ien theory and the 
Hun t 1ien instrument.



(e ) Did Iiuan T'an /J\~—  o -f- connect Lo-hsia Hung 
with the Hun t 1ien instrument ?

Huan T'an (40 B.C. - 30 A.D,) was a friend and
contemporary of Yang Hsiung. A fragment of his (now lost)
book Hsm Iua /̂[ jifii is preserved in a number of differing
versions. The TPYL text runs as
follows I

"Huan Tzu's Hsin lun says : Yang Tzu-ytln [~ Yang
Hsiung] was fond of astronomy, and asked questions 
about it an old palace artisan who had made a 
Hun t'ien.11

TPYL, 2, 11a
The old artisan then expresses regret at the impending 
loss of his skill through death, and it is probably 
this latter part of the story which held the point 
for the sake of which it was told. Corruption is 
suggested by the fact that his statement is intro
duced by an abrupt ydeh ElE7 without a subject. TPYL 
quite frequently mangles its quotations with injudicious 
abbreviations.

If we turn to the version found in PTSC, an 
important differ'ence appears. Firstly, the text is 
introduced by an editorial heading :

"Lo-hsia Hung [and the] Hun t'ien"
PTSC 130, 12a.

Secondly, Lo-hsia Hung’s tiling is placed 
immediately after "old artisan" lao kung; this would, 
whichever way the text was rendered, make Lo-hsia Hung
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appear In the role of an old artisan who conversed with

calendrical expert as an artisan, kung, is quite 
unacceptable. Xt is further grossly improbable that he 
should ever have spoken to Yang Hsiung. If Lo-hsia Hung 
was thirty when he did his work in 116 B.C. he would 
have been 94 in 52 B.C., the year when Yang Hsiung was 
born. No text written by a contemporary and friend of 
^ang Hsiung could possibly have asserted anything of 
the kind. However, from the editorial heading it is
clear that this is how at least one version of IIsin lun 
read when PTSC was completed in 63OA.D.

Another source of material on Lo-hsia Hung is m  
the fragments of a work called I pu ch'i chiu chuan

c. 240 A.D. The Sui shu notes the work in its biblio
graphy under the section on miscellaneous historical 
works (33 974 CHSC) and gives the author as Ch'en Ch'ang-

The longest version is that of the seventh century 
Shih chi so yin :

11 [Lo-hsia] Hung's tzu was Ch ' ang Kung , He 
was a brilliant astronomer, and went into retire
ment at Lo-hsia. He held the office of consultant 
scholar under Wu T i , and rotated [a?] Hun t * ien 
at the centre of the earth. He reformed the Chuan 
Iisti calendar [and thus] made the T'ai C h 1 u calendar. 
The rank of counsellor was conferred on him but 
he did not accept it.”

Yang Hsiung. The notion of Lo-hsia Hung, an honoured

According to the San Kuo chih
4 , 1027 CHSC, this was written by C h 1en Shu

shou (see Textual Note. (.1) for all versions).

(Shili chi so yin, 26, 126.1 CHSC)
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This passage repeats the claim that Lo-hsia 
Hung used an armillary instrument, and it is possible 
that it may represent an independent tradition. There 
are, ho\?ever, textual reasons for supposing otherwise 
(see Textual N o t e  (1 ), and it is quite possible 
that at this point the I pu ch1i chiu chuan was simply 
drawing on the Shih chi and Fa yen.
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(f) Summary

It may be helpful to draw together the conclu
sions scattered through the preceding sections :

i. Lo-hsia Hung was a calendrical expert active 
c. 116 B.C. If the comparison with Ssu-ma 
Ch'ien is worth making, it is unlikely that 
he had the use of even a simple armillary 
ring. This does not of course mean that he 
could not have originated the Hun t 'ien theory.

ii. Armillary rings were in use c. 52 B.C.,
although possibly in the equatorial plane 
alone.

iii. Yang Hsiung, writing c. 0 B.C. seems to attribute 
the invention of the Hun t 'ien theory to Lo-hsia 
Hung. Other sources attributing the instru
ment to him are doubtful.

It seems, therefore, that the most that can be
said with certainty is that, at the time that Yang Hsiung
wrote, the Hun t 1ien theory and possibly the instrument 
also, were not thought of as recent discoveries. The 
attribution to Lo-hsia Hung may or may not be reliable.
I would go so far as to say that, for the purposes of 
this survey, the question is quite unimportant. It is
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notable that no later writer, however devoted to the 
antiquity of the Hun t 1ien, can find any signs of it 
before the time of Yang Hsiung, Perhaps, therefore, 
we can conclude the present discussion by agreeing that 
the Hun t 1ien theory and the instruments associated 
with it are essentially developments of the latter 
half of the Western Han.
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(4) Yang Hsiung (52 B.C. - 19 A.D.) and
Huan T'an i\ (40 B.C. - 30 A. P.) .

(a) Yang Hsiung 's conversion to the Hun t'ien

In a preceding section (III (3)(to)), n passage 
was discussed in which Yang Hsiung commended the Hun t 'ien 
and described its origins. The complete passage reads :

"Someone asked about the Hun t 'ien. He 
replied : 'Lo-hsia Hung created it, Hsien-yu
Wang-jen planned it, and Keng the cl̂ 6—

represented it. How exact it is I 
No-one can contradict it.' They asked about 
the Kai t 1ien. He said : 'The Kai I The 
ICai I It leads to difficulties and is 
inaccurate’."

(Fa yen 10, lb, SPPY
PI is T'ai hsilan chlng ^t{^ t  likewise

contains a note evidently favouring the Hun t 1ien :
"Heaven arches upwards and encircles below.

Earth spreads sideways and faces upwards."
(T'ai hstian ching, 10, 11a SPPY

It seems, however, that Yang Hsiung may have 
originally been a partisan of the Kai t 'ien, despite his 
later strictures on it. A fragment of Huan T'an's now 
lost Hsin lun reads :

"Yang Tzu-ydn [= Yang Hsiung], a man of deep 
insight, took the theories of the majority of 
scholars as his basis for holding Heaven to be a 
cover, constantly rotating leftwards while the sun 
moon and constellations are taken with it from east 
to west* Thus he drew a diagram of its physical 
form and the degrees of its motion, checking it 
against the four seasons, the calendar, dusk and 
dawn, day and night. He intended to set up a model 
for the men of his age, and thus to hand on an 
example to later generations. ■
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I made the following objections: at the
equinoxes day and night should be equal. At dawn 
the sun rises in mao , exactly due east, and
at dusk the sun sets 111 yu y£tj 1 exactly due west. 
So these are the mao and of men, not the mao 
and of heaven. The mao and -gu of heaven are 
defined from the north celestial pole. The north 
celestial pole is the pivot of heaven. This 
pivot is the 'nave1 of heaven, in a similar way 
to the boss of a chariot-umbrella. Even though 
the chariot-umbrella rotates the boss does not 
move* Heaven likewise rotates, but its north 
pole remains fixed. From this we know it is the 
centre of heaven. By observation it is to the 
north of us, not directly overhead, but at the 
equinoxes the sun rises and sets to the south of 
the pole. If [heaven] rotated like a chariot- 
umbrella, then [the sun's] path to the north of 
us should be long, while its path to the south 
of us should be short. How then could day and 
night be of equal length ? T^u-yiin had no 
explanation."

(continued below)
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Huan T'an is clearly describing the situation 
of Fig. Ill ( Z ). For an observer at 0 the equinoctial 
sun must rise at E' and W' rather than at B and W, The 
sun takes a shorter time to travel from E' to W' than 
from W' to E ' , and hence day should be much shorter than 
night. In fact they are of course equal at the equi
noxes, This objection to the Kai t 1ien theory is perhaps 
the most obvious.

Huan T'an continues :
"On a later occasion Tzu-yiin and I had court 

business, and were sitting beneath the gallery of 
the White Tiger hall. Because of the cold we had 
turned our backs to the warmth of the sun. After 
a while the sun's rays went away and we were«4 onger 
warmed by them. I took this opportunity to point 
it out to Tzu-yiin, saying : 'Suppose heaven does
rotate like a chariot umbrella. Then as the sun 
rotates westwards its radiance ought simply to 
continue shining under this verandah while 
shifting eastwards, As this is not the case, it 
corresponds on the contrary to the Hun t'ien theory.

Tzu-yiln abandoned his contention, and so it 
appears that the Confucians are incorrect in 
holding that heaven rotates to the left."

T P Y L  X, Or.
S e e  a.I so S L f  I J ,  • i n  11,282. J CHC , 1,1 J W e K  U soa it ,
P „ S'G, Coiwm.

This is not the place for architectural contro
versy, and there is in any case little doubt about the 
essentials of the case. The two friends were some way 
inside the south-facing open entrance of an audience 
hall. Assuming (as seems necessary) that it was winter, 
the sun would have risen in the south-east, and shone under 
the eaves of the entrance onto the western interior gallery. 
As the sun moved westwards it also rose higher in the
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sky, until eventually the eaves blocked its light from the 
interior. It is this increasing altitude that Huan T'an 
uses as an objection to the Kai t 'ien - why does the sun 
not simply circle the horizon at constant height ? We 
have already seen the attempt to deal with this problem 
in the Chou pei (II (3)(d)), and we shall shortly discuss 
the arguments of Wang Ch'ung (III (6)). It cannot be 
said that sunrise and sunset are adequately explained by 
the Kai t 'ien. and this crucial failure on a matter of 
everyday observation must have contributed to its downfall.

(b ) Yang Hsiung's eight objections to the Kai t'ien.

The Sui shu (636 A.D.) details eight objections 
to the Kai t 'ien, attributed to Yang Hsiung. The existence 
of these eight is mentioned in the Sung shu (500 A.D.), 
and one of them is given by Chiang Chi (c. 3^5
A,D.)« (See 3-5- (*0 (-a ) •) Under these circumstances
we cannot claim with any confidence that the attribution 
is correct. It must be admitted that the combined effect 
of the eight is so devastating that it is hard to see why

would have felt it worthwhile to attack the Kai t 'ien 
independently if Yang Hsiung’s work was known already. 
Nevertheless he did so in some detail, without mentioning 
Yang Hsiung although he referred to the objections raised 
by Huan T'an. I feel that the implication is that this

someone like Ko Hung /
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is a late collection of material, plausibly enough attri
buted to Yang Hsiung as the first man known to have 
criticised the Kai t'ien.

Perhaps, therefore, the text translated below 
is a fourth century compilation quite unrelated to Yang 
Hsiung himself. Despite this I have chosen not to 
relocate it, although it probably ought not to be 
treated as representing the level of argument found during 
the Western Han. For convenience, comments are placed 
directly after the arguments on which they enlarge.

"At the end of the [Western] Iian, Yang Tzu-ydn 
raised eight objections to the Kai t 1ien in order 
to propagate the Hun t 1ien
i. The sun moves eastwards along the ecliptic.

[The constellation] Ch'ien Kiu is 110 tu 
northwards from the north pole and [the
constellation] Tung Ching is 70 tu south
wards from the nox*th pole: a total of
180 tu. The circumference is thrice the 
diameter, so the circumference of the 
^  Us tu round heaven should be 5^0 tu.
Why then is it 3&0 tu ?M
At first sight this seems a puzzling argument,

and the clear implication that the hsiu are laid out 
along the ecliptic is somewhat unorthodox (see SCO Illy&l)
All that is really being done here in fact is to point 
out the absurdities involved in a plane pole-centred 
system that cannot give equal status to all great 
circles of the celestial sphere.



,Tii. Exactly at the spring and autumn equinoxes 
the sun rises due^east and sets due west.
The day is 50 ke long. If heaven rotates 
like a chariot-cover, night should be double 
Tthe length of1 day. Why is night also 
50 k£ long ?n ,
This argument was, as we havev seen, advanced by

Huan T'an.

"iii. When the sun sets the stars become visible, 
and when the sun rises they become invisible. 
Now below the Dipper the sun is visible for
six months and invisible for six months.
Similarly the Dipper must also be visible for 
six months and invisible for six months. Why
then is it visible every night ?M
This refers to those features of the Chou pei

cosmography dealt with in II (3)(d).

f,iv. If we consider the Milky Way on a diagram 
like a chariot-cover, it starts from [the 
constellation] T *ou and passes between Lang 
and Hu in a curve like a -wheel. Now why 
when we look at the Milky Way does it appear 
straight as a plumbline ?”
The point here is that on the Hun t 1ien theory 

we are (almost exactly) at the centre of the celestial 
sphere, and so great circles are coplanar with sets of 
straight lines through an observer, which is certainly 
not the case with the Kai t ’ien.

Irv. The circumference of heaven [is divided into] 
the 28 hsia* If we view heaven as a chariot- 
cover, there should be fewer visible stars 
than invisible ones. Now the visible and 
invisible are equal [in number]. Their 
rising and setting are independent of winter 
or summer. The stars of 14 hslu are always 
visible, and are not more or less whether the 
day is long or short. Why is this ?n



"vi* Heaven is highest and earth is lowest. The 
sun turns attached to heaven and thus can be 
said to be highest. Even if the human eye 
can be deceived, water and shadows cannot be 
deceived. Now sight on the sun from a high 
mountain-top with a water[-level]. The sun 
rises from below the water[-level], and 
shadows can be seen cast upwards. Why is this

The point here is of course that according to 
the Kai t 'ien the sun is always above the level of all 
points on earth. In the Hun t * ien, however, the rising 
and setting sun is on the same horizontal level as the 
mean surface of the (flat) earth. Hence at sunrise it 
is not surprising to find the sun lower than an observer 
on a mountaintop. In fact the phenomenon described has 
a real basis in the actual spherical shape of the earth: 
see Fig. XXX ( 3 ) •

15 6

? "
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h is the height of an observer above sea level, 
and 9 is the angle by which the rising sun is seen below 
a water level*

Evidently, cos ̂  =

-1K cos

R

1 -f- (h) 
(R)

Suppose that 9 = 1 ° .  Then, as R - 3*900 miles, h must be 
approximately 0.6 miles, which is over 3*000 ft. Mount 
T*ai and Mount Sung are both less than 3*000 ft. high; 
which would lead to a value of approximately 1 .3°* it 
is thus evident that the effect described would not be 
very readily observable in central China. Perhaps, 
therefore, the argument of (vi) is derived from a priori 
considerations rather than empirical observations.

f,vii. Things appear large when near and small 
when distant. Now why do both the sun and 
the Northern Dipper appear small when near
us and large when far from us ?n

This argument depends on the well-known 'horizon 
illusion1. The sun appears larger when on the horizon 
than at noon, while the Dipper seems larger when low on
the horizon below the celestial pole than when above it.
Of course, under the Kai t * ien cosmography the sun is 
nearest at noon and the Dipper is nearest when above the 
pole, contrary to the apparent visible evidence.
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Nviii. Consider the gaps between the ribs of an 
umbrella or the spokes of a cartwheel.
Near the hub they are narrow, and further 
out they are wide. Now the North Pole is 
the hub of heaven, and the 28 hsiu are the 
ribs or spokes. Measuring out heaven 
according to the degrees of the stars, the 
stars corresponding to the southern parts 
of the earth should be several times further 
apart. Why are they equally spaced ?,!
There really seems little enough to be said on

behalf of the Kai t 1ien after all this. Indeed, the
fact that Wang Ch'ung argues firmly for the Kai t *ien
suggests that the dialectic armou^ry deployed here had
not yet been assembled (see III (6)).
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(5) Some problems about the heavenly bodies

(a ) Ching Fang on the moon, stars, and eclipses

X have already mentioned a passage in the Chou
pei which, wrongly I think, has been taken as stating that
the moon shines by the sun's reflected light (II (3)(e)).
As well as mentioning this text, Needham (SCC III, 227)
quotes a -fragment found in TPYL 4, 8b, where it is attri-

-y~h l|y
buted to Fan Li j bL of the fifth century B.C. :
it consists of the five characters ft ^  if f i%  i
Needham translates this as "The moon is of the essence 
of water, x'eflecting like a concave mirror", but I do 
not think that the last two characters can bear the weight 
he places on them. Nevertheless there may be some sugges
tion of reflection here, as there certainly is in the 
phrase o  by Charaj Heng (III (7)(d)).

The earliest reliable source on the subject of
lunar reflectivity seems to be the work of Ching Fang
,'j, J (fl. 4-0 B.C.) : the relevant fragment is

found in PTSC ISOjfK ; j IW^LC \} Sf • IpYLVjOa
The version used here is that of TPYL 4, 10a, which quotes
Ching Fang through the medium of the Ch * i Lueh
by Liu Hsiang ) vTJ (fl* 25 B.C.) :

"The moon and stars are extremely Yin. They
have shape but lack radiance. When the sun
illuminates them they thereupon acquire 
radiance. This is like the mirror facing 
the sun, when a reflection is seen ... "
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Note that Ching in enunciating the usual ancient
Chinese view that the stars as well as the moon shine only
when lit up by the sun; see, for instance, Chang Heng,
loc. cit. Ching's explanation of a solar eclipse stresses
the implications of such events in the Yin/Yang scheme
rather than suggesting that the moon physically blocks the
sun's rays :

"The sun is the essence of Yang, the symbol 
of the ruler of men. If it shines in solitary 
splendour and the Yin encroaches on it then the 
omen of a solar eclipse occurs."

Ku Liang chu su, 1, 12a, SSCCS

The fragment given here is found in the Chin 
dynasty commentary. The discussion of such matters was 
next taken up detail by Nang Ch'ung whose work is discussed 
in III (6 )(f), where a relevant fragment of Liu Hsiang's 
work is also mentioned.
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((?*) Confucius and the two boys

When they are near the horizon both the sun and 
the moon seem, even to a casual observer, to be consid
erably larger than when they are well up in the sky. 
Although most people are aware of this in a passive way 
few of them trouble themselves about why this odd effect 
should occur, and of those who do one suspects that the 
majority go no further than the rather unhelpful statement 
that it is "an optical illusion*'. This presumably means 
no more than to deny that the two bodies in question 
actually swell up or approach us more closely at the time 
when we experience the purely local phenomena of their 
rising and setting. The problem of why, nevertheless, 
they should appear to do so has been investigated by 
Dember and Uibe (l) and (2) : it seems likely that the
effect is caused by the eyes1 propensity to perceive 
the sky as a flattened cap rather than a true hemisphere.

Naturally this problem was faced by a number 
of those Chinese thinkers who attempted a systematic 
account of the cosmos. The eax'liest reference to it is 
a very well-known and obviously fictional story belonging 
to the genre in which Confucius is portrayed as being 
subjected to discomfiture by hermits and other eccentrics. 
The text is now found in Chapter 5 of Lieh tzu
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and a number of early sources quote it with an attri

intend to enter upon the complex question of the date or

is of considerable interest that the story was apparently

written c. A.D. 20, if we may rely on the quotation in

of A.D, 668. This is unlikely to be an example of mis
taken attribution, for immediately before the shorter 
Hsin lun version the full story is given with an attri
bution to Lieh tzu, although there are some slight 
differences from the modern text* Huan T ’an is made to 
claim an independent source :

"Huan T 1 an1s Hsin lun says : 'in my youth I
heard a common story that Confucius ... [etc.]1."

This is followed by the criticism of Kuan Ping :
see (£>) below. One cannot of course claim on this basis 
that Lieh tzu did not exist as a book in Huan T 'an's 
time, but only that part of its material circulated

"Confucius travelled eastwards and saw two 
small boys quarrelling. He asked the reason, 
and one boy replied : 'I think the rising sun
is nearer to u s , and the noon sun further away.1 
The other boy said that the rising sun was 
further and the noon sun was nearer. The first 
boy said : 'When the sun rises it's as big as
a chariot umbrella. By noon it's like a pot-lid. 
Isn't this a case of a distant thing looking small

bution to that book (Textual Notes (^) I do not

dates of compilation of Lieh t z u (see IV (10)), but it

included by Huan T'an in his book

the Buddhist encyclopaedia Fa yuan chu lin J -  i *

Fa yuan chu lin 7i l6a, SPTK

independently. The story as we have it today runs :
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and a nearby thing looking big ?' The other boy 
said 'When the sun rises it's cool, but by noon 
it's boiling hot. Isn't this a case of being 
warm when nearby and cool when distant ? 1
Confucius could not settle this. The two small 
boys laughed and said 'Who says you know such a 
lot ?'.»

Lieh tzu, 5, SPPY
The introduction of the question of the varicition 

of the sun's warmth turns the original problem into a 
dilemma. Huan T'an’s story does not include this feature, 
although his account of Kuan Ping's work gives an account 
of an attempt to settle this difficulty also.

(C) Kuan Ping's attempt at an explanation

Some time in the first two decades of the first
century A.D., Kuan I’ing it

i.
ll H made an attempt to

deal with the problem just described. Kuan is a parti
san of the first small boy in the story, and his reply 
to his opponent's objection is not without ingenuity.
The material now quoted is found in Fa yuan chu lin 
(loc. cit.) and Sui shu 19, 512, CHSC. In both cases it 
is attributed to Huan T'an's Hsin lun :

"In the Han dynasty Kuan Tzu-yang [- Kuang Ping] 
from P ' ing Ling was the of Ch'ang Shui.
He held that the sun was further away when over
head and nearer when on the horizon. What was 
his reason for this ? When the constellations 
rise out of the east at dusk the gaps between 
[their stars] are very wide [let us say] they 
are over ten feet apart. By midnight when they 
are directly overhead they appear much closer 
together, [only] one or two feet apart. If one 
takes measurements, it is even more obvious. Thus
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we know that heaven is more distant overhead than 
on the horizon.
The sun is heavenly Yang while fire is earthly 
Yang. Earthly Yang rises upwards, while heavenly 
Yang comes downwards. Now if a fire is placed 
on the ground the heat above the fire and beside 
it are very different whatever the distance. At 
noon the sun is overhead, and we are covered [by 
its radiation]. We bear the brunt of the heavenly 
Yang, and so it is warmer than when the sun first 
rises. At that time it has just come out of the
great Yin, and so it is cooler than when it is
setting.
Huan Chtln-shan [= Huan T ’an] comments : Can what
Tzu-yang [= Kuan Ping] says be true ?"

Kuang Ping’s theory is certainly neither consistent 
with the Kai t 'ien nor the Hun t ’ien, and it is quite possible 
that he was thinking about the problem in isolation and 
without any conception of an overall cosmography. The 
reference to the "Great Yin" is reminiscent of the 
theory criticised by Wang Ch'ung (III (6 )(g)) and repeated 
two centuries later by Yang C h ’tian (IV (3)(b)). Other 
references to the subject of this section are made by 
Chang Heng (III (7)(f)), Shu Hsi (IV (■£)(«■)), Chiang
Chi (IV ( c\ ) ( C ) ) , and Tsu Keng-chih (V (3) ( 6 ) ) •
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(6) Wang Cheung - first and last polemicist
for the Kai T'ien.

(a) Introduction

Wang Ch'ung (c. A.D. J>Q - A.D. 95) differs from
most other writers in this sui-vey in the great amount of

this leads to certain problems : if for instance the
length of this section was such as to enable a detailed 
treatment of the cosinographically interesting parts of

proportion to Wang's importance as a cosmographer. A 
further difficulty with Wang is his polemical style, which 
makes it hard to disentangle statements of his m m  opinions 
from refutations of his opponents. In the interests of 
clarity of exposition I have attempted to do this where 
possible, without, I hope oversimplifying the discussion. 
Wang usually gives a fair account of theories he rejects : 
this is fortunate, for otherwise several of them would 
have remained unknown to us.

^ ) Wang Ch'ung and the Kai T 1ien

his writing that has been preserved intact. Paradoxically,

his book Lun heng , it would grow out of all

Wang's views on cosmography are basically the 
same as those found in the Chou pei, with certain modi™ 
ficationsof detail.



i. "Heaven is exactly level and no different from 
earth, and the sun rises, and sets, being turned 
round along with heaven"

Lun heng, 11, 8b SPTIC
ii. "To men heaven and earth seem to unite at a 

distance of no more than ten li. That is the 
effect of the distance, for they do not come 
together in fact. When we behold the sun setting, 
it does not set, it is also the distance. At the 
time when the sun sets in the west, the people 
living there will perhaps say that it is culmi
nating , and looking from the point where the sun 
is setting eastward to our world, heaven and 
earth may [appear to be] joined together.

ibid.
iii. "Let a man take a big torch, and walk at night 

on a level road where there are no gaps. He will 
not have walked to a distance of one IjL from us 
before the light of the fire has gone out. It 
does not go out, it is the distance. In the
same manner the sun revolving westwards and 
disappearing does not set [i.e. does not enter 
the earth]»"

ibid, 11. 9a.
Passages (ii) and (iii) might well serve as a 

commentary to parts of the Chou pei; see for instance 
II (3)(d) above. There seems, however, to be a dis
crepancy in (i), where it is clearly suggested that 
heaven and earth are level, while the Chou pei states 
that they both bulge upwards somewhat at their centres 
(II (3)(c)). Elsewhere (11, 9b) Wang states clearly 
that heaven is not really lower at the edges, despite 
appearances : for him, this is another illusion caused 
by distance. This variation suggests that Wang Ch'ung 
was not simply expanding on ideas taken from the Chou
pei. Indeed, it is quite remarkable that he never
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mentions the book at all. As we shall shortly see in (e) 
below, he fails to apply the Minch-for-a-thousand-1i" 
shadow principle in a context where we would certainly 
expect it. The straightforward explanation of these 
omissions is simply that Wang Ch'ung was probably limited 
by his well-known provincialism, and had neither had a 
chance of reading the Chou pei nor had received mathe
matical training. Questions relating to the date at 
which the Chou pei was compiled are discussed in 
Appendix (^ ), and in the light of that discussion we 
may note here that the book may well not yet have been 
compiled by the time that Wang wrote. The existence of 
still another variant of the Kai t 1ien - the "tilted 
axis" theory ((i) below) - suggests that during the 
first century A.D. it was still theoretically fertile.
We should remember after all that our first solid literary 
evidence for attacks on the Kai t 1ien is no earlier than 
the discussions of Yang Hsiung and Huan T*an a century 
previously (III ()(<*-)) . It would thus be wise to 
avoid assuming that the thinking of the Kai t 'ien school 
was limited by what was eventually codified as the Chou 
pei« There seem to have been several strands of thought, 
operating with a large degree of independence.
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(c) Wang's view of the physical nature of heaven.

According to Wang, heaven itself is certainly
something solid :

"The Literati say that heaven is.ch'i ... [but] 
according to apocryphal works heaven is . upwards 
of sixty-thousand ljL above the empire» Mathe
maticians reckon the entire circumference of 
heaven at 365 degrees. Thus the world all round 
is divided into degrees and its height measures 
a certain number of li. If heaven were really 
ch1i , ch1i is like clouds and mist, how could 
there be so many li or so many degrees ? Besides, 
we have the 'twenty-eight constellations' [hsiu ]
which serve as resting-places to sun and moon, 
just as on earth the couriers lodge in postal 
stations. The postal stations on earth corres
pond to the mansions on heaven. Hence the
statement found in books that' heaven has a body 
is not baseless. Looking at the question like 
this, it becomes evident that heaven cannot be 
something diffuse and vague.11

Lun lieng 11, 5b (cf. 25, 10a)

Wang appears at this point to be using the 
(by his standards) rather reprehensible method of appealing 
to authority : the experts have assigned definite dimensions
to heaven, therefore it must be a rigid body. Alternatively 
he could be motivated by the fact that the heavenly pheno
mena do not occur at random, but behave in a regular 
manner, for him more consistent with a solid heaven 
than an inchoate mass of ch1i« This point will come 
out more clearly when we come to consider Wang's ideas of 
the relation between the heavenly bodies and heaven 
itself in the next section.
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(d) Sun, moon, and stars.

In a striking analogy Wang gives his theory of
why it is that the sun and moon exhibit retrograde motion
against the background of the stars, despite taking part
in a diurnal revolution :

“[The sun and moon] are attached to heaven, and 
follow its movements during the four seasons.
Their movement may be compared to that of ants 
crawling on a [rolling] mill-stone* The move
ments of the sun and moon are slow, whereas heaven 
moves very fast. Heaven carries the sun and moon 
along with it, therefore, although they really 
move eastward, they are turned back westward."

Lun heng 11, lib.
(But see 1 V C£) cb} for the criticism by Ko Hung 

Ciun sU ski* 1 %  WtMes-
i* mdtX no U4 L )

f In one day the sun moves eastwards agaxnst the
sky about 1 tu, while the moon moves eastwards 13 tu.
Wang takes one tu as equivalent to 2,000 li; thus he
calculates the daily motions of the sun and moon relative
to heaven as 2,000 JLi and 26,000 li.. These he compares
respectively with the speed at which the legendary beast
c h 'i-lin runs, and the flight of a wild duck. Heaven
itself moves 3&5 t_u in a day, giving 730,000 Id. :

HThis movement is very fast and there is 
no way to test it. It can be compared to the 
rotation of a potter's wheel, o.r the speed of 
an arrow shot from a cross-bow."

Lun heng 11, 12a.
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Wang points out that the great distance of heaven 
means that its speed is not apparent to terrestrial obser
vers. As for the figure of 2,000 Id., .it is not easy to 
see how this was deduced. For a start, there is something 
very odd in such an uncompromising supporter of the Kai 
t 1ien giving a single length for the tu. In the instances 
above, the tu are of course measured along parallels of 
declination concentric with the north celestial pole, and 
on the scheme of the Chou pei, for example, the circle 
followed by the sun at the winter solstice has double
the diameter of the summer solstice circle (II (3)(h)
above). Since all circles are divided into 365^ iii 
(although Wang omits the fraction), it is evident that 
a tu for the winter sun is twice as long as a tu in 
summer. We may note, in passing, a significant difference 
between the tu and the western degree : the latter is
of course a measure of the angle between two lines, 
whereas the former is (in all the texts we considei") 
a fractional division of the circumference of a circle.

I would tentatively suggest that Wang takes 
his 2,000 li/tu ratio from his belief that the sun is
1,000 li across (Lun heng 11, l6a), and an (unstated)
assumption, fairly accurate, that the sun’s angular 
diameter was tu. The Chou pei, it will be remembered, 
gave the sun a diameter of 1,250 li (II (2)(c) above); 
it may be that Wang is quoting a garbling of this or 
possibly the tradition may be independent. Again without
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any attempt at proof, the stars are said to be 100 li 
across ( Lun heng 11, l8a)* These dimensions for sun 
and stars are also given in the third century A.D. by 
Hsd Cheng. A tantalising fragment by Lu Sheng, again 
in the third century, claims grounds for reducing all 
figures by a factor of ten ( I3£ Of) )

The subject of the physical nature of the sun, 
moon, and stars will recur below, so here X will be 
content with noting briefly that Wang considers the 
first two as composed of the essences of fire and water 
respectively, while he seems to imply that the stars are 
of stony substance. From this he draws a somewhat odd 
conclusion, as we shall see.

(e) The extent of the world : Wang Ch’ung and Tsou Yen.

In (b), (c) and (d) I was able to some extent
to discuss Wang's views in isolation. From now on it will 
be necessary to take more account of the fact that Wang’s 
usual method of expressing a view is by way of an attack 
on the views held by someone else, which he has previously 
set out. In the present instance, the theories of Tsou 
Yen are subjected to scrutiny (see I (3) above). It will 
be remembered that Wang's account of Tsou’s work credits 
him with saying only that the world contained eight other 
continents the size of China, whereas the Shih chi version 
says that there are in all nine such "continent-clusters", 
each one containing nine "Chinas”.



Wang is in the first instance suspicious of
Tsou's credentials. He notes that the Shu Ching1s short 
geographical account, the so-called "Tribute of Yii"
( ^ 7  !§ YU kung) makes no mention of any ninefold
continents, nor' does Huai nan tzu give any support.

"Tsou Yen did not travel as far as YU and 
Yi on earth, and his experience was not greater 
than that of either Wu Pei or Tso Wu [who con
tributed to the Huai nan tzu book]* His talents
were not those of a sago, and he did not learn
things by a special revelation from heaven.
How then could he make such statements ?
Examined by the light of Ytl's "Mountain Book" 
and of Huai nan tzu's chapter on the shape of 
the earth, his words are utterly wrong."

Lun heng 11, J b .

We must not be too hasty in charging Wang
with bibliolatry here, for he immediately points out
that the Shih chi casts considerable doubt on the
accuracy of the YU Kung, concluding:

"It is difficult to know the facts; it is difficult
to fathom truth."

Lun heng, 11, 4a.
On practical considerations, Wang is prepared 

to agree with Tsou that the known world is small compared 
to the total extent of the world (11, 4a, ff.). He notes 
firstly that, by symmetry, there must be more land beyond 
the north pole. Also, the rising sun seems the same size 
whether seen from the Gobi or the Eastern Sea. Wang is 
forgetting the fact that he has already adopted the ICai 
t * ien theoi-y of solar motion, which destroys the signifi
cance of this latter argument based on a definite sunrise
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point. Since under the Kai t 1ien sunrise occurs whenever 
the sun moves within a certain critical distance of any 
given observer, the rising sun must always appear the 
same size. There is a similar inconsistency in Wang's 
argument against Tsou's statements that China is in the 
south-east, when he points out that the celestial pole 
would not then appear due north but due north-west : 
hence, he concludes, China must be due south of the pole. 
This simply shows that Wang had not analysed the impli
cations of defining "north" in a cosmography with a 
central pole. Nevertheless Wang argues that because the 
pole appears due north throughout the known world, the 
known world must be small (compared to the distance to 
the pole).

investigate the quantitative implications of Tsou's 
"ninefold China" theory. This is done quite simply by 
estimating the overall size of the earth and comparing it 
with an estimate of the size of China. The first estimate 
is arrived at on the basis that the distance from the pole 
to the sun (apparently at the summer solstice) represents 
half the diameter of the earth. Wang makes a simple guess 
that the pole is 30i000 li north of Lo Yang, and adds to 
this an amount of 20,000 IT for the distance from Lo Yang 
south to the subsolar point. This second figure is 
derived by referring to the experience of travellers in

Finally (Lun heng, 11, 5a), Wang sets out to

J ih Nan (a Han prefecture corresponding to Annam),
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said to be 10,000 L̂i south of Lo Yang, approximately thrice 
the actual distance. Oddly, since the tropic of Cancer 
runs north of Annam, Wang feels this is not far south 
enough to give the subsolar point, so he doubles to give
20.000 la. south of Lo Yang. Thus from the pole to the 
subsolar point is 50,000 li,. Note that Wang has not 
shown any awareness of the possibility of using the 
shadow-princip1e (IX (2)(a)) to obtain the data he wants.
By this principle, the Chou pei obtains 103,000 li for 
Wang's 30,000 li. (Lo Yang-pole) and 16,000 l_i for Wang's
20.000 li (Lo Yang-sun). The impression is reinforced 
that Wang had negligible contact with the tradition that 
led to the Chou pei's compilation.

Doubling 50,000 li gives the diameter of the 
earth since, Wang states, there must by symmetry be as 
much to the north of the pole as to the south of it.
The same, of course, applies to east and west, since we 
are dealing with a Kai t 'ien universe. The earth is thus •
100.000 11. by 100,000 li. Wang multiplies these together, 
and obtains a result of "1,000,000 M." (Lun heng, 11, 5b) 
attracting Forke's caustic comment that he is a "better 
theorist than arithmetician" (Forke,to,256) . This may be 
unfair;

signifying; (10(10,000 li)) x (10(10,000 li)) = (100(10,000 li))
Wang seems to have treated 10,000 li as his unit, 

using a linear measure on the left-hand side of the
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equation, and, of course, referring to a square of 10,000 li. 
as a unit of area in the result. If this was his procedure, 
however, he was not consistent in.it, as will appear.

Having estimated the size of the earth on an 
independent basis, Wang turns to the implications of 
Tsou Yen’s "nine-fold China" theory. He takes the 
diameter of the empire in Chou times as 5,000 lji, which 
is certainly not much more than a 30 per cent overestimate. 
Squaring 5,000 li to find its area, he gives the result 
as 25,000 li. This may be the same procedure as before, 
but we would have to assume that his area unit is now a
1,000 li square rather than a 10,000 li. square. Multi
plying by nine gives 225,000 li. He points out that this 
figure, derived from Tsou Yen's assumptions, is considerably 
smaller than the 1 ,000,000 Ijl derived independently for 
the total extent of the earth, ending with the statement 
that despite first appearances Tsou was guilty of an 
underestimate rather than an overestimate of the earth’s 
extent. Of course, this conclusion is even more forcible
if we employ a consistent arithmetical usage, in which :

2independently : area = (100,000 li) - 10,000,000,000 square
li

Tsou Yen : area = 9 x (5,000 li)2 = 225,000,000 square
li

The accusation that Wang Ch'ung was inclined 
to be rather unimaginative in his scepticism is a little 
blunted by this instance of his being prepared to improve 
on the furthest flights of Tsou Yen.
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(f) On eclipses : rejection of a correct theory.

When either solar or lunar eclipses are mentioned 
in the astronomical literature of the period with which 
this survey is concerned, the writer's interest is ira

which eclipses were interpreted as omens, nor with the 
unceasing attempts made by calendrical mathematicians to 
find some combination of cycles by which they might be 
predicted. The texts to be discussed in this section, 
and others later on, approach the problem from the point 
of view of the physical phenomena involved. In doing so 
they reveal a good deal about the cosmographical and 
physical notions which formed the backgrounds of their 
authors' thinking. It would of course be quite mis
leading to give the impression that an author who discusses 
the physical aspects of eclipses is implicitly rejecting 
any ominous significance they might have. In such dis
cussions we shall in fact see instances where a theory of 
solar or lunar eclipses is criticised on what can only be

most cases purely astrological. A relatively late
example is :

"In the third year [of the Chen Kuan period], in 
the eighth month, on a chi-ssu day, a new moon, 
the sun was eclipsed, being in the fifth degree 
of the lunar mansion I. Prognostication : drought."

(Hsin T'ang Shu, 32, 827, CHSC)

We are not concerned here with the schemata by

called political grounds
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Wang Ch'ung was not a man much tolerant of 
*myths : see (j ) below* It is surprising therefore 

that he made no attack on such theories as the 
following :

"When ch * i-lin [mythical beasts] fight, the sun 
and moon are eclipsed."

Huai nan tzu, 3, 2a SPTIC

In fact the whole burden of his argument is 
that solar (and by implication also lunar) eclipses are 
not caused by any external agency at all. Firstly of 
course he must dispose of the suggestive fact that the 
sun is only eclipsed when the sun and moon are in con
junction at the end of a lunar month.

"The literati maintain that the eclipse of 
the sun is caused by the moon. They have obser
ved that the eclipses of the sun always fall on 
the last and first day of a [lunar] month. At 
that time the moon is in conjunction with the 
sun, and therefore can eclipse it [they think]. 
Many eclipses of the sun have occui-red during 
the ’Spring and Autumn’ period. The Classic 
[i.e. the 'Spring and Autumn annals'] records 
that 'on the first day of such-and-such a moon 
the sun was eclipsed’, but it does not follow 
that the moon has anything to do with these 
eclipses. If [the chronicles] had known that 
[the sun] was eclipsed by the moon, why have 
they been silent on this point and did not 
mention the moon ?"

Lun heng, 11, l4a.

Wang’s logical analysis is impeccable ; 
coincidence is not positive proof. It is still however 
highly suggestive, and his appeal to the silence of the 
classics is the sort of argument he would not have
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tolerated from an opponent. But what were the theories
advanced by those who found the circumstantial evidence
of the moon's proximity convincing evidence that it
caused the sun's eclipse ? Firstly, Wang mentions a
theory of the Yin-Yang variety :

"[Some] say that the changes occurring during a 
solar eclipse are because the Yang is weak and 
the Yin strong."

connected with prognostication : normally the sun and
moon pass through conjunction without incident, but if the
balance of the universe is in some way disturbed, the Yin
of the moon overcomes the Yang of the sun. Typically such
events would be thought of as connected with treason or
rebellion in the empire, which took part in a relation
of mutual correspondence with the macrocosm. A century
before Wang, Ching Fang had written :

"The sun is the essence of Yang, and the image of 
the I'uler of men. It shines alone in the fullness 
of its pride, when the Yin encroaches on it,
the omen of a solar eclipse occurs."

the sun becomes invisible because it is weak and overcome 
by the Yin of the moon, then surely the moon, which is 
invisible at conjunction, must be itself very weak. How 
then could it possibly overcome the Yang of the sun ?
Both sun and moon, he claims, are subject to periodic

Lun heng 11, i k a .

This is a fairly common theory, and one obviously

Wang's answer is incisive. If, by hypothesis,
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variations not caused by an outside force, but simply by 
the natural behaviour of their ch1i. Needham notes this 
as an instance of "the inhibitory effect of a world-view 
otherwise good in itself - organic naturalism" (SCC,III,4l4),

what seems (to us) ■ the most obvious explanation of a
solar eclipse :

"Some say that when the sun is eclipsed the moon 
cover's it. The sun being above, the moon below, 
it is covered by the shape of the moon"

and the text seems to be corrupt. Forke believes that he 
is referring to a partial eclipse, while Needham (SCC, III, 
4-13) takes the argument as turning on the observation of 
annular eclipses. In neither case does there seem to be 
much force in the objections raised, which amount to no 
more than pointing out that the sun is not always com
pletely obscured during an eclipse. Wang’s views on the 
physical nature of the sun and moon might have led him 
to claim that the moon (the essence of water) would be 
transparent to the sun’s rays or it is within the bounds 
of possibility that he might have framed a reply in the 
same terms as he used against the Yin-Yang theory first 
mentioned. He does not do so, however, and his argument 
is only of interest for us in that it becomes clear that 
the correct theory of solar eclipses was current in his

It is of course necessary for Wang to reject

Lun heng, 11, l4b.

Wang's arguments against this are hard to follow



day. It had already been mentioned by Liu Hsiang c. 20 B.C.
"An eclipse of the sun occurs because the moon 
moves so as to cover it. [The proper positions] 
of prince and minister are interchanged, contrary 
to the Tao, and therefore an eclipse occurs."

(KYCC, 9, 3a )

Note, of course, that a purely physical expla
nation of the event itself does not prevent Liu attributing 
a divinatory significance to the fact that conditions 
were such that it occurred, Because of (impending or 
present) disorder on earth, the sun and moon have taken 
up positions such that the moon obscures the sun, repre
senting the domination of the prince by the minister who 
should be subordinate to him. It remains to some extent 
an open question whether' the celestial events were thought 
of as causing the terrestrial events or vice versa, or 
whether the two were simply thought of as occurring 
simultane ously.

(g) On Yin-Yang theories of day, night, and the seasons.

It will be remembered that the archaic explanation 
of the alternation of day and night involved the sun (pro
bably a new one each day) rising from a point on the earth 
in the east, travelling overhead, and finally sinking to 
rest in a position in the west (see I (2)(b)). Under the 
ICai t*ien, as we have seen, rising and setting were 
optical illusions consequent on the sun moving out of
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range of the observer as it turned round on the umbrella-
like heaven overhead (see II (3)(d)). This was the view
of Wang Ch’ung himself set out in ( (r )• above. The Hun
t 1ien represented what might almost be called a development
of the archaic notion, for in its account the setting sun,
carried on the rotating heavenly sphere, continued down
below the earth and rose on the other side once more.
Thanks to Wang’s criticisms, however, we have an account
of a theory different from all these :

’’The literati say that the sun, when it becomes 
visible in the morning, comes forth from Yin, 
and that when it disappears in the evening it 
re-enters Yin. The Yin ch1i is dark and obscure, 
therefore [the sun] vanishes and is not seen.”

Lun heng n  5 6a 
C c f .  Ci-u'n 11,27**) 3 S u l  skiA H ,  )

The extension of this theory to explain the
seasonal variation of daylength is straightforward :

’’The literati say that the shadows of the days 
in winter and their length in summer are also 
brought about by the Yin and Yang. In summer 
the Yang ch *i abounds, and the Yin ch1i falls 
short. The Yang ch1i shines with the same 
splendour as the sun. Consequently when the 
sun comes out there is nothing to obscure it.
In winter the Yin ch1i is dusky and overshadows 
the sunlight. Therefore although the sun comes 
out it remains dark and invisible. Thus in 
winter the days are short. The Yin is plenti
ful and the Yang is lacking, just the reverse 
of what happens in summer,"

Lun heng, 11, 6b.
In the third century Yang Ch'ilan was to advocate 

vex’y similar ideas (IV (3 ) ( Ir ) ) . Wang has three objec
tions to raise. The first of these, although very much 
in his style, does not quite hit the mark. Why, he asks,
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if the sun is rendered invisible by the Yin ch * i at night, 
can fires remain alight during the hours of darkness ? 
Should they too not be extinguished by the Yin ? The 
answer to this is, of course, that the obscuring ch1i 
is only present in those regions into which the sun has 
moved. Wang tacitly admits this in his next objection, 
which is that in winter the sun sets to the south of us.
The implication that there can be Yin ch *i in the south 
he rejects, quite clearly because this simply could not 
fit the conventional scheme of correlation under which 
north was associated with cold, dark, and Yin, while south 
was associated with warmth, light, and Yang. His final 
objection is the only one that is really of much force : 
why is it that after the sun has set we are able to see 
stars considerably to the north of its setting position ? 
Should not they, too, be obscured by the mass of Yin ch1i 
that has hidden the sun ?

Unfortunately Wang does not make clear what 
theory his opponents held as to the path followed by the 
sun in its daily motion into and out of the Yin mass. It 
seems unlikely, however, that they could have believed in 
the Hun t'ien, which would have had no need of their theory* 
Perhaps we have here a variant of the ICai t 1 ien, created 
by those who were unable to accept the usual "out of range" 
theory and felt the need for some actual physical blockage 
to explain why the sun was not visible at night,

I



(h ) Further notes on the sun, moon, and stars.

Wang makes a number of points which, while not 
meriting a lengthy treatment, ought not to be left out of 
consideration•

(i) The problem of the sun’s relative distances at 
dawn and at noon is mentioned, and in a somewhat 
ponderous argument it is demonstrated that the Kai 
t * ien requires that it be more distant at dawn* It 
is suggested that the sun is apparently smaller at 
noon and larger at dawn (and dusk) because, like a 
fire, the sun appears smaller against a bright 
background. (Compare TEC. CO do, Cc) )

(Lun heng, 11, 10a)

(.ii) Contrary to the ’’literati'* Wang denies that the
sun and moon are round. They are, respectively, 
the essence of fire and water, which are not round 
on earth. Why should they be round in heaven alone 
Their apparent roundness is an effect of their gx'eat 
distance; the same applies to the stars and planets 
This was another of Wang’s views attacked by Ko Hung 
see ii U) (-k)

(Lun heng, 11, 15a)
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(iii) The story of the ten suns in the branches of the 
Fu~sang tree, one of which rises each day, is an 
impossibility (see I (2)(b)(15))* No tree could be 
large enough or fire-proof enough to contain ten 
suns* Further, the position of sunrise varies con
siderably throughout the year, showing that the sun 
does not originate from a single position.

(Lun heng, 11, 11a and 15b)

(iv) The legends of the three-legged raven in the 
sun and the hare or toad in the moon are dismissed.
The sun is fire, and the moonis water. No animal 
could survive in either of them.

(Lun heng, 11, 15b)

(i ) Three theories about heaven

Wang Ch1ung now notes a theory which, although
still based on Yin-Yang notions seems to have some affinities
with the Hun t 1ien :

"Some people hold that in summer, when the Yang ch1i 
abounds (it is in the south), in consequence heaven 
rises up high. In winter the Yang ch’i decays, and 
heaven sinks down low. When [heaven™] is high, the 
course of the sun is long, and the days are long.
When [heaven] is low, the course of the sun is short, 
and the days are short.”

(Lun heng, 11, 7a)
(The same mechanism was to be suggested by Yao Hsin in the 
third century : see IV (^ ) ( (r ) , The phrase ”it is in the
south” seems intrusive.)
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Since, however, this theory of the pneumatic rise 
and fall of heaven relies implicitly on the sun being atta
ched to heaven and rising and falling with it, Wang disposes 
of it very rapidly by asking why the moon behaves in pre
cisely the opj^osite manner to the sun. I"t is, of course,
attached to heaven if the sun is• How is it then that in
winter, when heaven is said to be low, the moon rises much
higher than it does in summer ?

Wang, it will be remembered, makes it plain that 
he believes in a version of the Kai t 'ien in which heaven 
is flat and horizontal. There was evidently a variant of 
the orthodox theory curi~ent in his time :

"Some say : heaven is high in the south and low
in the north. When the sun rises into the higher 
region it becomes visible, and when it sets into 

the lower one it disappears. Heaven is placed like 
a reclining umbrella. Therefore the celestial 
pole is to the north of us : this is the proof
of it. The pole is the centre of heaven [omit ]\ ]
Now, as it is to the north of us, [heaven] is 
clearly like a reclining umbrella."

(Lun heng, 11, 7t)
It is interesting to speculate how such a theory 

might have arisen. Assuming that Wang's account is a fair 
one, it seems that we have here an attempt to modify the 
Kai t 1ien under the influence of the Hun t'ien with its 
tilted axis. If this is so it must be admitted that it 
combines the worst of both theories. If an umbrella
like heaven is tilted over northwards, surely there 
ought to be a gap visible in the south ? Wang however 
simply points out that if the northern edge of heaven
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touched the earth it would he prevented from revolving*
By adopting this line, incidentally, he emphasises his 
belief in both a flat earth and a solid heaven.

Wang presents another theory, evidently con
sidered by him to be different from the one just mentioned. 
It may well be, therefore, a reference to the Hun t 1ien :

"Some people maintain that the northern edge of 
heaven sinks down into the earth, and that the 
sun following heaven enters into the earth. The 
earth is massive and obscures it so that it is 
invisible."

(Lun heng, 11, 8a)
Wang answers with a dilemma. Either heaven

must actually go underground, according to this theory,
or the earth is simply much lower in the north, so that
heaven does not really enter it. In the first case,
heaven would have to pass through the subterranean waters,
which he finds unlikely. In the second case, such a
depression in the earth would mean that the rivers would
flow northwards towards it without ever filling it.
(In fact, of course, the rivers known to Wang flowed,
in general, eastwards.) He ends his dismissal with the
uncompromising statement already noted :

"Heaven is level and no different from earth, and 
the sun rises and sets, being turned round with 
heaven."

(See also Ko Hung's rebuttal of Wang : Tv ( « > d i )
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(j) Comments on an archaic account of heaven.

The legend according to which Kung Kung broke 
one of the "pillars of heaven" has already been mentioned 
(I (2)(b)(35))• it w a s  presumably an attempt to explain 
why the celestial pole is not directly overhead : this
was done by suggesting that the vault of heaven leaned 
over in the direction of its damaged support. Wang 
quotes the legend, and goes to great lengths to explain 
exactly why it is extremely unlikely that a man could 
have caused such damage (Lun heng, 11, la, et seq.l

Further, he points out, heaven is far too massive 
to be supported on pillars in any case, even if the 
pillars were mountains. Note, of course, that in common 
with other supporters of the Kai t'ien, Wang fails to 
make any suggestion as to how the sky _is supported. We 
have seen ((i) above) that he denies any possibility of 
contact between heaven and earth.

After Kung Kung ’ s damage, the goddess Nii Kua 
is said to have repaired heaven with melted stones. In 
what is seemingly a sepax~ate strand of legend she is also 
said to have supported heaven by cutting off the legs 
of a sea-turtle and using them as props : Wang's comments
on this can be imagined. In discussing the possibility 
of all these events, however, it is interesting that he 
raises the possibility that heaven and earth might, in 
the remote past, have been much closer together than
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today. Since then, he speculates, they may have opened

"All things that contain ch ’ i grow. Heaven and 
earth naturally contain ch1i . A great many years 
have elapsed since their origin. Hence it is 
impossible to calculate the distance between 
heaven and earth now, whether it be wide or 
narrow, far or near."

Those who enjoy spotting "anticipations" of
modern theories in ancient authors are of course quite 
free to take this as a forerunner of the expanding 
universe. It would perhaps be more legitimate to suggest

out

(Lun heng, 11, 2b)

a connection with the legend of Pan ICu
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(k) Who were "the literati" ? A note on th<

Apart from the case of Tsou Yen, the objects 
of Wang's criticism are anonymous, and in many cases the 
nearest we can get to an identification is in his use 
of the term ju , here translated as "the literati",
presumably Confucian scholars. It is interesting there
fore to have an abstract of the report of a conference 
of such scholars which was held in A.D, 79* when Wang 
was 49, at the instance of the Emperor Chang of Han, 
particularly as part of their deliberations dealt with 
cosmographical matters. This abstract was compiled by 
Pan Ku author of the Han shu, and is entitled
Po hu t'ung i fn^ /f^ 1 "Comprehensive dis
cussions at the White Tiger [Hall]", a reference to 
the building where the conference was held.

The first of the two sections of present 
interest is headed T'ien ti 7\ s "Heaven and
earth", beginning at 8 , 13a SPTIt, followed immediately 
by a longer section Jih yileh B A  "Sun and moon",
8 , l4a SPTK. The book is cast in the form of a 
catechism; the first question "What is heaven ?" 
elicits a response including a cosmogony of the kind 
familiar from Huai nan tzu } la, SPTK.. The
eventual physical form and nature of the emergent 
heaven are not clarified in any detail. The second



question and answer are however of interest :
"Now the Yin echoes the Yang, and the 
female follows the male* Wh y then does 
the way of heaven turn leftwards ['?%. ]
while the way of earth encircles rightwards
[ 7* Ii) ] ?
This is because heaven and earth move 
without separating, and travel without 
moving apart. This ’turning leftwards’ 
and ’encircling rightwards’ is in accor
dance with the principle by which prince 
and minister, and Yin and Yang, act 
as opposites."

8 , 13b, SPTK 
The possibility of a reference to a rotating 

earth is too large a subject for this section, and the 
reader is referred to III (10) for“a discussion of 
such matters. Note, however, the form of the 
explanation given, which is in terms quite foreign to 
the sort of approach found in Nang Ch’ung. I do not 
wish to adopt uncritically the two catch-all philo
sophical labels "materialist" and "idealist" so 
enthusiastically applied by Maoist authors, but in this 
instance they express the dichotomy very well. A 
similar method is applied to other problems. Thus we 
are told that while we might expect heaven to remain 
at rest while its "minister" earth did all the moving, 
heaven’s role as the source of action dictates its 
motion while the earth cannot perform its function 
unless left in peace : an instance of practicality
being allowed to prevail over propriety.

As to the heavenly bodies, which are seen to



move against the background of the stars in a direction
opposite to the diurnal rotation, this is explained :

"They are Yin with respect to heaven, and 
so move rightwards [N,B. the Yang heaven 
moves leftward, see above]. This x'ight- 
wards motion is like the minister facing 
his prince."

8 , lAa, SPTK 
A "political" explanation is next given why

the moon (= minister) moves faster than the sun (= prince
Similarly an explanation of the moon's phases seems to 
amount to no more than saying the moon pays periodical 
homage to the sun (8 , l4b). In passing, and without 
justification, it is stated that the sun and moon are
1,000 li. in diameter, which may be the earliest recorded 
instance of this figure : cf. II (2)(c). The non
physical nature of this book's thinking appears clearly 
in the following two sections :

"Why is there always day and night ?
This is the proper ordering of Yin and Yang.
The sun illuminates the day and the moon 
illuminates the night.
Why do the days vary in length ?
The Yin and Yang take charge of affairs in 
turn. Therefore in summer the days are 
long, and in winter the nights are long."

8 , 15a, SPTK 
Wang Ch'ung's explanation of the alternation 

of day and night is, of course, in accord with the 
Kai t 1ien "optical illusion" theory (III (6 )(b))•
Both of the statements given above seem to me to be



explicitly stated and criticised by Wang at one point 
(III (6)(g)), and it may be that in this instance we 
are in a position to contrast Wang’s version of the 
case with that stated by "the literati" themselves. 
Paradoxically, Wang must be said to have expounded 
his opponents' theories more clearly than they did.
If any conclusion follows from this, it is perhaps 
that we should beware of assuming that every theory 
set up by Wang as a dialectical Aunt Sally was always 
held in a developed form by a fully articulate group 
of thinkers.
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(<7)1 Chang Heng sfSg. J (Atp, 87-1^0) and the first
full account of the Hun t'ien.

( a ) General features of Chang Heng1s cosmographical writing

In his two works Ling hsien % & ° and Hun
t'ien L  ̂ , Chang gives a complete description
of the Hun t'ien universe, beginning with an account of 
how it came into being, describing the physical nature 
of the heavens and the heavenly bodies and even dealing 
with the question of what is beyond the celestial sphere.
In the latter work the phenomena in the heavens are 
closely linked with their portrayal" on the armillary 
sphere, and questions of spherical geometry are discussed 
in some detail. He are lucky to have fairly good texts 
of both books (see Textual Notes(3) J

Chang does not enter into polemic against the 
Kai t'ien or any other theory. In the Ling hsien his 
object'seems to have been to record in summary form every
thing that at his time counted as fact about the heavens, 
and to a modern reader accustomed to more rigid boundaries 
between fields of study it is odd to find sober state
ments of the size of the celestial sphere and reasonable 
conjectures about the "horizon illusion" followed by 
uncritical accounts of ancient legends, such as that of 
the crow in the sun (already demolished by Wang Ch'ung,
see H i  ( b )  ( ̂  ) ) . We cannot easily tell whether or not 
Chang felt that his accounts of mythical or astrological
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material were to be taken with the same seriousness as 
what, for the sake of brevity, we may call the more 
scientific parts of his treatise. I feel, however, that 
it would be unwise to suggest that he in any way rejected 
the usual astrological beliefs of his time; after all, 
he was twice in office as T*ai sliih ling
or Astronomer Royal, part of whose duties was the foretelling 
of ausjDicious days and similar prognostication. Further, 
in his memorial against the increasingly popxilar use of

ch1 an we 1 books of divination (Hou Han shu, 591 19111 
CHSC), his argument is not that divination is futile, 
but that the older methods (astrology, numerology, milfoil 
stalks etc.) gave better results and should not be neg
lected. To a certain extent, therefore, it may be said 
that the Ling hsien is the prototype for the T 1ien wen

chapters of several dynastic histories, which 
tend to open with a physical cosmography, after which 
they proceed to more astrological matters. In Chang Heng's 
work the separation is not yet as definite as it was to 
become subsequently,

(b ) The origin of the universe

This survey is not in general concerned with 
questions of cosmogony, a field in which Chinese dis
cussions tended to be of metaphysical significance only 
(despite the striking way in which some theories seem to
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anticipate Kant's "nebular hypothesis" (SCC, II, 371))*
In the case of the Ling hsien, however, it is worthwhile 
to follow the account of the beginning of heaven and earth 
in summary form, leading as it does into a discussion of. 
their eventual nature and function. According to the 
Ling hsien (Hon Ban shu comm, chih 10, 3215) i the universe 
came to be in a process of three periods, each of 
immeasurable duration :

i. A period of void and non-existence. .
ii. The emergence of the undifferentiated t 'ai su 

y\ &  "great plainness" from the void.
iii. The differentiation of this primal substance 

into two natures, one clear and hard, the
other clouded and soft - the Yang and Yin.

At this final phase, says Chang Heng :
"Thus the original ch'i divided, hard and soft 
being separated for the first time, clear and 
clouded taking different positions. Heaven was 
formed without, and earth was fixed within.
Heaven took its body from the Yang, so it was 
round and in motion. Earth took its body from 
the Yin, so i-t was flat and quiescent."

Hou Han shu, 3215, CHSC 
As we shall see in other parts of the Ling hsien, 

the basic conception here is by no means original - com
pare in particular Huai nan tzu 3i la, and also TPYL, 1,
passim. A significant point is, perhaps, the absence of 
any reference to divinities. This absence is a feature 
of nearly all the cosmographical writings to be discussed 
in this survey; an exception is the story of P'an Ivu ((IV0(^f- )
(a))
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Chang's account seems to be unique only in that it is made 
quite clear that heaven and earth are differentiated 
radially (outside . . . inside) rather than ver’tically 
(up ... down). This is of course a necessary consequence 
of the Hun t 1ien cosmography; an example of the more 
usual scheme is found in Lieh tzu, 1, where heaven is 
formed by the upward motion of the clear and light 
substance, while the clouded and heavy substance sinlcs 
down to form earth. From the fragments in TPYL, 1, 5a*

f* |y &  | ̂ - J —it seems that the Chin dynasty writer Huang-4u lali j|L 
followed Chang's cosmogony closely in compiling his 
Ti wang shin chi jjl — > *

(c) Earth, heaven, and beyond.

Chang has described the evolution of a universe
in which heaven is outside, round, and in motion, while
earth is inside, flat, and quiescent. In an attempt to
add detail to the picture, let us consider two passages,
one from the Ling hsien and the other from the Hun t 'ien :
(i) "The diameter of the line of the eight poles is 

232,300 li_. From north to south it is 1,000 li 
shorter, and from east to west it is 1,000 JLi 
broader. From earth to heaven is half of [the 
diameter of] the eight poles, and so the depth of 
the earth is the same. Thus, measuring everything 
out, we have a sphere. To check these figures, 
one uses similar right-angled triangles [add 
with KY'CC, 1, 2a]. The sunlight casts shadows on 
the earth, so that one gets a difference of one 
inch for each 1,000 la. of displacement.
Beyond this is the unknown. This unknown is called
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wytl chou J • Yti extends infinitely; chou
has no limits".

Hoti I-Ian shu, chih 10, 3215 
(see Textual Notes Cl) )

The Eastern Han commentator on Huai Nan tzu, 1, 3^, makes
it plain that effectively means "space" and chou means
"time", including both past and future.

(ii) "The Hun t 1ien is like a hen's egg. The body of
heaven is round as a crossbow pellet [in KYCC only]. 
The earth is like the yellow inside the egg,situ
ated on its own inside heaven. Heaven is the 
larger and earth the smaller. There is water 
inside and outside heaven [in KYCC only]. Heaven 
encloses earth like the white of an egg enclosing 
the yolk. Heaven and earth eo-c-W ■ are
supported by ch1i and float on water. The circum
ference of heaven is 365^ tu. Dividing it down 
the middle, 182 5/8 tu covers the earth above 
and 182 5/8 tu girds earth below [TPYL, SLF read: 
the sun, moon and stars gird earth below]. There
fore half of the 28 hsiu are visible, and half 
invisible. [in KYCC only, a section follows 011 
the N and S celestial poles, and circles of per
petual visibility and invisibility, omitted here.]
It rotates continuously, and its form is unbroken 

kt*n ] , therefore it is called Hun t ' ien 
in KYCC only]. Heaven rotates like the wheel- 

boss of a chariot,"
KYCC, 1, 5a 

(see Textual Notes CZ) )

From (i) it is clear that the celestial sphere 
is 232,300 la. in diameter. Despite the statement that 
this figure can be deduced from the shadow principle by 
means of the mathematical techiques we have already met 
in the Chou pei I. have been unable to discover any process 
by which such a result might have been obtained, nor do 
later writers have any suggestion to make. It is certainly
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not a v e r y  large figure - in the Chou pei the smallest 
diurnal circle described by the sun was 258,000 l_i

where Chang is simply drawing on traditional accounts, 
such as that found in Huai nan tzu (4, 2a, SPTK), which 
gives 233i500 li.* 75 for both north-south and east-west 
dimensions* Several similar ancient estimates are col
lected in KYCC, 4, 2a, where the small difference in the 
two dimensions is also exemplified; this idea goes 
back as far as Ch * tl Yttan in the fourth century B.C. (see

earth is flat (in contrast to the round heaven), and 
adding to this the statements that the distance from 
earth to heaven is equal to the depth of earth (both 
being half the diameter of heaven) and that half of 
heaven is above earth, while half is below, it seems 
impossible to escape the conclusion that the surface of 
the earth is co-pTanar with the horizontal diametral 
plane of heaven. Suggestions that Chang conceived of a 
spherical earth (SCC, III, 218) create far more diffi
culties than they solve (see Appendix { % . ) ) . The analogy 
of the hen's egg need no more be taken to imply that the 
earth is shaped like the yolk than it need be taken to 
imply that the heavens are ovoid rather than spherical.
The pointers surely just that earth is completely enclosed 
by heaven, rather than simply covered, as in the ICai t'ien*

I suspect that here as else-

I (2)(b)(58)).
Given Chang's earlier explicit statement that
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Although the upper surface of the earth is certainly 
plane, it is not easy to see how Chang thought of its lower 
boundary. If it was not for the suggestion that it "floats'* 
on water1* and is "supported by ch * i" , one might simply 
take it as hemispherical. It certainly seems that Cheng 
Hsltan, writing forty. 3rears or so later (III tlcO .) 
thought of the earth as a fairly flat disc, and this may 
have been Chang's opinion. The reference to "the depth 
of earth" is a difficulty here, but it may be that in 
this context "earth" refers to the combination of solid 
and liquid filling, the lower half of the celestial sphere.

At this stage, it may be helpful to sketch a 
reconstruction of the universe described; the data for 
the inclination of the celestial axis are found in the 
Hun t*ien i . There the north celestial pole is said to 
be 36 tu above the earth, while the south pole is 36 tu 
below it. It is hard to see how such statements could 
be reconciled with an earth that was not flat. Had Chang 
believed in a spherical earth, we would surely have had 
some hint of a variation of polar altitude for differently 
placed observers, and we might have had a somewhat less 
categorical statement of the invisibility of the south 
polar regions than those found in both the Ling hsien 
and the Hun t'ien i.
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There is not much direct evidence of where on
the surface of the earth Chang placed the Chinese observer
However, the testimony of all latei* writers on the Hun
t 1 ien who mention .the subject is that the centre of the
Middle Kingdom is at the centre of the celestial sphere.
This seems to go bad’k to the tradition of the Chou li
(10, 10a, SSCS), and it is perhaps significant that the
words of the Chou li are echoed by an isolated fragment
attributed to the Ling hsien and preserved in TPYL, 157» ^

MTo the south-east of Mt. K ’un-Lun is the region 
of the red nome where rain and wind are seasonable, 
and cold and heat are normal. Other than that 
place, to the south there is an excess of heat, 
to the north there is an excess of cold, to the



east there is an excess of cloud, so the sage kings 
did not dwell in those places."

(The opening words here are clearly derived from the work 
of Tsou.Yen (X (3)(b)) : this may be another instance of
Chang’s eclectic gathering from all the available sources.

We have only the briefest description of what 
is beyond the celestial sphere, and we shall not find 
more detail in other writers mentioned in this survey.
This is scarcely surprising, as yd chou is usually des
cribed as an infinite changeless dark void, of which there 
is little enough to be said. Some, like Wang Fan( k\'ccj I 
felt that the subject was one which-it was quite pointless 
to discuss — he put it in the same category as Tsou Yen’s 
theory of the nine great continents surrounded by the Vast 
encircling ocean, ying hai.

(d) Sun, moon, and stars

The Ling lisien is explicit on the size of the
sun and moon :

"The diameters are 1/736 of the circumference of 
heaven, or 1/242 [following Hou Han shu; KYCC has 
1/24-3] of the breadth of earth"

It might be thought that Chang was introductm^
an approximation that M = 736 242 = 3*04, but this is
scarcely likely in the light of the fact that there is
some evidence that he used f\ ~ /"10 in another context
(SCC, III, 100). It is more pr'obable that he is making



the usual approximation TT = 3 in this case, which requires 
only the very plausible emendation of 726 for 736, as 
3 x 24-2 - 726.

Taking h ~ 3 1 and using the value of 232,300 .li
given for the diameter of heaven, we obtain a diameter for
the sun and moon of 939*9 ,li with the emendation proposed. 
This is of the same order of magnitude as most other early 
Chinese estimates, but as with the case of the diameter 
of heaven, I cannot think of any justification for the 
exact figure given, nor does Chang hint at any. It is 
always possible that the basis is numerological (cf. II 
(3)(d)), particularly as this passage is followed by one 
claiming affinity between the sun (yang) and odd numbers, 
and the moon (yin) and even numbers. The same passage 
notes without criticism the story of the three-legged 
crow in the sun and the hare in the moon, followed'by 
the legend of how Heng 0, wife of the great archer I,
stole the drug of immortality and flew to the moon where
she was transformed into a toad.

Chang clearly believes that the sun is the source 
of illumination for both moon and stars, as is evident 
from the

"The sun can be likened to fire, and the moon 
can be likened to water. Fire shines outwards, 
while water contains reflections. Therefore 
the moonshine comes from the illumination by 
the. sun, and the dark part of the moon occurs 
where the sun is screened [from it]. When [the 
moon] is opposite the sun, its brightness is 
full; when it comes near the sun its brightness 
is completely cut off. The multitude of stars
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are illuminated because [the sun’s] brightness is 
. passed on by the water."

This somewhat cryptic last sentence does not 
say whether the water inside or outside heaven is involved, 
but the suggestion is clearly being made that without the
water the stars would not shine* I suggest very tenta
tively that Chang Heng meant us to think of the sun’s 
light being guided round the earth by the subterranean 
water dur’ing the hours of darkness (see below).

A later passage not only makes it plain that the
heavenly bodies are spherical, but explains the origin
of meteors in a way suggestive of practical experience :

’’The three luminaries [i.e. sun, moon and stars] 
are of similar shape, resembling jade beads. While 
their spirit is preserved and their essence persists, 
they are fixed in place and radiate brightness.
But when decline sets in their spirit is exhausted 
and their essence is destroyed, and a falling star 
occurs. Then i-£ one digs where the star has fallen,

h  O  A  -I Cf O  C! +  A V I  ft N4 ™  there is a stone.

It may be of interest to note that the passage
preceding this one- suggests that there are no less than
11,520 ’’faint stafS " which compares interestingly with
the 10,000 or so actually visible to the unaided sight.

Chang now gives a theory of lunar eclipses :
’’Diametrically opposite the sun is a place where 
its rays do not meet, because of the obscuration 
by the earth [read with KYCC, rather than-'/t̂ l
with HHS ] . This is called the dark space [an hstl 

|1̂) /dh is ott ^ star, the starfades, when the moon crosses it, it is eclipsed."

This explanation is not precisely equivalent to the modern

1
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notion of the moon crossing the earth's shadow. If Chang 
thought that the sun's rays were propagated only in 
straight.lines, he would have oncluded that, when the 
sun was beneath the earth, none of its illumination could 
reach the hemisphere above the earth at all, as is evi
dent fx'om fig. III (^ ) . The earth is so large that
it would form a total barrier. Thus neither the moon 
nor the stars would ever* be illuminated at night.
Similar considerations led Liu Chih to reject the an hsd 
theory in the third century, but it was defended by 
Chiang Chi a century later on the grounds that the sun's 
rays shone along the surface of the . celestial sphere 
rather than in stot^Tit lines (see IX
There is a hint of this view in Chang's statement that 
the sun's rays do not "meet" [ho ] opposite the sun,
which is Chiang Chi's explanation of how the an hsd 
arises,

(e) The planets : an attempt at celestial mechanics

In ancient China mechanics developed very little. 
A consequence of this is that we rarely find the writers 
mentioned in this survey offering us physical explanations 
of why the heavenly bodies move in the manner observed.
It could perhaps be said that they avoided the infinite 
regress of causes by dispensing very largely with causes : 
the sun and moon move tzu jan ĵj \ "of themselves",



or at most are cari'ied along by the natural currents of 
chVi* In such a system no primum mobile could possibly 
be required.

king hslen Chang seems to be attempting a physical

MThe luminaries are attached to heaven, and 
there are seven of them that move : these are
the sun, moon and five planets. They circle 
round, moving to the right [i.e. relative to 
heaven, which moves leftwards for an observer 
facing the pole]. The way of heaven is to 
honour direct motion [i.e. the norma}, east
wards motion of the planets]. [Planets] near 
to heaven move slowly, [planets] far from 
heaven move quickly [i.e. relative to heaven].
If motion is retarded [a planet] comes to a 
stationary point : after this stationary point
it moves retrogradely. This retrograde motion 
is because it has been slowed down, being close 
to heaven."

This account is of course incomplete, and no 
reason is given for why the planet should move nearer to 
heaven in the first place, and then, presumably, move 
further away again, reverting to dir'ect motion. Never
theless, this theory is a significant step towards the 
development of a physical system for planetary motion : 
it was not, however, followed up by later writers.

Despite this general tendency, in one part of

theory of the direct and retrograde motions
± W  ) of the planets :
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( f) The horizon effect : an optical illusion

Chang's adoption of a detailed Hun T'ien scheme 
makes it impossible for him to explain the horizon effect 
in the same way as Kuan Ping, by claiming that the sun 
at its zenith was further away than when on the horizon 
(III (5)(c)). He therefore is faced with the problem 
of explaining why the apparent enlargement of the sun 
(and moon) on rising and setting occurs, and attempts 
a solution in terms that are by no means implausible.
In what follows I use the fragment in SUi shu 19» 513 » 
CHSC, as the versions found in KYCC, 1, 4a and Hou Han 
shu (comm*) chih 10, 3^16 CffSC seem to be somewhat 
garbled.

"When the sun sinks down to earth, its brightness 
is veiled. We are thus looking at brightness 
[i.e. tlie sun] from darkness, so the brightness 
has nothing to attenuate it : therefore it
appears to be large. When it gets towards noon, 
heaven and earth are both bright, and the bright
ness turns back and interferes with itself : 
therefore it [i.e. the sun] appears to be small. 
[Similarly] a fire at night gives out light, but 
in daylight it does not shine. The moon at night 
differs little from [the behaviour of] the sun.”

The suggestion is, of course, that in darlt 
surroundings a source of light shows up much better than 
where there is general illumination. Despite the fact 
that this is not the actual cause of the illusion,
Chang's theory is not an unreasonable construct in 
face of the lack of a scientific optics.



(a ) The first summary of the cosmographical controversy

A memorial addressed to the Emperor Ling 
of the Han (reigned A.D. 168-189) by Ts'ai Yung has 
survived in a large number of versions (see Textual 
Notes, (*t'J ) . It is interesting enough to deserve sub
stantial quotation : the translation given below follows
the T ’ang commentary on the Hou Han sliu, chili 10, 3217 
C H S  C.

"There are three schools of cosmography. The 
first is called Chou p • ± R ] $  the second I-Isttan 
yeh 'j'ST , and the third Hun t 1 ien ^
The study of the Hsitan yeh is lacking in'" an 
authoritative tradition* The mathematical 
methods of the Chou pei are all extant, but 
they are greatly in error when checked with 
the celestial phenomena, and so the [astro
nomical] officials do not use them. Only the 
Hun t 1ien comes close to attaining the truth.
The bronze instrument at present used by 
officials on the observatory platform is 
designed on this theory ... The officials 
have the instrument, but lack the original 
books. Likewise former records are lacking 
in any discussions of it. I searched for 
early texts, but for years found nothing ..,
What should now be done is to institute a 
general enquiry from those amongst the 
ministers down to recluses who know the 
theory of the Hun t *ien, so they will record 
its meaning, thus making up an astronomical 
treatise .*. "

Unlike Wang Ch'ung, Ts'ai Yung spent most of 
his life in high official circles at the capital (although 
he wrote this memorial from banishment). Given also his 
explicit statement that he spent years in the search for



evidence, his conclusions should weigh very heavily with 
us; a number of points present themselves. Firstly, note 
that this is, so far as I can tell, the first reference 
to the Chou pei either as the name of the theory which we 
have elsewhere seen referred to as the ICai t'ien, or 
possibly as the name of the book itself. (See Appendix 
(iv)) Likewise this is the first reference to the 
Hstlan yeh : X would also maintain that it is the only
indubitably early one (see III (9) below for a detailed 
discussion of the Hstlan yeh) .

Perhaps most interesting for us is Ts'ai's des
cription of his search for old records of the Hun t 1ien.
It will be remembered how very sketchy is the evidence 
for the early history of both instrument and theory 
extant today (see III (3))» There is a certain cold 
comfort in the knowledge that long rummaging through the 
official files of the second century A.D. would not have 
placed us in any better position, if Ts'ai is not being 
overmodest in his confession of failure. In addition it 
reveals as baseless the claims made by some later writers 
that the Hun t'ien was a theory of immemorial antiquity, 
which suffered temporary eclipse under the Ch'in (see 
for* instance IV (2) (a) for Lu Chi's work c. A.D. 240).
If Ts'ai could find no early evidence, is it likely that 
they were able to, especially after the destruction 
wrought by the chaos at the end of the Han ?



In (a) Ts'ai Yung's ideas are contained in a
memorial to the throne : in this section I draw on another
type of source with which we shall meet fairly frequently,
the commentary on a classical work, ¥e have fragments
of Ts'ai's Ytleh ling chang chd f \ , a commentary
on an ancient ritual calendar, in which he includes a
short Hun t 1ien cosmographical essay. In the following
account the text of K Y C C I , 9b is followed (see
Textual Notes 0 > )

Heaven is pure hard Yang; it is spherical,
enclosing the earth and in continuous motion. Ts'ai
mentions the usual figures of 36 tu for' the inclination
of the axis of the sphere above the horizontal, 3.82 3/8 tu
for the arcs of heaven above and below the earth, and
72 tu for the circumpolar circle^ of perpetual visibility
and invisibility. There is nothing at all novel in
this, but there are two points of interest worth
mentioning. Firstly, Ts'ai gives a strong hint that his
original text may have been accompanied by a diagram in
the form of a planisphere; of the circle of perpetual
visibility, he says :

"This is the small red circ.le in the centre of 
the diagram"

Similarly, for the circle of perpetual invisibility :
"This is the large .red circle on the outside of 
the diagram"



The equator is referred to as :
"The red circle half-way on the diagram, inter
secting the constellations Lou and Chileh pj "

This diagram, t 1 u gf/ , seems to have had 
something in common with the one in the Chou pel suan 
ching, 1, 45 (see also IX (3)(b)) .

Secondly, T s ’ai makes an interesting reference 
to the pole star of his day. He clearly states that it 
was possible to align the eight-foot long sighting-tube 
then used by astronomers so that it lay along the celestial 
axis and the pole star could be seen fixed in position 
when sighted on through the tube. Hence this stax” was 
proved to mark the immobiJ.e centre of heaven. It seems 
possible, however, that T s ’ai had never really tried the 
experiment, for he also states that his eight-foot long 
sighting-tube had a bore of only one inch. Even supposing 
the axis of such a tube was accurately directed at the 
celestial pole, it is obvious that the only stars that 
would be visible permanently would be those with a north 
polar distance less than

tan ~^("815̂  “ 0 .721° (allowing oblique sighting)

In Ts'ai Yu.ng’s day, the celestial pole was 
approximately at R.A. 12h 30m, Dec. 80° (epoch 1950), 
and even the nearest 6th magnitude star was just over 
1° away. In any case the usual Han pole star seems to 
have been 169^ Camelopardalis, which is away (see



SCC, III, 26l). It was not until the Sung that Shen Kua 
actually tried the experiment of observing the 

pole star for a long enough period to plot its small
'Jpp , yr> A * :

diurnal circle : see Meng ch’i pi t 1 an ^
7, 11, and SCC III, 267* As Shen Kua notes, however, 
the slight distance of the -pole star from the pole had 
already been observed by Tsu Keng-chih ^ ji m z  . 
in the fifth century A.D.



(9) The problem of the Hstlan Yeh i is heaven
a vault or vapour ?

(a) The account attributed to Ch’i Meng

It will be recalled that in his brief notice of
cosmographical theories ((8)(a) above) Ts'ai Yung mentioned
one called Iisiian yeh without giving any account of its
content. Indeed, he seems almost to imply that he knows
no more of it than its name. There exists, however, a
short treatise purporting to be of Han date in which the
name Hstlan yeh is used for a theory of considerable
interest and originality. The translation below is taken
from the Chin shu, 23* 279* CHSC, although the first few
words follow Sui Shu, 19, 507, CHSCt .

"There is no-one able to teach the writings of the 
HstLan yeh, but Ch’i M8n g , a Gentleman of the 
Archives under the Han, recorded the tradition of 
the masters of old as follows :
Heaven is completely insubstantial. When one 
looks up at it it extends upwards to infinite 
distances : one’s vision is overstretched.
Therefore [heaven] seems to be blue. This id 
similaj^ to the way that yellow mountains appear 
dark blue when seen from a long way off, or a 
thousand-fathom ravine seems b^ack when one 
peers down. The dark blue is not a real colour, 
nor is the blackness anything solid. The sun, 
moon and stars drift along in the void; their 
movements all depend on the ch’i . Therefore 
the seven luminaries depart or remain, move 
directly or retrograde, disappear and reappear 
without fixed rules and their advances and 
retardations are not the same. It is because 
they are not attached to anything that all 
[their motions] are different. Thus the pole 
star remains fixed and the Northern Dipper does



not set in the west with all the other stars.
Jupiter and Saturn both move eastwards. The 
sun moves onetu [in a day] while the moon moves 
thirteen tu. The fact that they do as they like
in the matter of speed shows that they are not
tied on to anything : if they were fixed on to
the body of heaven they could not do so."

There are several striking features in this
passage; the principal one is, of course, the abolition
of the solid heavenly vault common to the Hun t 1ien, the
Kai t * ien and indeed to the archaic notions as we have
seen. Next comes the suggestion that the heavenly bodies
move independently, perhaps carried along by ch1i . Both
these will be examined in detail shortly, but before this
we ought surely to look more closely at the origin of the
text we are reading, Has Ch’i Meng able to find material
on the Hstlan yeh where Ts'ai Yung failed ? Or did he
exist at all ? These are after all questions of
some significance.

(b ) The origin of the "Ch’i Meng” material

There are three separate strands of enquiry 
to be pursued :

i. The identity of Ch 'i Meng
ii. The history of the term Hstlan yeh
iii. The origin and context of the cosmography 

described in the above fragment



This section will deal with (i) and (ii).
The first of these can be discussed rapidly, for the
evidence is very sparse. The earliest mention of
Ch'i Meng1s name appears, perhaps significantly (see
below) in Ko Hung's Pao p'u tz;u written
c. A.D. 3^0. Ko notes that classically accepted books
make virtually 110 mention of astronomical matters , and
continues :

"Accounts of all these things, have only 
been given by lvru Hsien .iii , Kan Kung
p t Shih Shen y S  ^  , Hai Chung
'Jn cb , Ch’i Meng and Ch'i

Y a ?  tfc. pi . «  ^

P a o j u j z u ,  8 , 9a, SPTK 
This is a somewhat miscellaneous collection 

of names. The first three are of course well-known as 
astrologers of the third - fourth centuries B.C. (SCC 

III, 197)* Hai chung are the initial words in titles 
number of astrological works found in the Han shu biblio
graphy, and one suspects that Ko Hung has simply conjecture 
them to be a man's name. Perhaps the same applies to the 
words ch1i yao, which would normally be translated as 
"the seven luminaries", again a phrase with astrological 
connections. On this basis one would make Ch'i M&ng 
an astrologer too, rather than a cosmographer, and this 
is certainly borne out by the fact that 75 per cent of 
Ko Hung's lengthy list of astronomical topics not 
mentioned in the classics consists of various celestial 
omens (8 , 8b-9a1 SPTK). As we shall see, Ch'i Meng



appears elsewhere as an interpreter of omens.
Chfi Meng is not mentioned in the IIou Ilan shu

text, and the next early refei'ences to him seem to be
in Liu Chao’s commentary on that work, written about 
A.D. 550. Throughout chili 10, 11 and 12 Liu quotes 
from a work of astrological prognostication, intro
ducing his quotes by ^
or #  ffi E 7  (I assume that ¥

clilh is a variant for j3 ch1 i . ) A typical
example of the material given is chih 10, 322, CHSC :

"Wien a falling star comes from the constellation 
Tung chlng, the country towards which it moves 
will suffer floods."

The Sui shu bibliography notes a work by
in 15 chilar , ^  -p- Ch1 un ch 1 iu tsai 1
(now of course lost), which may be the one quoted by
Liu Chao (Sui shu, 22, 9^0, CIISC), We are also told :

"At the end of the Han, a Gentleman called ^  
compiled miscellaneous prognostications from 
apocryphal works in 30 p *ien, and called it the 
Ch * un ch1iu tsai i ."

Sui shu, 32, 9^1» CHSC
This is all the evidence we have about Ch’i 

Meng independent of the passage quoted in (a) above. It 
is really not very strong evidence about someone who 
lived "at the end of the Han", i.e. circa A.D. 200, for 
Liu’s commentary was written 350 years later, and the 
Sui shu a century after that.
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The references to Ch'i Meng are certainly 
sketchy. In the case of Hstlan yeh, the name of the 
theory he allegedly recorded, there is much more in the 
way of references, but oddly enough none of them (apart 
from (a) above) show any signs of his. work. None mention 
his name, and none repeat the theory he is said to have 
recorded. Befoi'e we examine these references, let us 
return to the original passage for a moment. There are 
four sources for dfc t O u A  11,Z115} j itf} 5°7 P Y l Z , 2 a

P~TSC tL-v Of these two (Chin shu, A.D. 69-̂ ,
Sui shu, A.D. 656) give no indication of where they 
found Ch'i Meng's work recorded. 'Both the T 1ai p 'ing 
yti lan of A.D. 983 and the Pei t 1 ang shu ch'ao of about 
A.D. 620, however, introduce their quotes with "Pao P'u
Tzu -ĵ  says ... ". Pao P'u Tzu was the hao of

'-ifKo Hung gj 1 who was active around A.D. 320, and
a considerable amount of fragmentary material not found 
in his extant books it attributed to him in encyclopaedias 
and similar works. If the present attribution is correct, 
the survival of Ch'i Meng's writing becomes more plausible : 
h 6 is purported to have written only a century before 
ICo Iiung, whose work has 011 the whole been well preserved.
We have not yet, however, examined the other Hstlan yeh 
references, and, when we do, the evidence seems to cast 
doubt on this straightforward account. Brief notices 
of the other material now follow in chronological order, 
paraphrased for brevity : more detail will be found when
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the authors mentioned are dealt with later in this survey.

(i) T s 1ai Yung,(c. A.D. l80)
"No-one is able to teach the Hstlan yeh". No account
of the theory is given. (Hou Han shu, chih 10, 3217, 
CHSC)

(ii) (allegedly) Ch *i Meng,(c . A.D. 200)
see above : gives a full account of the Hstlan yeh.

z f
\ ±?(iii) Wang Fan (A.D. 22? ~ 266)

"The Chou pei and Hstlan yeh arose during the degenerate 
times of the Warring States, when the Hun t 1ien was 
forgotten. No-one Ccin teach the Hstlan yeh, although 
the Chou pei is extant." (KYCC, 1, 12b)

(iv) Ko Hung (c. A.D. 320)
See above : allegedly records Ch'i Meng's work

(v) Yti Hsi ■§■ (c. A.D. 300 - 3?0)
"The methods of the Hstlan yeh are lost . . . and now 
quite unknown." (TPYL, 2, 9a and SSCCS, Shang Shu 
3 , 6b)

(vi) IIo Tao-yang Is? (c. A.D. 4t2(t)
"The Hstlan yeh is a method of the Hsia or Yin dynasties" 
No account given. (TPYC, 2, 9&)

(vii) Tsu Keng-chih (c. A.D. 500)
"I have never heard anything about the Hstlan yeh"

(TPYL, 2, 6b)
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(viii) (c. A.D. 620)
"An old theory says it was a theory of the Yin 
dynasty, but nothing at all is known about it."

(SSCCS, Li chi, l^t, 2a)

These are surely rather suspicious circumstances. 
If Ch'i Meng1s work is to be taken as genuine, then we 
must believe for a start that this very shadowy figure 
succeeded in unearthing the details of the Hstlan yeh 
when T s ’ai Yung's researches had failed a few years 
previously. Then we must believe that for the next four 
centuries five scholars of considerable erudition knew 
no more than the name of the theory, and that a sixth,
Ko Hung, knew of Ch'i Meng1s work but contrived that it 
should not see the light of day for the remaining three 
centuries. A further anomaly is that when Shen Yueh

Hstlan yeh than did Ts'ai Yung, despite giving details of 
several other cosmographic eccentricities. Nevertheless, 
in the first half of the seventh centxiry A.D. the material 
in (a) above was in circulation, with an attribution to 
Ch'i Meng, perhaps via Ko Hung. I submit that the presence 
of a forger around the end of the sixth century is the 
simplest explanation of all the data. Perhaps some 
opportunistic but original cosraographer found H stlan yeh 
a convenient name in search of a theory, and likewise 
chose Ch'i Meng because of his connection with astronomy

wrote the lengthy monograph on cosmography
in the Sung shu, c. A.D. 500, he said no more about the



combined with a convenient absence of verifiable facts 
about him. The use of Ko Hung as a link in the chain 
of transmission was a useful enough afterthought. He 
then wrote everything out with suitable faintness, on 
an impressively aged scrap of silk and presented it as 
a literary discovery to someone who, he felt, was in a 
position to be appropriately grateful. This is all no 
more than conjecture, but I think it is less unlikely 
as an explanation of the evidence than taking '.the texts 
at their face value.

We are now in a position where it is evident 
that the original content of the theory called Hstlan yeh 
is as unknown to us as it was to Ts'ai Yung and his 
successors. There is no point in trying to guess what 
it might have been, for the name alone is of no impor
tance to us. Dut what was the history of the theory 
for which our (putative) forger borrowed the vacant name ? 
It appears that he may have been drawing on a tradition 
of considerable antiquity, which will now be examined.

(c) The nature of theories of infinite space and the 
insubstantiality of heaven

The passage attributed to Ch'i Meng in (a) above 
may not have been written by any such person, and it must 
remain an open question whether the Hstlan yeh theory 
mentioned by Ts'ai Yung and several others was in any way
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related to the ideas that the passage contains. Similar 
notions are however found in a number of other well- 
authenticated sources, although these sources do not use 
the name Hstlan yeh for their theor'ies. Before we turn 
to these, however, the discussion may be clarified by 
pointing out various distinctions to be made between 
types of theories considered. This may be conveniently 
done by listing a number of pi'opositions which might be 
implicitly or explicitly affirmed or denied in a 
cosmographical theory :

A That space extends infinitely
B That heaven is a solid vault
C That the heavenly bodies are attached to heaven
D That heaven is at an infinite distance from earth
E That there is a plurality of worlds
F That heaven is in motion

At first sight one might expect 2^ = 64 possible
types of theory from this scheme, but as the propositions 
are not independent the number is considerably less. Thus 
it is obvious that C — 1> B; D ■— A. Further, if by 
"world” is implied at least the combination of a "heaven 
and earth" E — I), and if we leave the earth unrotated,
C — 1> F.

Even given this reduction, by no means all 
possible theories were held. No Chinese cosmographer 
known to me ever denies A, for instance, and although 
some Buddhist literature asserts E (see SCC III, 221),



such notions do not enter the general debate during the 
period covered by this survey. Within these limitations, 
we can have : ( + CiApU^ o_-fprm

(i) (ii) (iii) (iv) (v) (vi) (vii)

A + + + + + + +
B + + + + + + 0
C + + 0 0 0 0 0
D + 0 + 0 4 0 (?)
E 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
F + + 0 0 + + ( «*)

I do not know of any instance of (i), which 
corresponds to a simple Hun t 1 ien of infinite sisse - this 
would of course be indistinguishable from a finite system 
to an observer centrally located. The Hun t * ien universe 
described by Chang Heng is represented by (ii). Yii Hsi 
in the fourth century A.D. describes an An t 1ien theory 
similar to (iii) (see below, (W ) ( 7 ) ( ^ )). No-one seems 
to have maintained (iv) or (v), but there are some signs 
of (vi) in the work of Chiang Chi around A.D. 380 (see 
below (IV ) ( ^ )(<?()). The theory attributed to Ch1 i Meng
is of course (vii) : space is infinite, heaven is not
a solid vault and the heavenly bodies move freely. The 
only unique feature of this theory is its claim that the 
solidity of heaven is illusory, which should not, by the 
way, be confused with the notion of the infinity of space
(see SCC, III, 220). With this analysis in mind, it is
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interesting to make a short review of early material of 
similar content.

(d) Theories related to the Ch'i Meng fragment

Even if "Ch'i Meng" may not have written during 
the Han, there is no doubt that theories similar to those 
of the fragment discussed were held both before and after 
his alleged floruit. Our best evidence for early ideas 
comes from Wang Ch'ung, who devotes considerable energy 
to ^'ejecting the theory of "the literati" that heaven is 
no more than ch' i extending upwards' from the surface of 
the earth (see III ( b  )(C ) above). He claims by contrast 
that heaven is a solid material vault, and the Kai t'len 
theory he advances is obviously of type (ii) in the pre
ceding section. Wang would scarcely have bothered to 
refute the theory unless someone had actually held it to 
be true. Perhaps the earliest suggestions are to be found 
in a well known passage of Chuang Tzu (c. 290 B.C.) :

"Is the blue of heaven its real colour ? Or is 
is because it is infinitely far away ?"

(1, la SPTK)
Admittedly, it is not stated definitely that 

heaven is insubstantial, merely that it is infinitely 
distant. Lieh Tzu might be advanced as an instance of 
a clearer statement that heaven is simply an accumulation 
of ch'i , but considerable uncertainties of dating make 
it safer to postpone treatment of this material until



Chin dynasty thinkers are discussed (see below, ( )0c>)
( tr ) ) . Needham has suggested (SCC, 111, 221) that the 
Huang ti nei ching /^IiF (^9i 9b, SPTKj^
contains apposite material from Western Han times, but 
although it does make the claim that earth is held up 
in the great void by ch1i , I cannot find a clear statement 
that the heavenly vault is insubstantial. In fact, it 
appears that the first definite and dateable statement 
by a named author must be that of Yang Ch 1uan c . A.D. 265 
(see below, IV, (S ) ( (h ) ) . According to him, heaven is 
simply ch1i emanating from the earth, like the smoke 
above cinders: perhaps in view of the discussions of
(b) above it is significant that he does not mention the 
names Hstlan yeh or Ch'i Meng at all.

We have, therefore, reached a somewhat paradoxi
cal conclusion. Ch'i Meng probably did not write the 
fragment attributed to him, nor can the IIsdan yeh be 
said with any certainty to have been as described there. 
Nevertheless, the so-called "Hstlan yeh" theory of the 
insubstantiality of heaven is of fairly respectable antiquity



(10) The moving earth and related theories

(a ) Introduction

From the Han onwards it was in general the Hun 
t 1ien that was accepted as the orthodox cosmography, and 
throughout the succeeding centuries it remained substantially 
as we have seen it described by Chang Ileng. The Hun t 1 ien 
was reasonably adequate for the task it was asked to fulfil, 
which was to "save the phenomena" for a group of observers 
who imagined themselves at the centre of a flat earth. If 
the heavenly sphere was made to centre on these observers, 
and if its axis was given an inclination to the horizontal 
equal to their latitude, then all their astronomical 
observations could be explained by postulating appropriate 
movements of the heavenly bodies on the sphere's interior 
surface. Naturally, no motion of the earth was required, 
either in rotation or translation; the same had also been 
true under the ICai t'ien. The complementary opposition 
of Heaven (Yang, hard, bright, round, moving) and Earth 
(Yin, soft, dark, square, stationary) was thus preserved.

It is intriguing under these circumstances to 
find that from the Western Han onwards there were examples 
of clear and quite detailed suggestions that the earth 
moved about within the heavenly sphere. These theories 
also tended to involve the periodic translation of the 
sphere itself, and possibly the motion of the heavenly
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bodies independently of heaven. Our evidence is too frag
mentary to form definite conclusions about the intentions 
of those who originated these schemes. There are certainly 
some indications that there was an astronomical motivation 
for the movements attributed to the earth etc. but often 
we seem to be dealing with analogical or correlational 
thinking rather than physical reasoning. In examining 
the Chinese theories of the motion of earth it would be 
a mistake to think in terms of the Copernican/Ptolemaic 
controversy : there is nothing so significant here as
the shift from geocentricity to heliocentricity, or the 
introduction of the earth's diurnal rotation. All that we 
find is a relatively small-scale annual cycle of the earth 
rising and sinking, possibly combined with oscillations 
in the horizontal plane. In the present section, we will 
consider the origins of these theories in the Western Han 
apocrypha, and their development during the Eastern Han.
This is not the last we shall hear of them, however : 
similar notions are discussed by Yao Hsin (c. 2^0 A.D.),
Ko Hung (c. 320 A.D.) and Chiang Chi (c. 3^5 A.D.), and
likewise by other writers whose work lies outside the 
time-limits of this survey. Oddly enough, we find no 
attempts by more orthodox cosmographers to attack the 
concept of a moving earth by deploying the wide range 
of "conifflon-sense" arguments that occur in Western discussions 
of the subject. This may be because dynamic concepts were 
not well-developed in ancient China, or perhaps because



the relatively gentle annual movements involved were not 
so disquieting as the idea of an earth spinning once daily 
was to Aristotel Ians in the West.

(b ) The IC'ao Ling Yao fragments

The Shang shu k'ao 1 \Th~7 n£?xng yao \3T7 P l£^  a i m  ^  ta-i* i i u k  y civ ' ^ ^  >

is jDerhaps the most interesting of the so-called ch * an-wet 
L Jl apocrypha in astronomical terms. A short general 

discussion of these works and their date is given in 
Appendix ( j ) : it will suffice here to note that they
are generally thought to be products of the Western Han.
As we shall see later, this particular book, of which 
only fragments remain to u s , bears a commentary by Cheng 
Hsiian (126 - 200 A.D.); this immediately suggests that 
it is probably a first century A.D. work or earlier. 
However, its title is also mentioned in a memorial of 
92 - 93 A.D. quoted in Hou Han shu, chih 2, 302?, CHSC. 
From the memorial it is evident that the Shang shu k'ao 
ling yao was regarded at that time as a work of con
siderable authority, and it does not seem unreasonable 
to suggest that it may easily have originated 

the rise of the Eastern Han in 25 A.D.
It is the K ’ao ling yao that has the first 

description of the earth’s supposed motions; the fragment
of most interest is found in Po wu chih
1, 2a (c. 2 90 A.D.); Wen Hsu an J><̂ 7 ±2 comm, k , lb



660 A.D,); KYCC 4, lb (c. 779 A.D.); TPYL 36, 2a 
983 a.d.); a  ve^ovv ‘k> :

r ‘ JL /.MThe oarth has tour motions | yu ^JjJp this word 
has some sense of "drifting, floating"]. At the 
winter solstice it is 30,000 li. up and north-west. 
At the summer solstice the earth is 30^000 li. 
down and south-east. At the spring and autumn 
equinoxes it is central. The earth moves con
tinuously without stopping, hut men do not 
realise this. This is similar to a man sitting 
in a large boat with closed windows : the
boat moves but the man does not notice it."

The translation of the second and third sentences
is somewhat conjectural : we cannot tell whethex' the
30,000 11. refers to the total displacement from the
equinoctial position or to one of the components of this
motion, . And what exactly are the "four motions" ? This
last question is somewhat clarified by a further fragment
occui'ring in a T'ang sub-commentary on the Chou 11. Here
as elsewhere I assume that the slight variation of title
is not significant. 
huu/'-i'v kv vnowv

ii. "Note that the San kuang k'ao ling yao says ;
'It moves four ways and rises and falls within 
a range of 30,000 li'."

Chou li chu su, 10, 15a 
Evidently the "four-way motion" ssu yu V^7 j*J 

is distinct from vertical motion : I suggest that it
refers to motion in the horizontal plane, i.e. in the 
"four directions" ssu fang /y , north south east
and west. The same sub-commentary has a passage apparently

Saw CA- it
0- \ •

(c . 
(c .
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related to later suggestions that heaven itself moves as 
well as earth. In any case, it is made clear that the 
sun is not simply attached to the heavenly sphere together 
with the stars.

iii. "Note that Cheng Chilli’s I t [ 'PisseASiQ^S
a work now lost] says : 'The book San Ruang k ’ao
ling yao says the sun's path goes more than
10,000 li. beyond the hsiu' . "

Chou li chu su, 26, 28a 
Perhaps it is also the sun that is referred to 

in the following fragment; (a similar section in Cheng 
Hsiian's commentary mentions the sun explicitly, see 
below)

iv. "The XC'ao ling yao says 'In the first month there 
are 80,000 li. above it and 104,000 li below it ' ."

Li chi chu su l4-, 4a 
These fragments are both confused and confusing. 

Can we perhaps clarify matters by finding some explicit 
description of the K'ao ling yao1s overall cosmography ?
In his commentary Cheng Hstian is fairly evidently using

Hun t ' ien, and the Ming fragment collection ICu wei shu, 
1, 2a attributes to the K'ao ling yao a statement that 
"Heaven is like a crossbow pellet". This is rather 
doubtful, however, as the only source for this text 
seems to be Yueh ling chu su, l4, 2b, where it is clearly 
part of the T'ang sub-commentary. The only fragment 
that seems relevant is :
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v. "Note that the K'ao ling yao says *1 tu is
2932 3^8/1^1-61 li* The circumference of heaven is
1,071,000 l_i. This is the number of li in the 
periphery of heaven'."

Li chi chu su l k , 2b 
These two dimensions are of course related by 

the fact that there are 365-J tu in a complete circle.
x 2932 3/1-8/1461 li = 1,071,000 li 

This figure is identical to that given in the 
Chou pei as the circumference of the sun's equinoctial 
path : see II (3)(a). According to Wang Fan, writing
in the third century, 1 ,071,000 11 was the dimension 
adopted by a considerable number of Han cosmographical 
works : see IV ( Z. )(C ). It seems worthwhile to point
out that the sum of the two figures in fragment (iv) is 
18^,000 _li, which is at least closely comparable with 
the radius of 178,500 implied by (v).

Commentaries and sub-commentaries on the Iv' ao 
ling yao will be considered later, but in the meantime 
some conclusions can be drawn from the bare text. The 
most obvious points are negative :

a. No mechanism is described to explain how it 
is that the earth rises, sinks, and moves 
laterally.

b. No text available to us attempts to explain 
possible consequences of these motions.

c« There is no apparent rationale for the key 
figure of 3C ,000 li.
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It is still possible, however, to make a few 
plausible conjectures about the reasons for the various 
motions ascribed to the earth. Obviously the suggestion 
that earth is in the north in winter and south in summer 
could easily be motivated by a desire to explain the 
seasonal variations in climate. As for the question of 
the earth rising and sinking, could this not be related 
to the observation of the varying altitude of the noon 
sun throughout the year ?

W in ter

* i

3>AHY PATH O F  -SUW IbNl&HT

Clearly, if the sun follows a fixed daily path 
as in Fig. Ill (.ST') j then the rising and sinking of 
the earth (considered here as a disc) will cause an 
apparent variation of solar altitude. The earth is 
described in the IC1 ao ling yao as being high in winter 
and low in summer, which fits the circumstances qualita- 
tively at least. Cheng Hstldn offers an attempt at an 
explanation of why the figure of 3 0 ,000 li is introduced 
(see below). It is much harder to find any justification



for the statements, unclear as they are, relating to 
eastwards and westwards motion in fragment (i). I would 
point to the ancient notion that earth is high in the 
north-west and low in the south-east as having some- 
possible connection with this : see for instance
I (2)(b)(35)* All this is very tentative, although this 
is perhaps preferable to the highly detailed but purely 
conjectural accounts found in T ’anaworks (see below; (d))
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(c ) Cheng Hsilan's commentary on the K'ao ling yao

Cheng Hsiian (A.D. 126-200) was a pro
lific scholar, who wrote commentaries on a number of 
classical works as well as on the ch * an-wei apocrypha.
His commentary on the IC'ao ling yao has of course reached 
us in a fragmentary state, but there remains enough of 
it to show that his exposition does not seem to meet all 
the difficulties of the text, and even appears to differ 
from it in some respects. If even Cheng, who presumably 
had a complete text of the K ’ao ling yao to work on, 
felt driven by the opacity of its expression to make his 
own conjectures in an effort to produce a coherent expla
nation, a modern student need not feel overly discouraged 
by a failure to do any better. Our best evidence of 
Cheng's views comes from the following fragment, probably 
a comment on the text from which (i) and (ii) were drawn 
(the numbering of fragments is continuous with (b)) :
(vi) "Cheng's commentary on the K'ao. ling yao says :

Earth is 30,000 li. thick. At the spring equinox
earth is exactly central. Next it sinks gradu
ally until the summer solstice, when the earth 
has sunk 13,000 Id. and its upper face is level 
with the centre of heaven. After the summer 
solstice the eax'th xuses gradually until the 
autumn equinox, when it is exactly at the centre 
of heaven. Next it rises gradually until the 
winter solstice, when it has risen 13,000 li, 
and its lower face is level with the centre of 
heaven. After the winter solstice the earth 
sinks gradually. This is [what is meant by]
'The earth rises and falls within a range of
30,000 li'."

Li chi chu su 14, 2b, SSCCS
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We may note in the first place that Cheng has 
obviously adopted the spherical heaven of the Hun t 1ien 
cosmography. If this were not so, the references to 
earth being at "the centre of heaven" would be meaning
less. Earth itself has a thickness that is considerably 
less than the diameter of heaven on any ancient Chinese 
estimate. Fragment (v) above gives the circumference 
of heaven as 1 ,071,000 li and there is reason to think 
that Cheng was at least in general agreement with this; 
see (x) below. On the usual ancient approximation of 
j [ ~ 3 a diameter of 357,000 Id. results, nearly twelve 
times the alleged thickness of earth. If Cheng followed 
Chang Heng (XIX)(7)(o)) in believing that earth extended 
horizontally most of the way across the diameter of heaven, 
a rather thin plate results. We cannot tell whether 
Cheng thought of this as round or square, and it is 
notable that he does not suggest what supports earth or 
what causes the variation in its position.

In the K ’ao ling yao fragments themselves there 
was no indication of a rationale for the figure of 3 0 , 0 0 0  

li mentioned there as the distance by which the earth is 
periodically displaced from its central position. Here 
Cheng has used 15,000 li. as the maximum displacement 
from the mean position, so that 30,000 li becomes the 
distance between the extremes. His explanation of this 
is found in another fragment which is a comment on the 
text of the Chou li :
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(vii)Text : "On the day of the solstice the shadow is
1*5 ft* This is called the centre of
the earth ... "

Comment : n,The shadow is 1*5 feet1, so southwards to
below the sun is 15»000 Ti. The earth and 
stars 'move four ways and rise and fall 
within a range of jti' * Therefore
halving this gives the earth's centre."

Chou li chu su 10, lib, SSCCS 
Cheng is stretching the Chou li considerably 

from its original meaning. The text actually implies 
that at the middle of the (naturally flat) earth the 
noon shadow is one foot five inches, and the first 
sentence of the comment makes a deduction from this 
using the usual shadow-principle of "one inch for a 
thousand li" (see II (2)(a)). In this section the 
Chou li is coneerned with the siting of the imperial 
capital, the notion of the centrality of which can be 
traced back as far as the closing section of the Ytl kung, 
where the royal domain is described as surrounded by con
centric regions of settlement, whose cultural level 
decreases with their distance from the capital (Shang 
shu chu su, 6, 28b ff, SSCCS). For a brief survey of 
Chinese attempts to use astronomical methods to locate 
this central point accurately see V (3 )( 6 ). Needless to 
say, the persistence of this idea, which is quite incom
patible with any theory of the sphericity of the earth, 
is another confirmation that the flat earth remained 
unquestioned; see also Cullen (1). Cheng goes on,
however, to interpret ti chung not as 'the centre



of the earth' but as 'the earth's being central', which 
is obviously illegitimate. It may well be, of course, 
that the K'ao ling yao * s figure of 30,000 ljL originated 
by a similar process.

I have not so far mentioned an interesting 
aspect of (vii) : ’ "the earth and stars 'move four ways 
and rise and fall'". In the K'ao ling yao fragments 
motion was ascribed to the earth alone, and a consequence 
of this would of course be that more stars should be 
visible in summer than in winter (see Fig, III ( 6 ) .)

HEIWHtJLV
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This is of course not the case, and the diffi
culty could be avoided if, as seems to be hinted here, 
the stars always shared the motion of the earth, so that 
the relative position of earth and the sphere of stars 
remained unchanged. Cheng says nothing' more explicit 
on the subject, however, although in the T ’ang dynasty 
K ’ung Ying-t a prefaced one of Cheng’s comments on the 
K ’ao ling yao with the wox'ds :
(viii) "The s_tars likewise follow the earth in rising 

and falling1’
Li chi chu su, 14, 3a, SSCCS 

We cannot, of course, assume that he found this 
idea in Cheng Hslian’s writing. Cheng does, however, men
tion the movement of heaven :
(ix) ’’Cheng’s commentary on the IC’ao ling yao says_ _ 

’Heaven moves sideways between the four piao 
south in winter, north in summer, west in spring, 
and east in autumn. In each case it moves up
to the four piao and stops. Likewise earth 
moves vertically in the centre of heaven, down
wards after the winter solstice and upwards after 
the summer solstice. At the two solstices its 
height and depth go as far as the thickness of 
the earth 1 .”

Li chi chu su, l A , 2b, SSCCS 
We note again the usual coiTelation of seasons 

with directions; the question of the nature of the piao 
will be left to one side for the moment. It is interes
ting that while in (vii) Cheng mentions the earth as 
moving ’’four ways” (i.e. laterally) as well as vertically, 
in both (vi) and (ix) he gives it a vertical motion only. 
Possibly he felt it unnecessary to have both heaven and 
earth moving laterally.



So far we have not seen any evidence of Cheng’s 
thinking about the sun. If the object of the various 
movements of earth and the heavens is to explain the 
seasonal variation in solar altitude and daylength, 
then we would naturally expect that the sun shoul.d follow 
a fixed daily path, relative to which the earth’s move
ments take place. We have two fragments of interest :
(x) ”In summer the sun's path is high and level with 

the four piao♦ It is 12 tu down to [the constel
lation] Tung ching, which makes 30,000 li-. ”

Li chi chu su, 14, 3a, SSCCS
(xi^ ”At the summer solstice the sun is level with 

the piao . At the winter solstice it is 80,000 
li from the sun down to earth, and 113,300 li. 
up to heaven.”

Li chi chu su, lA, 3b, SSCCS 
This is a leather odd situation. Clearly in 

summer the sun is above the stars, and in winter the 
sun is -well below heaven. Obviously we are not in the 
simple situation found in the classic form of the Hun t 1ien, 
in which all the heavenly bodies lie on the inner surface 
of the heavenly sphere. The unfortunate fact that the two 
fragments refer to different seasons deprives us of the 
chance of determining the order in which heaven, the sun, 
and the stars lie, or of finding the distances between 
them. Although it is not stated explicitly, it does 
not seem unreasonable at any rate to assume that the sun 
and stars are always inside the heavenly sphere. We have 
already seen in (iii) above a IC ’ ao ling yao fragment 
suggesting that the sun's path goes "more than 10,000 li.
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beyond the hsiu” , and the T'ang subcommentaries certainly 
state that the sun is sometimes nearer earth than the 
stars and sometimes further away (see below H T (>o')

It is possible to see some sense behind the 
figures given in (x) and (xi). In the first of these, 
if 12 tu make 30*000 li, then 1 tu must be 2,300 li.
Using the usual ancient approximation ofTT ~ 3* the 
radius of the circle whose tu are of this size is 
152,187*5 li.* (For a note on the tu as a circumferential 
fraction rather than an angular separation see Cvi))
Which circle might this refer to ? Certainly this value 
for* the size of a tu is not incompatible with the K 1 ao 
ling yao figure of 2,952 138/l46l li in (v) above. 
Unfortunately there is simply not enough evidence for us 
to take the matter any further.

In the light of this discussion, a reasoned 
speculation about Cheng HstianTs views might make the 
following points :
(a) He saw the utility of the rising and falling

of earth as an explanation of the seasonal variation 
in the sun's apparent daily path and adopted it.

(b) He realised the problem of seasonal variation 
in the proportion of stars visible, and thus made 
the stars follow the motion of the earth upwards 
and downwards.

(c) Noticing the K ’ao ling yao references to 
lateral motion he simply attributed this to the
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sphere of heaven itself : as the sun and stars
were not for him attached to heaven, no visible 
effect would be produced.

(d) The four piao are evidently some kind of
limiting point or physical obstacle to the motion 
of heaven (see (ix)). As the sun's path is within 
heaven and said to be level with the piao it seems
likely that the piao are within heaven also. I
suspect that Cheng has used "the four piao" as an 
archaic form of "the four poles, chi 
reference to the limits of the earth. An example 
of the expression occurs in the first few lines 
of the Shang shu, in a reference to the legendary 
emperor Yao :
"He brilliantly covered the four piao. He reached 
to [heaven] above and [earth] below"

Shang shu chu su, 2, 6b, SSCCS
It is extremely helpful to have a comment on

this passage by Cheng himself :
"This means that Yao's brilliance extended beyond 
the four seas, and reached to heaven and earth."

Mao shili chu su, 19, 2, 26a, SSCCS
In Cheng's view, therefore, the piao may be the

edges of the eai'th, which he evidently thinks of as some
kind of flat plate. This would obviously provide a limit
to the motion of heaven.

}
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( d) A note on the T ’ang subcommentators

From the references in the preceding three
sections it will have become evident that much of our 
information about the present subject comes to us by way 
of the copious subcommentaries on the classics compiled 
during the T ’ang. Strictly speaking these writings , 
except insofar as they contain ancient material, fall 
outside the limits of this survey, but the picture that 
has emerged in sections (a), (b) and (c) is so confused
and incomplete that it would be foolish to ignore the work 
of authors who may have had much more material available 
to them than we have today. We have opinions recorded

be literary constructions rather than drawn from a living
tradition. Chia attempts to stick closely to the K 1ao
ling yao as in fragment (i) above :

n ... At the spring equinox the earth and stars 
are back in their old position. By the summer 
solstice the earth and stars have moved 15,000 
li to the south-east, and the same distance 
downwards. By the autumn equinox they are 
central once more. By the winter solstice the 
earth and stars have moved 15*000 li. to the 
north-west, and the same distance upwards. By 
the spring equinox they have returned to 
centrality. Their motion back and forth does 
not go beyond [a total range of] 50,000 li ... "

Cheng’s figure of 15,000 3Li has replaced the original

by K ’ung Ying-t a
(fl. A.D, 650) : both of them seem to

Chou li chu su, 10, 12a, SSCCS 
This is simply a clarification of (i), in which



50,000 li. Chia does not go into the astronomical impli
cations of his interpretation. K ’ung confects a much more 
elaborate scheme, summarised in the table following s

SOLAR SEASON POSITION OF EARTH AND STARS
VERTICAL HORIZONTAL

beginning of spring centra 3. central
spring equinox central west
end of spring central central
beginning of summer central central
summer solstice low nor th
end of summer central central
beginning of autumn central central
autumn equinox central east
end of autumn central central
beginning of winter central central
winter solstice high south
end of winter central central

see Li chi chu su, l4 , 2b 
It’ung has apparently transferred to earth the 

horizontal motions ascribed to heaven by Cheng in (ix).
This of course involves contradicting the K ’ao ling yao1s 
statement that earth is northerly in winter and southerly 
in summer, and it is evident that IC'ung is not particularly 
concerned with astronomical consequences. It seems that 
neither Chia nor Iv' ung have very much to contribute to 
our understanding of the original texts, however imaginative



their attempts at reconstruction. Perhaps there is a 
certain interest in the fact that they were prepared, 
without noticeable qualms, to accept the possibility of 
the rather bizarre theories we have seen expounded here 
and in the preceding sections,

(e) The possibility of a rotating earth in Chinese 
cosmography

In (a) - (d) above it was fairly clear, despite
other obscurities, that the texts in question referred to 
motion of the earth in translation rather than rotation. 
Discussion in this area would however be incomplete 
without a mention of another group of texts, considerably 
more fragmentary, which seem to point to some belief in 
the rotation of the earth. Before turning to the texts 
themselves let us examine the logical relation between 
such a belief and the general context of Chinese cosmo- 
graphical thought. In what followrs I do not intend to 
suggest that the various implications and contradictions 
detailed were consciously realised by those holding the 
theories to which they are relevant. Indeed, I would 
maintain that they probably were not so realised, which 
obviously conditions the value we can attach to such 
theories as e x a m p l e s  of scientific thought. We are 
certainly not entitled to take some fragmentary statement 
at face value and then proceed to "reconstruct11 an entire
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theory on the basis of what is logically consistent 
with it, for, as this survey shows, logical or physical 
consistency is no more an invariable characteristic of 
ancient Chinese cosmography than it is of other proto- 
sciences in other cultures.

Let us consider first the possibility of a 
rotating earth within the context of the classical 
Iiun t 1 ien universe as described, for instance by 
Chang Heng (III (7)). The physical constraints of the 
situation of Fig. Ill (̂j-) . . dictate that, relative
to heaven, the only possible mode of rotation of the 
earth is about a vertical axis through its centre. 
Naturally the earth’s flat upper surface cannot be 
thought of as tilting; for the ancient Chinese "down
wards" was an absolute direction. If such a rotation 
occurs, odd effect would be expected : the north
celestial pole would not maintain a fixed directional 
relation to the features of the earth's surface, but 
would appear to complete successive cycles in azimuth. 
This would of course apply whether earth was thought of 
as rotating once a day or once a year or in any other 
period of time : the fragments do not commit themselves
on the question of speed. Similar difficulties obviously 
apply to the sun : supposing, for instance, that earth
rotated once a day from west to east, then, although 
the direction of the noon sun would remain constant, at 
the equinoxes the sun would set at the same point 011 the
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earth's horizon as it rose I Clearly no-one who believed 
in the Hun t'ien could have any reason Tor introducing 
a terrestrial rotation, and, even if they nevertheless 
made the postulate, the discrepancy between theory and 
observation would have been far more obvious than in the 
cases of translational motion previously discussed. Of 
course it is possible drastically to modify the Hun t'ien 
universe so that the rotation of the earth is a possibility. 
To do this it is necessary to take the earth as sxnherical 
and at the centre of a much larger coaxal heavenly sphere. 
Given this situation, which is in essence the cosmography 
of Aristotle (384 - 322 B.C.), the observer on earth 
cannot kinematically distinguish between any modes of 
rotation of heaven or earth ox’ both giving the same 
resultant relative rotation. There has indeed been 
controversy as to whether or not Aristotle ever enter
tained a theory of terrestrial rotation (Dreyer, 72 ff.). 
Given, however, the complete lack of any references to 
the earth's sphericity in the Chinese literature falling 
within the period of this survey, and given the number 
of explicit references to a flat earth of diameter com
parable to heaven, there seems to be no basis for suggesting 
that an Aristotelian cosmography can be inferred from
fragments of the sort soon

Under the Kai t ' .ien system as described in the
Chou pei (II (3) (c)), where heaven and earth are two
parallel horizontal discs with central bulges there is
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much less incompatibility with the notion of terrestrial 
rotation. Wien however the subject was discussed by 
ancient writers it is clear that for them earth was 
stationary while heaven rotated about a vertical axis 
passing through the centre of earth and heaven (III (6)
(d)). The sun moon and planets move on the heavenly 
"umbrella*1 relative to the stars which are fixed to it, 
but are nevertheless carried along in the diurnal 
rotation. A terrestrial observer could not kinemati
cally distinguish a situation where heaven remained 
fixed and earth rotated once daily. At this 
however, one can surely with some force raise an objec
tion that applies to the Kai t 1ien universe much more 
than to a classical Hun t'ien system : as the observer
of the ICai t 1 ien was some 100,000 li from the central 
axis (II (2) (a)) a diurnal rotation gives him a speed
of 25,000 li per hour, or 8,000 miles per hour. Wang 
Ch*ung, a firm adherent to the Kai t 1ien, found such a 
speed inconceivably rapid (III (6 ) (d)); even given the
primitive development of dynamic concepts, is it likely 
that a Chinese thinker could have accex^ted that he was 
really in such rax^id rotation ? The linear motions 
discussed in (a) — (d) above were three orders of
magnitude smaller, and there is no theoretical benefit 
within the Kai t'ien scheme from setting the earth in any 
motion whatsoever.

It seems therefore that, although one should
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approach all new evidence without arbitrary preconceptions, 
suggestions that ancient Chinese texts refer to a rotating 
earth should be entertained with some reserve. If they 
are to be taken at face value it is very hard to consider 
them the product of minds familiar with the central 
traditions of Chinese cosmograj5h y , It may be worthwhile 
therefore to try alternative interpretations of the 
texts, if any seem plausible.

(f) Texts suggestive of terrestrial rotation

Several fragmentary sources are relevant to the
present topic. Possibly the earliest is attributed in
TPYL to the book Shih tau , which may date from
the fourth century B.C. :

•’Within the eight poles , the region where there 
are rulers is 28,000 li east-west and 26,000 li 
north-south. Thus it is said that heaven unrolls 
[ shu] leftwards, beginning from [the con-
ste^latiorTPCh1 ien Niu, and earth moves away 
[ l/’fl ■ E!i. rightwards, beginning from [the con-
stellations^ Pi and Mao.”

TPYL, 37, 3a 
J.f, by the way, the Shih tzu is authentic then 

the dimensions given antedate a similar reference in the 
Lil shih ch'un ch1 iu (II (3) (g)). Although it is evident
from this text that heaven and earth are thought of as 
doing something in opposite directions, the verbs of 
motion do not refer unambiguously to rotation despite 
the fact that heaven is normally said to rotate



leftwards. (The two groups of stars referred to are 
antipodal on the celestial sphere.) A fragment of the 
Ch 1 un ch * iu yilan ming pao
is rather more explicit : like other works of its class
it probably dates from the first century B.C.

"The reason the earth rotates [ chu an ~]
rightwards is that its cli1 i is turbid and little 
of it is pure. It contains Yin and thus starts 
off slowly. Therefore in its rotation it moves 
in the opposite sense to heaven, assisting it in 
following' its principle. "

TPYL, 36, 3a 

Another fragment of the same work runs :
u —j.

"Heaven turns [ /b*? hstlan] leftwards and earth 
moves [ ~^J) tung] rightwards . n

,Ch * u list!eh chi 5 1 lb 
One can do little else with this material but

call attention to it in the light of the remarks of the
preceding section. There is no way of recovering the
overall scheme within which the processes hinted at were
thought to occur, or of deciding whether the references
to rotation refer to the physical heaven and eax’th or
to some more abstract entities. Only in one text known
to me are we able to attempt an interpretation in context
This is the Huang ti nei ching su wen in I ' ^  _±
^  3 in ̂ ; whatever the ultimate origin of its
/ y-~ \

material it was apparently current in some form during 
the Western Han, as the inclusion in the Han shu biblio
graphy of the Iluang ti nei ching suggests. ( Vii Chia-hsi

J \  A r  J > \ z >

Jh i (1) 1 623, points out that the slight
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difference of name is not significant,) The Nei cliing 
is of course a text to treat with great care : in his

us that he found it in some confusion and carried out
extensive restoration and rearrangement. Indeed, there
is considerable reason to suspect that pien 66 - y k were
not originally present but were inserted by Nang himself
(Porkert (l), 56). Unfortunately, these chapters contain
the material relevant to our present purpose, and so we
have to deal with a possible millennium of uncertainty
in its dating. A further difficulty is that the Nei ching
is the classic source for the long “tradition of Chinese
medicine, a tradition whose terminology and theoretical
structures are by no means yet fully understood by modern
scholars (see Porkert (1 ) , passim, and the review of
Needham and Lu, Annals of Science, Vol. 52, No. 5»
September 1975)* In the translation which followw I make
no attempt to bring out the possible technical meanings
of common words, but I warn the reader that it seems that
several innocent-looking phrases should be enclosed in
inverted commas to indicate a special usage.

”[Ch'i Po said] ... ’The high and low encounter 
each other, and cold and heat come into contact 
with each other. When the ch1i correspond there 
is harmony, and when they do not correspond 
sickness occurs.’
The emperor asked : 'Why does non-correspondence
of the ch'1 cause sickness ? 1
C h ’i Po replied : ’When the low moves near to the
high, the position is incorrect.'

preface the T'ang commentator Wang warns
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The emperor asked : ’What about motion and
quiescence ?'
Ch’i Po replied : 'What is above moves to the
right; what is below moves to the left. They 
circle round heaven to the left and the right, 
leaving an excess .[and hence a mis—match] but 
eventually being restored to correspondence.'
The emperor said : 'I heard Kuei Yii-ch'd. say
that whatever answers to earth is quiescent. 
Now you.,, sir, say that what is below moves to 
the left. I do not know what that refers to, 
and would like to ask how it comes about.'
Ch’i Po replied : 'Heaven and earth move and
repose, and the five elements depart and return: 
even though Kuei Ytl-ch'tl. paid attention to what 
is above, he could not make matters completely 
clear. Now the transforming functions operate 
insofar as heaven suspends its images and earth 
completes its forms. The seven luminaries 
thread through the void, and the five elements 
are attached to earth. The earth is what 
carries the forms of what is produced and com
pleted. The void is what sets in order the 
pure ch'i of heaven. The motions of forms and 
purity are like roots and branches, If one 
gazes up at the images, they can be known 
about although distant.’
The emperor said : 'Is the earth the lowest
thing or not ?'
Ch’i Po replied : 'The earth is below men, but
is just something in the middle of the great void,'
The emperor said : ’But what does it rest on ? ’
Ch’i Po replied : 'The great ch’i holds it up.’ "

Nei ching, 19, 8b, SPTK 
Note, of course, the oddity that if the "above" 

and "below" of Ch1i P o 's third statement are to be taken 
as referring to physical heaven and earth, then heaven 
is being said to rotate rightwards, contrary to the 
otherwise universal Chinese convention (Wang’s commentary



reverts to tlie usual senses). Compare also Iluai nan tzu
10, 7b r where above and below are linked with left and
right respectively. These points of detail aside, however,
can we say that we have here a description of a rotating
earth ? 1 do not think a firm position can be taken
on this question, and perhaps paradoxically I think
this is because in this case the full context of C h ' i
P o *s statement is available. Admittedly the extract
given here ends with a fairly undoubted piece of
physical cosmography; the unequivocal description of
earth as buoyed up by ch1i in the midst of the void has
no really close parallels in the period of this survey.
The opening words, however, set the discussion firmly in
the field of what Porkert has called "phase energetics",
and this is certainly intended to be the overall theme
of the pien in which it occurs. Is an explanation of
C h 1 i P o 1 s "rightwards and leftwards circling*' possible
in the terms of this theoretical scheme ? The answer
seems to be yes, but we cannot assume that "the literal
and grammatical sense" is to be ignored. Hang Ping’s
commentary on Ch'i P o 1s third statement begins :

"'Above* means heaven, ’below1 means earth.
'Circling round heaven’ means that heaven 
circles the positions of the five elements 
[ 1 hsing] of earth. Heaven suspends the
six ch ’ i , and earth disjjlays the five elements."

(The five elements are, of course, wood, fire, earth,
metal, and water. The six ch 1i are "princely fire"
chitn huo (J\ , "ministerial fire’1 hsiang huo



and the c h 1 is of earth, metal, water, and wood; see
Nei ching 19, l3b, and Porkert (l), 64).

"Heaven accords with earth in turning to the 
left, and earth supports heaven in rotating 
eastwards. After [one] rotation [returning 
to] wood [i.e. through all five elements] there 
will always be one heavenly ch 1i left over.
[Thus in one revolution] this remaining c h 1i , 
which fell on 'princely fire' originally, will 
have moved back one place to fall on 'ministerial 
fire'. Therefore every five years [the c h 'i] 
have moved back one place, retreating to the 
right. Thus the text says : 'They circle round
heaven to the left and the right, leaving an 
excess but eventually being restored to 
correspondence' ... "

Nei ching (comm.) 19, 9a, SPTK

According to Hang, therefox'e, the text is ■ 
describing a cyclical permutation of two sets, one of 
five and one of six members. The cycle of the five 
elements is evidently completed in five years, and thus 
any physical rotation is clearly not diurnal or even 
annual; this would suggest that we should not look for 
any direct connection with astronomical phenomena. 
Hang's explanation certainly does fit in with other 
parts of the text, e.g. 19, l8b, ff., and as has been 
mentioned it may be that this is because he wrote this 
section of the work himself. Even if the text is 
ancient, however, I am incJ.ined to think that Wang 
interprets it fairly accurately. On this view we would 
not be wise to take the references to rotation of the 
earth as straightforward propositions in physical cosmo 
graphy, leaving aside all the objections to such



suggestions mentioned in (e) above.
In conclusion, the idea of a rotating earth is 

.implausible in the context of Chinese cosmographical 
theory, and there seems little evidence that any intel
lectually committed attempt was made to introduce the 
notion.. When such evidence as exists is fragmentary 
it is too cryptic to be relied 011, and when it is seen 
in context, as in the Nei ching, it really does not 
seem to be much more than a metaphor.
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IV : C O S M O G R A P H Y .  I N  W B I - C H I N  T I M E S

(I) Introduction

By the end of the Han the main ideas of Chinese 
Cosmography had been set forth. The Iiun t 1 ien was estab
lished in a position-of strength which was never to suffer 
serious challenge, but the Kai t 1ien remained at least an 
interesting subject for criticism. It was at the beginning 
of the third century that Chao Shuang (see Appendix iv) 
brought out his edition of the Chou pei, thus ensuring the 
preservation of the text. The somewhat heterodox ideas 
of the movement of the earth and the insubstantiality of 
the heavenly vault were to recur with vigour at times. A
number of problems had been broached, including the 
following :

(i) What were the origins of the various cosmogra
phical theories ?

(ii) How were the dimensions of the Hun t'ien imiverse 
to be found V

(iii) What was happening during solar and lunar 
e c 1 ip s e s ?

(iv) What was the explanation of the "horizon illusion"?
(v) How could the idea of .the motion of the earth he

reconciled with observation ?
In the period to be reviewed we shall see a number 

of attempts to deal with all these questions. Ancient



opinions on (i) are natui-ally of the greatest interest in 
the context of this survey; material is found by Lu Chi
(2) (a).,' Wang Fan (2)(b), Yang Ch' dan (3) (a), Liu Chih
(6) (a), and YtL Iisi (7)(c). The second problem is of course 
strictly insoluble, as the underlying cosmography is 
false, but efforts to use gnomon shadows for this purpose 
continued. The difficulty was that the "inch for a thousan 
li" rule, (which had formed an integral part of the Kai 
t 1 ien) , could not consistently be used writh the Hun t 1 ien 
spherical heaven. It was nevertheless the only method 
known, and both Wang Fan (2)(c) and Chiang Chi (9)(d) dis
cuss it. The attempt of Liu Hui (2)'(d) to dispense with 
it seems to have been ignored; in ancient China geometry 
was just not able to deal adequately with problems 
involving circles .

More directly physical discussion was occasioned 
by (iii) and (iv); the "horizon illusion" was dealt with 
by Shu Iisi (2) (e) and Chiang Chi (9) (a) , both of them 
treating it as an optical effect rather than due to dis
tance variations. Under the classic form of the Iiun t 1 ien 
it could not of course be admitted that the heavenly bodies 
might vai'y in distance from the (central) Chinese observer. 
Eclipse theory was a tougher problem, as we can see from 
the work of Liu Chih (6 )(b), (c), and Chiang Chi (9)(b).
Lunar eclipses created the real difficulty, for if the 
(flat)) earth occupied nearly all of the horizontal diameter 
of the heavenly sphere, why was its obstruction of the



sun’s rays so localised ? The ingenuity of the explanations 
proposed is admirable, but it becomes glaringly obvious 
that neither of these very capable astronomers ever had 
the least idea that their problems might be solved by 
postulating a relatively small and spherical earth. Here 
as elsewhere no hint of this concept is to be found where 
it might most have been expected. (See Appendix (ii))
Chiahg Chi's important work 011 the motion of earth and 
heaven (9)(d) certainly proves he was not the sort to 
reject such ideas through intellectual timidity, had he 
ever heard of them.

Indeed, if a theory of the sphericity of the 
earth was ever to have been put forward in ancient China 
it might have been expected during the period of this 
section. So far as the heavens were concerned there was 
no lack of bizarre suggestions such as that of Yao Hsitv (5)» 
The thinkers of the Wei-Chin pushed the Chinese tradition 
of cosmography as far as it could go, and often, it must 
be admitted, rather further than that.



(2) The Hun T !ien in the third century

(a) Lu Chi’s claim for the antiquity of the Hun T fien

Earlier in this survey an attempt was made to 
fix a date for the origin of the Hun T 1ien theory (III
(3)). The somewhat tentative conclusion of the discussion 
was that the theory and the instruments associated with it 
were most probably products of the latter half of the 
Western Han. The earliest name connected with the Hun 
T* ien by the literary evidence is that of Lo-hsia Hung, 
active c. 116 B.C., who may in any case owe the attri
bution to a desire on the part of Yang Hsiung (writing 
c. 0 B.C.) to find a single inventor for a theory whose 
actual origins were obscure. We have already seen that 
Chang Heng implied that the sages of antiquity thought 
of the universe as spherical (III (7)(G ))» and in the
work of Lu Chi (c. A.D. 220-252) we find forI   M\
the first time explicit claims that the Hun T ’ien theory 
was in fact a product of the age of the legendary emperors 
in the third millenium B.C. As we shall see shortly 
Lu Che'S contemporary Wang Fan likewise held this 
view, which was in conformity with other Chinese 
instances of attributing such innovations as the art 
of writing, and the building of houses to some 
"culture-hero•’ of remote antiquity. Our only fragment 
of Lu Chi’s writing 011 astronomy is in KYCC, 1, 10a-12b,



partly duplicated by KYCC 2* 6a~?b. This is presumably 
taken from tbe Hun t 1ien t'u J IIS mentioned in
his biography in San lcuo chih 57, 1328 , CHSC.

At the end of his quotation the editor of KYCC 
makes it plain that he has left uncopied a large portion 
of Lu's work dealing with the geometry of the celestial 
sphere Mas in T s 1ai Yung and Chang Heng'h Nevertheless, 
sufficient evidence x'emains that Lu held the orthodox 
Hun t f ien view with the eat'tli enclosed by the celestial 
sphere, the axis of which is tilted so that the north 
celestial pole is 36 tu above the horizon. The circum
ference of the celestial sphere is stated (without proof) 
to be 1 ,071,000 li, which is of course a figui-'e to be 
traced back to the circumference of the equinoctial 
heng given in the Chou Pei (II (3) (*>))• The evident 
use of the approximationJT = 3 gives a diameter of
357,000 li. Lu does not enter into a detailed analysis 
of these figures : for that we must refer to Wang Fan.

His claim for the antiquity of the Hun t 1ien is 
based 011 two grounds. The first of these relies in 
essence on the exegesis by Eastern Han commentators of the 
term hstian chi yd heng found in the Shu Ching (1, 6b,
SPTK). Lu claims that this is a reference to a Hun t 1ien 
instrument i.e. an armillary sphere allegedly in use by 
the emperor Shun, a legendary figure conventionally dated 
c. 2250 B.C. Even at first sight this is somewhat 
implausible, and a full examination as in Cullen (2)



shows it to he quite baseless. The second proof of the 
existence of Hun t ’ien notions in early times has rather 
more force, and is drawn from consideration of the con-

/;7tttents of the Book of Changes, I Ching ijjj . Lu
believed, of course, in the conventionally accepted attri
bution of the basic text to the Duke of Chou (c. 1100 B.C
and of the commentary to Confucius himself. Even if this
is rejected, there is little do~abt that much of the
material is at least contemporary with Confucius, so that
any cosmographical content would pre-date most other
sources dealt with in this survey : L u ’s discussion is
thus of considerable interest, and it cannot be denied
that he succeeds in drawing attention to a point of
cosmographical significance in the texts attached to the

T Flfl ^hexagrams Chin rp and Ming X , in both of which
there are references such as :

"First it [the sun] rises into heaven illuminating 
the kingdoms 011 all sides; afterwards it sinks 
into the earth and no longer functions thus . "

Chou I , 4, 16a, SSCCS 
Lu adds to these the Shu Ching reference to the 

charge of Yao to Hsi and Ho, instructing them to reside 
at the positions where the sun rises and sets (see X
(2 )(b)(15-16)). From this evidence he correctly points 
out that in ancient times it was evidently believed that 
the succession of day and night was due to the rising 
and setting of the sun above and below the earth rather 
than to the process of optical illusion described by



Kai t (ien theorists (see II (3)(^))* Thus, Lu claims, 
it is evident that the Hun t 1ien is of considerable
antiquity. Rival theories such as the Kai t1ien are the
product of the degenerate times after the death of 
Confucius. The flaw here is of course the assumption 
that any cosmographical picture in which the sun rises 
and sets over the edge of the earth is ipso facto a
Hun t * ien theory. In Section I and in III (2) we saw
clear evidence for the persistence well into the Western 
Hail of archaic theories with such solar behaviour, but 
quite lacking in the rotating spherical heavenly vault 
that is the essential feature of the Hun t ’ien. Indeed, 
according to these accounts it is a new and quite 
different sun that rises from the east each morning. 
Although therefore Lu certainly succeeds in showing 
the early presence of cosmographical beliefs which are 
incompatible with the Kai t 1ien he does not show that 
the Hun t * ien should be placed earlier than has been 
concluded in this survey.

It is worth making two points in relation to 
this and subsequent attempts to claim a very early date 
for the origin of the Hun t 1ien theory. Firstly, despite 
the fact that they were writing at a period when much 
evidence now lost was still available, none of the 
proponents is able to add anything substantial to the 
picture of the origin of the Hun t 1ien given in III (3)* 
Some, like Wang Fan, maintain the antiquity of the theory
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while claiming that lor a time all knowledge of it was 
lost, and that a rediscovery was necessary during the 
Han. It seems, therefore, that at the very minimum we 
can feel fairly sure that no pre-Ch’in evidence of the 
Hun t 1ien has been known for the last two millennia.
This is, of course-, strongly in favour of a Western Han 
origin, given the other circumstances. Secondly, the 
high esteem and wide acceptance of the Hun t 1ien is 
confirmed by these attempts to claim it as part of the 
cultural legacy of the sages.

(b ) Wang Fan's account of the Hunt'ien

Chang Heng gave an adequate and well-articulated 
description of the Hun t 1ien universe, but for really 
detailed treatment and critical discussion it is neces-

  —fcs—
sary to turn to the work of Wang Fanjh, v?7 (A.D. 227-266).
We have a fairly well-preserved text of a treatise by 
him dealing in about equal measure with the geometry of 
the celestial sphere and with an evaluation of attempts 
to establish its dimensions (see KYCC 1, 12b and Textual 
Wotes ( *>*) ). Wang, who quotes Lu Chi at times,
likewise makes the claim that the Hun t 1ien was known in 
high antiquity but lost during the degeneracy of the 
Eastern Chou in which x^o^iod he places the origin of the 
Kai t * ien and H sit an yeh. All that survived the Ch * in 
was the Hun t 1ien instrument on the observatory terrace,



which was in any case an official secret : this
presumably explains why we have no record of such an 
instrument from the early Western Han. A further frag
ment of Wang Pan's writing on this point is found in 
Sung shu, 23, 677t CHSC, where he repeats the claim 
that hsilan chi yd heng in the Shu Ching is a reference 
to an armillary instrument. It is there accompanied,

^  A  £however, by a sharp criticism from Hstl Yiian I ̂  /:Z 

(A.D. 393-^75)t who dismisses the notion that the 
correct theory could have been current for 2,000 years 
and then lost. Further, he states, the praise given to 
Chang Heng for* his armillary sphere makes it plain that 
he was an innovator rather than a copyist of some existing 
model : with all this one can only agree.

The first half of the rest of Wang's treatise 
need not concern us in detail : it consists of a geo
metrical account of such matters as the tilt of the
celestial axis, the obliquity of the ecliptic, and the
position of the sun at various times of the year. Wang
states that he takes his data from the C h 'ien Hsiang

z,p\ : -h-calendar of Liu Hung tE j promulgated in A.D. 222*
For the purpose of this survey it is sufficient to note
that Wang explains the diurnal and annual path of the
sun and the variation of day and night entirely by reference 
to the different solar positions on the celestial sphere,
at the centre of which is the observer, placed on a flat
and immobile earth. This is of course the classic form



of the Hun t'ien cosmography* In passing one may note 
one point which is illuminating as to the status of theI —
Chinese "degree” tu /^  : since the Ch'ien Hsiang
calendar gives the year 3&5 143/589 days rather than the 
old number 365'i:, Wang likewise takes the circumference 
of heaven as 3&5 1^9/589 tu rather than 365^ tu. This 
evident concept of the tu as one day's-worth of motion
for the sun seems related to the discussion given in
III (3)(c).

(c) Wang Fan and the dimensions of the universe

More interesting, because less certain and less 
fully systematised, is Wang's discussion of the size of 
the universe and the means by which it might be deter
mined. He begins by noting the figure of 1,071,000 li 
for the circumference of heaven : this is the one used
by Lu Chi in (a) above, deriving ultimately from the 
Chou p‘e±* Wang (who has echoed Ts'ai Yung’s rejection 
of the Chou pei as inaccurate) does not make the attri
bution, but instead gives as his source the Lo shu kuei
yao tu ^  and Ch * un ch1 iu k ' ao i yu

VJ§‘ ch' an-wei apocryphal
books, now lost. This figure is, he states, erroneous, 
but as it is in common use he will investigate its 
implications. "The ancient calendars" use 365^ tu for 
the circumference of a circle, implying that the length



of 1 tu on the celestial sphere is , he states i
2 9 3 2  Id. , 71 pu , 2 ch * ih /k , 7 t s 1 un * 4 fen 'z/
and a fraction

The accui'acy is of course quite pointless* Wang 
next recalculates the length of the tu on the basis of 
Liu Hung's value of 365 145/589 tu for the circumference 
of heaven, thereby increasing the figure by just over 
9 pu . Another correction is applied when Wang points 
out Lu Chi's faulty assumption that the diameter of a 
circle is a third of its circumference : thus on the
basis of a 1,071*000 li circumference Lu gave a 
diameter of 357*000 li. Wang proposes a new proportion 
equivalent to taking T) = 142/4-5* approximately 3 *16, 
which is within 0.6% of the actual value. (For a 
discussion of Chinese approximations to b , see SCC, III,
99 ff.) Thus instead of a diameter of 357,000 li he 
obtains over 329,401 li, which he halves to give "the 
height of heaven above earth".

So far, however, Wang has simply been investi
gating the consequences of a piece of data he has already 
declared to be incorrect. He now attempts an original 
calculation of the size of heaven, and it cannot be 
denied that he makes his process of deduction admirably 
clear. His starting point is the text of the Chou li 
already mentioned above (10, 10a, S5CCS; See III (lO )( C)) 
with its Eastern Han commentaries. From thence he takes 
the following points i



(1) Yang-ch1eng near Lo-Yang) is the
centre of the earth,

(2) At that point the noon summer solstice' shadow 
of an eight-foot gnomon is 1.5 feet.

(3) For each 1,000 li southwards this shadow 
shortens by one inch. (See II (2)(a) for 
a discussion of this assumption,)
All this Wang apparently accepts on the basis 

of classical authority* Obviously from (2) and (3) it 
follows that at the solstice it is 1 5 ^ 0 0 0  li. southwards 
from Yang-ch’ung to the subsolar point where there is no 
shadow. By simple proportion, since the gnomon that 
casts a 1 *5'shadow is 8 * high, the sun must be 80,000 li 
above the earth. Thus we have the situation of Fig, IV

(i) :
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In the figure Yang-ch1eng, the centre of the
earth, is shown as being likewise at the centre of the
heavenly sphere* This is in accordance with Wang's 
explicit statement. OS is therefore the rqdiiis of the
heavenly sphere, and Wang calculates it by Pythagoras'
theorem :

p o pOS = OX + XS 
Hence Wang obtains :

OS - 8139^ hi* 30 5 ch'ih, 3 ts'u n , 6 fen
This result is correct as a square root to the 

nearest fen♦ The new calculation implies a value for 
the circumference of heaven of over 513i6£>7 li, and Wang 
carefully notes the discrepancy between this and the
old value which was twice as large, pointing out the
grossness of the error that can result from not following 
the correct method of the ancients. Unfortunately, of 
course, he is in error to no less an extent than his 
opponents who simply took the 1 ,071,000 li circumference 
of the equinoctial heng in the 
ference of their celestial sphere. The 11 inch-for-a- 
thousand-li1' shadow principle is applicable only in a 
universe where heaven and earth are flat and parallel
80,000 li apart (see Appendix (iii)), and in a Hun t'ien 
universe even with the usual flat earth it cannot give 
consistent results. If, for instance, "Wang had performed 
his calculation using the winter solstice shadow of 
approximately thii’teen feet, the radius of heaven would

Chou p e l  as the circum-



have turned out to be some 1^0,000 li rather than the 
value he obtained. We cannot of course tell whether or 
not Wang felt that the application of the shadow principle 
was limited to the case of summer, solstice shadows.

(d) The problem of measuring the Hun t 1ien : Liu Hui

In Wang Fan's work we can see clearly the diffi
cult situation in which the adoption of the Hun t 'ien
placed the cosmographer, On the one hand it provided a 
powerful and versatile method of systematisxng the 
observations of astronomers, and any astronomer familiar 
with the use of an armillary sphere - called, after all, 
a tfHun t ' ien instrument1’ - would be continually confronted
with a model of the Hun t 1ien universe. On the other hand,
unlike the universe of the Chou pei, the Hun t 'ien was 
relatively intractable when it came to the problem of 
establishing linear dimensions. There is plenty of 
evidence that Chinese astronomers during the period of 
this survey felt that the attempt to do this was worth
while, for it was made repeatedly. One driving force 
here may have been the apparent lack of the pure concept 
of angle in early Chinese mathematics : the tu is not
so much a measure of the rotational separation of two 
radius vectors but is rather a measure of the '■linear 
separation of two points on the circumference of a 
circle. Thus a tu varies in size depending on the



circumference of a circle, as appears clearly in Wang 
Fan's discussion, and astronomers seem to have felt some 
interest in knowing the absolute size of the tu which 
appeared in their calendrical predictions. Of course a 
lack of adequate geometry combined with the basic impos
sibility of establishing the dimensions of a sphere that
was in any case non-existent led to eventual disillusion.

   ^We can see this clearly in the monk I-hsing's I J

report on the great meridian survey of A.D. 725 (see
Hsin T'fr.ng shu, 31, 813 ff, CHSC.', aM>o vw&C* tc>)

Prompted, perhaps, by the fact that his survey
seemed to suggest a heavenly sphere only 50,000 M. across
I~hsing rejects at some length any possibility of success 
in finding celestial linear dimensions.

Interestingly a contemporary of Wang Fan was
I ^ r s- \Liu Hui -gNJ IrftX (fl* A.D. 263) » who wrote a commentary

on the Chiu chang suan shu 71 Jf. _J|L |/1lJ , In his
preface (p. 92 in Ch'ien Pao-tsung1s edition), Liu
gives a theoretically correct (on a flat-earth basis)
if impractical prescription for obsex~vations of the sun,
based on the land-survey methods of the Chiu chang itself
he presents this as a tour de force demonstrating their
universal applicability. Two gnomons are to be set up
in a north-south line at Lo~yang (presumably because of
its status as the centre of the earth). They are to be
of equal height, and their noon shadows are to be measured
simultaneously (see Fig. IV ( X . )  ) .
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Correctly, oil the assumption of* a flat earth, 
but without proof, Liu states that :

Altitude of sun, H “ hD -f- h
( s p q r

Distance of southern gnomon from subsolar point,
L ~ s^D

I 2~ 2̂Distance of sun from southern gnomon, R " V H  + L 
(These results are, of course, given rhetorically rather 
than algebraically in the original text. Nevertheless 
they are stated in a perfectly general way*)

Finally, Liu introduces a sighting-tube, as 
discussed in IX (2)(c) above.
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Using the dimensions of the tube and the distance
of the sun already found, Liu obtains :

Diameter of sun, W = Ra
T

In conclusion, Liu exclaims :
uIf even the round arch of heaven can be called 
capable of being measured, how much more can it 
be said of the height of T ’ai Shan and the breadth 
of the rivers and seas I”

Of course the snag was that however correct 
Liu’s geometry was, there was no hope of meaningful 
results being obtained from the sort of baseline 
available to him* A n d  the longer the baseline adopted, 
the more glaring would become the discrepancies caused 
by the fact that the earth is really spherical. Oddly 
enough, Wang Fan’s only later critic on the subject of 
dimensions, Tsu Keng-chih. (c. ^90 A.D.) does not notice 
Liu Hui1 s worlc at all (V (2)). The situation remained 
that either a method was proposed which could not 
actually be put into practice, or that a false assumption 
was over-confidently applied.
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I  ( e ) Shu Hsi on the horizon illusion

■  " Faced with the apparent increase in size of the
m  sun when on the horizon Kuan Ping argued that it must

bw closer than when at its zenith (III (5)(c)). As a
■  supporter of the Iiun t 1 ien Chang Heng naturally couldB

not accept this and explained the phenomenon as an
■  optical illusion, suggesting that at noon the sun loses
_  contrast against the bright background of the sky, thus
*  appearing smaller (III (7)(f))*
I  Shu Hsi (fl. c «, A.D. 270) went into

the question of the mechanism of the illusion in some
|■  detail according to the account of his work in the
M  Sui shu, the only source. Unfortunately it is very hard
m  to understand his explanation of the effect :
■  "The regions to the side are equal [in distance

■j B from us ?] to the regions above. If one looks
sideways then the body of heaven is kept at a 

; B  slant [ /f -ffij ] , and so the time when the
; B sun rises one sees the sun as large. The sun does

not shrink or swell, but what it keeps against 
m  stretches and is compressed [ j'Af\ ^  /ft/ ],

' B \vhen it is compressed its form is small, when it
is stretched its body is large, and this is the 
principle involved. 11

i ®  Sui shu, 19, 513
. m  The preceding version is provisional throughout.

The expression barely comprehensible; can
bB it perhaps refer to the fact that (in the Hun t 1ien

system) the surface of the heavenly sphere is vertical 
B  near the horizon ? If this is what is meant, why should
B the apparent size of the sun be affected ? And in the

Ji
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last sentence is the entity referred to the sun or heaven
itself ? A century later Chiang Chi -wrote on the same
problem ’(XV (9)(c)) and made a comment on Shu Hsi's idea :

M ... Shu Hsi’s statement that the sun is 
large when the body of heaven is kept in the 
eye [ ■ #  IB ]is quite close to the
truth ... "

Sui shu, 19, 513
Presumably Chiang Chi felt he understood what

Shu Hsi had said, but I cannot say that ke brings me any
closer to that happy position. On the basis of Chiang1s
commendation, it would obviously be unwise to dismiss
Shu's writing as incomprehensible, and one feels much
less inclined to do so after reading the rest of the
material attributed to him. The Sui shu material continues :

"When the sun is white on rising, although 
[apparently] large it is not very much so.
When it is red on rising it is very large.
This is only because of the confusion of the 
human eye, not because of varying distance.
Further, if a vessel is set down in a large 
hall, then an ox-boiler looks [as sraal.l] as 
a kettle. If a hall is 80 ft. high then an 
eight-foot man seems short. It is not that 
the form of the man changes, but that some
thing has overwhelmed it. Objects can confuse 
the mind, and shapes can deceive the sight, 
but this is certainly no reason for doubting 
fixed principles. Thus when one gazes up at 
the moon through moving clouds [it appears 
that] the moon moves continually but the 
clouds do not shift,and when crossing water 
in a boat the water [apparently] goes along 
and the boat does not move.”

loc. cit.
Shu Ilsi’s work is perceptive enough to make one 

want to see more of it; it is indeed unfortunate that 
we cannot quite understand some of the little we have



left. The comment on the relation between solar colour 
and apparent size is mentioned again by Chiang Chi 
(IV (9)(c)) .



(3) Yang Chian's Yin-Yang cosmography

(a) Some notes on controversies

We have a considerable number of fragments of 
a work Wu .11 lun l i  by Yang Ch'tian 7)^

(fl. c. A.D. 260). Although these are not quite enough 
to form a complete picture of his cosmographical views, 
we have enough evidence to reconstruct several interes
ting features. Before turning to Yang's own theories, 
however, it is worth noting his comments on the two 
main cosmological schools. According to Yang :

"The Confucians set up the Hun t 1ien in pursuit 
of the shape of heaven. In this they followed 
the idea of a cart wheel On rising, the
sun [TPYL has 'sun and moon'] passes overhead 
and in the evening goes below [the earth].
Thus there is rising in the east and setting 
in the west."
"The Chou pel set u]o the Kai t ' ien, which says 
that the heavenly cli' i moves along the edge.
In this it follows the idea of a mill-stone •.. 
Heaven turns leftwards. The sun and moon do 
not move but follow heaven on its edge."
"If one follows the Hun t 1ien theory, the Dipper 
Pole is not central while if one uses the Kai 
t 'ien the risings and settings of sun and moon 
are unpredictable."

TPYL, 2, 7b 
There is nothing particularly striking here, 

apart from two slight oddities. One is the reference 
to the edge-wise motion of "the ch'i of heaven" : 
does this mean that the ch'i drives heaven round, or 
vice versa ? The other is the use of Chou pel in a way



that gives the impression it is thought to be a man’s 
name (since of course the definite article is supplied 
in the English). A century later Yu Hsi made this sug
gestion explicitly, as he did likewise for Hsuan yeh. 
Another interesting fragment on the Hun / Kai. dispute is

"Yang Hsiung disapproved of the Hun t 11en and 
formulated the ICai t 1 ten. He took this as a 
round cover, which moved leftwards while the 
sun moon and constellations were carried with 
it from east to west. Huan T'an raised objec
tions to this which Yang Hsiung could not 
understand. This is another example of the 
difficulty of understanding the Kai t 'ien."

TPYL 1, 2a.

This is obviously a version of the disputes 
that took place about 0 B.C. (see III (4)).

(b ) The Yin and Yang in cosmography

It seems that for Yang Ch'tian heaven may not
have been a solid vault :

"The Dipper Pole is the centre of heaven. In 
speaking of heaven one must make an analogy with 
man* Below the navel (chi ) is the Yin of
of man. North of the pole (chi ) is the Yin
of heaven. That which holds up heaven and earth 
is water. That which makes up heaven and earth 
is ch11. The ch'i of water and earth go upwards 
and form heaven. Heaven is the ruler. Now, the 
earth has shape while heaven is without body : 
this is analogous to the case of a fire, withnthe smoke above the ashes.

TPYL 2, 7b.
The association with the so-called "hsiian yeh"

ifiseas is evident (III (9) ) ,



The physical purpose of this division of heaven
into Yin and Yang regions is made clear elsewhere :

"The North Pole is the centre of heaven and 
is the northern limit [lit. 'pole1] of the lrang 
ch1i . South of the pole is the great Yang, north 
of the pole is the great Yin. When the sun moon 
and five planets travel through the great Yin 
they have no radiance, but they are able to 
shine when they travel through the great Yang.
Thus it [i.e. the pole] is the limiting 
extreme of dusk and dawn, cold and heat."

So yin comm* on Shih chi, 27 * 1289, CHSC
This is a i~epe;tition of the theory attacked two

hundred years earlier by Wang Ch1ung (III (6)(g)). As
in that, theory, not only the diurnal appearance and
disappearance of the heavenly bodies, but also the
annual succession of the seasons is explained :

"The sun is the essence of the great Yrang.
In summer the Yang is at its height and Yin 
is in decline. Therefore the days are long 
and the nights are short. In winter the Yin 
is at its height and the Yang is in decline. 
Therefore the days are short and the nights 
are long. It is the ch*i that calls this 
forth. The path through the Yang is long 
[in summer] so it rises and sets north of an 
east-west line. The path through the Yin 
[? emend to ’Yang'] is short in winter, so 
it rises and sets south of an east-west line.
In spring and autumn Yin and Yang are equal, 
and the sun travels centrally, so that day 
and night are equal."

TPYL, 4, 2b.
This theory is apparently being advanced as 

an independent alternative to both the Hun t *ien and 
Kai t ^ e n , in both of which (see (a) above) Yang Ch’iian 
suggests the presence of flaws. Wang Ch'ung’s objections 
need not be repeated here, and it is quite obvious that



such speculative cosmography is thinking of a different
variety from that found in the work of Wang Fan, who was
committed to a quantitative and detailed scheme of pre
diction, closely related to the practice of calendrical 
science* We have no way of deciding the interesting
question of whether Yang's work is an original creation, 
ox' drawn from a living tradition, or whether it is a 
literary survival inspired by his reading of Wang Ch'ung* 
Such notions recur in the Buddhistic cosmography of 
Emperor Wu of the Liang (V (5")).

The tidal ebb and flow of Yin and Yang may lie
behind a somewhat cryptic fragment :

"The moon is the essence of water. Tides have 
their maximum and minimum : the moon has its
waning and waxing.M

PTSC, 150, 2a 
It would, of course, be most unwise to try to 

decide between the various explanations of this passage 
with no supporting context. Does the lunar variation 
affect the tides, or vice versa ? Or are the two 
phenomena simply both examples of a cosmic Yin / Yang 
oscillation ? We cannot tell. The discussion recurs in 
connection with the work of ICo Hung (IV (0)(C )).



(4) Hsii Cheng and a legendary cosmogony

(a ) The story of Pan Ku

So far' as this survey has touched on questions 
of cosmogony the material considered has been of a meta
physical rather than mythical nature. (See, for instance, 
Huai nan tzu, 3, la SPTK.) Even in the C h 1u tz’u we find 
no more direct reference to creation than the unanswered 
question in the T 1ien w en :

"Who planned and measured out the round shape and 
ninefold [gates of heaven] ? Whose work was this 
and who first made it ?11

(see I (2)(b))
It is interesting, therefore, to find an example 

of creation-rayth at this relatively late period. A frag
ment of the San wu li chi ftl /flf «2 written by Hsii Cheng
j,h j[EL in the first half of the third century A.D. runs :

“Heaven and earth were, in a confused mass like a 
hen's egg, and Pan Kuj^  o  was born in the midst 
of this. After 18,000 years heaven and earth were 
created. The Yang, being clear, made up heaven, 
and the Yin, being turbid, made up earth. Pan Ku 
was between them. In one day he underwent nine 
transformations, and became more spiritual than 
heaven, more sagely than earth. Each day heaven 
rose ten feet and earth thickened ten feet. Pan 
Ku grew ten feet daily. Thus it continued for
18,000 years, until heaven's height reached the 
maximum, earth's thickness was at the maximum, 
and Pan Ku's growth was at the maximum. After 
this came the three sovereigns [i.e. Fu Hsi,
Shen Nung, and Huang Ti]• Numbers begin with 1, 
are established with 3 , completed with 5 , filled 
out with 7i and finished off with 9* Therefore 
heaven is 90,000 li from earth."

"TPYL, 2, 4tb, also IWLC, 1, 2a.



When a myth is so precisely informative as to 
dimensions and durations it is tempting to check its 
consistency. Unfortunately 18,000 years at 10 feet a 
day comes to some 36,500 li rather than 90,000 li , so 
there is apparently no relation between the last sentence 
and the main text. It may of course be the case that to 
arrive at the total we are intended to add the three 
figures of about 30,000 1JL each for heaven, Pan Ku, 
and earth. As for the mythical Pan Ku himself, there 
seems to be no earlier reference, and the legend appears 
to be a relatively late literary creation. In the opening

ijt -±-pchapter of the Shu i chi j!̂_ ̂  5 t a hook attributed 
to Jen Pang of the Liang dynasty, the story is
developed at length, and the different parts of Pan K u ’s 
body are described as becoming the mountains, seas, and 
heavenly bodies, etc.

(b ) General remarks

A conflation of a number of shorter fragments
by Hsti Cheng gives the following reconstituted account :

“The essence of hot springs rises and gathers to 
form the sun. Its diameter is 1,000 Id. and its 
circumference is 3i000 li. It is 7,000 li. below 
heaven. The essence of the multitude of clouds 
gathers and forms the moon. The moon’s diameter 
is 1,000 li. and its circumference is 3,000 li.
It is 7,000 li below heaven. The stars are the 
brightness of the original ch1i and the essence 
of water. The large stars are 100 li in diameter, 
the middle stars are 50 li and the small stars 
30 li. The seven stars of the Northern Dipper
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are 9*000 li apart# All are below the sun and
moon# The Northern Dipper is just above M t . Kun-lun."

TPYL : k, la and 10b; 5,1a;'7,1b; 38, 5b# 
PTSC : 150, lb, 2a, 2b, 5b.

There is some consistency in these figures, as
both the sun and moon have an angular diameter of -J°,
while the stars of the Northern Dipper are about 5° apart.
Perhaps there is a connection with Wang C h ’ung who likewise
made the sun 1,000 1JL across and the stars 100 Id. (1X1(6) (d) ) .
It is however odd to find the stars below the sun and moon;
the position given for the Northern Dipper may be connected
with the r6le of ICun-lun as the central mountain of the
ear-th (see I (2)(b)(40-Al)). In that case there is a
strong suggestion of the Kai t 1ien notion of the central
pole. There seems 110 justification for the figure of
7,000 li# Similarly cryptic is the very brief fragment
by Lu Sheng t? (fl. c. A.D, 290) :

"After the winter solstice I set up a gnomon and 
observed the shadow. I measured the sun moon 
and constellations. I submit that the diameter 
of the moon is 100 li, not 1,000 l_i, and that 
the stars are 10 Id. not 100 11.u

Chin shu, 9 k , 2^33, CI-ISC 
Lu submitted this fox' examination by the officials 

with the statement that he was willing to suffer punishment 
if proved incorrect. We do not hear of this having hap
pened : presumably his arguments, now lost to us, were
felt to be convincing. Neither this text nor that of 
Hsti Cheng can be knitted into the main sequence of cosmo- 
graphical controversy, Nevex'theless they are both of them
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valuable in establishing the existence of a considerable 
variety of unorthodox theories in the field, whether or 
not they were ever accepted apart from their authors' 
immediate circles.

At least in the case of Hsd Cheng we must bear 
in mind the possibility of influence from non-Chinese 
sources. Gombrich (l), 115, describes an Indian myth 
found in the Purusasukta or Hymn of the Cosmic Man, 
Purusa, (Rg Veda, X, 9°)* This document dates from the 
second millennium B.C., and describes how the gods sacri
fice a giant to create the physical universe :

"Purusa is this all, that has been and that 
will be. And he is the lord of immortality, 
which he grows beyond through food. Such is 
his greatness, and more than that is l^uru^a.
A fourth of him is all beings, three-fourths 
of him are what is immortal in heaven. Prom 
his navel was produced the air; from his head 
the sky was evolved; from his feet the earth, 
from his ear the quarters : thus they
fashioned the worlds . 11

There seems a considerable resemblance to Jen 
Fang's treatment of Pan Ku mentioned above. It is cer
tainly not inherently unlikely that the whole story could 
be based on material transmitted from India; a much more 
striking example is found in the work of Liang Wu Ti 
(V (5)).
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(5) Yao Hsin and his Hsin t'ien theory

(a ) Objections to orthodoxy

Yao Hsin 'it (fl. c. A.D. 230) wrote a cosmo
graphical essay which survives in several sources (see

be discussed in the next section ; at present his two 
objections to current thinking will be set out*

acquainted with the mathematical aspect of astronomy :
"I once read the Han shu, which states that at 
the winter solstice the sun is in the constellation 
Ch'ien Niu which is far from the [north celestial] 
pole, and that at the summer solstice the sun is 
in Tung Ching which is near the pole* The inten
tion is to explain the variation in daylength. I 
note that the great pole is placed at the centre 
of the 28 hs iu : although some may be nearer
than others the distance could not differ by a 
factor of two."

solstice the sun is about twice as far away from the pole 
as at the summer solstice : the actual figures are 115 tu
and 67 tu* The error here is, of course, twofold* In 
the first place neither in Yao Hsin's time nor at present 
could it be said that the north celestial pole was anything 
like as equidistant from the determinative stars of the 
28 hsiu constellations as Yao suggests. Both then and 
now for instance the stars of the two hsiu K'uei S-

Textual Notes ( 6) His own rather odd theory will

Yao's first query suggests that he was not well

Sung shu, 23, 680, CHSC
It is certainly the case that at the winter

have been approximately 60 tu and 130 tu
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respectively from the north celestial pole. In the second 
place, when a Chinese astronomer said that the sun was "in" 
a particular hsin, he meant no more than that the sun was 
somewhere in the segment of hour-angle defined by that 
hsiu. At the present day, for instance, when the sun has 
a Right Ascension of 10 hours it has a north Declination 
of about 12 degrees. Nevertheless it is "in" the hsiu 
Chang , the determinative stars of which are some
15 degrees south of the equator, but with an identical 
hour angle. Yao's knowledge of astronomy was evidently 
somewhat amateurish comparted with that of someone like 
Wang Fan .

His second objection is more striking, but is
still not properly thought through :

’’If heaven encloses earth like the white of an 
egg enclosing the yolk, on what could the earth 
be supported and be secured ? If it has four 
braces or stone pillars, they would interfere 
with the rotation of heav:en. If there are no 
braces and it floats with the support of water, 
this is not in the nature of something that 
stands. If heaven passes under the earth through 
water then the sun moon and stars will not accord 
with their [fiery] nature. Thus we have the 
explanation of the two earths. The lower earth 
is the root of the upper earth, and heaven moves 
between the two earths. The earth's shape is set 
up belowT, and the image of heaven turns above."

TPYL, 2, 7b.
SLF, 1, la, 2b, 3a.

Yao's criticisms of any idea of earth floating 
on water or being supported by pillars are just enough, 
but neither he nor any other writer attempts to meet the 
question of what is to support the supports. How exactly
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is his "lower earth’1 to be prevented from falling in turn ? 
The Greek solution to this was ultimately found in the 
doctrine of "natural place" which was a considerable 
advance on the intuitive notions of up and down as abso
lute directions (Dreyer, ll6). The Chinese never made
this step, wedded as they were to an unquestioned concept 
of the flat earth* The concern for some physical support 
for the universe goes back to the world of the Ch 1u T g 1u 
and may be traced in the assertion of Kuan tau that some
thing must be bracing heaven and holding up earth : see
I (2)(h)(9-10) for both references. In the twelfth 
century the great Neo-Confucian Chu Hsi felt that to 
hold earth up in the middle of heaven required the con
tinual whirling motion of the ch1i around it (Chu tzu 
ch1 iian shu, ^9 i 19&i b) .

(b) A theory of the oscillation of heaven

he have already seen that during the Han there 
were thinkers who were prepared to allow a seasonal dis
placement of the earth, and perhaps also heaven, in an 
attempt to explain annual variations in climate, daylength, 
and solar altitude (III ( I 0 ) ( & ) ) .  In what follows, Yao 
makes a similar attempt, beginning with a rather odd 
piece of microcosmography :

"Man is the most spiritual creature, so his shape 
is most like heaven* Now a man’s chin is inclined 
over his chest, and the back of his head does not
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cover his spine. Taking the analogy from the body* 
we can tell that the heavens incline down into the 
earth in the south and are inclined upward in the 
north,
At the winter solstice the pole sinks down, and heaven 
turns nearer to the south. Thus the sun is further 
from men and the pole is nearer. The ch1i of north 
heaven comes, so it is freezing cold. At the summer 
solstice the pole rises and heaven turns nearer to 
the north. Thus the pole is further from men and 
the sun is nearer. The ch1i of south heaven comes, 
so it is boiling hot.
At the time when the pole is high the sun goes only 
a shallow distance below the earth, so the night is 
short. Heaven is high above earth, so the day is 
long. When the pole is low the sun travels deep 
into the earth, so the night is long. Heaven is 
not far from earth, so the day is short. Thus in 
winter heaven moves in accordance with the Hun t 1ien, 
and in summer in accordance with the Ka.i t'ien."

attachment of the sun to heaven, as he makes the rising 
and sinking of heaven move the position of the sun. All 
this is, of course, exactly the position criticised by 
Wang Ch'ung 150 years before. Why, he asked, does the 
moon, also attached to heaven, appear lower in the sky 
in summer rather than higher ? (Ill (6)(i)). There is the 
further objection, common to all theories involving a 
relative translation of heaven and earth ; why are not 
less stars visible in winter than in summer ?

something like "bright heaven". It is this term that 
Yti Hsi uses in his passing reference written c, A.D. 3(t0

(see Textual Notes (£>) , cuvd 
Sul $ka ̂ I'I, i S

Note that Yao Hsin evidently believes in the

In all sources of the above material Yao's theory
is given the name , which would mean
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(IV (7)(b)). He Tao-yang (fl. c. A.D. **50) says however 
that Yao Hsin originated a theory called Hsien t 1ien 
(V (l)(a)), and Shen Yueh the compiler of the Sung shu 
(c* A.D. 500) says that Hsin must be an error for Hsien

CHSC)* "In the first half of the seventh century A.D.

is inclined up high in the north and down low in the 
south, "like the rail (hsien) of a chariot" (Li chi, 1 At, 
7a, subcoram. SSCCS). The proposed loans are phonetically 
possible whether or not they are semantically likely : 
for the T'ang pronunciation Karlgren gives (GSR) Q̂ T
VcSTl and 139^-^f . Nevertheless these attempts at

clarification do not seem particularly helpful, and all 
that we can say is that the meaning of the original term 
has always been obscure.

iiupstanding" (Sung shu, 23, 680,

says that in this case D/I
^7-r .'T' J Hsien, meaning that heavenHsin should be read as
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(6) Liu Chih ; a universe in harmony 

(a) Cosmographical theories

Liu Chih M  J IH7 (c. A.D, 220-2 90) is one of a 
number of authors whose work has been transmitted to us 
through a single source, the K'ai yuan chan ching. Apai't 
from the long text in KYCC 1, 23b-27a there are only a 
few scraps in Sui shu, 19 * 5^0, CHSC, in TPYL 2, 8b, and 
CSC 1, la* There are no references to Liu’s theories in 
other authors’ discussions* Nevertheless his writing 
is an elegant and perceptive treatment of certain problems 
in cosmography from the third century viewpoint, and goes 
a considerable way towards filling a similar role for 
celestial physics to that played for cosmological mathe
matics by Nang Fan’s work.

Liu Chih followed the tradition that we have 
already met in the work of Lu Chi, claiming a very much 
earlier origin for* cosmographical theories than the admittedly 
somewhat sparse evidence now available might lead us to 
conclude* Liu represents an interlocutor as noting in 
a query addressed to himself that :

’’Hstian Hsil Shih^?n^ £%■ made the Hun i and
Huang Ti ^  'yft made the Kai t * ten. ”

KYCC, 1, 25a
The conventional dates for these legendary 

emperors’ accessions are 2513 B.C. and 2697 B.C. res
pectively, although some sources reverse the sequence.



It is interesting to note that priority is apparently
given to the Kai t 1ien : Liu's ideas on the origin of
the I-Iun and Kai do in fact require this. He conceives
of both theories as having been embodied in instruments
from the very first, which is presumably why he uses
the term Hun i ✓ f i t  [ « »  .erical instrument] rather
'k*lan Hun t 1 ien )jj! 7^ [spherical heaven]. Hun 1 is
of course a well-known name for the armillary sphere.
Liu does not carry his logic to the point of creating
a neologism Kai i “ftf? . Nevertheless, he believes
that a "Kai instrument" once existed :

"Now both these are devices of- ancient manufac
ture, but those who have handed on the theories 
have lost the proper method of using them. 
Formerly, when the sage kings ordered the calen
dar and clarified the seasons they made a round 
cover [kai] in order to illustrate the hsiu in 
sequence, and the pole was at its centre. They 
rotated it in order to view the celestial con- 
ste3-lations , but it was not good enough for 
fixing dawn and dusk or ascertaining the division 
between day and night. Therefore they made the 
Hun i . They made an image of the body of heaven, 
likewise with the pole at the centre ... "

KYCC, 1, 25 a-b.
Disregarding the conventional but impossible 

chronology there is a good deal to be said for Liu's 
suggestion as to the origin of the main cosmographies. 
The diagram of the seven heng in the Chou pei is cer
tainly a skeleton planisphere, even if we have no 
ancient examples of actual phy.sical devices of this 
kind (II (3)(b)). Further, I think we may reasonably
conclude that there must have been an inseparable link



between the conception of the celestial sphere and the 
development of armillary instruments (III (3)(c)). The 
great advantage of the Hun t'ien was of course that an 
armillary sphere was in effect a model of the macrocosm 
and that by the process of astronomical observation it 
could be seen to be capable of apparently exact corres
pondence with the large-scale universe.

Liufs general statements about the Hun t ' .ien 
are not particularly remarkable* He does say that the 
round heaven encloses a square earth (KYCC, 1, 23b), and 
earth is said to be supported by ch' i (KYCC, 1, 24a).
The objection he raises against the Kai t 1ien is the 
well-known one that under that system it is impossible 
for the sun to rise due east and set due west on a day 
when day and night are of equal length, which is in fact 
what actually occurs at the equinoxes. This point was 
also made by Huan T'an c.JC< B.C. (Ill (4) (a)).

^k^ Yin - Yang interaction and the cause of eclipses

advanced an explanation of lunar eclipses according to 
which the earth's shadow fell on the celestial sphere 
diametrically ojjposite the sun. This place was called

it passed through this position the moon suffered eclipse. 
Consistently enough, for Chang believed that the stars

It may be recalled (III (7)(c)) that Chang Heng

or "dark space", and when
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too drew their illumination from the sun, he considered
that the passage of this shadow across a star likewise
blotted it from view. Apart from this last feature,
Chang's explanation seems to the modern reader both
accurate and obvious.

As we shall shortly see, Liu Chih shows that
he is acquainted with this theory, but nevertheless bases
his ideas of eclipses on quite different principles. For
him the relation of sun and moon are determined by their
status as complementary opposites : the sun is the great
Yang emitting radiance, the symbol of the ruler, while
the moon is the great Yin, accepting the Yang's radiance,
the symbol of the servant (KYCC, 1, 24a). For Liu it is
therefore quite appropriate that the nearer the moon is
to the sun the less it should be illuminated

"Thus we can see that the moon is the symbol 
of a servant."

KYCC, I, 24b
As for a lunar eclipse, which always occurs at

a full moon, this is because the greater strength of the
Yang has suppressed the weaker Yin, preventing it from
following its nature (ibid). Naturally a solar eclipse
is an ominous matter for Liu, as representing an instance
where the moon and sun have crossed in their travels, and
the Yin has, contrary to nature, overcome the ruling Yang :

"For the moon to conceal the body of the sun is 
for the lowly to behave coercively towards the 
honourable. Therefore in times of great peace 
conjunction [of sun and moon] occurs without an 
eclipse, for the honourable and lowly follow their 
appropriate w ay." KYCC, 1, 25a.
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In this last passage we can see a reflection of
the practical difficiilty of solar eclipse prediction* At

see the moon; in the case of a solar eclipse, however, 
the phenomenon will only be seen by those lying in the 
relatively narrow track of the moon's shadow over the 
earth's surface. An added difficulty for the Chinese 
astronomer's was of course that they lacked the knowledge 
that the earth was spherical. Nevertheless a considerable 
degree of skill was developed in empirical prediction of 
the times when the observation of a solar eclipse was 
highly likely, reaching its peak with the work of the 

astronomers before decline set in under the Ming 
(see SCC III 420).

wrote a memorial which was evidently meant as an apologia 
for instances where a predicted solar eclipse had failed 
to occur :

"At the moment of conjunction it may happen that 
the moon covers the sun. When this occurs it 
obscures the body of the sun and the sun's radiance 
wanes. This is called a solar eclipse. Or pos
sibly the sun covers the moon, and then the sun 
travels over the moon. This is called 'the Yin 
not encroachiiig on the Yang'. Even though [the 
sun and moon] meet, no change occurs. There is 
no way of predicting when the sun and moon will 
obscure one another in such a way that an eclipse 
must occur."

least a lunar eclipse is visible to all observers who can

Chou Huang , a contemporary of Liu Chih,

,78
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(c) Liu’s criticism of the "dark space" theory of 
lunar eclipses

Wang Ch'ung rejected the correct theory of solar
eclipses, and it cannot be said that his objections were
very convincing ones (III (6 )(f)). I do not think it is
quite clear from the passages quoted above whether or not
Liu Chih is rejecting the theory of solar eclipses in its
usual form involving physical obstruction. He seems
rather to be saying that such events are bad omens rather
than that they could never occur (cf. SCC III, 4l(t) . Liu
is, however, quite uncompromising on the question of the
"dark space" theory of lunar eclipses :

"Someone asked : 'Discussions of lunar eclipses
in ancient calendars ... sometimes say that it 
is the "dark space" ... Now why is it that you, 
sir, do not agree with this ?'
Liu Chih replied : * As to the "dark space", it
is held that diametrically opposite the sun is 
the shadow of the earth, where the sun's rays 
do not reach, and this is called the "dark space".
Now when light is emitted, and the radiating 
body is smaller than the object obscuring it, the 
shadow is larger than the original object. Now,
if the sun, with a diameter of 1,000 l_i, is ob~
scured by the body of the earth then the "dark
space" shadow will be more than half [of heaven (?)].
So why should it only be at the precise point of 
opposition that the stars disappear and the moon 
wanes ? By this argument it is evident that the 
better theory is that the Yin [i.e. the moon] does 
not take in the illumination [of the sun],
[Because, that is, it has been weakened by the 
Yang as in (b) above]."

KYCC, 1, 26a.
Liu's argument is quite devastating. The "dark 

space" theory is completely untenable in the universe
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pictured by any ancient Chinese cosmographer of whose work
we have evidence. For all of them who give an opinion,
the sun is a relatively small biody compared to the earth
which extends almost completely across the heavenly sphere.
Thus Liu's objection holds, and it does not seem quite
fai.r to call him ua mind prevented from accepting the
simplest explanation of the facts by a preconceived
theory of an organic universe of inevitably interacting
parts'1 (SCC III, 415)*

Liu is quite alive to the consequences of his
argument, for he makes his imaginary interlocutor continue i

’’If, as you have argued, there" must be a large
shadow, how is it that the rnoon shines when in
opposition to the sun ?11

ibid
Indeed, why are there any luminous bodies in the

night sky at all ? Liu responds by rejecting anything
approaching geometrical optics as an explanation of why
the moon shines. For him it is a question of a much
more subtle transmission of influence, akin almost to
radio transmission :

"Liu Chih replies : 'The Yin is bright because it
takes in the Yang. It does not need the bx’ightness 
of the Yang to illuminate it. The Yin and Yang 
respond to one another, that which is transparent 
taking in brightness, and that which is cold taking 
in warmth. [This is] penetration without an 
opening : the mutual response takes place what
ever the distance. Thus clouds appear where 
stone is foundf?): this is the penetration of the
ch'i of water. [The sun and moon] face each other 
and reach each other irrespective of any distance 
or bar’rier."

ibid
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Liu goes on to argue that if the sun really 
illuminated the moon directly, a strong sun (Yang) would 
imply a bright moon (Yin), which would contradict the 
usual principle according to which Yin and Yang predomi
nate alternately.

Liu’s universe is certainly harmonious and 
organic, but the trouble is that the Yin - Yang theories 
he uses are far too accommodating. All solar and lunar 
phenomena can easily be "explained" in terms of the ebb 
and flow of the Yin and Yang, or of their conflict or 
misbehaviour. The "dark space" theory proved its Popperian 
credentials by being so vulnerable to testing that it met 
its end, ironically enough, by failing to fit into a 
falsely conceived cosmos. As only catastrophic changes 
in the common world-view could have prevented this, 
involving an increase in the scale of the universe by 
at least twenty-fold so that the sun could be larger than 
earth, Liu cannot be blamed much for rejecting the theory.
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(7) Two Theories from the Yd family

(a) Heaven supported pneumatically

The Ytl family produced two men who apparently
took an interest in coamogrnphy. The better known was 

Hr -<r
Ytl Iisi J&g *o (fl. A.D. 3^0) i said to have discovered
the precession of the equinoxes (SCO XII, 33(>)i his
theories are discussed in (b) below. Here I shall deal

Hrwith the work of Yd Sung jjj , his senior by two
generations, and possibly active c. A.D. 265* (See
Textual Notes ( "7 ) for the difficulties of authorship
and genealogy here.)

Following the Ytl Sung fragment in Chin shu,
11, 280, CHSC, we have :

" ... [Yd] Sung further set up the Ch'iung t 'ien
rjr theory, which Says : 'The form of

heaven arches (ch * lung) upwards like an eggshell 
and its edge meets the boundary of the four seas 
on all sides. It floats on top of the primal
ch * i . This is analogous to pressing an inver-fcei
bowl down on water, when it does not sink, the 
reason being that it is full of ch11 . The sun 
circles the north pole, setting in the west and
returning from the east : it does not go in
or out of the earth. Heaven has its pole in 
the same way that a chariot umbrella has a boss. 
From the north of heaven down to earth is 30 tu, 
and likewise the pole's tilt places it 30 du north 
of the east-west line [mao-yu fyfl \%i ] of earth.
Man dwells over 100 ,000 li to the south of the
east-west line, and therefore below the Dipper 
pole is not the centre of earth, which should 
correspond to the position of the east-west 
line of heaven and earth. The sun follows the
ecliptic round the pole. The pole is 115 tu
away from the ecliptic northwards and 67 tu
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away from the ecliptic southwards. The long and 
short distances are where [the sun] lodges at the 
two solstices."

Yd Sung’s idea that heaven is supported by the
ch’i underneath it is not new, although it is vividly
expressed : see Chang Ileng's reference, III (7) (c).
There seems to be a strong liin't, reinforced by the box
analogy, that heaven is approximately hemispherical
rather than the usual complete sphere of the Hun t 1ien.
The whole fragment is, unfortunately, too incomplete
and elliptical in expression for us to form a definite
picture of Yd Sung’s cosmography. Are we to gather
that he believed in the Iial t 1 ien theory of the illusory
nature of sunrise and sunset from his denial that the
sun goes "in or out of the earth” ?

The statement that man is over 100,000 li
south of "the east-west” line may come from the Chou
pel’s figure for the distance from the observer to the
sub-polar point : this was of course 103,000 hi (II (2)
(a)). Yd Sung seems to be suggesting that the celestial 
pole ought to be over the centre of earth but was not in 
fact so placed. Could he have believed that some disaster 
such as that of Kung Kung had caused the tilt ? (I (2)
(b) (35) )» A century latex” Ko Hung (IV (8)) pointed
out that under Yd Sung’s scheme the northern stars, being 
more distant, should appear closer together' than the 
southern stars (TPYL, 595, 3a : see Textual Notes ( "7 )

-‘ifon the atti'ibution to Hung j ) , The Kai t ’ien was
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of course subject to similar criticisms (III (4k) (b)
(viii)),

(b) Ytl Ilsi’s theory of the fixity of heaven

cosmographical theories, let us see what his own An t 1ien

11 ... I consider that heaven is infinitely high,
and earth unfatliomably deep. Heaven is firmly 
placed above, and has a form constantly at rest 
(an), while earth is solidly below and has a 
body reposing in quiet. The one is covered by the 
other, which fits it. If one is square both are 
square; if one is round both are round. It 
makes no sense for them to be different as to 
squareness or roundness. The luminaries are 
disposed in oarder, each one moving' round on 
its own, like the ebb and flow of the Yangtze 
and the sea, or the activity and retirement of 
persons in office.11

differ in shape, Yii Hsi’s fixed vault represents a 
return to archaic ideas (I (2) (c)). Naturally, as
heaven cannot, as in the Hun t 1ien, carry the celestial 
bodies round with it, they must move of their own accord.
It may be this feature that caused the Sui shu and Chip shu 
to suggest that Ytl based his thinking' on IIs 11 an yeh ideas 
(III (9) (a)). Both of these likewise mention the cri-
tic ism by Ivo Hung, who was a contemporary of Ytl Hsi :

Before we examine Ytl Ilsi's opinions on other

theory consisted of :

Sui shu, 19, 907, CHSC 
(see also Textual Notes, ( ~7) )

Apart from the denial that heaven and earth
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"If the constellations are not attached to 
heciven, then heaven has no function, and one 
might as well say it did not exist. What is 
the point in saying that it exists but does 
not move ?"

Sui shu, 19, 508 
Note that it is clear from the work of Ko Hung 

(see IV (8) , passim) that he believed in the Ilun t ’ien. 
We must therefore take this criticism as a protest 
against the denial of heaven's rightful function 
rather than as urging Ytl Hsi to go all the way and 
abandon a solid heaven altogether'. The reference to 
the shapes of heaven and earth by Yii Hsi may be a 
reminiscence of the well-known passage from the begin
ning of Chapter 89 of the Ta tai li chi :

"If heaven was really round and earth really 
square this would mean that the four corners 
[of the earth] would not be covered."

(c) Yd Hsi 011 cosrnographical theories

A sizeable fragment in TPYL, 2, 9a, partly
paralleled in Shang shu chu su, 3i 6b, SSCCS, gives a
discussion by Ytl Hsi of the three main cosmographies.
Both the Hun t 1ien and Kai t 1ien are correctly but
briefly characterised, with a note of the Chou pei's
theory of sunrise and sunset as optical illusions* A
novel criticism of the Hun t 'ien is as follows :

"I submit that if heaven enclosed earth like 
the yolk in the middle of an egg, then earth 
is an object in heaven. Why did the Sages give



it a separate name and make it the correlate 
of heaven ?"

TPYL, 2, 9b

Yil also criticises "an ancient tradition", 
obviously connected with the archaic notions of 1 (2)
(b) (15) t according to which the sun and moon pass
through a "flying valley" Fei ku ''o'-' somewhere in
the earth. He points out that this would involve the 
celestial bodies passing through water (see al.so IV (8) 
( ) ) .  Oddly he connects this with the Kai t 1ien. As 
for the Hsuan yeh, he states that nothing is known of 
what form it took. He notes that a Mr. Chen m  ft 
thought that the names of the cosmographical theories 
might simply be the hsing and ming of their inventors. 
However, he also explains Chou pei I?) as refer
ring to the circling, chou, of heaven above the low 
pei earth. Likewise IIsdan yeh means "light and
dark", because "its method
dark and light" (Shang shu

united the calculations of 
chu su, 3, 6b, SSCCS). This

is, of course, all speculation on Yd*s part.
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(8) Ko Hung

(a ) On the H u n t 1ien and the hexagrams

Ko Hung j-pz (£1. A.D. 320.-3*1:0) is eqiially 
well known by his hao Pao P'u Tzu ♦ A book by
this name and indisputably written by him is extant, but 
little of the material used in this survey is drawn from 
it. He was best known as an alchemist (SCO V : 2, 62) 
although I hope what follows will show that he was also 
well-informed on matters of cosmography. A good text of 
an essay by him is preserved in Chih shu, 11, 281, CHSC, 
paralleled closely by Sui shu, 19, 509, CIISC, and partly 
by TPYL, 869, ^b ( -pAty/iew't CSC., I, 31*-) essay
begins with a condensation of the beginning of Chang Heng's 
Hun t * ien i (III ( ~7 )( C )) and praises the exactitude of 
the Hun t * ien theory. Lu Chi is named as one who carried 
on Chang’s work, and it is interesting that Ko Hung leads 
into a discussion connected with Lu's "proof" that the 
Hun t 'ien was described in the text of the I ching

if heaven surrounds the earth, and earth is supported on 
water as described by Chang Heng, then heaven must pass 
under this water. Ytl Hsi, a contemporary of Ko Hung, 
was one of those who. objected to this (IV (7)(c)), and 
the problem had been raised by Wang Ch'ung three centuries

(IV, ( X  ) ( 0-)) .
The problem confronted is as follows : clearly
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earlier (III (6J (i)) . ICo does not attempt to deny the 
existence of the waters beneath the earth, but answers 
the difficulty by pointing out that there is no real 
problem in this situation. Indeed, he gives his answer 
in terms of the "correlative thinking" that others relied 
on to suggest the impropriety of the submersion of the 
heavenly sphere. Thus, he argues, both heaven and dragons 
are Yang. Dragons are aquatic creatures. (It must be 
remembered that this is not the fiery dragon wyrm of 
Germanic myth, but the beneficient rain-bringing lung .) 
Therefore heaven, being likewise Yang, should find no 
obstacle to being under-water. This is the usual 
correlative pattern, according to which groups selected 
on fairly arbitrary criteria are said to be closely 
linked in their essential properties and behaviour 
(SCC II, 279)• Ko Hung gives a further proof using a 
similar thought scheme, in this case the theory of the 
wu hsing i  ^J "five elements" i.e. water, fire, wood, 
metal, and earth. Heaven corresponds to the element 
metal, and metal and water are linked by the relation 
of "mutual production" hsiang sheng (SCC II, 255)*
Hence there is no incompatibility about heaven passing 
through water

Even more non-physical for a modern reader is 
Ko Hung's second argument, in which he turns to the 
I ching. It will be remembered (IV (2)(a)) that Lu Chi 
had already used the text of this work to argue that the
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Hun t 1ien was known in very ancient times. Ko Hung,
however, takes it as axiomatic that the I ching is a
repository of truth, and proceeds to prove that heaven
can pass beneath the earth by pointing out that this can
be deduced from the hexagrams themselves. Here he relies
on the fact that the component trigrams of a hexagram
have their own significance. Thus :

+/-Ch1 ien heaven

earthIv'un j:^7 

K 1 an uniter

Li fire

Given this scheme he points to the two following hexagrams 
as evidence that the sun can be either above earth or 
below it :

Chin 4sr (fire above earth)

Ming I (fire below earth)

Similarly, heaven can pass beneath water :

.Hsif (heaven below water)

A logical objection which springs to mind is 
that since the I ching contains all possible hexagrams



(a total of 64) , it can be used to prove that any given 
set of circumstances can occur, given the wide range of 
symbolism attached to the component trigrams and even to 
individual lines. Perhaps, however, ICo Hung, as a Taoist 
committed to a universe of continual transformation 
(SCC, II, 439) i would not have seen this as an objection
of any force, but rather as a point in support of his views.

(b) The attack on Hang Ch’ung

The reader will recall Wang’s voluminous polemic 
in favour of the Kai t'ien (III (6)). One of his first 
points against other theories was of course that they 
involved the passage of heaven through the subterrene 
waters. Ko Hung does not mention Wang’s name in the 
argtiment reviewed in (a) , but the references to him in 
subsequent sections suggest strongly that the whole essay 
is intended to act as an antidote to his arguments for 
the ICai t 1 ien. For convenience of reference I shall deal 
with Ko Hung’s points in a numbered sequence in the same 
order in which they occur in the original. (The arguments 
are paraphrased for the sake of brevity.)

(i) Huan T ’an is quoted for the two arguments 
referred to in III (4)(a), q.v.

(ii) From rising to setting, all heavenly bodies
rise upwards from the eastern horizon, cul
minate , and move down over the western 
horizon. Hence heaven cannot be moving 'like
a mill-stone" as Wang Ch’ung argued (III (6 )(d)), 
for then we would expect the stars etc. to



perform a circuit east-south-west-north~east .. 
and they do not do so.
There are extant three fragments, parallel in 

essentials, in which Ko Hung describes the mill-stone 
analogy as a theory of the "Chou pei school", in words 
very similar to those used by Wang Ch'ung : see TPYL 967
5b; 762, 8a, and PICLT, 84, Igb. (ef. CjwtsL >1,

(iii) The sun is 1,000 li across, much bigger than 
stars. Even if, as under the Kai t 'ien, the 
sun has moved too far away for its rays to be 
visible, one should still be able to see its 
body. Further, if the stars are visible when 
to the north of the pole, why not the sun, 
which is much brighter ?
It is interesting from the point of view of 

optics to note that Ko Hung distinguishes between seeing 
the light from a body and seeing the body itself. On the 
second part of the argument, a Kai t 1ien supporter might 
well have argued that the sun, viewed as an aggregate
of small sources of light, could have no greater
illuminating range than each source alone. One can 
easily imagine Wang Ch'ung replying thus, but by the time 
of Ko Hung the supporters, if any, of the Kai t 1ien are 
no longer represented. in the remaining literature.

(iv) If, following Wang Ch'ung1s analogy of the 
torch (III (6)(b), it is assumed that the 
setting of the sun and moon is an illusion,
and that what is really happening is that 
they move too far away to remain visible, 
then they should gradually shrink away at 
"setting". But, on the contrary, they 
appear larger.

(v) When the sim has half set, it is "like a 
mirror broken horizontally". But if it is 
really moving round northwards as under the



Kai t 'ien, the northern edge should be first 
to pass out of range, and so the dividing line 
should be vertical.

.(v±) Even when the relatively weakly shining moon 
is obscui'ed by clouds, the night is still not 
completely dark. So even if the sun did pass 
to the north of the pole, surely, as it is 
very bright, the night should never be very 
dark at all.

(vii) Heaven intends the sun and moon to shine on 
the earth in turn. This could hardly be the 
case if, as under the Kai t'ien, the sun is 
always above the earth.

(viii) Wang argued that the sun and moon were, 
respectively, the essences of fire and water, 
and that since fire and water were not round 
on earth, no more could the sun and moon be 
so in heaven. Their apparent roundness was 
an illusion due to distance (III (6 )(h)).
In apparent opposition to this, Ko Hung 
states that water and fire ai'e "the surplus 
ch1 i of Yin and Yang1t, while the sun and 
moon are the essences of Yin and Yang. Thus 
fire can be obtained from the sun with a 
speculum, and water can be obtained from the 
moon with a dew-tank (SCC, IV : 1, 39-90), 
but the process is not reversible. Clearly 
therefore, fire and water do not produce the 
sun and moon. Ko disposes of Wang's supposed 
relation between the producing agent and the 
product by pointing out that the fire from a 
speculum is not roLuid, nor is the water from 
a dew-tank square.

(ix) As to Wang's theory that the apparent roundness 
of sun and moon is an illusion due to their 
distance, Ko Hung points to the phases of the 
moon. If Wang was right, the moon ought not
to change shape, but should remain round while 
periodically shrinking and swelling. Similar 
considerations apply to solar eclipses.

Needham (SCC, III, (tl3i (g)) suggests that Ko 
Hung, like Aristotle, is arguing here for the moon's 
sphericity from the appearance of its phases. I do not 
think that this is the point he is making. K o 's argument
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would not be affected if the moon was simply a disc 
whose shape changed periodically, and it is hinted in
(iv) that the sun is in fact a disc. The sphericity of 
sun and moon does not seem to be explicitly stated
before Chiang Chi c. A.D, 3&5 (IV (9)■(*>))•

Note that Ko Hung does not refer to the eight 
objections to the Kai t'ien supposedly propounded by 
Yang Ilsiung (III (4)(b)). As ali'eady mentioned, this may
suggest that that material is of later date than it
purports to b e .

(c) The tides and the motion of heaven

In the period of this survey it is not easy to
find evidence of detailed discussion of the relation
between tidal phenomena and the moon (see SCC III, 483 ff) •
Ko Hung makes the connection in one fragment :

"The essence of the moon produces water. Therefore 
when the moon is full the tides are large."

TPYL, 4, 8b.

The trouble is, of course, that although spring 
tides do indeed occur at full moon, they also occur at 
new moon, when the moon vanishes entirely. Nevertheless 
it is interesting that Ko Hung does seem to believe that 
the moon actually causes the tidal variation. Yang 
Ch’tlan, as can be seen from a fragment of his Wu 1 i lun 
seems to have been more typically Chinese in that he
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simply points out a correlation :
"The moon being the essence of* water, on the one 
hand there are large and small tides, and on the 

: other hand there are waxings and wanings of the moon."
PTSC, 150, 2a

Note, by the way, the difference over which of
the moon/water pair has priority : see above, (b)(viii).

Elsewhere XCo Iiung deals with the tides in much
more mechanical terms. In one instance the Milky Way,
known as the T 1ien ho "celestial river" is taken
as actual water. Beneath the earth :

" ... it meets with the lower waters and joins with 
the waters of the sea. The three waters mix to
gether, and the rotation of heaven stirs them. 
Therefore they seethe turbulently and form the 
tides."

TPYL, 68, 5b.
After rejecting an attempt to derive

ch1 ao "tide" from "morning", he states :
" ... The waters come from the edge of heaven.
In the course of a month heaven goes eastwards 
twice and westwards twice. Therefore the tides 
are twice large and twice small. Again, in 
summer the sun is in a southern hsiu. The Yin 
is depleted and the Yang is full. Thus heaven 
rises 15,000 li and so the tides are large. In 
winter the sun is in a northern hsiu. The Yin 
is full and the Yang is depleted. Thus heaven 
sinks 15,000 l_i and the tides are small. Again 
in spring the sun is in an eastern hsiu, and 
heaven is rising [lit: "is high"] 15,000 li, 
so the spring tides gradually increase. In 
autumn the sun is in a western hs iu, and heaven 
is falling [lit: "is low"] 15,000 la., so the
autumn tides gradually lessen"

TPYL, 68, 5b 
also
TPYL, 25, 6a, in part
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Ko describes the monthly phenomena correctly
enough in the second sentence, but his notions of high
tides in summer and low tides in winter apply only to
the day tides. The figure of 15i000 li is obviously
connected with the K'ao ling yao tradition (see III (10)),
but the fact that the Yin and Yang are stressed and that
it is heaven that moves rather than earth suggests a
stronger link with Yao Hsin's theories (see IY, (5))*
All this is certainly something of an unexpected addition
to ICo Hung's otherwise straightforward Hun t 1 ien views. 
|\|o'te- tk*\ir U p's hitLeX, See,v*o "to I  CK- ĉL. ''Wcjk.v’CS'- .
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(9) Chiang Chi

(a) The Hun t'ien and Kai t'ien

Chiang Chi 4/1 (fl. A.D. 385) is one of
S€Ver^| cosmographers who would have remained almost 

unknown to us if not for the slender chain of good fortune 
that preserved selections from their work in the IC1 ai 
yuan chan ching. In succeeding sections I shall discuss 
his views on the motion of the earth and on questions of 
what may be called ’'celestial optics", such as the hori
zon illusion; these are of considerable interest and 
originality. Before this, however, a brief account of 
his notions about more central issues may help to set the 
rest of his thinking in context.

A substantial essay by him, entitled Lun t 'ien 
i 4 si %  is found in ICYCC 2, la - It opens with
the statement that two cosmographical theories, the 
Hun t 1ien and Kai t 1ien, have come down to his day.
Perhaps significantly, the Hsitan yeh is not mentioned 
(see III (9))* The Kai t'ien is accurately described, 
with its slightly convex earth and its distance-illusion 
theory of sunrise and sunset. Yang Hsiung is mentioned 
as an opponent of the Kai t* ien, and it is interesting 
that the one objection given as propounded by him is 
the comparatively subtle "water-level" experiment.
This claims that the use of a water-level on a mountain



top shows that the rising sun is below the observer, 
thus falsifying the Kai t ’ien claim that the heavenly 
bodies are always far above the earth. It is the 
sixth of the "eight objections" discussed in III (4t) (b) , 
where it was concluded that there was some doubt as to 
whether they should in fact be attributed to Yang Hsiung.

Chiang’s short description of the Hun t ’ien is 
paralleled almost exactly in KYCC 1, 20b. Earth is 
inside the sphere of heaven, and the axis of this sphere 
is tilted, so that the north celestial pole is 36 tu 
above the earth, and the south celestial pole is 38 tu 
below it* The consequence of this is that round the north 
pole there is a 72 tu diameter circle of perpetual visi
bility, while in the south there is a 72 tu diameter 
circle of perpetual invisibility. The equator and the 
ecliptic are not mentioned, and we are simply told that 
the orbits of the seven luminaries follow a constant 
rule. It becomes clear later than Chiang does not 
believe that the heavenly bodies are moving on the inner 
surface of the heavenly sphere. Further, although he 
does not seem to wish to dismiss altogether a seasonal 
displacement of the sun's orbit, he lays far greater 
stress on the effect of the displacement of heaven and 
earth, the sun's path being regarded as fixed in space* 
Naturally, therefore, the ecliptic as a circle on the 
heavenly sphere has less significance for him than for 
more orthodox followers of the Ilun t 1 ien who believed 
the earth to be at rest.
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(b) The sun and moon; eclipses

Another work by Chiang Chi is his Hun t 1ien lun
ta nan ,/ , preserved in KYCC 1,
20a - 22b. It is in the form of a dialogue between
Chiang and an objector. In the first place the problem
is raised that whereas it is perfectly proper for the
sun (Yang) to emit light, how is it that the moon (Yin)
can do this also ? Chiang responds that the moon shines
by the sun's reflected light : this is the position first
stated by Ching Fang in the first century B.C. (ill (5)(a))
and rejected by Liu Chih (IV (6) (c)). Chiang goes on
to make an important statement, in which the phases of
the moon are correctly explained for the first time :

"Also, the moon does not wane and wax. Waning 
and waxing are due to men's [point of view].
The bodies of sun and moon are like round pellets, 
each of diameter 1,000 li,. Where the moon faces 
the sun it is always bright; At the new moon the 
sun illuminates its west side, but men are to the 
east of it, and do not see the brightness ... at 
opposition men are between sun and moon, and so 
they see [the moon] as round. Suppose that at 
the time of new moon a man was transported to 
between the sun and moon and looked eastwards; 
the moon would shine as round as at oxoposition. "

ment that sun and moon are spherical, although we have of 
course seen previous examples of their being referred to
as "round" yuan _ , which could mean either a sphere or
a disc. Naturally, no convincing explanation of the

KYCC 1, 21a

This appears to be the earliest explicit state-



moon's phases was possible until this point had been
cleared up. The dimension given is, of course, the 
usual figure.

Remembering Liu Chih's discussion of lunar
illumination, the next objection is predictable :

"The brightness of moon and stars is, [according 
to you] produced when the sun illuminates them.
But at midnight at the time of full moon the 
sun is below the earth and the moon is above 
the earth. The earth interposes between them.
How can the sun's rays manage to illuminate the 
moon ? And how can there [only] be a 'dark 
space' always diametrically opposite the sun ?"

KYCC, 1, 21b

Chiang's interest in lunar eclipses was not 
purely theoretical. In A.D. 3^4 he compiled a calendar, 
the San chi chia tzu yuan li
(Chin shu, l8 , 366, CHSC), and pioneered the technique 
of locating the precise position of the sun on the assump
tion that it is diametrically opposite the moon during a 
lunar eclipse, (ibid, 570). The point about the 'dark 
space' an lisd was thus of great importance to
him. Unlike Liu Chih, Chiang Chi was committed to the 
actual irradiation of the moon by the sun, and he could 
only maintain this position if he could suggest a means 
by which the sun's rays might reach the moon despite the 
presence of the flat earth extending over most of the 
horizontal diameter of heaven. His answer is :

"In illuminating the heavens, the sun leaves 110 
XDlace, whether in darkness or light, that it does 
not reach. It biases foi’th between the four poles,



and shines throughout the universe*, [its rays] 
shine along [the surface of] heaven and illumi
nate the stars and the moon, like flames licking 
up inside a chimney, with the result that its 
illumination passes through every place. Only 
diametrically opposite [the sun] it does not 
shine, and this is called the 'dark space'."

IvYCC, 1, 21b.
Thus the' sun's rays are propagated along the 

inner surface of the celestial sphere, and illuminate 
the moon and stars despite the fact that there is no 
direct line of sight. Chiang's analogy of flames 
licking along the inside surface of a chimney is 
striking enough; the modern reader might tend to think 
in terms of the phenomenon of total"internal reflection.
It is by no means clear, however, why the sun's rays 
should just fail to reach the diametrically opposite point 
to the sun, creating the "dark space". Perhaps, if 
pressed, Chiang would have retreated to a position of 
claiming that since there evidently is such an unillumi
nated position it must, by symmetry, be exactly opposite 
the sun, and can thus be used as required for calendrical 
purj^os es.

Returning now to the question of lunar illumi
nation in the light of Chiang's theory of curvilinear 
propagation it is evident that his explanation of the 
moon's phases has certain flaws. Assuming for the sake 
of argument that the earth was no obstacle and that the 
sun's rays travelled in straight lines, the phases could 
not be accurately predicted so long as sun and moon were
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thought of as equidistant from the earth. Under such 
circumstances a half-moon should occur at conjunction, 
and at quadrature it would appear three-quarters full.

The problem is partly solved, for the period 
immediate3.y around conjunction at least, if the moon is 
placed somewhat closer to the centre of the heavenly 
sphere than the sun. As we shall shortly see, Chiang 
suggests this. Nevertheless an accurate theory of lunar 
phases on the basis of rectilinear propagation of the 
sun’s light is only possible if it is assumed that the
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sun is very much further from the earth than is the moon. 
As in the case of lunar eclipse theory a straightforward 
explanation is only possible if the basic scheme of the 
Hun t 1ien universe is modified out of all recognition, 
and no cosraographer ever seems to have risen to the 
challenge. It appeal's, however, that Chiang Chi may not 
have ignored the difficulty altogether. In a somewhat 
obscure passage (KYCC, 1, 21b-22a) he seems to be 
approaching the problem from the standpoint of his hypo
thesis that the sun's rays travel round the inner surface 
of the celestial sphere. I am unable to reach a fully 
satisfactory version of his views, but it is possible that 
he held that the earth’s- intervention between sun and 
moon at opposition acts as a variety of "flame spreader" 
so that the moon is evenly illuminated, an effect which 
cannot occur at conjunction. There is a reminiscence of 
Liu Chih's ideas of Yin-Yang resonance in his statement 
that, even though they are over* li, apart at
opposition, the sun illuminates the moon in the same way 
that a flame leaps from one lamp-wick to another. Inci
dentally, this dimension is taken from the same Kai t ’ien 
source as Chiangfs later figures (see (d) below).

As we have seen, Chiang devotes some effort to 
"saving the phenomena" of lunar eclipses and lunar phases, 
lie next attempts to justify the occurrence of a completely 
imaginary phenomenon, a general stellar eclipse. This 
is said to occur when a solar eclipse happens at night,
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and the basis for this allegation is presumably the
notion that the stars as well as the moon shine only by
reflected light (see III (7) (d)) . Chiang's imaginary
objector argues :

"When the sun is eclipsed at night the multitude 
of stars vanishes. Now the body of the moon is 
not larger than the earth. When the sun is below 
the earth, and the moon is above the earth, even 
though the body of the earth is large, it still 
cannot block off the sun so that it does not 
shine on the moon. The moon's body is smaller 
than earth, so how can it block off the sun, so 
that it does not illuminate the stars ?”

KYCC, 1, .22a
To this Chiang replies :

” ... The sun is above, the moon comes next, and 
the stars are placed below this. The earth is 
inside the hsiu, so it cannot block off the sun.
The sun’s rays follow along the stars and moon 
and illuminate them. The moon is outside the 
hsiu. Therefore when the moon blocks the sun 
it cannot illuminate the stars."

KYCC, 1, 22b, emended 
as in tSMlC, Chin, 153, 13a

Whether or not Chiang's solutions to this and 
other problems are felt to be fully convincing, he cer
tainly faced up to their existence more perceptively 
than other cosmographers in the Chinese tradition.

(c) On the horizon illusion

A fragment on this subject is attributed to an 
otherwj.se unknown An Chi / A in the Sui shu, 19, 513, 
CHSC. The CIISC editors note suggestions that An ~yC should



be considered as a mistake for Chiang , which is not
in itself improbable, nor is the content of the material 
such as to disqualify it for attribution to Chiang Chi. 
The question of authorship is in any case not very 
important, and it seems sufficient to note that the 
Sui shu evidently considers that this is a Chin text, a 
view confirmed by an introductory reference to Shu Ilsi, 
fl. A.D. 270.

After rejecting any idea of actual variation 
of angular size on the celestial sx^here for bodies at 
the horizon and zenith, the text embarks 011 an exposition 
which attempts to link apparent solar size to colour 
variation :

•'The sun is the essence of pure Yang; when its 
bright light blazes outwards it dazzles the 
human eye, so that it appears to be small. When 
it first rises, if there are wandering vapours 
coming out of the earth which obscure the sun's 
brightness, the human eye is not dazzled, and 
the sun appears red and lai~ge. If there are no 
wandering vapours it is white and not so large.
If the vapours of the earth do not reach heaven, 
then in the course of a day the sun is red at 
dawn and dusk, and white at noon* When the 
earth's vapours rise up and obscure all space 
so that they are merged into heaven, then even 
at noon the sun is red. The sun is of the same 
category as fire. The body of a fire is red 
but its flames are yellow, so the sun’s redness 
is quite appropriate. Thus the I'edness of the 
sun is like a fire being without flames. Its 
brightness is diminished and it has lost its 
normal state, and hence the difference."
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(d ) Motion of earth and heaven

Chiang Chi's originality and critical spirit 
have, I hope, been exemplified in the material already 
discussed. Finally I will turn to his account of the 
motion of earth and heaven. In this it seems fair to 
say that he exposed the difficulties and inadequacies of 
the theoretical scheme within which he worked, without 
being able to achieve any significant advance. The main 
obstacle was, as elsewhere in cosmographical discussions, 
the inadequacy of Chinese geometry at this period. As has 
already been mentioned Chiang had done original work in 
the mainly arithmetical field of calendrical science, 
but this had not equipped him with any better tool for 
solving right triangles than the ancient "inch for a 
thousand li/’ rule. He evidently realised that it gave 
doubtful results in the context in which he a j i p l i e d  it, 
but does not seem to have known that the rule only worked 
for a universe in which heaven and earth were plane and 
parallel. Wang Fan had already missed this point (IV (2)
(c)) and Tsu Keng-chih (V ( 3 ) ( lr ) ) continued to use
Wang's figure for the radius of heaven, despite the fact 
that he introduced a more general use of the mathematics 
of similar triangles. Even the great meridian survey of
A.D. 725, although it rejected any 3.inoar distance shadow 
length relation (Iisin T 'ang shu, 31? 8l6 , CHSC) , seems to 
have done so on purely empirical grounds (but cjf. SCC IV 
(l) ff. 2 WdUK\ I tc)}.



In his account of the periodic motions of earth
and heaven Chiang does not refer to the K'ao ling yao at
all, and he mentions Cheng Hstlan twice only. Nevertheless
it is evident that these are his sources : at time he
repeats Cheng's material word for word. Like Cheng he
does not advance any mechanism to explain why heaven and
earth should move in the manner descx'ibed, but unlike
Cheng he examines the astronomical consequences of these
motions in some detail. Chiang's discussion opens (KYCC,
2, 2a) with a statement that, according to the Chou pei :

1 Jrii = 2932 li + a fraction
summer solstice shadow [of 8' gnomon] = 1. (fc' [actual

Chou_jDei figure 
is 1.6*]

winter solstice shadow [of 8 1 gnomon] = 13*5'
Circumference of heaven = 1,071,000 li.

sions apply only to the equinoctial heng of the Kai t 1ien 
theory (II (3 ) (h)), but in common with others, such as 
Lu Chi (IV (2) (a)), Chiang has apptlied them to the celes
tial sphere. This was the problem confronting all Hun 
t 'ien theorists : their assumption that the observer was
at the centre of the celestial sphere meant that he had 
no means of discovering its size. Therefore if they 
wanted to put figures to their model these had to be 
taken from the gnomon mathematics of an incompatible 
cosmography, the Kai t 1ien. Chiang now describes a scheme

diameter o
Of course these figures for the celestial dimen
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of celestial and terrestrial motions :
’'Within the four piao there are 15,000 li,
and outside them there are 15,000 li. There
fore heaven [KYCC adds "[and the] sun", which 
is inconsistent with the rest of the text] 
moves in four directions within a range of
30,000 1J-, south in winter, north in summer, 
west in sjoring, and east in autumn. In each 
case it moves up to the four piao and stops. 
Earth likewise rises and falls in the midst 
of heaven, and the amount of its lateral motion 
is equal to that of heaven. The sun likewise 
passes 15,000 li outside the constellations, 
and the diameter of its orbit is exactly in 
correspondence with the fotir piao."

KYCC, 2, 2a.

There is nothing here that is not contained in 
the known fragments of Cheng Hsiian's work (III (1-0) (c)).
Although there seems to be a greater degree of coherence 
it is still difficult to form a consistent mental picture 
of the situation Chiang envisaged. A first conjecture 
might be as in Fig. IV (G)'.

(r.T.o.)
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Fig. IV (5-)
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is the sphere on which the sun and the four 
piao lie; is the sphere of stars, and is heaven
itself. It can at least be said in favour of this model 
that it corresponds to the arrangement of heaven, sun and 
stars described by Chiang Chi elsewhere (see (b) above 
and ICYCC 1, 22b) * Unfortunately Chiang is inconsistent 
in his use of terms. In the section just quoted heaven 
and the four piao ax̂ e obviously distinct, but a little
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later (ICYCC, 2, 2b) Chiang states that at the equinoxes, 
when the earth’s surface is centrally placed, the distance 
between heaven and earth, to be obtained by halving the 
diameter of the piao, is 190,000 li. But we have already 
been told that heaven has a diameter of 357>000 li, which 
gives a radius of 178,500 li, an inconsistency of 11,500 li.
If we allow ourselves to ignore the reference to the piao 
in connection with the 190,000 li figure, we might feel 
that this larger sphere was the actual sphere of heaven 
itself, while the 357,000 li "heaven” was simply the orbit 
of the sun, said earlier to coincide with the piao. Fur
ther, if 190,000 li is an approximation to the figure of 
193*500 JJL that can be drawn from Cheng Hstian's data 
(III (10) (c) (xi)), the separation of the spheres becomes
15,000 li. as described. This somewhat confusing state 
of affairs, and much of Chiang's subsequent discussion, 
gives the impression that Chiang himself never progr’essed 
beyond puzzling over Cheng Hsttan1 s work, and did not 
evolve a consistent scheme. Had he thought geometrically 
rather than arithmetically, the drive to visualise a 
physical model might have been greater; as it was,
Chiang seems to have been content with a more piecemeal 
approach.

The originality of Chiang's contribution lies 
in his examination of the numerical quantities involved 
in the theory of the displacement of heaven and eax'th.
He begins by noting that a source he designates as the



I shuo tjjj % j\j (perhaps the lost work by Ching Fang ?) 
has the following data (KYCC, 2, 3a) :
winter solstice spring equinox

shadow 13.0 * shadow 7 .241
summer' solstice autumn equinox

shadow 1.48’ shadow 7*24*

total : 14.48* 14.48*

Of course the equinoctial shadows are simply fictitious 
data obtained, as in the Chou pei, by averaging the 
solstitial shadows, From this, he says, it is concluded 
that "east to west and north to south the diameter ching■ 111 ':b 11

and [orthogonal] diameter wei are equal”. Such
an argument might be based on the assumption that as the
two solstices and two equinoxes define a pair of perpen
dicular diameters of the celestial sphere, then the 
distance between (say) the two solstices can be found 
from the sum of the two solsticial shadows, since each of 
these represents the distance from one end of the diameter 
to an observer.

S o l s t i ' c u x L  S o la r  c l^fanOzx, .

S
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Thus 0 S corresponds to the summer solstice shadow and 
0 ¥ corresponds to the winter solstice shadow. The flaw 
is, of course, that even if the ancient linear shadow



distance relation holds, it gives the distances across te 
the flat earth to the subsolar point, not the direct 
slant distances to the sun. Although Chiang does proceed 
to criticise the argument of the I shuo, he does not
attack it on this ground, but simply faults the data
used. He does this by means of figures taken from the 
Ching ch'u 7ft calendar of A.D. 237 (see Chin
shu, l8 , 350? CHSC for original source).

summer winter spring autumnseason : 1solstice solstice equinox equinox
shadow : 1.51 13.O1 5-25* 5.5T
north polar 
distance
of sun : 67 1/8 tu 115 tu 89 -5/16 tu 90 5/8 tu

KYCC, 2, 3b

The equinoctial data here correspond fairly closely to 
reality. Of course the two north polar distances should 
both be 90° - 91 5/16 tu, and the shadows should be equal.

Chiang points out that the equinoctial shadows 
add up to 3*75’ less than the solsticial shadows. Hence, 
he argues, the east-west diameter is 37:500 li less than 
the north-south diameter. There is of course also a 
defect of 2 3/l6 t_u in the equinoctial north polar dis
tances, which Chiang approximates as 3 tu* His complaint 
that "the number of li from the degrees and from the 
shadows are different" presumably stems from using his 
declared value of 2,932 li/tu to obtain 8,796 li. He



later approximates this as 9:^00 li* All this is simply 
the application of rules of thumb in arithmetical calcu
lation, and is quite without any geometrical foundation. 
The factor of four between the two results of 9j000 li 
and 37:500 li. leads him to wonder whether Cheng Iisilan’s 
statement of the "inch for a thousand li" rule should 
not be revised to give four inches for a thousand li.

At this point Chiang returns to the question 
of the motion of heaven and earth. He makes it quite 
explicit that for him the significance of these effects 
is that they cause the observed variation in solar 
altitude :

"Heaven moves up to the four boundaries mien &E] 
and stops, but the path of the sun is level with 
the four piao, and neither rises nor sinks ...
After the spring equinox heaven and earth sink 
down and go south [iCYCC adds an inconsistent 
’west’], until the summer solstice, when the 
motion of heaven reaches the southernpiao and 
stops. Therefore the sun appears high and 
northerly ... "

KYCC, 2 , 4b.
Clearly, for Chiang as apparently with Cheng Hstian, the 
sun’s orbit remains fixed while heaven, earth, and the 
stars move in relation to it. He even concludes his 
account by a "thought experiment" using a model I-Iun t ’len 
to show that the rising and sinkingof the earth can 
affect the apparent position of the sun relative to the 
pole. Naturally he does not miss an opportunity for 
calculation. The angular distance between the two 
solstices is 24- tu of north polar distance, which, using
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the usual 2,932 li/tu figure gives, as he notes, "more 
than 60,000 li,r» So the motion of heaven and earth is 
not bounded by 30*000 li as usually held. Sadly, this 
exercise of critical thought was quite wasted in mani
pulation of meaningless relations. Throughout this part 
of Chiang's work there are hints that he realised that it 
was all leading to no more than the multiplication of 
confusion. The scheme he worked within was, alas, just 
adequate to prevent him discarding it and leaving the way 
open for the basic geometrical thinking that was ideally 
needed.

I
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(10) Cosmographical points from Lieh Tzu

(a) The book and its contents

The work which at present bears the name 
Lieh tau y  J 0 was traditionally attributed to Lieh

311 T # 1Ytt-k'ou ■' J tjt i a Taoist of the fifth century
B.C. There has however long been doubt as to the weight 
to be placed on this tradition, and the now most widely 
held view is that the book is a Chin dynasty compilation, 
much of its material being of late origin. It is for 
this reason that it is dealt with in the present section 
of this survey. In his edition Lieh tzu chi sh.il\

(Hong Kong 1958) , Yang P o - c M n  /}'3 3c
has collected a large number of essays on the origin 
of the bbok, and an account of the modern view is found 
in A. C. Graham (2). Graham (l) translates the work, 
and it is from his version that the following extracts 
are taken.

Material from Lieh tz.u has already been referred 
to in earlier parts of this survey : in I (3)(a) a
dialogue on the infinity of space was quoted, and in 
III (5)(a) the story of Confucius and the two small boys 
was discussed. As was then pointed out, the circumstances 
of the appearance of this second passage in other early 
sources without an attribution to Lieh tzu is at least 
consistent with the hypothesis of the late origin of



the book as we have it today.

(b) Ch’i as the celestial substance

I have already mentioned the history of the
notion of the insubstantiality of heaven in connection
with the problem of the Ilsllan yeh theory. There (III
(9)(d)) it was pointed out that in the first century A.D.
Wang Ch’ung attacked the idea that heaven was no more
than a mass of ch'i above the earth. Possibly this
theory can be traced back as far as Chuang Tzu, and it
may be that the following passage is simply another
instance where the Lieh tzu repeats, modifies, or expands
on ideas found in the earlier book.

"There was a man of Ch’i country who was so 
worried that heaven and earth might fall down 
and his body would have nowhere to lodge, that 
he forgot to eat and sleep. There was another 
man who was worried that he should be so worried 
about it, and therefore went to enlighten him.

’Heaven is nothing but the accumulated 
a^r f * 3-1 j there is no place where there 
is not air. You walk and stand all day inside 
heaven, stretching and bending, breathing in 
and breathing out; why should you worry about 
it falling down ?'

’If heaven really is accumulated air, 
shouldn't the sun and moon and stars fall 
down ? ’

’The sun and moon and stars are air which 
shines inside the accumulated air. Even if 
they did fall down, they couldn’t hit or harm 
anyone.’

’What about the earth giving way ? ’



'The earth is nothing but accumulated 
soil, filling the void in all four directions;

. there is no place where there is not soil. You 
walk and stand all day on the earth, stamping 
about with abrupt spurts and halts; why should 
you worry about it giving way ?•
The man was satisfied and greatly cheered; and 
so was the man who enlightened him.M

Lieh tzu chi shih, 1, l8;
Graham (2), 27

The text continues with the comment of another 
interlocutor that as "heaven and earth are one tiny 
thing within the void” we can by no means rely on their 
permanence. Finally Lieh Tzu himself urges, in Taoist 
fashion, that indifference to the ultimate fate of the 
universe is fax' the best attitude to adopt.

The writer of this passage almost certainly 
felt that the topic he was dealing with was of great 
interest in its own right, but equally certainly his 
main aim was to make a philosophical point. Neverthe
less, although its ideas were by no means new in Chin 
times, we have here a very clear and unambiguous 
statement of the cosmographical theory which, rightly 
or wrongly, became known as Hstlan yeh. Especially 
interesting is the statement that the heavenly bodies 
are themselves no more than ch11. I mention the 
resemblance to modern ideas of the constitution of the 
stars only to point out that it is quite without 
significance. The fact, by the way, that earth is said 
to extend infinitely on all sides is yet another



indication that earth was considered as basically flat.
If only because it can be reliably dated in 

a way that the main text cannot, it is worth giving
'icthe commentary of the Chin scholar Chang Chan Jyx / U>

[fl. + 350] on this section :
"The blueness of heaven is not a solid substance; 
isn’t what we call ’heaven’ just unfathomable 
distance ? From earth upwards it is all heaven ...

ib i d
Chang's opening statement and question are 

of course no more than a slightly modified version of 
the famous passage at the beginning of Chuang t z u . A s  

Needham notes (SCC III, 222) the last sentence was 
quoted by Ha Yung-ch'ing in the twelfth
century. This commentary shows that whatever the date 
of the Lieh tzu text itself the essential idea of the 
alleged Ilstian yeh theory was certainly current during 
the fourth century A.D.

Before leaving the topic of Lieh tzu, it seems
worth noting the following short section :

’’Turning without end,
Heaven and earth shift secretly.
Who is aware of it ?”

Lieh tzu chi shih 1 , 18. Graham (l), 27*
It is not impossible, of course, that such a 

passage might contain a hint of the motion of the earth 
in translation or rotation. If it does it must be read 
subject to all the qualifications expressed in III (10),



strongly that what we have here is no more than a 
description of the universe as in a state of continual 
flux, a familiar enough idea in all Tao.ist writing.
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V : T H E  E N D  O F  O R I G I N A L I T Y

(1) In troduction

In part (c) of the main Introduction to this 
survey I set out my reasons for choosing to end the 
period considered at the rise of the T ’ang (A.D. 6l8)«
This section deals with material from the two centuries 
preceding that date, and the nature of its contents, in 
my view, gives confirmation that the vein of Chinese 
cosmography was at least temporarily running out. Tsu 
Keng-chih. exhausts the possibilities * of the geometry of 
the age without achieving a satisfactory solution to the 
problem of finding the size of the universe. Liu Ch'u o 1s 
proposal, when eventually adopted in the 8th century led 
to the virtual rejection of cosmography rather than its 
improvement. It is not surprising that we find two writers 
prepared to "effect a compromise" in the effort to escape 
the impasse ((6)(a)). In the Sung shu monograph we see 
the beginning of the effort to save the evidence of past 
discussions rather than to continue them. Perhaps it is 
significant that the only wholly unfamiliar note is struck 
by the work of Liang Wu Ti in his attempt to introduce a 
cosmography whose origin was religious rather than scientific.
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(2) Two fragments on the history of theories

(a) Ho Tao-yang

A small section of material ascribed to Ho
ITT jd~~-

Tao-yang W  (fl. c. A.D. 430) is preserved in
TPYL, 2, 10a. Eight characters of it are also found 
in PTSC 149, 4a. In full, it reads :

'CP -p -i-p"Ho Tao-yang's Hun t 1 ien chi y \ 3 *--* says :
’There are three[^chooTsJof those who discussed 
the body of heaven in the past. No-one knows the 
origin of the Hun i ; presumably it is this spher
ical body that the Shu says is "in order to rectify 
the seven governments”. The second is called 
Hsilan yeh, a method of the Hsia or Yin. The third 
is called Chou pei, which must have been made by 
[a man called] Chou Pei; it is not a method of 
the Chou house.
Further, in recent times, there have been four 
other methods. The first is called Fang t 1ien 
"ft 5^ * which arose from Wang C h *ung. The

second is called Hste.n t 1 ien 7^ » which
sprang from Yao Hsin. The third is called 
Ch1 iung t * ien t̂ r> 7(7 , which came from Yd Iisi
Tsic). These are all unfounded and empty theories, 
with nothing worthwhile in them. Only the Hun 
t 1ien has certainty, being supported by testing."

TPYL, 2, 10a 
I-Io' s view of the antiquity of the Hun t 1 ien

is another appearance of the view first expressed by
Lu Chi in the third century A.D. (IV (2) (a)), and the
hypothesis about the origin of the name Chou pei may
stem from the note by Ytt Hsi (IV (7) (c)). The
suggestion that the Hsilan yeh came from the Hsia or
Yin dynasties seems previously unattested, and Ho may
be the source for the seventh century statement to this



effect by K 1ung Ying-t a (III (9) (b)).
Apart from the question of the name of Yao 

Hsin’s theory (see IV (5) (b)), H o 1s account of recent
theories raises two problems. Firstly, it seems odd that 
Wang Ch'ung1s views should be characterised as the 
riFang t 1 ien11 (lit: "square heaven") theory; Wang cer
tainly did not believe in a rectangular heaven, I can 
only suggest that fang is being used in the wider
sense of "set squax'ely in place", i.e. not tilted. By 
such a usage Ho might be referring to Wang’s denial of 
theories involving the inclination of the celestial 
axis (III (6) (i)). Secondly, why are we promised four
theories and given only three ? I suspect that this 
may be linked with the misattribution of Yd Sung’s 
theory to Yd Hsi (see IV (7)) by an instance of 
"copyist's jump" through which the bracketed section 
was omitted from a putative original :

"The third is called Ch'lung t'ien, which came 
from Yd [Sung. The fourth is called Ah t ’ ien, 
which came from Yd] Hsi."

sought to show that ancient writers described the exis
tence of a body of water around and below the the earth.

The jump from one Yd to the next is not
implausible.

(b ) Ho Ch'eng-t1ien



It will be remembered that subterranean waters were
linked with the Hun t ’ ten by early opponents such as
Wang Ch ’ung (III (6 ) (i)) and supporters such as Chang
Heng (III (7) (b)). Material by Ho is preserved in
Sui shu, 19, 511i closely paralleled in KYCC, 1, 27b,
and in a shorter form in Sung shu, 23, 677*

"Researching into previous theories, I came to 
examine the Hun i , and in seeking its meaning 
it dawned on me that the shape of heaven is 
perfectly round, with water occupying half of 
it. The earth's centre is higher than its 
periphery, and water forms a circle round its 
lower part. When men discuss the four direc
tions^ the east is called the Bright Valley 

B~0 ' Q  yang k u , which is where the sun
comes out. The west is called the Misty Pool 
mencj ssu j'jf’ j which is where the sun goes
in. Further, Chuang Tzu says ’In the northern 
ocean there is a fish, which changes into a bird, 
and then departs for the southern ocean*. This, 
too is another record transmitted from antiquity. 
All this goes to provide evidence for there 
being water in all four directions. This water 
in all four directions is referred to as the 
Four Seas ssu hal VSD

The five elements produce each other [in turn]. 
Water is produced by Metal. Hence the hundred 
streams all well up from the mountains, and rush 
down from the heights to pour into the sea.
The sun is the essence of Yang, and its radiance 
is blazing hot. During the course of a night it 
enters the water, and boils away and consumes 
all it p a s s e s  through. However the hundred 
streams pour in, and are sufficient to make up 
[this loss]. Therefore ’it neither reduces 
during a drought, nor increases during a flood’.”

Sui shu, 19, 511 
On the question of the sun’s rising and 

setting, compare the archaic material of the Ch’u tz’u 
(I (2) (b) (I5“l6)). It will be remembered that Lu Chi
used similar references in the Shu ching to argue that



the Hun t * ien was known in very early times (IV (2) (a)).
The references to the northern and southern oceans are
of course abbreviated from the famous opening lines of 
Chuang Tzu . H o 1 s theory about the sun’s sub
marine passage is interesting : it is fairly clear that
he is not claiming that the water boiled away by the sun 
ever returns to the sea. Apparently it is to be thought 
of as completely annihilated, while the water from the 
mountains is, conversely, newly created. There is, 
however, evidence that the meteorological water cycle 
of evaporation and precipitation was understood in China 
by Ho's time (SCC III, 467)* Ho may in this instance be 
adapting from a further Chuang Tzu passage, found in the 
Autumn Floods (C h ’iu shui U  ) chapter :

’’Of all the waters in the world, the biggest is 
the sea.• The myriad streams go into it - I , 
don’t know a time when they stop - but it gets 
no bigger. The tail-gate wei Id drains
it — I don’t know when it ceases - but it 
do e sn11 emp ty.”

Chuang tzu ,11, 117" SPTIC
For Chuang Tzu,- the wei lii seems to have been

a sort of cosmic bath-plug. During the Chin, Ssu-ma 
-=-\ IS*Piao * ] .tm /A— * explained this passage as follows :

wei 111 is where water leaves the water of 
the sea. Another name is the Water Burner wu 
chiao ,̂7£ <k1̂ \ » » • in the midst of the eastern
sea ... to the east pf the Fu sang (see I (2)(b)) 
there is a rock 40,000 li all round, and 4-0,000 li 
thick. Wien the waters of the sea pour into it, 
none fails to be burnt up. Therefore it
is [also] called the Water Burner.”

Wen hsltan , 33 5 ll40 , comm,
Commercial Press edn.
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Perhaps Ho Ch'eng-t1ien simply replaced the wu chiao
roclc by the sun during its nocturnal immersion ? If
he did* then his theory stems from a Buddhist source,
for the wu chiao is actually :

"The roclc, or mountain, Patala, on the bottom 
of the ocean, just above the hot purgatory, 
which absorbs the water and thus keeps the 
sea from increasing and overflowing.f*

Dictionary of Chinese Buddhist Terms,

See also the
Soothill and Hodous, 241

in the
dictionary for Buddhist texts on

the subject.
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(5) Tsu Keng-chih

(a ) 0n Previous theories

Tsu Keng—chih Ĵi 0'1‘JS 2 1  (fl. A.D. 510)
was the son of the famous mathematician and calendrical 
expert Tsu ChVrng-chih I I  5 +  (A.D. 4-29-501).
His work is the final example of critical cosmography to
be considered in this survey, and it exemplifies well
the strengths and weaknesses of the tradition within 
which he wrote. The main points of interest in his 
work are in the field of detailed analysis of ma/tter̂  

relating to the orthodox Hun t'ien, but before turning 
to them it is appropriate to deal with a fragment men
tioning other theories. The few lines folJ.owing are all

     a./?
that remain to us of his T'ien wen lu X  X  %>]<■ 
originally consisting of thirty chapters, according to 
the Sui shu bibliography (Sui shu, 29, 1019, CHSC) :

"There are three [schools] amongst the 
men of old who discussed the shape of heaven
and earth. The first is called Hun t'ien;
the second is called Kal t'ien; the third is 
called Hsilan yeh. I have never heard any 
explanation of the Hsilan yeh.
Later there was Ytl P'ing (sic) who
made the Ch'iung t 1ien lun, Yao Hsin who made 
Hsin t 1 ien Inn, and Yll Hsi who made the An t 1 ien 
lun. Each differs from the other as to the 
shape [of heaven].
Further, there are three kinds of body [of 
heaven] in the Kai t'ien. One says heaven is 
like a chariot cover moving between the eight 
extremes. One says heaven is like a rain-hat,



high in the middle and lower all round. Another 
says heaven is like a tilted chariot cover, high 
in the south and low in the north."

TPYL, 2, 6b (only source) 
Tsu is of course yet another instance of a 

well-informed scholar denying any knowledge of the 
IIsdan yeh theory : on the significance of this for the
status of the material attributed to C h 1i Meng see 
III (9) (b). The question of whether the C h 'lung t'ien

discussed in Textual Note (7)
As for the three versions of the Kai t 1ien, the 

second is the familiar image used in the Chou pei itself 
(II (3) (c)). The third is in almost precisely the 
words used by Wang Ch1ung (III (6) (i)) to describe one 
of the theories he attacked. I would suggest that the 
first version is, similarly, a reference to Wang Ch’ung's 
notion of heaven as essentially a flat disc rotating 
horizontally (III (6 ) (b)) in contrast to the slightly
domed heaven of the Chou pel. It is a great pity that 
Tsu Keng-chih's criticisms of these theories, if any, 
have not been preserved to us,

(b) A survey of some uranometrical prob.1 ems

I have already dealt with Wang Fan’s attempt 
to put the question of the dimensions of the universe 
on a more rational basis (IV (2) (c)). Tsu Keng-chih

was originated by Yd P ' ing or Yd. Sung
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also wrote on this problem, and in KYCC 1, 29a-33a-
(paralleled for 2/3 by Sui shu, 19, 51̂ -0 we have a
detailed account of his conclusions. After an opening
commendation of the Hun t 1ien, he goes on :

"In the K 1ao ling yao previous scholars 
obtained the result that heaven and earth were 
178,500 I_i apart. A check on this with the 
gnomon shadow shows that it errs on the side 
of excess. In any case they did not give any 
derivation but baselessly gave the result alone. 
This is exaggeration, not the teaching of the 
Sages. Students mostly have adopted this 
theory without correcting it - surely not 
because they did not know how to seek out the 
true principles ? Or, perhaps, they could not 
find the figures. Wang Fan’s examination and 
check of previous theories was tantamount to 
reducing [this result] by half. Even though 
this was not guesswork, but worked out accor
ding to principle, it did not really get at the 
whole truth. It was however quite accurate."

KYCC, 1, 2 9a 
It will be recalled that in his criticism Wang 

quoted two apocryphal works as giving a figure of
1 ,071,000 li for the circumference of heaven : this,
of course, implies a radius of 178,500 3.1 on the usual 
assumption of TT = 3 . Apparently these dimensions were 
indeed adopted by the K 1ao ling yao also (see III (10)
(b) (v) ) , As I have already pjointed out several times,
the ultimate source for such data was the Kai t 1ien 
tradition of the Chou pel (II (3) (b)). Tsu Keng-chih's
mathematical ability was more than sufficient to have 
enabled him to see this point if he had been familiar 
with the Chou pei. The fact that he makes no mention 
of it is something of a suggestion that the book was not
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studied in his time; if Tsu Keng-chih did not read it, 
it was unlikely thqt many others would have done so,

Tsu now proceeds to a series' of calculations 
designed to carry on front where Wang Fan left off. Let 
us follow the first of these in full :

"Accordingly I took Wang Fan's figure for 
the height of heaven, and thence sought the 
altitude of the sun and its distance southwards 
from the centre of the earth for the winter 
solstice and the spx’ing equinox.
Method :

suppose gnomon height is 8'
and winter solstice shadow length is 13’

Square each, add, and take the square root.
Make this the divisor.
Multiply the height of heaven by the gnomon 
height to make the dividend
Dividing, the result is :
Winter solstice solar altitude = 42,658 li + a fraction."

ibid.
Wang Fan's result for "the height of heaven"

was :
81,394 li, 30 |rd, 5 ch1 ih , 3 ts1 u n , 6 fen

KYCC, 1, 16a; see also IV (2) (c)
As Wang himself makes clear, this is the radius 

of heaven as well as simply the height of heaven above
the usual central observer. In Fig, V (3) (i), this
radius is II; g is the gnomon height, and s is the length 
of its shadow; x is the distance from the tip of the
shadow to the top of the gnomon; A is the altitude of
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the sun above the flat earth, and D is the distance from 
the centre of the heavenly sphere, 0 , to the subsolar 
p o int.

Fig. V (1)

\
' /

/
/

\

Note of course that Tsu is following the classi
cal form of the Hun t 1ien in which the heavenly bodies lie 
on the celestial sphere and the earth remains fixed. It 
can easily be seen that Tsu's algorithm is the rhetorical 
equivalent of the algebraic formulation :
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A =

This follows immediately from the two facts : 

5 = x ^ Y  similar triangles)

2 2^ - I * s (Pythagoras)
Tsu's numerical result for A is correct for the initial 
data given. Next, by using the relation 

D =

Tsu obtains the result that at the winter solstice the 
distance from the central observer to the noon subsolar 
point is 69,320 li plus a fraction. He obtains the cor
responding figures for the equinoxes by substituting a 
shadow-length of 5 *39’ for. the 13' used for the winter
solstice. This equinoctial shadow-length is apparently

 __ -dp
drawn from the Yuan chi a yvL calendar prepared by
Ho C h 1cng-tf ien in A.D. k k j (Sung shu, 13, 280, CHSC) .
(in common with several other calendars, the Yuan chia 
gives summer and winter solsticial shadows of 1 .3 1 and 
13*0’ respectively.) Thus for the equinoxes Tsu obtains 
67,502 li for solar altitude and 45,^79 li. lor the 
distance of the subsolar point.

Tsu points out that the observations and calcu
lations applied to the sun can also be used for obtaining 
data on the height of the Pole Star and the distance to 
the sub-rpolar point (KYCC, 1, 30a). Although he does not



prescribe the use of a string as a sighting-aid his method 
is highly reminiscent of the Chou pei (II (2) (a); (3) (d));
Tsu gives no actual data, and contents himself with a 
description of the method of calculation. Note once more 
that the prescribed use of Wang Fan's celestial radius in 
this context implies that for Tsu the stars as well as the 
sun lie on the heavenly sphere. Similarly (KYCC, 1, 31b) 
we are given a descrijjtion of the use of a sighting-tube 
of known length and diameter such that when the observer 
applies bis eye to one end he sees the sun (or moon) just 
included in the other aperture. The fact that the dis
tance from the observer to the sun is known (Wang Fan's 
radius) enables the diameter of either celestial body to 
be found by simple proportion (clT II (2) (c) and IV (2)
(d)). Once more the method is described without illustra
tive data .

All this is certainly very methodical, and 
perhaps Tsu is justified in criticising earlier writers 
for failing to reach his standard of mathematical 
technique. No—one could claim that his methods were 
at all new-fangled : both Pythagoras1 theorem and the
method of similar right-angled triangles are found in 
the Chou pei and the Chiu chan g suan shu. Of Chang IIeng 
(see III (7) <d)) he complains that his figure of
232,300 li. for the diameter of the universe is without 
any rational basis whatsoever (KYCC, 1, 31b), which is 
true enough. When, however, he criticises Chang's statement
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that the diameters of the sun and moon correspond to 
1/736 of heaven’s circumference and l/2(t2 of earth’s 
width, an arithmetical slip (232 for 2 k 2 ) makes him 
complain that this implies what is, in effect, an over
sized value of 7T . Note, of course, that Tsu implicitly 
accepts that the surface of earth extends over a diametral 
plane of heaven.

Unfortunately Tsu1s methodical approach does 
not suffice to place the question of the dimensions of 
the Hun t 1ien universe on a sound footing. The whole 
basis of his calculations is Wang Fan's figure for the 
radius of the heavenly sphere, the derivation of which 
was examined in IV (2) (c). There we saw that Wang,
assuming himself at the centre of the celestial sphere, 
noted the 1.5* shadow of an eight-foot gnomon at the 
summer solstice noon. Thus he deduced that it was
15.000 li to the subsolar point. A combined application 
of simple proportion and Pythagoras' theorem gave the 
result that the sun was just over 81,39^ IT away from 
the observer. Unfortunately the step from I.5 1 to
15.000 li was made with the aid of the "inch-for-a- 
thousand-1 i11 shadow-principle, which is completely 
invalid in the Hun t'ien universe (see Appendix iii).
Oddly, Tsu gives no sign of being aware of this as a 
flaw, despite the fact that his calculations for 'the 
equinoxes and winter solstice give results which contra
dict the shadow-principle in those instances : thus at
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the equinoxes a shadow of 5*39’ would, by the shadow 
principle, imply 53»900 li to the subsolar point rather 
than the 45,4?9 li obtained by Tsu.

I have already noted in. the case of Liu Hui 
(IV (2) (d)) the paradox that in the case of the
Hun t * ien universe the consistent application of the 
best mathematical tools available meant doing without 
initial data to which they could be applied* As I 
mentioned then, the eight-century attempt of I-hsing to 
obtain some empirical basis ended by confronting astro
nomers with a linear variation of angular polar altitude 
with meridional displacement rather than a modified 
shadow-principle. Had the astronomers been able to mate 
the leap to the concept of a spherical earth, comparatively 
distant from the sun, this relation would have appeared 
sensible. As it was, the only result was a tendency 
towards scepticism about all attempts at cosmography.

(c) The sun : the horizon Illusion and the seasons

Tsu Keng-chih is, as we have seen, committed to 
a cosmography of the classic Hun t 1ien type, in which 
the heavenly bodies lie on a sxohere centred on the 
observer. Thus the sun is always the same distance from 
the observer, and as one would expect Tsu offers an 
explanation of the apparent enlargement of the rising 
and setting sun in terms of optical illusion :
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,TThe reason that the sun is observed as 
larger sideways and smaller overhead is that 
bending back and looking is difficult, but 
looking along the level is easy. [The effect] 
comes from the ease and difficulty of vision, 
not from relative distances. Now if a pearl is 
hung up 800' high, or placed 800' in front of 
one, when one proceeds to examine them there 
is a difference of size. Former scholars have 
taken no account of this. They have used a 
great amount of brushes and ink, seeking 
circuitous routes and employing polemics. Were 
they not wide of the mark ?”

KYCC, 1, 30b
Tsu’s theory is of course an addition to a 

succession of attempts at explanation beginning at least 
as far back as the early Eastern Han (see III (3))* As 
far as it goes, it has the advantage that no special 
celestial effects are invoked : he simply points out that
similar illusions are visible on a local and terrestrial
scale . Of course he makes 110 real impact on the problem 
of why the direction of vision should have the effect 
noted. More original is Tsu's attack on another problem 
implied by his belief that the sun is always the same 
distance away :

’’The sun’s distance from the centre of the 
earth is the same ip winter, summer, spring and 
autumn, and at dawn and dusk or day and night. 
The reason that, despite this, there is cold 
weather and hot weather is that the c h 1i of 
earth rises upwards and the ch * i of heaven sinks 
down. Therefore far from the subsolar point it 
is cold, and near the subsolar point it is hot. 
It is not that [the sun itself] is further or 
nearer. This is analogous to the fire being 
blazing hot even at some distance when it is 
above, but weak when it is on the side even 
when one is nearby.”

KYCC, 1, 30b
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Heat is thus to be thought of as pouring down from the sun 
like water from a shower-bath. One has to.be at the sub
solar point or near it to gain the full effect, despite 
the fact that the sun itself is a constant 81,39^ _li 
away. In winter the shower, according to Tsu, plays 011 

a point 69,320 1 ± away from the observer, whereas in 
summer the subsolar point is only 13,000 li away. This 
ingenious theory may not be completely original ; around 
20 A.D. Kuan P fing suggested a similar explanation of 
why the sun was hottest at noon (III (3) (b)). So far
as I know, however, Tsu1s next attempt at meteorological 
physics has no earlier parallel; -the names used are of 
course references to the 2,k equal solar seasons, ch * i , 
into which the Chinese year was divided.

"Now Great Cold ta lian is two
ch * i after the Winter Solstice : this is be
cause the cold has accumulated and noĵ  yet 
dissipated. Great Heat ta shu 37̂ 3 is
,̂wo 1 i after the Summer Solstice : this is
becatise the heat has accumulated and is not yet 
subsided. Cold and heat are in balance two ch1i 
after the equinoxes : this is because cold and
heat have accumulated and are not yet even. This 
is analogous to the case of a fire first being 
taken into a room when it is not at first very 
warm. Although one adds no firewood it gets 
hotter with time, and when the fire has been 
taken away there is still some heat left."

ICYCC , 1, 31a
Tsu has faced the problem that the hottest time of the 
year is later than the time when the sun is at its 
highest , etc., and answered it in terms that are almost 
equivalent to those that a modern physicist would use.
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The concept of heat capacity is at least partially 
realised, andit is interesting to find this example of 
"phase lag" described by an author accustomed to write 
within the tradition of wavelike cyclical change.

(d) On tli e moon and stars
Like Chiang Chi (IV (9) (b)) , Tsu ICeng-chih

explained the moon’s phases' in pur&l.y optical terms.
Although ho uses the ambiguous word "round" yuan lj§jl
which could also mean "discoid", his account seems to
demand a spherical moon. Chiang, of course, made this
point explicit. Tsu’s explanation runs :

"The moon is the essence of Yin, and it 
is round in shape. It receives the rays of the 
sun and thus makes itself visible. The part 
which does not face the sun's rays is called p o 
Therefore, on the day of Imuur opposition, the 
sun and moon being opposite each other, man is 
between them. One can see the whole of the 
[lunar] body, so its shape is round. At the 
two quadratures the sun shines on it obliquely, 
and man looks at it sideways. Therefore, half 
[appears] dark and half illuminated. At the 
time of conjunction the sun [read 0 for ^  ]
illuminates its outside, but man is on the 
inside, so one does not see the [moon’s] shape."

ICYCC, 1, 32a

Tsu Kong—chih may well have taken his explanation 
directly from Chiang Chi, for the preservation of a frag
ment of his criticising Chiang proves that he knew Chiang's 
work. Tsu attacks the idea that the stars are closer to 
us than the sun, a theory advanced by Chiang in an 
attempt to justify the possibility of a general stellar
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eclipse (IV (9) (b)) :
"This saying of Chiang Chi is false. The 

stars, like the moon, receive the sun’s rays and 
only then become visible. If the stars were 
within [the orbit of] the sun, then they ought
to wax and wane [like the moon]. Now as this
is not so, one can tell that the stars are
beyond [the orbit of] the sun so that they are
constantly bright.”

ICYCC , 1, 23a

The passage continues with a statement in contradiction 
which is in my view either an editorial insertion or the 
work of Liang V7u Ti : see V (^ ) (C). Evidently Tsu
ICeng-chih would have had no difficulty in understanding 
the phases of Venus if only he had had the benefit of a 
telescope through which to see them, nor would he have 
lacked the wit to explain why the major planets show n o  
phases. Of course, his understanding would' have been 
cramped within the confines of his geocentric world-view.

(e) Finding the centre of the earth

The idea that an observer at the cultural centre 
of the Chinese world was literally at the centre of heaven 
and earth has been met frequently in the course of this 
survey : sec for instance III (10) (c) (vii), Perhaps
the oldest expression of this view is found in the 
Shu ching :

"May the king come and take over the work of 
God on High, and himseJn? manage [the government] 
in the centre of the land [ t ’u clump; t7 ] •11

Sliang Shu, 13, 8b, SSCCS (tr.
Karlgr on.)
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Cullen (1) deals in detail with a 1st century 
B.C. attempt to locate the centre of the flat earth by 
means of large-scale geometry. Tsu Keng-chih likewise 
describes a method for achieving this, in a text preserved 
only in Sui shu, 19, 5 2 2 , CIISC. The Sui shu editors 
precede Tsu1s work with a short account of the well- 
known references to the use of gnomon-shadows for this 
purpose in the Chou li. Tsu's description of his proposed 
method is as detailed and explicit as we might expect 
from his other work.

In essence, Tsu relies on the existence of what 
he views as four cardinal points :

(i) North : defined by the north celestial pole,
(ii) South : defined by the position of the sun

at a moment midway between rising 
and setting, as found by clepsydra.

(iii) East : the rising equinoctial sun
(iv) West : the setting equinoctial sun

Tsu prescribes the setting up of five upright 
gnomons on level ground, so that from the central gnomon 
the other four each align on one of the cardinal points 
as above defined. The centre of the earth, for Tsu, is 
given by the point where the northern, central, and 
southern gnomons are in alignment, as are the eastern, 
central, and western gnomons. If one is off centre a 
failure of alignment will occur in either or both sets.
For instance, in Fig, V (X) the observer is on the
main north-south line of the earth, but is to the north
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of the east-west centreline :

Fig. V (7,) Tsu. cUck oU?rver
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Tsu Keng-chih could easily have put his method 
to a practical test. If he did so, the chances are that 
he found the result most satisfactory, for in the real 
world any observer wherever placed will find an exact

V

alignment of the two sets of gnomons. As Tsu in all 
probability would have carried out his experiment at or 
near the Chinese capital, the consequent confirmation of 
its centrality would have been politically convenient as 
well as geometrically interesting.



(4) The Sung shu monograph

(a ) The origin of Shen Yiieh's work

The astronomical monographs T*ien wen chih
^  3 T / £ - of'several dynastic histories have been

important sources of material during the compilation of 
this survey, as the reader will have become aware. How
ever the intention of their authors was in the main to 
record and to interpret astrological portents, and in 
the earlier histories this was their exclusive purpose.

of an extant dynastic history to introduce the practice 
of prefacing the T 1ien wen monograph with a cosmographical

history of the Liu Sung dynasty (A.D. 420-473). A succinct 
account of the composition of this work is given in the 
editox'ial preface to the CHSC edition. Apparently Ho 
Ch1eng~t1ien had already written a T 1ien wen chih in 
A.D, 439, which would have formed part of the material 
available to Hsii Yiian when he compiled his (now lost) 
history of the Sung in A.D. 4-62. Shen Yiieh began his 
work on the Sung in A.D. 487, although the monographs do 
not seem to have been completed until some time after
A.D. 300* He cannot tell whethox" or not Ho Ch'eng-t'ien 
or Hstt Yttan may have been the first to discuss cosmo
graphy under the heading T 1ien wen. Both of them were,

Shen Yiieh J (A.D. 44-1-513) was the first author

treaties : this he a



as we have seen, interested in the subject (see IV (2)
(b) and V (2) (b)), and Shen1s monograph quotes material
from both writers.

The Sung shu monograph is of course mainly 
relevant to this survey insofar as it contains quotations 
from the work of earlier writers, and it might be felt that 
such a secondary source cannot ap>propriately be dealt with 
on equal terms with more original authors. Shen Yiieh's 
work is admittedly a different literary form from (say)
Tsu Kong-chili's cosmographical writings , which represent 
the critical thought of an individual. Shen is more 
interested in recording what others have said, although 
he permits himself a certain amount of comment. The 
point of describing his monograph at the end of this 
survey is thus twofold. Firstly, it gives us an interes
ting check on the sort of material that was available on 
the subject of cosmography around A.D. 500* Secondly, 
it serves to mark the end of an era of originality, and 
to begin the age of the summarists and commentators who 
preserved the material on which this survey is based.

(b ) The contents of the monograph

The Sung shu's T 'ien wen chih fills Chapters 
23 - 25 of the work, and the part containing matter of 
cosmograxihical interest fills the first eighth of this.
Of this eighth part, Shen Ytieh's own words make up only



T 1ien kuan I shu
T ' ien

about a quarter of the material. Shen begins in terms 
that the reader will by now find familiar :

"There are three schools of those who discuss 
the heavens. The first is called Ilstlan yeh; the 
second is called Kal t'ien; the third is called
Hun; t 1ien. However the classics give us no
explanation from former times of what the real 
shaxoe of heaven is, and [Ssu- ]ma ' [ Ch ' ien ' s ]

in the Shih chi] and Pan [ku's]
in the Han shu | lack any material. 11

Sung shu, 23, 673, (CHSC)
Shen then gives the text of T s 'ai Yung's

memorial, in which he urged research, into the Hun t 1 ien
(see III (8) (a)), adding in conclusion :

"At that time the eunuchs were in power, and 
Ts'ai's suggestion was not proceeded with."

ibid
Although the mention of the eunuchs certainly 

reflects Eastern Han conditions, one suspects that it is 
based on the often not unjustified dislike of eunuchs 
amongst Shen YtLeh's social class, rather than on factual 
information about why Ts'ai's proposal was not followed.

Elsewhere Shen refers to Ts 'ai Yung's work in 
terms which strengthen the impression that it was from 
this memorial that he derived the idea of introducing
the topic of cosmography into his history. In the
general preface to his monographs we read :

"Important as the T'ien wen monograph [in 
the Han shu] was, it did not say anything about
the form of the heavens, and thus it came about
that 'the three theories about heaven became 
confused so that no-one could sort them out'
[Quoting ITsll Ytlan, cf. Sung shu, 23, 878, CIISC]. 
Therefore T s 1ai Yung sent his memorial from



Shuo Fang, saying that what had been handed down 
[on the subject of cosmography] ought to be 
included."

Sung shu, 11, 203, CHSC
After a passing commendation of Lu Chi (IV (2).

(a)) for his understanding of the Hun t'ien, Shen gives 
a long section of material by Wang Fan (IV (2) (b) and (c)).
This appears to be a shorter version of the text found
in KYCC 1, 12b, ff, and is presumably included as an
authoritative account of the Hun t '1en, fulfilling the 
need originally expressed by T s 1ai Yung. Following this 
Shen arranges material relevant to the question of the 
antiquity of the Hun t 1ien and the"armillary instruments 
associated with it. He first gives quotations from Ho
Ch'eng-t'ien and ITstl Yiian, which may represent part of
the writing they had intended for a Sung history (see (a) 
above). H o 1s work deals with the question of the circum- 
terrene waters in ancient irriters (V (2) (b)), while Hsii
takes issue with Wang Fan's assertion that armillary 
instruments are mentioned in the Shu ching (IV (2) (b)).
Hsii points to the inherent unlikeliness of the Hun t'len 
theory having been widely known in ancient times but 
later forgotten. At their time, he notes, the work of
Yang Hsiung (III (3) (b)) and Chang Heng (III (7)) was
clearly regarded as innovatory. Wang Fan relies on 
Cheng Hsiian's commentary in maintaining that the Shu ching 
reference was to an instrument rather than to the stars 
as had otherwise been held (see Cullen (2)). Hsii dismisses



Cheng's right to pronounce on the matter, and comes down 
in favour of a stellar interpretation as more probable.

Shen Ytieh, however, cannot accept this view 
(Sung shu, 23, 678, CHSC). What, he asks, is so impro
bable about the manufacture of astronomical instruments 
in ancient times ? The literature of the Hun t'ien 
theory was evidently lost, which explains the currency 
of such inadequate theories as the Hsilan yeh and Kai t ' ien. 
For information on the possible survival of Hun t 'ien 
instruments he turns to Yang Iislung's Fa yen text, dis
cussed in III (3) (b) above, which he interprets as
referring entirely to instruments rather than a theory.
Thus , Shen claims , all Chang Iieng did was to reconstruct 
ancient instruments, the existence of which had been noted 
by Yang Hsiung a century earlier. In any case, he points 
out, Wang Fan actually gives the dimensions of the 
instruments X'3recec^inS Chang Iieng's reconstruction, making 
it clear that Chang was not the inventor of armillary 
instruments as Hsii Yiian had claimed he was.

It may be remembered that this survey's conclu
sion on this question was calculated to withstand at 
least some of the objections of both Shen and Hsii (III (3)
(f)). It certainly does seem to have been Chang Heng who 
originated the fully-fledged Hun t 1ien i armillary sphere 
with its nests of rings, but it also appears very probable 
that simpler instruments were known in the first century
B.C., and that Yang Hsiung referred to these. Of course,



in the light of modern knowledge of ancient China as well 
as in view of the absence of any literary evidence, it 
can no longer be maintained that the Hun t'ien could have 
had the remote origin claimed fox' it by Wang Fan and 
Shen Ytleli.

After some notes on the history of armillary
instruments up to the Sung, Shen turns to the topic of
the Kai t 1ien :

"As for the methods of the Kai t ’ien, it is said 
that they come from when Tan, Duke of Chou, made 
enquiries of Yin Shang; this idea is a mere 
fabrication. Its text is called Chou pei, pei 
meaning ’a gnomon', and chou referring to the 
measurement of heaven. The theory states :
'Heaven is like a covering lid, and earth is 
like an inverted basin. Earth is high in the 
middle and falls away all round. The sun and 
moon rotate with heaven, and give rise to day 
and night as they ax'e hidden [in turn] by the 
height of the eai'th. Heaven and earth are 
everywhere 80,000 la. apart, and the centres of 
heaven and earth are 60,000 li higher than 
their outer heng. The high point on top of 
the earth is 20,000 li. higher than heaven's 
outermost heng.'
Someone asked Yang Hsiung about the ICai t'ien.
Yang Hsiung cried :

'Oh, the Kai, the Kai I '
And thereupon he raised objections to eight things 
about it. Further, Cheng Hsiian objected to two 
things. All this proved incomprehensible to 
students of the Kai t'ien."

Sung shu, 23, 679, CHSC

Some oddities in Shen1s account suggest that he 
may not have had a good first-hand acquaintance with the 
text of the Chou pei. His statement that the Kai t'ien
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explains day and niglit by the occultation of the sun 
and moon behind the bulge of the earth is of course 
quite erroneous (see XI 93) (d)), Could Shen be under
the influence of Buddhist ideas about the central 
mountain as set forth by Liang ¥u Ti (V ( 5” ) ( ir ) ) ?
Further, the statement that the top of the earth is 
20,000 li higher than the outermost heng of heaven 
contradicts the previous sentence. In the Chou pei, 
of course, the correct deduction is made that the top 
of the earth is 20,000 li lower than the edge of heaven 
(II (3) (c)). Shen is the first to mention the exis
tence of the "eight objections" attributed to Yang 
Hsiung (III (I ) (b)), and is unique in his statement
about Cheng Iistian.

A short discussion then follows on whether 
the moon should be said to be moving faster or slower 
than the sun. The matter is of course in reality a 
question of definition : is one to consider the motion
of the two hodies relative to the horizon, or relative 
to the background of the stars ?. Shen reverts to more 
directly cosmographical material in giving an account 
of Yd Hsi's An t * ien theory (IV (7) (b)) and the
Ch'lung t ’ien of his ancestor Yd Sung (IV (7) (a)).
Both are fairly brief; they are followed by a longer 
section of Yao Ilsin’s work (IV (3))* As for criticism, 
Shen limits himself to saying :
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"All these three theories ax'e nothing but the 
chatter of those who enjoy pex'versity; they
ax'e deeply in error, 11

Sung shu , 23, 680, CIISC 
This concludes the monograph’s material on 

c o smo gr aphy.

(c) Comments

he cannot deduce a gi'eat deal from what material 
was not included in his work by Shen Yiieh, It may simply 
have been a desire for conciseness that led him to omit 
any mention of, for instance, Wang Xh'ung or Ko Iiung.
In the context of the problem about the content and 
origin of the Hsiian yeh theory (III (a)) , however, I 
would maintain that Shen1s silence must be given some 
weight. This is, after' all, one of the three ancient 
theories he mentions in his opening lines; given the 
fact that he describes the other two, as well as a number 
of more recent eccentricities, can we doubt that he would 
have given some sketch of it if he felt anything was known
of the theory ? Further, both the Sui shu and Chin shu
introduce Yd I-Isi’s woidc in terms almost identical to 
those used by Shen, except that they both add the rider 
that Yii Hsi "took the Hsiian yeh theory as a basis".
Bearing in mind that Shen had at his disposal the work 
of Ho Ch’eng-t'ien and of Hsii Yiian, as well as the 
resources of the impcr'ial archives, is not the impression



strengthened that the alleged Han material relating to 
the Hsii an yeh appeared at a relatively late date ?

Whatever its shortcomings compared to the fulle 
and more organised work of the monographs appearing durin 
the T'ang and later, I think it has become plain that 
Shen Yiieh* s text represents a. qualitative change in 
cosmographic writing. He is, by comparison with his 
predecessors, "a transmitter, not a maker", and this was 
to be the pattern for most of those who subsequently took 
an interest in cosmography in China. It is for this 
reason that he deserves. "to -jaVujl eg
i n  t h i s  s u r v e y ,  w h i c h  i s ,  a f t e r  a l l ,  s i m p l y  a n  a t t e m p t  

t o  f u l f i l  S h e n  Y i i e h *  s  t a s k  m o r e  c o m p r e h e n s i v e l y  a n d  

c r i t i c a l l y  t h a n  h i s  l i m i t a t i o n s  o f  r e s o u r c e s  a n d  b a c k -  

g r o u n d  a l l o w e d  h i m  t o  d o .
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(£) Liang ¥u Ti and the influence of Indian cosmography

(a ) Indian cosmographic systems

Apart from Needham’s conjecture that the 
Kai t ’ien may be of Babylonian origin (SCC III, 212),
I know of little in the way of suggestions that foreign
influence had a very marked effect on the development 
of the cosmographic theories discussed so far in this 
survey. Indeed, under the historical circumstances I 
cannot think that such suggestions have much chance of 
either positive corroboration or disproof and in any 
case the questions involved do not really fall within 
my terms of reference* 1 would argue further that 
these terms of reference are not simply an arbitrary 
demarcation. It is not damaging to the autonomy of
Chinese cosmography as a field of study if a Chinese
author borrows his theory from a foreign source, so 
long as he advocates and defends it on its own merits 
and does not simply proclaim it on the basis of an 
alien authority. As I shall, however, shortly discuss 
the one instance during the period of this survey when 
Such a process of importation occurred, backed with 
imperial prestige, it is necessary to discuss the 
origins of the system of ideas which entered China by 
these means. The following notes on Indian cosmography 
are almost entirely drawn from Gombrich (l).



Classical Hindu, Buddhist and Jain cosmo
graphics all agree in describing a cosmic mountain as 
forming an axis mundi running through the inhabited 
world from the hells below to the upper heavenly 
levels. This mountain is called Meru in Sanskrit, 
and Sumeru or Sineru in Pali; in Chinese trans
literations used in Buddhist scriptures those names

respectively (see DCBT, 457 * 394) with a number of 
variants. M t . Meru is mentioned in late Vedic 
literature dating from az'ound the beginning of the 
first millennium B.C., and as would be expected there 
are strong hints that it may be an aj)otheosis of the 
Himalayas. It seems to play a role very reminiscent
of the one allotted to M t . Kun Lun ft in early
Chinese thought (I (2)(b)(40)), and it is consistent 
with a fair knowledge of geography that the Indians 
placed themselves to the south of their mountain while 
the Chinese claimed a south-easterly position for their 
world relative to K'un Lun (loc. cit.). In Chinese 
thought however there xvas also an ancient tradition 
that the cosmic centre was in the middle of China 
itself (III (10)(c)), and eventually Mt. Sung Kao ^  

near Lo Yang wqs thought to b© the confral peak by 
orthodox cosmographers (see Cullen (1), 109)*

In the Rg Veda (second half of first 
millennium B.C.,) sky and earth, personified as Dyaus

became Mi Lou Lou

vJ_j u Lj



and Prthivi, appear as a complementary pair. In Gombrich'
words (p. 113) :

"Dyaus and Prthivi are compared to the two 
wheels at the ends of an axle, in which case 
the earth must be conceived of as flat, but 
also to two bowls, and to two leather bags, 
in which case the earth is presumably concave.
Kirfel interprets the two-bowl image as imply
ing that the lower bowl is the underworld, with 
the earth as the diameter where the two bowls 
join, but evidence for his view seems weak."

I explicitly abjux'e any intention of suggesting 
a connection of any kind, but there seems no reason not 
to point out a prima facie resemblance between the 
"two-wheel" idea and the planar version of the Kai t 'ien 
as advocated by Kang Ch'ung at a considerably later date 
(II (3)(h); III (6)(b)). As an alternative to Kirfel's 
hypothesis I offer for the criticism of Indologists 
the suggestion that the two bowls may perhaps both be 
inverted as described at the beginning of the second 
chapter of the Chou pei.

The classic form of Hindu cosmology is found 
in material in the Puranas, texts variously compiledft
during the first millennium B.C. From early times we 
meet examples of the universe referred to as an egg, 
the ’’egg of Brahman!1; the earth is a flat disc at the 
centre of this egg. Kith the same qualification as 
previously, the parallel with the "hen's egg" simile 
of the I-Iun T'ien theorists is noteworthy (see III (7)
(c)). Mt. Meru marks the centre of the disc, and 
surrounding Meru is the huge central continent of



Jambudvipa. India, here called Bharatavarsa, occupies
the southern quarter. The Uttarakurus occupy the north
and the remaining two quadrants are East and West Videha.
Round this central continent runs the salt ocean, and
beyond this are six other continents, all ringshaped
and concentric with Meru, The continents

"are divided from one another by ring-shaped 
oceans of sugar-cane juice, wine, clarified 
butter, milk, whey (or whfjj and milk) , and 
fresh water respectively. These circles are 
enclosed in a ring of mountains, called 
Lokaloka, beyond which is a realm of darkness 
that extends to the uttermost bounds of the 
universe ... The heavenly bodies were supposed 
to have their orbits in planes parallel to 
that of the earth ..* and to move round Meru 
at their centre. Their light is intercepted 
by Meru, and thus night and day arise. The 
variation in the height of the sun above the 
horizon is explained by the supposition that 
the sun's orbit round Meru varies, being 
narrowest at the summer solstice and widest 
at the winter solstice. The sun is imagined 
to move in summer more slowly by day than by 
night, and in winter move more slowly by night 
than by day, the motions being equal only at 
the equinoxes."

L. D. Barnett (1), pp. 196-7 , 
quoted in Gombrich (l), 126.

The overall diameter of this universe is given 
as 500 million yojanas; a yojana can it seems be either 
nine miles or half that length. M t . Meru is 84,000 
yoj anas high and 84,000 yoj anas deep.

The Buddhist cosmography found in Buddhaghosa's 
Visuddhimaga (c, A.D. 400) differs from the Hindu picture 
in a number’ of features. In the first place an infinity 
of worlds was held as a commonplace. Our world, like



all the others, has an axial mountain surrounded by 
seven concentric rings of mountains. Next comes the 
ocean in which four great continents are situcited at 
the cardinal points : ours is the southern of these.
Beyond the ocean is the world's mountain-wall. Note 
of course that neither here nor for Hindu cosmography 
has any reference been made to the important physical 
and metaphysical distinctions between the various 
heavens and underworlds outside the world of living 
men. I hope nevertheless that enough has been said to 
give a background, however sketchy, to the discussion 
which follows.

(b ) Liang Wu T1 and cosmography

The emperor Wu of the Liang dynasty
(reigned A.D. 502-54=9) Is well-known as a patron of
literature and a devout Buddhist. The dynastic histories
contain a few phrases which bring him within the field
of this survey :

"[After Yang Hsiung's attack on it] Huan 
T'an, Cheng Hstian, Ts ' ai Yung and Lu Chi 
each stated that the Chou pei was much in 
error when checked against the appearance 
of the heavens. Subsequently emperor Wu 
of Liang lectured in the Ch’ang Ch'un hall 
and gave judgement about the body of heaven 
in complete accordance with the text of the 
Chou pei. Presumably he produced some new 
idea in order to displace the Hun t 1ien 
theory from its position."

Sui shu, 19, 507, CHSC



If this was all we knew, then Wu Ti would 
simply have to be put down as a possibly conservative 
unknown quantity. Once again, however, the IC1 ai yuan 
chan ching has preserved for us material of which no 
trace exists elsewhere : we have several pages of an
essay 011 cosmography by him, certainly enough to con
stitute the substance of a lecture. He begins with, a 
sweeping dismissal of his predecessors :

"From antiquity onwards many have discussed 
the heavens, but none have understood their 
form. "

RYCC, 1, 23a
Man is a mere insect and the universe is 

infinite : how can be know anything about its true
nature ? After' a number of generalities Wu T i , para
doxically enough, begins to give a detailed description 
of the cosmography of our world. It soon becomes evident 
that there is really no paradox involved, for the infor
mation given comes from religious revelation rather 
than from human reason :

"Beyond the four great seas in the Diamond 
Mountain ( IIe]1] ulu ) , also called the
Iron Boundary Mountain ( |jLi ) •
To the north of Diamond Mountain there is 
also the Black Mountain ( 3? ub ). The
sun and moon rotate round this mountain, 
completing a circuit round it in a day and 
a night. When they are visible in the south 
they cannot be seen in the north."

KYCC, 1, 34b
T•̂ t becomes clear immediately that this is a 

strand never before met in Chinese cosmography. Further
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there is an obvious similarity with the Indian theories 
previously described. Evidently Wu Ti is basing him
self on borrowings from Buddhist scriptures, although 
he nowhere refers to any by name. Despite what the 
Sul shu says, any resemblance to the Chou pel cosmo
graphy is limited to the postulate of a horizontal 
solar orbit round a point above the earth's centre, 
as will appear. It is however not easy to achieve a 
correspondence between Wu T i 's terms and those of 
Indian thought. If the "four great seas11 are the 
oceans surrounding the central mountain, then the 
Diamond mountain or Iron Boundary mountain is jore- 
sumably the peripheral mountain of the disc-like 
world, Lokaloka for Hindus as we have seen, and 
Caltravala for Buddhists (DCBT, 28l; 485)* Black
mountain looks very much like Meru. In later 
references, unfortunately, Wu Ti does not seem to 
locate these mountains in the usual way; there is 
already something odd in the fact that Black mountain 
is said to be north of Diamond mountain, which is con
ventionally thought of as a ring centering on it.

Wu T i 's explanation of the sun's motion is
very similar to the account given by Barnett i

"In winter the Yang sinks down low, and in 
summer it rises up high. When it is high 
the days are long, and when it is low the 
days are short : heat and cold, darkness
and light are all caused by this. When the 
Yang rises in summer the sun is high and 
its path beyond [the obscuration of] the
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mountain is long; when the Yang sinks in 
winter the sun is low and its path beyond 
[the obscuration of] the mountain is short. 
When the path beyond the mountain is long 
the days are long. When the path beyond the 
mountain is short the days are short. At 
the two equinoxes it is just midway between 
high and low, so half [the time] it is 
invisible and half visible. Therefore day 
and night are equal and do not differ in 
duration.”

i n  C h i n e s e  c o s m o g r a p h y .  T h e  r i s i n g  a n d  f a l l i n g  o f  t h e

Y a n g  w i t h  t h e  s e a s o n s  i s  o f  c o u r s e  q u i t e  f a m i l i a r ,

being referred to by Wang Ch'ung (III (6 )(g)) and
Yang Ch ’ dan (IV (3)(t>)) to give only- two examples.
This is possibly an instance where Wu Ti sinified his
Indian source material. He continues :

"The sun shines in the south; therefore the 
ch1i of the south is warm. The sun is hidden 
in the north; therefore the ch *i of the 
north is cold. The reason that it is always 
wqrm in the south is that in the winter 
months the sun is near the south and low 
down; therefore [the south] is still warm 
even though it is winter. In summer the 
sun is near the north but high u p ; there
fore even though it is summer [the north] 
is still not hot, which is the reason why 
the north is always cold."

KYCC 1, 34b
The role of the obscuring mountain is unique

KYCC 1, 33a
It seems that Wu Ti has in mind some x^icture

such as Fig. V (3) C h i n a ' s  m i d n i g h t  w o u l d  b e  t h e

Hyperboreans' noon, as in the
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Fig * V (3)
L W

This is relatively straightforward, and before
things become more complicated it seems appropriate to
clear up the point of whether the sun moves independently
of heaven or not. We have seen that ¥u Ti seems to
mention the rising and falling of the sun as a direct
consequence of the rising and falling of the Yang.
Unlike the case of Yao Ilsin (IV (5)(b)) it does not seem
to be carried up and down on an oscillating heaven.
Fortunately Wu Ti is explicit on this x̂ oî t̂ *.

"The bodies of the three ch * en /fv [= sun, moon, 
stars] are controlled by the Yin and Yang, 
sometimes rising, sometimes falling, moving 
in accordance with, the seasons. When we come 
to the c h 1i of heaven, it is clear and subtle, 
encircling everything; it moves by itself 
without ceasing. The sun, moon and constel
lations move slowly or quickly, each according 
to a different rule. They are not attached to 
heaven."

KYCC, 1, 35b 
To a certain extent, therefore, Wu T i 1s view, 

and his justification for it, is similar to that found

i

■



in the Cli1 i Meng material (III (9) (a))- It is more
difficult to picture the physical relations involved
in the following passage, in which the objective is
evidently to explain why the sun rises and sets at
different points on the horizon throughout the year :

"The peak of Black Mountain is directly 
to the south of the North [Celestial]
Pole. Therefore in summer even though 
the sun is high it has to reach [the 
direction] yin (60 E of N) before
it appeal's , and disappears in [the 
direction] hsii (60° ¥ of N) . At the
spring and autumn equinoxes it is midway 
between high and low. In the morning it 
has got outside Diamond Mountain; even 
though it is level with the mountain it 
is far beyond the mountain, and is thus 
obscured by Diamond [Mountain] so that 
the sun cannot come out. [The sun] has 
to get to [the direction] mao (E )
before it can be seen. [On setting] in 
the west the situation is the same. In 
winter the sun orbits lower, and the time 
for which it is hidden is accordingly 
longer. In the morning it reaches [the 
direction]-c h 1en ^  (60° E of S) and only
then comes out above Diamond [Mountain].
In the evening it reaches [the direction] 
shen Vy7 (60 W of S) and goes down below 
Diamond [Mountain]. Diamond [Mountain] 
is level [in height] on all sides. Black 
Mountain is to the north, and in the north 
it is very high, with peaks joined from 
east to west; near the front [i.e. the 
south] it becomes lower. That is why the 
sun is hidden [when it is] in the north 
and visible [when it is] in the south.
Now the human eye reaches its limit when 
it gazes far away, so even though the two 
mountains vary in height, no part of them 
can be seen.u

IvYCC, 1, 35a 
Bearing in mind the probable identification 

of Diamond Mountain as the ring of mountains at the 
world's edge, it is not impossible to comprehend the



general picture described by Wu Ti. During the night 
the sun is outside this wall, and dawn occurs when the 
sun reappears over the peripheral mountains. Naturally 
the higher the sun is the sooner we shall glimpse it 
over the mountains. The sun's orbit is obviously not 
concentric with the mountain ring, and this seems con
sistent with previous statements that Black Mountain, 
marking the orbital centre, is "in the north". This 
situation is certainly not precisely equivalent to the 
Indian schemes, and I think it would be mistaken to 
attempt a detailed geometrical reconstruction of the 
sort of cosmography involved. Such an attempt at a 
consistent reconstruction would presuppose a consistent 
theory on Wu T i *s part for us to reconstruct, and I 
cannot say that I feel forced to make this supposition.
I conjecture, rather, that Wu Ti took the idea of the 
central mountain from Buddhist holy writ and used it to 
explain day and night in general terms by placing the 
heavenly bodies in orbit round it. To this extent he 
was certainly within the tradition as described above. 
The attempt to explain seasonal solar phenomena using 
Diamond Mountain was a separate matter and I am not 
in a position to say whether or not this idea has its 
roots in Indian tradition. It would however surprise 
me to find that the last sentence did not originate from 
the text of the Chou pei (II (3)(d)), which it must be 
admitted was superior to Wu Ti in economy of means.



While he attempts to explain solar phenomena by two 
obscuring mountains, and then proceeds to invoke optical 
illusion to explain why the mountains cannot be seen,

Wu T i ' s text is followed (KY.CC , 1, 36a) by 
material attributed to various officials of his Shang

their wholehearted endorsement of the imperial cosmo
graphy. They make a gallant attempt to gx’aft degree 
measurements of the conventional sjhierical system onto 
the arrangement of the cosmic mountains; the picture 
that results seems to place the two mountains at the 
ends of what would be the horizontal north-south 
diameter’ of the celestial sphere, if there was one.
This does not seem to fit the idea of Diamond Mountain 
as a ring wall, but we must surely not expect consistent 
astronomical sense from a document of such origins.

interest in Wu T i 1s cosmographical writing. Buddhist 
cosmography was certainly promulgated, but through the 
medium of the huge bulk of translated Buddhist scrip
tures which accumulated through succeeding centuries. 
Cosmographically interesting examples of these may 
conveniently be found in TSCC, Chhien hsiang tien,
9, 140 ff. Evenhandedly enough the TSCC editions 
also include (p. 148) a polemic against the lit. Meru 
cosmography; unfortunately X have been unable to

Chou pel operates with an optical i[|(tSiov\ alone. .

who not surprisingly express

I have not found any evidence of later Chinese



determine the date or authorship of this criticism*
An odd historical footnote to all this is 

found in the nineteenth century Japanese controversies 
between advocates of Buddhist cosmography and those 
holding the modern views (Nakayama (1)) With
typical Japanese thoroughness the proponents of 
M t . Meru constructed mechanical models of their world 
picture, complete with circular tracks for the sun and 
moon centering on Meru. These models are described and 
illustrated by Needham, SCC IV : 2, 529* To my knowledg
this is more than any Chinese advocate of the Kai t 'len 
theory ever did. —

(c) Against Chiang Chi’s theory of lunar illumination

The intolerant reader may feel inclined to 
dismiss Wu Ti as a religious enthusiast who made use 
of his position to demand assent to his chosen world- 
pictur'e. Although one is tempted to think of a parallel 
with Cosraas Indicopleustes’ flat -earth Christian Topo
graphy of circa A.D, 540 (Dreyer (l), 2l4), it would be 
a little unfair to do so. Wu T i 1s work bears no 
resemblance to Cosmas’ polemical philistinism, mistaken 
though it is in comparison with the Ilun t * ien, and 
another fragment shows a considerable acuteness of 
reasoning* This is on the subject of whether or not 
the sun is the source of illumination for all other
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heavenly bodies; in ICYCC this is placed between Chiang 
Chi's assertion of this principle (IV (9)(b)) and Tsu 
Keng-chih's comment (V (2)(c)).

unknown] says : The moon's body is not
bright all over [i.e. the explanation of 
its phases is that ohly half of the lunar 
sphere emits light, and presumably we see 
it at varying angles throughout the luna
tion] and the Stax's likewise shine by their 
own 3.ight. They do not receive their light 
from the sun. Suppose it was true that the 
sun caused the moon to shine, and [as we 
see] its brightness is at a maximum far from 
the sun and at a minimum near to the sun.
But the five planets in theix' orbits likewise 
ajppn’Ocich and recede from the sun. How is it 
then that the planets do not wax and wane ?
Of course we know that they do not. The 
essence of the great Yin shines of itself, 
but, unlike the great Yang it is not uni
formly radiant [and so the moon is not 
bright all over]. The stars, moon and sun 
are all round in shape, not round like a 
mirror, but just like a pellet [i.e. spherical],"

indeed hard to avoid the conclusion that the planets 
should show phases if they were illuminated by the 
sun. Kepler himself used this argument for the self- 
luminosity of both stars and planets until he learned 
of the varying telescopic appearance of the jxlanets 
from Galileo's Sidereus Nuncjus of l6l0 (Dreyer (l), 
411). It is of course only' the inferior planets, 
Mercury and Venus , thq.t show phases and it is 
interesting to note that Tsu Keng-chih in his x^ax'agraph 
on this subject is to a certain extent aware of the

[otherwise

KYCC, 1, 25a
hTu T i 1 s criticism is very telling; it is
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necessity of this distinction. He realises that stars 
closer to earth than the sun is should show phases if 
not self-luminous, and thence argues that all stars 
and planets must, in the absence of phases, be further 
away than the sun. Naturally neither Wu Ti nor Tsu 
Keng-chih could see the discs of the planets and their 
denial of phases must be based on their failure to 
detect a noticeable variation in the planets 1 
luminosities.

c-T c o S i k o a 'Tol'rece ta'
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(6) Ends and Beginnings

(a) Syncretism

This survey has been mainly concerned with
examples of the tradition of critical debate on cosmography, 
and if one thing is certain about the history of cosmo- 
graphical theories in China it is that it is a story of 
controversy and material disagreement. It is perhaps 
fitting that the period considered should end at the time 
when the idea was being put forward that all the discus
sion was perhaps rather pointless. Under the Liang we

u-Lj rdn V2D-ter c m  ‘■77find the example of Ts'ui Ling-en !?■
(fl. c. A . i). 514)-,. of whom it is said :

"He set up a new theory, according to which the 
Hun t 1 ien and Kai t ’ien were identical.11

this brief reference. A plausible conjecture might be 
that T s ^ i  simply pointed out that the mapping Qf the 
heavens on either a sphere or a plane disc could provide 
equivalent information. Fuller material of a similar 
kind is found in the extant preface to the lost work

(A.D. 530-579) . After mentioning Yang listing’s condemna
tion of the Kai t 1ien (III (4)(a)) around 0 B.C. he continues:

Liang shu, 48, 6771 C.HSC
Unfortunately we know no more of his ideas than

Ssu shu chou pei tsung
of the Northern Cb1i
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"At that time Yin Iisien / the Astronomer
Royal thoroughly investigated the [gnomon] shadow 
and the Kai ft'ien]. He changed the ancient 
Chou method, whereupon Yang Hsiung noticed it and 
made out difficulties. Prom Chou Kung's measurement 
of the shadow at W&ng Ch'eng long ago up to the 
Han dynasty this was the one attack made on the
Kai t 1 -i_en. The Hun t 1 ien viewed heaven as a cover
and its text was the Ling hsien. The Kai t 1ien 
looked up to view heaven, and its text was the 
Chou pel. Even though covering and looking up 
are different, in the end [they turn out] the same."

Pei shih, 89, 13a (SPTK)

Hsin-tu Fang is apparently contending that what 
Yang Hsiung attacked was a mistaken revision of what had 
originally been a correct theory. As for the mention of 
Yin Hsien the only relevant material I know of is in the 
preface of the bibliographical monograph of the Han shu 
(30? 1701, CHSC) which says that he compiled a collection 
which formed the basis of Liu Yin's Shu shu luehj^^^^jjj^
This was done "in the time of Emperor Cheng (32 B.C. —
6 B.C.)." X know of no authority for saying that Yin 
was a Kai t 1ien theorist. The mention of shadows is 
perhaps authorised by the inclusion of a "Book on solar

n  3̂  jUrshadows" Jih k'uel shu U  in the Shu shu lueh.
Hsin.~tu Fang's view is of course somewhat implausible and 
there is a rather odd atmosphere in his contention that 
basically opposed theories are really identical. Perhaps 
this readiness to tolerate contradictions is a symptom of 
the strain induced by the attempt to make a flat-earth 
view of the universe fit reality.



(b ) A. new proposal to solve an old problem.

There is no evidence that cosmographical
theorising suffered a discontinuity in the period between
the Liang and T'ang. A fragment by Chu Shik.
(fl. c. A . D . 563) is reminiscent of Chiang Chi in that it
certainly involves a seasonal change in the distance between
heqven and earth.

"The sun is 1,670 Id. across. The circumference 
of heaven if 600,231 li.. Seeking the size of 
the diameter one gets l9 -̂,l6(t li [implying a value 
of 7T Hh 3»09]. Halving d.t [read for ]
one obtains 97iSOO li. This is the distance of 
heaven from earth on the days of the equinoxes.
On the day of the summer solstice heaven is 81,39^ l_i 
above eai'th. On the day of the winter solstice 
heaven is 106,020 li above earth."

KYCC 1, 37a
Unlike the case of Chiang Chi, however, (IV (9)

(d)) one cannot guess at the rationale behind these figures. 
If we may go by precedent it is unlikely that they have any 
basis other than the gnomon shadows and "inch-for-a-thousand- 
li" rule that had guided cosmographers for the preceding 
millenium. In the third century Liu Hui had criticised 
this scheme by implication when he described a method for 
establishing the dimensions of the universe wd.thout the 
arbitrary shadow-rule assumption (IV (2)(d)), but his was 
a purely theoretical construct. Liu Ch'uo #J ^  
however, writing in A.D. 604 (Sui shu 1 9 , 520, CHSC) made 
a practical proposal which if implemented would have



partly anticipated the work of I-Hsing and Nan-kung Yileh
over a century later (see SCC III, 292; SCC IV, (t2 ff;
Beer et al* (l)). Liu gives a not very remarkable survey
of cosfoiographic theories and their differences, but then
turns to a criticism of the ancient shadow-rule :

"The ’inch difference for a thousand liw is 
quite lacking in basis; it is clearly just 
dreamed up and in fact is unreliable. Now 
[far to the south] in Chiao and Ai provinces 
there is no shadow to the north of a gnomon, 
showing that one does not need to go 10,000 l_i 
southwards to reach the point below the sun.
[The old rule predicted at least 15,000 li.]
This shows that ’an inch for a thousand li’ is 
not the real rate of change. Now in my expla
nation of the sphere I take distance as rny main 
quantity, but these distances remain as yet 
unmeasirr ed. If I could find the rate of change 
[of the shadow, these distances] would become 
clear. Now these are the years of [your 
majesty] the Great Sage, times of beace, the 
reform of abuses, and of setting the seasons newly 
to rights. I request that I be given the services 
of a hydraulic technician and mathematicians, with 
whom I shall select a level area of land to the 
north and south of the [Yellow] River, so that 
it can be measured for several hundred li, first 
having fixed north and south. We shall check 
times with clepsydras, and level the ground with 
plumblines, and by following the seasons of sol
stices and equinoxes we shall measure the shadow 
on the same day [at different places]. When we 
have found the quantity of difference [in the 
shadows], the number of li [corresponding to 
this] can be known. Then nothing in heaven and 
earth will be able to conceal its form, and no 
heavenly body will escape calculation. [Your 
Majesty will thus] surpass previous illustrious 
sages, emulating them in removing doubts. I beg 
you not to dismiss these words because of the 
speaker.”

Sui shu 19, 521, CHSC and KYCC , 1, 3 9 <*- 
Liu CkVtf’s research proposal was not viewed with 

favour: after detailing it both Sui shu and KYCC have the
terse record of its dismissal : pu yung “T  If



"Not adopted". . In comparing Liu’s work with the survey 
of A.D. 7 2 k we should of course remember that Liu did not 
expect to find anything more significant than a more 
corz'ect version of the sliadow-rule, whereas the later 
survey ended by disproving the rule altogether in any 
form. Liu was however capable of a high level of critica 
thought, as his short discussion of solar eclipses shows 
(KYCC, 1, 39b). In it he clearly realises that different 
observers will see the same solar eclipse differently, 
although it is not quite obvious whether this idea was 
originally arrived at empirically. The classical Hun t *± 
cosmography certainly implied that the moon might only 
obscure the sun for a limited number of observers on the 
(flat) earth. Liu does seem to have been the first to 
realise this, and perhaps he might have been equally per
ceptive in his conduct of a meridian survey. We should 
remember however that the effect of the survey's results, 
when it came,was to convince those engaged in it of the 
foolishness of all attempts at cosmography rather than 
to lead them towards a more accurate view which would 
have involfed abandoning the flat earth (see I-Isio. T 1 ang 
shu, 31, 8l6 , CHSC)»



APPENDIX (i)

Some notes on the apoci~yphal books

Certain books referred to in this survey may
conveniently be classed together into a group usually 
called "apocryphal books" in English or we1 shu
(sometimes ch1 an wei 5 tffjp- Jin Chinese. 'I'hey may be 
grouped in the first instance by their titles, which 
mostly make some reference to one of the accepted ching 
classics, adding some more or less cryptic qualification;

that ching can also refer to the lengthwise warp thread 
in weaving, while wei means the crosswise weft. This is 
probably connected with the traditional suggestion that 
the wei shu preserve an esoteric teaching passed on 
orally by the disciples of Confucius by way of supple
ment to the orthodox contents of the ching. A further 
characteristic of the group is the nature of their 
contents : these are typically a blend of numerology,
astrology, omen interpretation, and what has been called 
"phenomenalism" of the sort that may originally have 
stemmed from Tsou Yen (SCC II, 37$) * These books wex*e 
well-known by the second century A.D., and the high repute 
they enjoyed is shown by the fact that Cheng Hsilan wrote

two examples are the Shang shu k ’ao ling yao
m  (see III (10)(b)) and the Ch *un ch!iu yuan ming 
v F  M  (5? (see III (10) (f)J. Note
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commentaries to several of them. In later centuries they 
were held in less regard, and their banning and widespread 
destruction under. Emperor Yang of the Sui (A.D. 605-617)
ensured that all wei shu except a few connected with the 
Boole of Change now exist only in fragments collected 
from scattered quotations in ancient works. The first 
modern attempt to reconstitute the wei was the Ku wei shu 

v2 I of Stln Chiieh during the Ming.
%  |2 7Ch'ing scholars such as Ma Kuo-han fy '11/ -r j continued 

the work (see his YtL han shan fang chi 1 shu jl lî i
~^<zT ) , and perhaps the most complete

- 4 ̂  "1% ■ Nreffort is the recent Japanese Isho Shusel $JjL -pp; ,
Y&5 V-l Cl) . In this survey the v ei shu have been particularly 
important in connection with early theories of the motion 
of the earth (III (10)). As was seen in IV (2)(c) they 
also played a role in supplying Wang Fan with a starting 
point in his calculations of the size of the heavenly 
sphere. Lest it should seem that the wei shu drew their 
cosmography solely from the Hun t 1ien it is worth men
tioning here that TPYL 1, 10b and PTSC 1 ^ 9  1 ^b preserve 
fragments of the Hsiao ching ytlan slien ch1 i /pf7 7 \
in which the dimensions of the seven heng are given as in 

Chou p ei (II (3) (t>)) * The most, convenient survey of 
the origins and dating of these books is the account (in
English) in Tseng Chu-sen (l), 100 ff. The detailed

A T P  Mresearches of Ch ’en P 1 an j h a v e  been appearing
i 11 the Bulletin of the Instituto of History and Philology
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(Academia Sinica) since 19^51 and a resume of part of his 
work is found in ICaltemnark (1) . There is fairly general 
agreement that the wei shu are products of the first 
century B.C. , but it may be of interest to mention evidence 
to this effect having particular relevance to this survey.

An obvious source of information about the 
dating of any book is the existence of early quotations 
from it : the first quotation, if authentic, gives us a
terminus ad _quem for the composition of the work. We must
beware, of course, of forgetting that the book may have been 
written considerably earlier than our first evidence for 
its existence. In the case of the apocrypha, mentions 
appear rather abruptly and in some profusion in the first 
century A.D. Admittedly Tung Chung-shu
produced something not dissimilar from the w ei shu in 
title and contents when he wrote his C h 'un ch'iu fan lu

* *  €  ' i 7^  jp*? c. B.C. 135 i as did Ching Fang in
his I c M a n  ^  • I have however reviewed the mono
graphs of the Han shu in an effort to discover possible 
wei shu references in the Western Han edicts etc. preser
ved therein without finding anything more plausible than 
the title Ch'un ch’iu wai chtian
(Han shu, 21, 1012, ClISC) . If the wei shu existed before
A.D. 10 they were obviously not accorded the same impor
tance as in later times.

Warig Hang J L  if (reigned A.D. 9 - 2 3 ) was
renowned for the attention he paid to omens, prognostications,
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and what may be with varying degrees of generosity called 
proto-sciences or pseudo-sciences. One of the ways in 
which this appears in his biog'raphy in the Han shu is by 
an interest in what look very much like wei shu. Imme
diately before his accession Wang Ch1i et al.

MJrpublished a book of omens , Fu mtng ‘fxj" in 42 chapters
(Han shu 99 , 4112)5 in those times such action was unam-^  SLbiguously political. Similarly, in A.D. 21 Li Yen jr 
procured the writing of a ch1 an sliu in some
100,000 characters (Han shu 99 * 4l66) : this last seems
highly relevant to the present discussion. Perhaps the 
best evidence for growing recognition of the wei shu is 
that when in A.D. 3/4 Wang Mang gathered experts on 
various subjects ranging from the classics to military 
strategy we are specifically told that he also called 011 
those who were acquainted with the t 1 u ch1 an JJ®j_/ »■» H E Y
(Han shu 99i 4o69)» Both Wang Ch'ung and Chang Heng use 
these terms as if they were closely connected with, if not

ita synonym for wei C #
A flood of wei shu references begins with the

i t  &restoration of the Han. The emperor Kuang Wu 
(reigned A.D. 25-58) was notorious for his reliance on 
the apocrypha. In a discussion of the arrangements for 
a sacrifice on M t . T'ai in A.D. 56 eight different 
apocrypha are mentioned, with titles including the

' — r" xj&-\ /Ho t'u hui c h1 ang fu ja/J ^  ^  /(xf and the
Hsiao ching kou ming chueh
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(Hou han shu, chili 7, 3163, CHSC) . More to the present 
point is the fact that the Shang shu k'ao ling yao

~7?~ (see III (10)) is thrice quoted in
a memorial of Chia Iv'uei written in A.D, 92/93 (Hou han 
shu, chili 7, 5°27, CHSC). On this basis one would cer
tainly look for an origin of the wei shu by at least the 
early years of the first century A.D. The IJo hu t 1 ung 
(A.D. 80) quotes them frequently as authorities (see III
(6)(k)), and not unexpectedly Wang Ch'ung, writing almost 
simultaneously, sets out to deflate their pretensions 
(Lun heng, 26).

This note may be well concluded by quoting an 
early opinion on the origin of the apocrypha; it is worthy 
of some attention, as it is that of Chang 1-Ieng, whose date 
in the second century and whose high court position com
bined to place him at a better vantage point than we can
hope for today. In a memorial directed against the use
of the apocrypha in state affairs, he notes :

"Liu Hsiang and his son set the archives in 
order and critically reviewed the nine schools 
of philosophers, but they gave no material on 
the ch'an [books]. These are first heard of 
after the emperors Cheng [32 B.C. - 7 3*6,] 
and Ai [6 B.C. - A-H 1 ] ... When we come to 
Wang Mang's usurpation, this was a time of 
great disaster for the Han; why did the 
eighty chapters give no warning ? Thus one 
can tell that the t 'u and ch1 an were completed
by the end of [the reigns of the emperors]
Ai and P 'ing [A.D. 1-5]."

Hou Han shu 59, 1912, CHSC

This may serve to strengthen the conclusion



that the origin of most of the apocrypha lies near the 
time of Wang Mang's usurpation. It is not therefore 
surprising that they show signs of Hun t 1ien influence 
as that theory was by then well on the way towards 
supplanting its rival
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APPENDIX (ii)

Claims for a Chinese discovery of the earth’s sphericity

In examining the material from which this survey 
has beexi compiled I have kept in mind, amongst other things, 
the possibility that it might contain some hint at least 
of a theory of the earth's sphericity. I do not pretend 
that I have been able to do the impossible and approach 
the evidence with a empty of preliminary conjectures,
nor do I deny that my initial conjecture was that the 
ancient Chinese conceived of the earth as basically flat. 
Having completed the survey I am unable to find any 
instance where this conjecture has been refuted by the 
literary evidence and in some instances fairly explicit 
statements supporting its application have been found.
There is in contrast considerable and often insuperable 
difficulty in interpreting the texts on the basis that 
their authors believed in a spherical earth, and at no 
point do we find any sentence stating the earth's spheri
city. On this basis I feel rationally justified in 
continuing to hold to my preliminary conjecttire, i.e. 
that Chinese cosmographers never on their own initiative 
made the step of rejecting the common-sense notion of the 
flatness of the earth.
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The preceding statement is intended to describe 
the logical form of my position on this question, and in 
it I have deliberately refrained from discussing particu
lar instances. In the absence of any previous dispute 
by scholars it might perhaps have been satisfactory 
enough simply to ask the reader to bear these remarks 
in mind while reading the survey. Matters are, unfor
tunately, not so simple. Several eminent scholars,
Western and Chinese have stated in px'int their . conviction 
that the earth was held to be spherical by ancient Chinese 
cosmographers, particularly by supporters of the Hun t'ien. 
Needham (see below) is of course the most influential of 
these, and Chinese examples are to be found in Cheng and 
Hsi (1), 67ff. and Cheng (l). It might be felt, therefore, 
that since this survey expresses a contrary view a detailed 
refutation of the writings of these axithors should have 
been provided. I agree that it would certainly be unfortu
nate if such (in my view) erroneous conclusions went 
unchallenged, and I am at present (1976) preparing a 
detailed rebuttal for possible publication. Nevertheless,
I will only deal briefly with the question at this point, 
not from a wish to avoid difficulties, but simply because 
the evidence falling within the field of this survey is 
so very weak. When a serious misconception has been put 
into print the only safe course in a printed reply is to 
give a Self-contained and detailed retort of sufficient 
completeness to ensure that the matter is settled to the
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satisfaction of anyone who has read both sides of the 
question. In the present context it should be sufficient 
to point out the factual basis on which the opposition's 
case rests and to exhibit its inadequacy.

This is most conveniently done by taking the 
example of Needham.' The sphericity of the earth in 
ancient Chinese thought is affirmed in SCC II, 192, 193;
III 217-219, 438(a), 4-98, 499; IV (l) 32; iv (2) 483 (f) ;
IV (3) 383; V (2) 102. The evidence to which Needham
refers is principally the use by Chang Heng (III (7)(c)
of the simile of an egg in describing heaven and earth,
in particular the comparison of the earth with an egg's
yolk. This, in his view,

"shows clearly how the conception of a 
spherical earth with antipodes would arise 
naturally out of [the visualisation of the 
celestial sphere]."

scc i n  217-219
Reference to my detailed examination of Chang

Hens's writing (III (7)(c)) shows that this conception 
certainly did not arise in Chang Heng's mind. He states 
explicitly that earth is "flat and quiescent", and makes 
the depth of earth equal to the radius of the celestial 
sphere. For him the earth's surface is clearly a hori
zontal diametral plane of heaven. The analogy of the 
yolk is evidently a reference to the earth being com
pletely enclosed by heaven rather than just covered as 
in the Kai t'ien.



In III, *1-9 8, Needham, in my view, misreads the
///text of the thirteenth century writ er Li Yeh  ̂£

thus making hina state that the earth is spherical when 
all he actually says is that the edge of the [flat and 
square] earth is rounded off so that it does not obstruct 
the rotation of heaven (see Cullen (l) 109). It might 
seem that Needham has stronger evidence when he claims 
that

"The great cosmologists of the Han repeatedly 
said that the earth floated in the heavens like 
the yolk in a hen's egg, or that the earth was 
'as round as a crossbow bullet' suspended in

I know of no example of a Chinese cosmologist making the 
latter statement before the time of the Jesuits, although 
Chang Heng and others certainly compare the heavenly 
sphere (not the earth) to a crossbow pellet. This is 
surely a slip of the pen such as must from time to time 
occur in a work as vast as Needham's. Leaving aside 
Needham's highly conjectural (SCC V (2), 102) interpre-

p  a h $tation of the wo.rds j $ J foap. as a reference to the
pole of a spherical earth in a rhapjsodic poem of 13.0 B.C. , 
the only remaining evidence for his claims is found in 
SCC II 192-193. Here he deals with a number of paradoxes 
due to the pre-Ch'in tiling chia school of logi
cians , and in particular with some attributed to Hui Shik

spac e ."
SCC IV (3), 584

I have already dealt with the hen's egg analogy;

(fourth century B.C.) in chapter 33 of
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Chuang tzu. Relevant to our purpose are :
(a) The South has at the same time a limit 

and no limit,
(b) I know the centre of the world, it is 

north of the State of Yen and south of 
the State of Yd. eh [Yen is of course north 
of Yileh] .
Needham notes Hu Shih's suggestion that the 

basis of these two paradoxes might have been a belief 
in the earth’s sphei’icity, but very fairly points out 
Peng Yu-lan's objection to this. The reader of this 
survey has seen that there is no mention of the I-Iun 
t 1ien (the theory Needham associates with the spherical 
earth) until thi'ee Centuries after the probable date of 
tins Hui Shih text, and it seems far safer to leave the 
paradox unresolved rather than base any suppositions on 
such a doubtful interpretation. Even supposing that 
(which I deny) Hui Shih conceived of a spherical earth, 
and all the accompanying hypotheses required to make 
sense of such a notion, the rest of the evidence forces 
us to the conclusion that his suggestion was completely 
ignored by later generations.

I hope I have said enough to make it clear why 
I do not think the suggestion that the ancient Chinese 
knew of the earth's sphericity worthy of very much dis
cussion in the present context, however important it may 
be in general to ensure that incorrect theories are 
properly refuted.
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APPENDIX (iii)

The shadow principle

It is extremely common to find reliance in
early Chinese cosmographical works on a principle, some
times not however stated explicitly, which suggests a 
simple proportion between the length of a shadow cast 
by a gnomon and the distance from the gnomon to the point 
below the heavenly body concerned, which is usually the 
sun. Most commonly the relation claimed is that a
1,000 l_i displacement north or south of an eight foot 
gnomon changes its shadow by one inch: this is the case
Cn the Chou pei suan ching. In the Huai nan tzu the 
'inch for 1,000 lid principle is applied to a ten foot 
gnomon. Is any such principle ever valid ? The answer 
is negative on two counts. Firstly, on a spherical
earth a linear relationship between shadow length and 
north-south displacement of gnomon is impossible-. 
Secondly, in the latitudes where all the observations 
discussed in this survey were made, the relationships 
given do not hold even as an approximation.

~ro

\
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Let us consider first the general form of the
relationship. The spherical form of the earth and its 
circumference of 2A ,800 miles means that in Fig. A (I) 
which shows a gnomon used for an observation of the noon 
sun, a movement of the gnomon 69 miles north or south will 
cause an increase or decrease of one degree in the angle 
This is true wherever the gnomon is erected, and follows 
from the fact that the sun’s rays, coming as they do 
from 93,000,000 miles away, strike the earth's surface 
sensibly parallel to one another, as in Fig. A (2.)

E/SftTW

ft I
CFNTftfcX Of xftflflTW

( jWf tTM -  So i /pH  S a l l o w " )
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R

the two gnomons is given by :
_ (C)i = t a.v«A d  ocJj

one degree, then as there are 360 degrees
in a complete revolution :

miles

d = 69 miles
Thus we have arrived at a simple linear relation

between the angle at the gnomon and movement north or
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south. However, the length of the shadow cast by the 
gnomon is given by : 

s = h tan 9
This means that the relation between s and 0  

is not one of simple proportion: in fact when 9 is
90 degrees s becomes infinite, as can be seen directly 
from Fig. A (|) Although, therefore, there is a
linear relation between north-south motion and the angle 
at the gnomon, there can be no such simple relation bet
ween north-south motion and shadow length.

Let us now consider the relationship in a par
ticular case : the Chou Pei gives the shadow of an eight
foot gnomon at the summer solstice as 1.60 feet, which 
implies that the angle is given by :

9 = tan -1 = tan“10.2
9 = 11.3°

• •

Now suppose the gnomon was moved 69 miles 
(— 200 l_i) northwards. As we have seen, 0  would increase 
to 12.3° * and the new shadow-lengtli would be given by 

s = (8 feet) tan 12.3°
s = 1.74 feet
Thus a motion of only 200 li has caused a change 

in shadow-length of more than one inch. For larger values 
of 0 , such as would be found nearer the winter solstice,
a much larger change in shadow-length would result. We 
have already seen that a linear relation cannot generally 
hold; we have now seen that the figure of 'one inch for
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a thousand li' is not even a local approximation for
China.

Nevertheless the figure remained unexainined and
accepted for a considerable time. Needham, SCC XIX, 292 ff 
gives an account of attempts to find an accurate value,

to 725* No such effort, in the absence of a theory of the 
sphericity of the earth, could in any case ever have been 
more than an approximation valid in the region of obser
vation. There is in fact a configuration of the universe 
in which such linear relations can hold, and this is one 
in which the heavenly bodies move on a flat heaven which 
is a constant distance from a flat earth, as in

leading’ up to the survey of

Fig. A ft)
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By sihiilar triangles :
s_ _ L
h " D

1'iL
S D~
As h and D are constant, evidently :

£> oc L
And, as s is very small compared to L , so that 

L !>' , we may say :
S  O C  I S

Or, in other words, the shadow length is propor
tional to the distance from the gnomon to the subsolar point.

The distance between the flat heaven and earth 
can be found if the length of the gnomon and the relation
ship between shadow and distance to subsolar point are 
given. Thus, for an eight-foot gnomon and an 'inch for a 
thousand 1i ', we have :

inch *= 1 ,000 li
Uo inches D

3 )  =  g O , c w o U .
If the same principle is applied to a ten-foot 

gnomon, D, the height of heaven, becomes 100,000 1i .
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APPENDIX (iv)

Some bibliographical notes on the Chou pel suan ching

A full and up-to-date study of this work in a 
Western language is long overdue: the version of Biot (l)
was a pioneering endeavour and naturally suffered from 
those faults inseparable from the first advances into 
a difficult field. In default of such a study, the 
following note may be of interest. It may be compared 
with the account of Needham, SCC, III, 19 ff•

The early history of the book is most obscure. 
Its title was, it may be noted in passing, originally 
Chou pei alone. The present title was not adopted 
until the T'ang dynasty. The first firm evidence we 
have for the existence of the book is the fact that it
bears a commentary by one Chao Shuang Xijf) whose
references to the Ch'ien Hsiang - f u  calendar proraul-
gated in A.D. 222 suggest he wrote after that date.
According to his preface, the Chou pei was the text of

Kai I 1 ien school as the Ling listen of Chang Heng 
(A.D. 78-1^0) was the text of the Hun t 1ien♦

We have seen a good deal of evidence, parti
cularly in II (3)(g)i that the methods and cosmography 
of the Chou pei probably go back to the time of the 
Warring States. I would stress here as elsewhere, 
however, that this does not prove that the book ;i tself
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was extant in whole or in part at that time. Ch'ien 
Pao-Tsung (2), points out two pieces of evidence
that would date.the actual work, as they relate to 
information that would probably not have been included 
in the book after it had become obsolete. Firstly he 
notes that the Chou pei uses the old Ssu fen li JfjjF
'quarter remainder calendar', replaced by the Tai ch'u 

'great inception’ calendar in 104 B.C.
Secondly the names of the 24 solar ter'ms used in the 
Chou pei, as well as stellar data for the sun's position 
at the solstices and equinoxes, are in agreement with 
those in Huai m m  tzu (c. 120 B.C.)'. Thus we can say
that the last third of the book at least (where these
subjects are mentioned) probably dates from before 100 B.C. 
The more directly cosinographical points were not neces- 
sarily then present.

tThe bibliography of the Han shu, compiled by 
Pan Ku iyf W  (A.D. 32 -92) and ultimately based on

Pi eh lu composed by frTJ Liu Hsiang
between B.C. 26 and B.C. 6 , makes no mention of the 
Chou pei. The same could of course be said of other 
works definitely then extant, so we need not conclude 
that the Chou pei was not known at the time. Despite
the fact that Wang C h 'ung (c. A.D. 30-95) is an eloquent
defender of K 'ai t 'ien notions he neither mentions the 
Chou pei nor betrays any knowledge of its mathematical 
contents. The figures he suggests for the size of the
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universe are quite incompatible with the Chou pel's 
results (see III ( b  )( £  )). This may of course be
no more than a consequence of Wang's well-known provin
cialism. Around A.D. 180 T s ’ai Yung mentions the Chou 
pel, but it seems likely that he refers to the theory 
rather than the actual book, as he mentions the Hun t 1ien 
anc  ̂Hstla.n yeh in similar terms (see III ( )). In
his advocacy of the Hun t 'ien , Lu Chi (c. A.D. 240)
mentions the Kai t 1ien as a theory, but does not refer 
to the Chou pei (see IV ( (2. ) ( &  ) ) . Wang Fa it. ( is Lcvcb) ■ 

mentions both, so perhaps it is not unreasonable to 
suggest here that lie is using Chou pei as the name of a 
book; it may have been that Chao Shuang's efforts were 
beginning to rescue the work from obscurity. Further 
commentaries on the work by Chen Luan ± ̂

(c. A.D. 640)(c. A.D. 5?0) and Li Shun-Feng ^

have been preserved/
This lack of evidence for the existence of a 

book called Chou pei before the third century A.D. is 
provoking but of little consequence for the purposes of 
this survey: we have already seen plenty of evidence 
that its contents had been current during the whole 
period of interest to u s . As nothing depends on the 
result there seems little point in balancing probabilities 
about the book's origin, blit the temptation is hard to 
resist. On the basis of what is little more than 
enlightened guesswork, therefore, I would say that the
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book might have been compiled during the first century 
A.D, around a nucleus of more ancient material such as 
the calendrical section and the dialogues of Chou ICung 
and Chen Tzu, Such a date allows a reasonable two cen
turies for it to become hoary enough for a commentary to 
be appropriate, while still giving some excuse for it 
not being noticed by Pan Ku or Wang Ch'ung. A slight 
addition to this rather insubstantial basis is the 
consideration that the first century A.D, seems to have 
been the time when the arguments between supporters of 
the Hun t 1ien and K at t *ien theories were being stated 
clearly for the first time as far as our records show. 
There would thus have been some motive for bringing 
into a convenient summary the somewhat heterogeneous 
collection of documents, generally connected with the 
Ivai t 1 ien, which make up the Chou pei as we have it today
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APPENDIX (v)

Some implications of gnomon observations in the Chou pei

This appendix sets out to see what conclusions 
can be deduced from three data for the shadow of an eight- 
foot gnomon represented in the Chou pei as derived from 
observation

(i) Summer solstice noon sun : 1.6 ft.
(ii) Winter solstice noon sun : 13*5 ft.
(iii) North celestial pole (constructed shadow): 10.3 ft. 

Consider the diagram of the celestial sphere and
the horizon of an observer given in Fig. A (if-)

W

H Q

I V

0 is the observer, HH' his horizon, and Z his
zenith. P is the north celestial pole, and L is the
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observer’s latitude. E is the equinoctial sun, so EOE' 
is a projection of the plane of the celestial equator. 
The obliquity of the ecliptic is e, and S, W represent 
the noon sun at the summer and winter solstices.

Fig. A (S) makes the connection between the
angles of Fig. A (40 and x, the length of the 8 foot
gnomon's shadow. Obviously : 

tan [7 = x
TFTt)

where 0 is the angle between the zehitfe and the celestial 
body concerned. If, therefore, the length of the summer 
solstice shadow is H and the winter solstice value is T, 
we have :

tan (L-e) =
and

tan (L+e) =~~8 ft.

If we assume that the summer and winter shadows 
given in the Chou pel represent a pair taken at the same
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latitude , and at the same date so that e too is constant, 
we may write :

tan (L-e) = = °-20

tan(L+e) = ~ 1*68

Hence •
L - e  « 11°19/
L + e = 59°ll±'

Therefore : L - 35°l6' © - 23°9 7' (both to the nearest
= = = = = = = =;= - = ~ = minute)

This value for the latitude is tolerable enough: 
the place of observation is a few tens of miles to the 
north of the Yellow River near Lo Yang, or, obviously, 
anywhere on an east-west line through such a point, but 
as can be seen from Needham SCC III 289 the value for the 
obliquity of the ecliptic suggests the most implausible 
epoch of about 2,200 B.C.

Let us see, therefore, what the effect would be 
if we kept the same latitude but revised the date of 
observation to 300 B.C. This is 60 years before the 
Ltt shih ch1 un ch’jtx gives clear evidence of knowledge of

Ohou pei tradition. In ^ 0 0 B.C. the obliquity of
the ecliptic was thus, keeping L - 35°l6' we have:

L - e  = 11°32"
L -f e = 59°0'

recalculating the shadow-length on this basis, we have :
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H = 8 ft. x tan 11°32'
T = 8 ft. x tan 59°0'

.’. H = T = 1|.3 ft.
Evidently, therefore, the change in the summer 

solstice shadow is imperceptible: taking account of the
effect of low solar altitude in increasing the 'fuzzinesss1 
of the shadow-end we may likewise tolerate the change of 
two decimal inches in the winter solstice shadow. The 
shadow-data are, therefore, insensitive to considerable 
changes in date of observation for constant latitude.

Changes in place of observation have a more 
significant effect: suppose we add 2° to the latitude of
the observer, which puts him level with An Yang. We 
thus have:

L - e = 13°19'
L + e = 6l°l4'

.*. H = 8 ft. x tan 13°19/ = 1.89 ft.
T = 8 ft. x tan 6l°l4' = 1^£.6 ft.

The discrepancy here is considerable. To sum up 
so far, we can say that if the summer and winter shadows 
represent a consistent set, then they originate from 
observations within some 50 miles of the latitude of 
Lo Yang, and date from any time up to and including the 
Western Han.

Let u s  now consider the 1 0  „ 3 f t .  cons true te^d 
'shadow' for the gnomon observation of the celestial pole. 
If this is an observation of the pole itself rather than
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of the pole star, and the text suggests this strongly, 
then we may proceed to calculate the latitude of the 
observer directly, independently of epoch.

falti'hck ^

This implies a place of observation over 150 miles 
to the north of the one specified by the shadow data. If 
the polar altitude had also been observed from latitude 
35°l6 * , one would have expected a polar ‘shadow of length:

8 ft, ^in. •’~tO J.7- r — 11*3 ft.tan 35 lo

Need we accept that 10.3 ft. is a genuine obser
vation of polar altitude that has been imported from 
further north ? I think there is some evidence that the 
polar altitude has been adjusted from a value actually 
observed to a value leading to more satisfying conclusions 
than the observed facts warranted. For if we follow the 
procedures of the Chou pei and calculate the radius 'of 
the sun's circle round the pole at the two solstices, but 
using 11.3 ft. instead of 10.3 ft,, we obtain :
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summer solstice radius = (11.3 ft. + 1.6 ft.) x
= 129,000 li

winter solstice radius = (11*3 ft. x 13*5 ft.) x —
r= 248,000 li

It will be remembered that with the 10.3 ft. value we 
obtained :

solstice radius ~ (10.3 ft. + 1.6 ft.) x — i-i
= 119,000 li

solstice radius = (10.3 ft. + 13*5 ft.) x — —
= 238,000 li

Here the winter solstice radius is exactly
double the summer solstice radius, a pleasingly simple
relationship between two such important quantities. Now
the procedure for constructing the polar ’shadow' is
considerably more complex and indirect than the straight-

*forward measurement of solstice shadows. It would not, 
therefore, have required very much wishful thinking on the 
part of an observer to convince himself that the result 
was close enough to 10.3 ft. for him to continue his 
belief in the grand simplicity of the seasonal variation 
in the radius of the solax* path. If this is really what 
happened, we are faced with the interesting conclusion 
that the two solstice shadows are the only genuine 
empirical elements in the cosmography of the Chou pei.

summer

winter
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APPENDIX (vi)

The significance of measurements of north polar dis_tances 
in the Chou pei and Using ching W

In my discussion of the origin of Hun t ’ien 
instruments it is argued that measurements of the angular 
distances between heavenly bodies and the north celestial 
pole were probably first made during the first•century B.C. 
(Ill (3)(e)). I base this conclusion on consideration of 
the datable literary evidence involving such measurements. 
For the sake of completeness 1 shall give here my reasons 
for rejecting possible claims that considerably earlier 
north polar distance measurements are to be found in the 
texts of the Chou pei and Using ching, and that the 
invention of the armillary ring ought therefore to be set 
at an earlier date than I have calculated.

As we have seen, the Chou pei contains a con
siderable number of purported measurements of important 
celestial dimensions in the Kai t 1ien system, such as the 
size of the sun's daily path at different seasons of the 
year. These measurements are given in li, and stem in 
each c&se from the mathematical scheme of similar triangles 
based on alleged gnomon shadow measurements (III (3)(b)). 
Apart from the instance to be considered, the Chou 7-)ei 
treats of the tu only as 1/365.25 of the circumference of 
the circles (heng ■'fWJ ) which mark the daily path of
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of the sun at different times of the year. As these 
circles vary in circumference from 71^,000 li 
summer solstice to 1,428,000 li at the winter solstice 
the size of the tu varies by a factor of 2, being given 
by the text to an exact fraction of the double-pace pu *
It is obvious that this state of affairs is consistent 
with the use of the tu with reference to the daily amount 
of the sun's displacement, against the stellar background, 
which I have elsewhere argued was the origin of the con
cept of the tu (III (3)(o)). The use of armillary rings 
is certainly not implied, and is, if anything, counter
indicated by the fact that the use of the tu as a 
measurement is only meaningful along some given heng 
where its value is constant.

Later in the Chou pei, however, occur three
instances of north polar distance measurements expressed
in an odd mixture of tu and other units :

"Ch'ien Niu is distant from the north
p o l e  b y  1 1 5  tu 1 , 6 9 5  l i  21' 8 l 9 / l 4 - 6 l  p u "

Chou pei 2, 60 in Ch'ien's edition
"Lou and Chdeh are distant from
the north pole by 91 ku 6l0 li. 264 1296/l46l pu"

ibid, 2, 62
"Tung Ching is distant from the
north pole by 66 tu l,48l li 155 124-5/l46l pu"

ibid, 2, 63
Now the constellations names here are, in that 

order, the four hsiu in which the sun lay at the winter 
solstice, the two equinoxes, and the slimmer solstice.
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Other than these data the earliest similar statement comes 
from Chia Kuei's memorial of A.D. 92/93 which he gives 
115 tu, 91 tu and 67 tu for the north polar distance 
of the sun at the given seasons (III (3)(c)). Chia’s 
measurements, which are correct to the nearest tu, may 
possibly date from the work of Keng Shou-ch'ang c. 52 B.C. 
Could it be that in the Chou pei we have another early 
example of north polar distance measurements with an 
arraillary ring ? There is certainly a good prima facie 
case for this, but it cannot stand up to a closer look at 
the text, which goes into some detail in explaining how 
its results are obtained. The method it describes bears 
no relation to armillary rings of any kind, but consists 
solely of mathematical manipulation of the celestial 
distance data allegedly obtained from gnomon measurements 
as already mentioned.

If armillai~y rings are thus to be discounted, 
ax̂ e we to take it that the writers of this part of the 
Chou pei were able to obtain the sun's angular’ altitude 
(and hence its north polar distance) from gnomon-shadow 
observations ? The answer is emphatically negative. In 
the first place such a suggestion would involve a know
ledge of trigonometrical techniques of which there is no 
hint in China until the eighth century A.D, (SCC III l48). 
Secondly, it will be remembered that the gnomon data in 
the Chou pei were at least partly falsified in order to 
give conveniently simple results for the seasonally
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varying radius of the sun's daily path (Appendix (v)).
In fact the textls procedure is not a little strange; the
derivations are as follows :

Ch1ien Niu : "Set up the distance from the
outer heng to the north pole pivot :

238.000 li
subtract 11,300 hi for the hsilan chi 
leaving 226,300 li. which is made the dividend.

Take as divisor the size of a tu on the 
innermost heng :

1 ,93d li 2ih? 933/1^61 pu."
loc. cit.

The result of this is indeed that the distance
is 115 tu with the given remainder. Before considering
why this bizarre method gives correct results, let us note
the calculations for the other two results.

Lou and Chiieh "Set up the distance from the 
middle heng to the north pole pivot :

178,300 11. which is the dividend
Take as divisor the size of a tu on the 
i 1111 e r m o s t heng."

loc . cit.
Tung Ching : "Set up the distance from the
innermost heng to the north pole pivot ;

119.000 li
add 11,500 l_i for the hsilan chi

giving 130,500 jkL which is made the dividend.
Take as divisor the size of a tu on the 
innermost heng."

loc . cit.
Notice in the first place the extremely suspicious 

introduction of the fictitious "hslian-chi radius", the 
product of a piece of numerology (II (3)(d)). Here it is 
treated as the polar distance (in li) of a "pole star"
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with the same Right Ascension as the winter solstice; its 
addition and subtraction for the solsticial data means that 
this pseudo-star, rather than the actual pole, is the point 
from which distances are being measured. We shall shortly 
see why this is necessary. Let us turn first, however,

y
to the size of a tu on the innermost heng. As the radius 
of this heng is 119,000 li and the Chou pei always appro
ximates 71 as 3 , this is :

measurements of north polar distance. It has virtually 
nothing to do with angular measurements but is simply the 
length of a fraction of circumference of an apparently 
arbitrarily chosen circle. Let us see what would have 
happened if this tu was applied to the heng radii without 
"the hsilan—chi "correction", We would have obtained :

season heng radius radius in _ n.p.d. of sun

1 tu 2 x 3  21 119,000 li 
3S57T

This is the tu used by the Chou pei in its

standard tu
winter
solstice 238,000 li 121-J tu

equinoxes 178,300 li 91 3/16 tu

summer
solstice 60 7/8 tu

The equinoctial result is completely satisfac
tory, as 91 5/l8 Ln = 90°. This follows straightforwardly
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from the fact that the equinoctial heng was talcen as 
halfway between the solsticial heng. The solsticial 
radii are, of course, only in a ratio of 2 : 1 because 
of the falsification of a polai" sighting as mentioned 
in Appendix (v). Turning to the solsticial results, 
the departure from the observed values of 115 tu and 
67 tu is marked. The application of the hsdan-chi 
"correction” as in the text produces the more acceptable 
results there given, but at the price of paradoxically 
obtaining correct values of north polar distance which 
are not actually measured from the celestial pole as 
they should b e .

In the light of this analysis, I conjecture 
with some confidence that we have in this text the record 
of an ad hoc attempt to "derive" by the methods of the 
Chou pei results drawn from quite a different set of 
techniques. The writer knew in advance the results he 
wanted to obtain, and thus chose the innermost heng to 
define his north polar distance, tu length, probably on 
the basis of the correct prediction of eyu>\oeK7<„L north 
polar distance. The hsttan chi "correction” for the sol
stices seems to me inexplicable except in the context 
of a conscious attempt to arrive at a known result. It 
remains to consider the circumstances under which such 
mathematical cookery might have seemed necessary. In the 
first xalace, since the north polar distance results used 
here can only have been obtained by ancillary rings, the
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text can only logically have been written after the 
invention of those instruments. This point is of course 
trivial. More sxibs tantially , ̂ however, I would argue that 
the author's rather desperate attempts to show that 
gnomons can do all that armillaries can suggests that 
the text comes from a time when the use of armillary 
instruments was becoming well-established. Immediately 
preceding the text considered the Chou pei has an equally 
dubious attempt to show that hsiu extensions can readily 
be found by a method involving gnomon sightings. (This 
can of course be done by noting the time interval between 
s’outhings; the point is that the method given in this 
text is quite useless.) I have argued elsewhere (III (3)
(d)) that the rise of armillary instruments is inextri
cably bound up with the Hun t 1ien theory. Our text may 
therefore be a product of the sharp controversies of 
that theory with the Kai t'ien, and this is not inconsis
tent with my suggestion (Appendix (iv)) that the Chou pei 
was compiled under the pressure of the polemics first 
evidenced in the writings of Huan T 1 an and Yang Hsiung 
around 1B.C. In no way does it force us to move back 
the date of invention of armillary beyond the first 
century B.C.

I turn now to the data found in the present text 
\̂ 7 L~njof the Using ching * Needham relies on the work

of Ueta and others in dating the north polar distance 
measurements for various stars contained in this astrological



work (SCC III 268), reaching the conclusion that armillary 
rings may have been used for north polar distance measure-

was a graphical one, and in an attempt to settle the 
question more definitely I have now run a detailed check 
on the Hsing ching data using the University of London 
computing service. This involved in the first place an 
attempt to identify the actual stars referred to in the 
book as we have it today. The computer was then made 
to recalculate their coordinates at ten-year intervals 
from A.D. 1500 to 3000 B.C., allowing for precession and 
variation in the obliquity of the ecliptic. During this 
process it identified the epoch at which the Hsing ching 
data best fitted the actual position of the star concerned, 
firstly for the given north polar distance and secondly 
for the given position in the specified hsiu. I hope 
eventually to publish a fuller account of this project, 
but for the present purpose it is sufficient to note 
provisional conclusions briefly. The Hsing ching con
tains numerical data for 46 stars. The north polar 
distance and hsiu positions give, fits implying epochs 
fairly evenly distributed between 2,500 B.C. and 
1000 A.D. For both north polar distance and hsiu calcu
lations more than a quarter of the stars failed to find 
a fit with the. range of epochs for which calculations 
were made. Of those stars which fell within the range

inents by astrologers such as Shih Shen J o and
fourth century B.C. Ueta's method
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of calculation only five had dates for* north polar dis
tance and hsiu position agreeing within 300 years. Results 
of this kind are quite inadequate as a basis on which to 
construct theories about the date at which measurements 
with armillary rings may first have been made. The wide 
spread of the epochs calculated may of course be expli
cable in a number of ways : the book may be recording
genuine but inaccurate observations, or possibly com
pletely fictitious ones, or again there may be textual 
corruption. Again we must remember that we cannot be 
definite in interpreting Chinese star-names. Whatever 
the reqson, it seems clear that there is little hope of 
dating the text by its numerical contents.

There are also literary grounds for doubting 
whether the Hsing ching contains early material. HstL 
Chia-tzu (1), 710 notes evidence for concluding that
the present text was not current in Han times. In parti
cular 75 per cent of the provinces mentioned in it were 
not created until the Sui or T'ang. Evidence drawn from 
a book of this nature is not sufficient to revise conclu
sions on the subject of the first use of armillary rings.
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TEXTUAL NOTE (l)

The I pu ch\i chiu chuan ^  ^
(III (3)(e)

Needham is surely in error in attributing this
book to Lo-hsia Hung himself (SCC III, 199)» &nd there 
seems no reason to follow him in assuming that there

’’Old chronicles of the elders of Szechwan" , and does not 
refer to the "[astronomical] bureau" as Needham has it.

The passage of interest is found in four versions, 
of which the first is the fullest.

(a) SJhih„ chi, 26, 1261, (CHSC), So_ yin commentary 
(T1ang).

(b) PTSC 130, 11b (A.D. 63O)
(c) Shih lei f u , 1, lb (c. A.D. 1000)
(d) Sui shu 19, 3l6 (CHSC), (A.D. 656), but attri

buted to Ytl Hsi (see IV (?)(c)) - perhaps he was
quoting Ch’en Shu ? Ch' en might also be the
"Me. C h 1 en" elsewhere mentioned by Yti (IV (7)(c)). 
All versions have the clause M t  f f  i % 3 ^

were "several o'ther books" with this title. I pu is equi
valent to I chou 'j'H , a Han name for Szechwan where
Lo-hsia Hung’s native place Pa e. was located : compare
the Sung dynasty work I; pu fang wu lueh chi

on the local products etc. of the 
province, by Sung Ch ’ i . The title thus is
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despite their varying length. The reference is evidently 
to an instrument, or otherwise, the specified location is 
irrelevant, but why are we told that he "rotated" it ?
One might rather have expected to be told that he made 

fs a° or set it up 1 i v< . X suggest that the
odd phrasing might be explained if Ch’en Shu was 
influenced by the Shih chi’s words C  %  m

translated above as "carried out calculations to revise 
the calendar". Perhaps C h 1en was, like Lu Chi and Wang 
Fan (IV (2)(a),(b)) anxious to maintain the antiquity of 
the Hun t 1ien, and thought he saw suggestions of the instru
ment in Ssu-ma Ch'ien's text. This is certainly more 
plausible than assuming he had access to material 
unmentioned by the ShiK chi and unknown to his contem
poraries Lu and Wang.
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TEXTUAL NOTE (2)

The story of Confucius and the two boys (III (5)(b)

This story occurs in a considerable number 
of versions :

(1) Lieh tzu, 5, 105, (in ;Lieh tzu chi shih)
(2) Fa yiian chu lin 7 , 15b , SPTK, attr. Lieh tzu
(3) Fa yiian chu lin 7 . l6a , SPTK, attr. Iisin lun
(4) Chin lou tzu, 4, 159*
(5) PTSC, lit9, 7b, attr. Lieh tzu
(6) Sui shu, 19, 512, attr . Lieh tzu
(7) Ch'u hstieh chi, 1 » 3a , attr. Lieh tzu
(8) TPYL 3, 5b, attr. Lieh tzu
(9) TPYL 385, lb, attr. Lieh tzu
(10) Po wu chih, 8 .
(ll) Shlh lei fu, 1 , 5b, attr. Lieh tzu

Collation of these sources shows no significant 
textual conflicts. Naturally (5) is the most interesting, 
involving as it does an early Eastern Han source which is 
connected with the discussions of Huan T'an and Yang 
Hsiung. The fact that FYCL actually produces versions from 
the Lieh tzu and Ilsin lun side by side is firm confirmation

I
of both attributions. I do not think we can come to any 
conclusion as to whether the Lieh tzu drew on the Iisin lun 
(presumably during a Chin compilation ?) or whether the 
Iisin lun drew on a (proto ?) Lieh tzu during the Han.



Perhaps the latter is less likely, as the Iisin lun intr 
duces its version as "a common story"; it may be that 
both works drew on a third source now lost.
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TEXTUAL NOTE (3)

The works of Chang Heng (III (7))

For a general view the reconstitutions contained 
in CSHK, H/Kan, 55 are quite sufficient as versions of

The following notes are intended to provide a more detailed 
account of our sources foi" these texts.

The two main sources for the Ling hsien are :
Iiou Han shu, chih 10, 3215, (comm.) CHSC 

(ii) KYCC 1, la.

complete. The commentary here is not, of course, the 
T'ang commentary of Li Hsien, written to accompany the 
main part of the history as. compiled by Fan Yeh about 
A.D. (l50, but is by Liu Chao (sixth century) who wrote 
his work to accompany the monographs in the third century

It was from this earlier book that the monographs now in 
the Iiou Han shu w^ere borrowed. Liu was probably quoting 

Ling hsien at first hand, for the inclusion in the 
Sul shu bibliography of "The Ling hsien in one chapter, 
by Chang Heng" (Sui shu, 3̂ -, 1018, CHSC) shows that it 
was extant around A.D. 600.

KYCC, compiled in A.D. 729, contains almost 
identical material to the Hou Han shu. As the Ling hsien

the Ling hsien and Hun t 'ien i

The first of these is both earlier and more

history by Ssu-ma Piao , the Hstl Han shu



seems still to have been extant during the T 1ang (Hsin
T'ang shu 59, 1544, CHSC; Chiu T'ang shu 19, 12b, SPTK)
this too may be a first-hand quotation.' Thus we have 
two possibly independent sources giving the same material 
for a work consisting of a single chapter; on this basis 
it does not seem improbable that we possess Chang Ileng's
work in its entirety

Shorter* fragments of the Ling hsien are to be
found in :

KYCC : 5, 2a; 5, 6a.
PTSC : 149, 7a; 150, 30a; 150, 4a; 150, 5b;

150, 6a; 157, 3a.
TPYL : 1, 5b; 2, 5b; 4, 9a; 7, l b ; 157, 4a;

869, 8a .
CHC : 8 , 26a.
IV7LC : 1, 5b; 9 ST, 6a.
Sui shu : 19, 504; 19, 513.
Chou pel suan ching : 2 , 54 (comm.)

The last of these (a reference to the illumi
nation of the moon by the sun) is interesting because of
its early date in the third century A.D. In nearly all
cases the above fragments simply provide parallels to the 
main sources.

Although the Hun t * ien i opens with the famous
analogy of the egg, most of it is on the subject of the 
geometry of the celestial sphere rather than physical 
cosmography. The two fullest sources for the costnographical
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material are i
(i) KYCC 1, 5a
(ii) TPYL, 2, 8b (see also 2, lib)

Much material is also found in Hou Han sh u , chih 
3, 3076, CIISC (comm.), but the cosmography is lacking.
The earliest quotations seem to be by Ko Hung, c. A.D. 320 
(Sui shu 3.9, 509? Chin shu, 11, 28l). Miscellaneous 
lei shu fragments are IWLC 1, la; PTSC 1^9 , 3b; PTSC 150)
la; SLF 1, la and 2b; CIIC, 1, la.

Oddly enough KYCC introduces its material as 
l'7x £ —  (1 , 5a) and later changes to the title

1 ̂  [iD yjl (1) 7b). This break is well into
material quoted as a unit (titled ) Jji ’'j|| ) in the Hou
Han shu comm. There is a possibility that the work is 
referred to in Chang Heng's biography written in the 
fifth century A.D. (Hou Han shu, 59* 1898 CHSC) which 
says that Chang

but despite the mention of the Ling hsien the Hun t 1ien i 
here is probably the actual instrument itself. The Sui shu 
bibliography notes a book Hun t 1ien i in two chapters, 
without attribution (34, 1018, CHSC) while a work of that 
title in one chapter is attributed to Chang Heng in the 
dhiu T 1ang shu (49, 12b, SPTK). In both this case and that 
of the Ling hsien we should note the existence of collections 
of Chang's writings, 11 chapters in the Sui shu (35? 3-057) 
and 3.0 in the Hsin T 1 ang shu (60, 157&, CHSC).
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TEXTUAL NOTE (k)

.Ts1ai Yung’s memorial and Yueh ling commentary (III (8))

Much of Ts ’ ai'i memorial has been preserved in a 
number of versions; the first two mentioned below are 
the fullest. Insofar as they overlap there are no signi
ficant textual conflicts.

Hou Han shu, chih 10, 3217 CIISC, comm.
(h) Hou Han shu, 59, 1898, CHSC, comm.

Sung shu, 23, 673, CHSC
Chin shu, 11, 278, CHSC
Sui shu, 19, 507, CHSC

(f) CHC, 1, la and lb
(g) SSCCS , Shang shu, 3, 13a
(h) Shang shu chenj i, 3, 6b, SPTK
(i) KYCC 1, 9a

It is interesting to note that (b) claims to 
draw7 on a work called Han niing ch1 en tsou i t %

"Memorials of famous Han ministers", no doubt one of the 
many sources available in the sixth century but now lost.

The Ytteh ling commentary is less frequently
quoted but nonetheless - well attested. The main fragment is
given in KYCC 1, 9U, paralleled at beginning and end by two 
fragments in PTSC 1^9, 2a. KYCC repeats its fragment
at 2 , 5a where, however, it carries an introduction and 
comment by Chiang Chi, giving us firm evidence for its
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existence only two centuries later than Ts'ai Yung himself*.
Han hstleh t 1 ang ts * ung shu reconstitution claims in 

addition a not very striking account of the geometry of 
the celestial sphere as being by Ts'ai, but inspection of 
the original source (Shang shu cheng i 11, 26b, SPTIC) 
makes it x)J-ain that the text is by a T 1 ang editor.
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TEXTUAL NOTE (5)

The work of Wang Fan : IV (2)(b).

The extant sources for Kang's cosmographical
writing are related in a somewhat complex way. Perhaps 
the most rapid method of explaining the distribution of 
the material is by outlining a hypothesis which I have

On the basis of this collation I conjecture that around 
A.D. 500 an extended essay by Wang was in existence; 
evidently it was well enough thought of for Tsu Keng-chih 
to take it as the starting-point for his calculations 
(V (3)(b))• The Sung shu was compiled at that time and 
includes material by Wang (23, CHSC) which we find
almost word for word in the Chin shu monograph (11, 283,
CHSC) written in A.D. 64.8, Neither book gives the essay 
a title but the original text is presumably the Hun t 1ien

to Wang in the Sui shu bibliography, 3̂ -, 1018 CHSC. All 
the Sung shu and Chin shu material is however to be found 
embedded in a considerably longer version given in the 
K fai yuan chan ching of A.D. 729 (1, 12b~20a). My collation 
suggests very strongly that KYCC preserves an authentic 
text which the earlier versions abbreviate. The T 1 ai 
p 1 ing ytl lan of A.D. 983 mentions the Hun, t 1 ien shuo

adopted after a detailed collation of tlie early texts.

hsiang chu (in one chapter) attributed

by Wang Fan in its initial book list



(TPYL, yin shu m u , 22a), and its two quotations (2, 8a 
and 11a) contain no material differing from KYCC, apart 
from an introductory column of 16 characters lacking 
elsewhere. We cannot of course tell whether TPYL drew 
directly on KYCC or shared a common source then still 
extant. A fragment of Wang's writing is also found in 
the subcommentary of K'ung Ying-t a (fl. c, A.D. 630) on 

Shang shu (SSCCS, 3, 6b ) ; it is interesting that one 
instance where this text differs from KYCC for fifteen 
characters is reproduced exactly in TPYL. K'ung's sub
commentary adds a short passage stating that M t . Sung Kao
ULj
,£■) vT) near Lo-yang is at the centre of heaven, and

giving sketchy data about the sun's seasonal north polar 
distance variation. I doubt that this is really by Wang 
Fan, on the grounds of its imprecision and his belief stated 
elsewhere that Yang-ch'eng is the central position. The only 
other text of significance is Sui shu (19, 516, CHSC) com
piled c, A.D. 656 (monographs), which is apparently a brief 
mosaic of material paralleled only in KYCC, of fragments 
unique to PTSC 130, lib, and a mention of the ksttcoi chi ytt 
heng found only in Sung shu 23, 677. (Note that this last 
is not found in the Sung shu version of Wang's cosmographical 
essay but is quoted second-hand, via Hsti Ytan, ) It is , I 
think evident that one will not go far wrong by treating 
KYCC as the basic text for Wang's work. (Eberhard (l) has 
a useful translation of part of Wang Fan's work.)
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TEXTUAL NOTE (6) 

Yao Hsin (IV (5))

The full source list is :
(a) Sung shu,. 23, 680 , CHSC
(b) PTSC, lzi9 , 2a and zia
(c) Sui shu, 19, 508, CHSC
(d) Chin shu, HH 280 , CHSC
(e) TPYL, 2, 7b.
(f) SLF, 1 : la, 2 b and 3a

All attribute their material to Yao Ilsin's 
Hsin t ’ien lun, The reference to the distance of the 
hsiu from the pole is in (a) alone, while the discussion 
of the earth’s support is only in (e) and (f). The 
analogy of heaven and man is in (c), (d) and (e) , and the 
rising and falling of heaven is described in all texts,
(c) and (d) do not include the final reference to the 
Hun t ’ien and Kai t 1ien.



TEXTUAL NOTE (?)

The Yd family and their writings (IV (7))

A genealogical note will be helpful in the 
subsequent discussion* The founder of the family fortunes 
seems to have been Yd Fan /izfe , one of the aides of
Sdn Ch 1 dan Hit , first ruler of the kingdom of Wu 
(reigned A.D, 222-252), According to his biography 
(San kuo chih 53, 1317, CHSC), he died aged 70 : the
general circumsstances of his life indicate that he may
have been born c, A.D, 170, dying c, A.D. 240. Fan had
eleven sons, of whom San kuo chih finds three worthy of 
note :

(1) YU Fan  ̂0* , tzu $hih-lmn.g * made
an Inner Palace Attendant in A.D. 258*

(2) Yd Sung ^  , tzu Shih-lung , at one
time governor of Ho Chien I

(3) Yd Ping , tzu Tzu-wen JX̂  , once
governor of Chi Yin ^

op. cit., 1327
drY2Yd Hsi ~£T was evidently two generations away 

from these brothers : three histories state that Yd Sung
was his tsu tsu '̂ĴI (Chin shu 11, 280 ; Sui shu 19,
508; Sung shu, 23, 680) , and Yd Hsi himself refers to 
,,my tsu tsu from Ho Chion" (TPYL, 2, 9b) , Hsi's biography 
(Chin shu 91, 2348) shows that he clung to private life
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despite solicitations under the reigns of three emperors 
who reigned from A.D, 290 to 3^3- He was active under 
emperor Mu (A.D. 3^5-362) and submitted'a memorial in 
A.D. 3zi5. Ac cording to the Chin, Sui, and Sung histories 
(loc. cit.) he wrote on cosmography during the period 
A.D. 335 to 3Z±3* Thes e dates are quite consistent with

m  his being in the second generation from Yd Sung.
1 The Cli1 iung t 1 ien lun sources are :
|  (a) Chin shu 11, 280
fK

(b) Sui shu 19, 508
|  (c) Sung shu 23, 680

(d) TPYL 2, 6b
■  (e) CHC 1 ,1a
|  (f*) SLF 1,1a

1 
1

y“-\ 09 PTSC 1^9,
! I  (H) TPYL 595? 3a (in a text by Ko Hung)
i

. . . .(a)-(c) attribute to Sung , (d)-(f) to
Ping t5\) , (g) to Shih-hung a t  : j £ ( = Fan ) and
(h) to simply • Chin shu and Sul shu have the
fullest text, and the three histories have common textual 
differences from the version found in the lei shu. Other 

Other ancient attributions are :
(i) YtL Hsi Mmy tsu tsu from Ho Chien" (TPYL, 2, 9H).
(ii) Ho Tao-yang (see V (2)(a)) : to Yd Hsi (l)

(TPYL, 2, 10a) , although Yd Ha i , 2, (tAb "corrects" 
to Yd Ping.

(iii) Tsu Keng”chih (see V (3)(a) : to Yd Ping (TPYL,2,6b).



“b.
(iv) K ’ung Ying-t a 3 ^  (c. A.D. 640)

says he does not know which member of the
Yti family wrote it (Li chi, SSCCS, l4 , 2a),

(vi) TPYL book list, 13*>, gives Yti Ping.
The authorship is not, of course, a critical

question, but if a decision was necessary I would feel
that the testimony of YU Hsi himself added to that of the
three histories clinches the matter in favour of YU Sung.
Perhaps joint authorship might be a partial explanation
of the confusion here ?

There are no doubts about whether or not YU Hsi
wrote the An t 1ien lun. His biography states explicitly

uIisi devoted himself to the classics and their 
commentaries, and was equally well-read in the 
ch’an—wei [see Appendix (i)]. He wrote his 
An t 1ien lun to raise objections to the Hun 
and Kai ... u

Chin shu, 91? 23A9
Fragments are now found in :

(a) TPYL, 2, 9b
Chin shu, 11, 280 

(c ̂ Sui shu, 19, 508
Sung shu, 23, 680

(e) Shang shu cheng i , I , 3 , 8b
(f) PTSC, 149, lb
(g) TPYL, 54, 6b
(h) TPYL, 10a
(i) CHC, 1, lb.

The first of these is the fullest; the three
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histories, as already mentioned, date the writing of 
the An t'ien lun to the years A.D. 335~3zl3*
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ABBREVIATIONS

BW
CHSC
CM

CSC
DCBT
EW
F.
IWLC
KYCC
MCPT
PC
PKLT
PTSC
SCC
TB
TH
TPYL
TSCC

Watson (l)
Chung hua shu did w  /sr

(I96Y, CHSC edn.)

publishing co 
Ssu ku eh 1 nan shu ch 1 e 11 ming mu Iu \13 1=5"

%  Bfl I  &
Ch 1 u hsdeh chi 
Soothill & Hodous (l)
Yv Ik in so 11 (l)
Fe 11 g Y11-Ian (1 )
T. wen lei chU 
K 1 ai ylian chan chlng 
Meng ch * i p 1 t an 
Hsll chia-tzu (1)
P o k 1 ung liu t 1 .1. eh 
Pel t 1 ang shu ch'ao
Needliam, ScienGe & Civi 1 iaation in China 
Teng & Biggerstaff (1)
Tz'u hai | y£j , CHSC, 1937 
T 1 ai p 1 ing yli lan 
Ku chin t'u shu chi ch'eng

J
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B I B L I O G R A P H Y

(1) Ancient Chinese works, by title
(Abbreviated references thus : CM : are to
bibliographical sources)

CHENG MENG IE ^
Sung, c. A.D. 1076. Chang Tsai 
Neo-Confucian work for students
(1) SPTK
(2) CHSC, Peking, 1975

r \3V
C H ' I LUEH "H

W. Han, c. 5 B.C. Liu Hsin
Booklist in seven categories, based 011 the 
catalogue of Liu Hsiang (c. 10 B.C.); in 
turn it formed the basis of Par). K u ' s biblio
graphy in the Han shu, q«v.
Not extant TB

CM

CHIN LOU TZU
Liang, c. A.D. 550. Liang Ydan Ti J7C. Ibl
Reflections of Emperor Ydan of the Liang 
(reigned A.D. 552-4).
(l) Taiwan, 1969, ed. Hstl Te-ping f"

AiiCHIN SHU "rf?
T a n g , A.D. 648. Fang Hsdan-ling /?? %  et al
History of the Chin dynasty, A.D. 265-419*
(1) CHSC, Peking, 1974
(2) SPTK

EW, CM, SCL, PC



-hCHIU CHANG SUAN SHU *1 ^  -Ip
E. Iian, 1st cent. A.D. Writer unknown
Mathematical compendium, probably containing 
some material as early as the C h 1 in.
(1) SPTK
(2) In Ch’ien Pao-tsung (2) SCC, CM

CHOU LI I f ]  VjL
Present form reached during early W. Han ? 
Compilers unknown.
An idealised description of the bureaucratic 
structure of Chou dynasty administration
(1) SSCCS
(2) SPTK - BW, SCC, TH

)fl V  faKCHOU PEI SUAN CHING '« I W  - f r  P X

Compiled 1st cent. B.C./A.D. Writers unknown
Mathematical and astronomical compendium, 
embodying Kai t,1 ien ideas (see II)
(1) SPTIC
(2) Ch'ien Pao-ts'ung (2) SCC, CM

CHU TZU CHUAN SHU l£
A.D. 1713. Chu Hsi i
Complete works of the Neo-Confucian 
philosopher Chu Hsi (A.D. 1093-1151)
(1) Palace ed. 1713/14 P, CM, SCC
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CH1U 1ISUEH CHI W  'J7 % U
T'ang, c, A.D. 700. Hstt Chien T#. j+l et al.
Encyclopaedia
(1) Ydn shih chai ts 'ung shu c /i\ jih. ̂
(2) CHSC, Peking, 1962; Taipei I966

CI-I'U TZU f e z )S/
Warring States, c. 300 B.C. Ch1 tl Yuan

et al.
Anthology of poems compiled by Wang I £ i i |  
c. A.D. 150
(1) SPTK
(2) Chiang Liang-fu (1) BW, CM, SCC

CHUANG TZU j]± wT If)Warring States, c. 290 B.C. Chuang Chou '**

Large parts certainly not by Chuang Chou, 
although possibly by his disciples.
(1) SPTK
(2) Tr. Watson (2) BW, SCC, F

CH ' UN CH 1 IU % - f

After 480 B.C. in present form ? compilers unknown.
Chronicle compiled in state of L u , giving an 
annalistic account of events from 722 to 48l B.C.
(1) SSCCS
(2) SPTK - BW, SCC



CH1 UN CH'IU FAN LU W  m

W, Han, c. 140 B.C. Tung Chung-shu *3-
Phenomena.list work, influential in 
development of Han Confucianism
(1) SPTK- CM, SCC, BW

i tFA YEN v/TT r2
A.D. 5* Yang Hsiung k  i t
Philosophical work in imitation of the Lun yti 
(1) SPTK , SCC, CM, F

FA YUAN CHU LIN
T 1 ang , A.D. 668 Tao Shih 1 ̂
Buddhist encycloxiaedia
(1) SPTK TH, SCC, CM

HAN SHU y ̂
E. Han, c. A.D. 90. Pan Ku t ) i  } t ]  et. al
History of (Western) Han dynasty,
209 B.C. - A.D. 25
(1) CHSC, Peking, 1962
(2) SPTK EW

HOU HAN SHU 1 %  y£  ̂

te B:Liu Sung, A.D. 450. Fan Yeh >
History of E. Han dynasty, A.D. 25-220. 
Monographs taken from Hsil Han shu q.v.
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A  C H I N E S E  E R A T O S T H E N E S  O F  T H E  F L A T  E A R T H :  
A  S T U D Y  O F  A  F R A G M E N T  O F  C O S M O L O G Y  IN 

H U A I  N A N  T Z U

B y  0.  C u l le n

T h is  paper a tte m p ts  to  deal w ith  a sh o rt passage fo u n d  a t th e  end o f th e  
th ird  chap te r o f th e  Huai Nan tzu -J1 book, a com pendium  o f le a rn in g
assem bled in  a b o u t 120 B.C. unde r th e  pa tronage  o f th e  p rin ce  L iu  A n  |>ij 
I  f ir s t becam e in te re s te d  in  i t  a fte r read ing  th e  ta n ta liz in g  reference in  N eedham  (SCC, in ,  224).1 ( I t  occurs to  m e th a t th e  p reced ing  sentence o r some v a ria n t 
o f i t  is  lik e ly  to  occur in  learned jo u rn a ls  w ith  a h ig h  frequency fo r  th e  n e x t 
50 years a t leas t.) M y  fir s t e ffo rts  to  u n de rs tan d  th e  o rig in a l te x t led  m e to  
th e  conclusion  th a t i t  was un ique  in  a num be r o f w ays and  had  p o in ts  o f 
in te re s t th a t d id  n o t fu lly  appear in  th e  ve rs io n  o f M aspero, 1929, 348 ff. 
P rofessors A . C. G raham  and D . C. L a u  b o th  gave v e ry  generously o f th e ir  
tim e  in  discussions o f m y firs t d ra ft. P ro fessor G raham  ra ised  th e  question  o f 
possib le M o liis t in fluences and b ro u g h t to  m y  n o tice  a com m en ta ry  b y  th e  
C hcin g  scho la r C hhen T ‘ang §§ ijg?, Huai Nan tzu t'ien iven hsiin pu chu 
T " Si- t ill M  c* 1788. I  d id  n o t fe e l ab le  to  fo llo w  C h/ien in  a ll he w ro te , 
b u t was re lie ve d  to  fin d  th a t we reached th e  same genera l conclusions a b o u t 
w h a t th e  te x t was saying , a lth o u g h  Ch‘ie n  seems to  m iss m uch th a t is  im p o rta n t. 
W h ile  th e re  are s t il l some obscu rities  o f language in  w h a t appears to  be a 
ra th e r c o rru p t te x t, I  o ffe r th e  ve rs ion  g ive n  here w ith  a fa ir  degree o f con
v ic tio n  th a t i t  does n o t s u b s ta n tia lly  m isrep resen t th e  in te n tio n s  o f th e  u n 
kn o w n  a u th o r. A n y  e rro rs  th a t I  have o b s tin a te ly  re ta in e d  desp ite  th e  h e lp fu l 
advice  g ive n  to  m e th ro u g h o u t th e  tim e  I  w as engaged on th is  w o rk  are, o f 
course, m y  re s p o n s ib ility  alone.

I  s h a ll argue la te r th a t th is  passage is  p ro b a b ly  n o t p a rt o f th e  o rig in a l Huai Nan tzu te x t. W e s h a ll c e rta in ly  never kn o w  w ho its  a u th o r was, and 
we can fo rm  o n ly  vague no tio n s  o f w hen he w ro te . W hoever he was, I  consider 
th is  fra g m e n t s trong  evidence fo r  a p o w e rfu l and  o rig in a l m in d . The te x t 
consists la rg e ly  o f a p ro b a b ly  h y p o th e tic a l a tte m p t to  fin d  th e  d im ensions o f 
th e  w o rld  b y  large-scale geom etry  us ing  th e  gnom on, o r s im p le  v e rtic a l po le , 
w h ich  was th e  basic in s tru m e n t o f anc ien t Chinese as tronom y and su rvey ing . 
T h is  is  n o th in g  u nusua l in  th e  lite ra tu re  o f th e  p re -T *ang  cosm olog ica l debate. 
The u n iq u e  fe a tu re  o f th is  a u th o r, how ever, is  th a t th e  m a in  m ethod  he p ro 
poses is  based on a geom etrica l p rin c ip le  w h ic h  is  s im p le  and  accura te , needing 
none o f th e  fa lse  b u t tra d itio n a l assum ptions used elsewhere. D esp ite  h is  
e a rly  da te , h is  w o rk  is  never re fe rre d  to  aga in  b y  o th e r astronom ers, n o r do 
th e y  use a n y  s im ila r m ethod.

T h is  undeserved o b liv io n  does n o t d e tra c t fro m  th e  o r ig in a lity  o f h is  w o rk , 
w h ich  is , I  w o u ld  suggest, n o t m uch be low  th e  le v e l o f th e  a tte m p t o f

1 For list of references, see p. 127.
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E ra tosthenes (276-196 B.C.) to  fin d  t lie  size o f th e  e a rth  h y  observ ing  th e  noon 
s o ls tic ia l a ltitu d e  o f th e  sun a t A le xa n d ria , a kn o w n  d istance  n o rth  o f Syene 
(m odern A sw an) w here a t th e  same in s ta n t th e  sun was d ire c tly  overhead 
(see D re ye r, 174). W hereas, how ever, E ra tosthenes5 co m p u ta tio n  o f th e  d ia 
m e te r o f th e  e a rth  as 7,850 m iles was co rre c t to  w ith in  1% , th e  m e thod  o f 
th e  Chinese a u th o r was doom ed to  fa ilu re  in  p ra c tice , fo r  he was a tte m p tin g  
to  fin d  th e  d istance  o f th e  sun fro m  th e  observer, us ing  a base-line  o n ly  1 li 
( ^  J  m ile ) long . A s th e  sun is  some 93,000,000 m iles aw ay th e  accuracy 
dem anded was fa r  beyond h is  ca p a c ity  and o n ly  m eaningless resu lts  w o u ld  
have been ob ta ine d  (see below , p . 119),

T h is  c o n tra s t is  a good exam ple o f th e  ch a ra c te ris tics  o f success and fa ilu re  
in  science. E ra tosthenes had  tw o  hypotheses o f considerab le  p re d ic tiv e  pow er, 
desp ite  th e  fa c t th a t he w o u ld  have fo u n d  some d iff ic u lty  in  ju s tify in g  th e m : (a) th e  e a rth  is  s p h e ric a l; (b) th e  sun is fo r  p ra c tic a l purposes a t an in fin ite  
d istance  so th a t its  rays reach th e  e a rth  sens ib ly  p a ra lle l. A s i t  w ill appear, 
th e  Chinese a u th o r be lieved  n e ith e r o f these th in g s : th a t condem ned h is  
p roposa l to  s te r ility . H is  d iff ic u lty  sprang fro m  a fa lse  b u t ty p ic a lly  Chinese 
idea a b o u t th e  shape o f th e  cosmos, F ro m  h is  w r itin g  i t  is  possib le to  recon
s tru c t th e  genera l p ic tu re  o f th e  un iverse  he th o u g h t he liv e d  in , and i t  tu rn s  
o u t to  be a ra th e r in te re s tin g  one. B e fore  cons ide ring  th e  te x t its e lf, i t  seems 
re le v a n t to  m ake some p o in ts  abou t Chinese cosm ology in  general.

In  Greece th e  Io n ia n  ph ilosophers o f th e  seventh  and  s ix th  cen tu ries B.C. 
ta u g h t cosm ologies w ith  a f la t  e a rth  (D re ye r, 11 if .) .  T h is  a p p a re n tly  se lf- 
e v id e n t d o c trin e  co n tin u e d  to  be h e ld  b y  th e  E p icu re a n  L u c re tiu s  as la te  as 
th e  f ir s t c e n tu ry  B.C. (De rerum natura, 1, 1050; v , 546). F o u r cen tu ries e a rlie r, 
how ever, P h ilo la u s , a P ythago rean , s ta ted  th a t th e  e a rth  was sphe rica l and in  
m o tio n , n o t ro u n d  th e  sun, b u t ro u n d  th e  * c e n tra l fire  ’ o f th e  un iverse  (D reye r, 
40 ff.) . D esp ite  th is , and  th e  h e lio ce n tric  suggestion o f A ris ta rch u s  in  th e  th ird  
c e n tu ry  B.C. (D re ye r, 137) th e  s tanda rd  G reek v ie w  becam e th a t expressed 
w ith  f in a lity  b y  A ris to tle  (384-322 B.C.): th e  e a rth  is  im m o b ile  a t th e  cen tre  
o f th e  un iverse . (D re ye r, 108 ff.)  There was, how ever, neve r any chance o f 
such a p o w e rfu l and successful hypo thesis as th e  s p h e ric ity  o f th e  e a rth  be ing  
abandoned so long  as ra tio n a l d iscussion con tinue d .

In  c o n tra s t, Chinese th o u g h t on  th e  fo rm  o f th e  e a rth  rem ained a lm ost 
unchanged fro m  e a rly  tim e s  im t il th e  firs t con tacts  w ith  m odern  science th ro u g h  
th e  m ed ium  o f J e s u it m issionaries in  th e  seventeenth  ce n tu ry . W h ile  th e  
heavens were v a rio u s ly  described as be ing  lik e  an u m b re lla  cove ring  th e  e a rth  
(th e  Iiai t'ien Ig  ^  th e o ry ), o r lik e  a sphere su rro u n d in g  i t  (th e  Hun t'ien 

th e o ry ), o r as be ing w ith o u t substance w h ile  th e  h e aven ly  bodies flo a t 
fre e ly  (th e  Hsilan yeh jg; th e o ry ), th e  e a rth  was a t a ll tim e s  fla t, a lth o u g h  
perhaps b u lg in g  up  s lig h tly .

A  conven ie n t sum m ary o f anc ien t and  m ed ieva l Chinese cosm olog ica l 
th o u g h t is  g ive n  b y  N eedham  (SGC, n i,  210 ff.) . N o te , how ever, th a t Needham  
quotes an accoun t o f th e  Kai t'ien th e o ry  ta k e n  fro m  C h a tle y  (see p . 127).

VOL, XXXIX. PAET 1. 8
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I i i  w h a t is  perhaps an  a tte m p t to  m ake th e  th e o ry  correspond m ore c lose ly 
to  re a lity , C ha tley  ta c it ly  assumes th a t i t  describes th e  e a rth  as ra th e r m ore 
th a n  a hem isphere, ra d iu s  225,000 li (1 li ~ ̂ m ile ) w ith  th e  re s u lt th a t an 
observer in  C hina has h is  h o rizo n  a t 25° to  th a t o f an  observer on to p  o f th e  
e a rth  a t th e  N o rth  Pole. H ow ever, C h a tle y ’s source, th e  Chou pei suan ching, 
p ro b a b ly  a w o rk  o f th e  f ir s t c e n tu ry  B.C. (see C IT ien P ao-tsung , 1932, 23 ff.), 
sta tes e x p lic itly  th a t heaven and e a rth  are b o th  shaped lik e  Chinese ra in -h a ts , 
are 80,000 li a p a rt and bu lge  upw ards o n ly  60,000 li fo r a d iam e te r o f 476,000 li (Chou pei suan ching, 2, la ,  SPTK). I f  C h a tle y ’s in te rp re ta tio n  was co rrec t, 
th e  Kai t'ien th e o ry  w o u ld  never have been sub je c t to  th e  c ritic is m s  th a t led  
to  its  d o w n fa ll: see fo r  instance  th e  e ig h t ob jec tion s  o f Y a n g  H s iu n g  ^  i% 
(53 B.C.—a .d . 18) quo ted  in  Bui shu, 19, 4a, SPTK). F resh  d iffic u ltie s  suggest 
them selves unde r C h a tle y ’s th e o ry , such as th e  p ro b le m  o f d e fin in g  w h a t is  
m ean t b y  ‘ dow n b u t no e a rly  a u th o r m en tions an y  such considera tions.

In  fa c t th e  Kai t'ien th e o ry  is  a n o t unso p h is tica te d  a tte m p t to  g ive  a t 
le a s t a q u a lita tiv e ly  co rrec t p ic tu re  o f as tro n o m ica l phenom ena unde r th e  
c rip p lin g  hand icap  o f th e  fla t ea rth . The sun and o th e r heaven ly  bodies 
p e rfo rm  th e ir  lo n g -te rm  m o tions on th e  underside o f th e  f u m b re lla  ’ o f th e  
sky , w h ich  ro ta te s  once d a ily  abo u t an im a g in a ry  v e rtic a l ax is  passing th ro u g h  
th e  cen tre  o f th e  e a r th : th is  p o s itio n  corresponds to  th e  N o rth  P o le , and  th e  
observer o f th e  Chou pei suan ching is  103,000 li aw ay fro m  i t  (Chou pei suan ching 1, 38a, SPTK). In  sum m er th e  sun ro ta te s  nearer to  th e  po le  th a n  in  
w in te r, and th e  s ix -m o n th  d a y  and  n ig h t a t th e  po le  are c le a rly  described (1, 
42a, and 2, 9a). S ince, how ever, th e  sun never a c tu a lly  fa lls  low er th a n  20,000 li 
above th e  e a rth ’s h ighest p o in t (2, 3a), th e  o n ly  w ay th a t sunrise and sunset 
can be exp la ined  is  b y  say ing  th a t th e y  are illu s io n s  consequent upon a ll 
ob jects becom ing in v is ib le  w hen m ore th a n  a fa ir ly  a rb itra ry  167,000 li aw ay 
(1, 43a, b ) : com pare th e  f ir s t c e n tu ry  a .d . e xp o s itio n  o f th is  d o c trin e  b y  W ang 
C ITung 3E (Cnin heng 11, 8b and 9a, SPTK). T h is  and  o th e r flaw s le d  to  
th e  w idespread re je c tio n  o f th e  Kai t'ien th e o ry  in  fa v o u r o f th e  Run t'ien b y  
th e  second c e n tu ry  a .d . T o  a ce rta in  e x te n t th is  was a regression, a lth o u g h  
th e  Hun t'ien p re d ic te d  appearances e x a c tly  fo r  an observer a t th e  cen tre  o f 
th e  ce les tia l sphere, w h ich  was also th e  cen tre  o f th e  f la t ea rth . In  c o n tra s t to  
th e  Chou pei suan ching (2, 2a), daw n and dusk occurred  s im u lta n e o u s ly  over 
th e  e n tire  e a rth , and  p o la r co n d itio n s  were n o t represented in  an y  w ay. 
F u rth e r, th e  la titu d e  o f observers a t th e  Chinese centres re q u ire d  th a t th e  axis 
o f th e  sphere be g iven  an a p p a re n tly  a rb itra ry  t i l t  o f 55° to  th e  v e rtic a l. On th e  
f la t e a rth  assum ption  progress beyond th is  p o in t was im possib le , and th is  
assum ption  was n o t d iscarded b y  an y  Chinese cosm ologist on h is  ow n in itia tiv e .

N eedham  (SCC, in ,  498) w h ile  n o tin g  th e  p re v a ilin g  Chinese b e lie f in  a 
f la t  e a rth  suggests th a t the re  were exam ples o f d issent fro m  th is  idea. In  fa c t 
th e  ob jec tion s  in  an c ie n t au tho rs  re fe rre d  to  b y  h im  are a ll ob jec tion s  to  th e  
e a rth  be ing square (fang ), n o t to  its  be ing  f la t (p'ing 2£). E ve n  Chang H eng 
f]l£ 05» w ho said in  th e  f irs t c e n tu ry  a .d . th a t heaven surrounds e a rth  lik e
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t l ie  w h ite  o f an egg ro u n d  th e  y o lk  o n ly  in tends to  convey an  im age o f com plete 
enclosure b y  th is  s im ile , fo r  he also says th a t  e a rth  is  ‘ f la t  and  quiescent ’ (p'ing i ching fffrj?). Some o f h is  o the r statem ents, such as th a t  th e  dep th  
o f  th e  e a rth  is equa l to  th e  he ig h t o f heaven above th e  e a rth ’s surface, b o th  
be ing th e  rad ius  o f th e  heaven ly  sphere, m ake no sense unless we ta ke  th e  
e a rth  as f la t. (F o r th e  re le va n t m a te ria l see th e  s tanda rd  co llec tion  o f fra g 
m ents, Ctiiian Shang Ku San Tai Ch'in Han San Kuo Liu Ch'ao wen, Hou Han, 
55, 4a f.)

N eedham  likew ise  in te rp re ts  th e  th ir te e n th  c e n tu ry  a .d . w r ite r  L i  Y eh  
2jS as saying th a t  th e  ea rth  is spherica l l ik e  heaven, b u t  sm aller. L i  does 
n o t a c tu a lly  say th is : a fte r  n o tin g  th a t  th e  corners o f a square ea rth  m ig h t 
s tic k  in to  th e  sphere o f heaven, he suggests th a t  a lth o u g h  th e  e a rth  is genera lly  
square its  edge shou ld  be rounded  o ff  so as to  be spherica l l ik e  heaven, and th a t  
i t  is a l i t t le  sm alle r th a n  h e a ve n :

• • • m  hi m «  *  3$ m  #  m  &  »  m m  ̂  e  w  *n ^  m. n  /L ̂ ...
L i  Y eh , 1.

The la c k  o f instances o f a rgum ents fo r  a spherica l e a rth  is, o f course, 
com pounded b y  the  la ck  o f instances o f any  coun te r-a rgu m en t a t a l l :  th e  
f la t  ea rth  rem ained unquestioned. T liis  s itu a tio n  pers is ted u n t i l  w e ll in to  th e  
seventeenth cen tu ry , as can be seen fro m  a le tte r  o f th e  Je su it m iss ionary  
K ic c i, w r it te n  in  1595. H e  notes th a t  th e  Chinese say: ‘ The e a rth  is f la t  and  
square, and th e  s ky  is a ro u n d  c a n o p y ; th e y  d id  n o t succeed in  conce iv ing  th e  
p o s s ib ility  o f th e  antipodes ’ (SQO, m ,  438).

C on firm a tion  o f  th is  can be fo u n d  in  th e  con tem pora ry  (1609) encyclopaedia San ts'ai t'u hui. ®  " i f  w h ich  has an a c tu a l i l lu s tra t io n  o f a f la t  e a rth
extend ing  over th e  h o rizo n ta l d ia m e tra l p lane o f a spherica l heaven (San ts'ai t'u Jiui, 4, 6a). The centre o f th e  te rre s tr ia l disc coincides w ith  th e  centre  o f th e  
ce lestia l sphere : a t  th is  p o in t is M t. Sung ^  [J j, w h ich  is 40 m iles south-east 
o f L o  Y ang .

The te x t  o f w h ich  th e  tra n s la tio n  now  fo llow s  also n a tu ra lly  assumes a 
f la t  earth . I  th in k  i t  w i l l  become eviden t, however, th a t  i t  cannot be classed 
unde r e ithe r th e  Him t{ien o r Kai t'ien theories, n o t because i t  represents w h a t 
can in  an y  sense be ca lled  a r iv a l theo ry , b u t because i t  has p r im it iv e  
characte ris tics  suggesting an o rig in  before e ithe r o f these tw o  systems. I f  th is  
is so, the re  is a p o s s ib ility  th a t  th is  is th e  earliest kn o w n  Chinese a tte m p t a t 
q u a n tita tiv e  e m p ir ic a lly  based cosmology.

I  have d iv id e d  th e  o r ig in a lly  continuous te x t  in to  sections fo r  convenience 
o f com m ent and reference, w ith o u t, how ever, m a k in g  an y  a tte m p t a t rearrange
m ent. I  have fo llow ed  th e  te x t  as in  Huai Nan tzu, 3, 17a and 17b, SPTK.
(«) ie  m & ft ffi - mti-jj m-~m as & m it ft 0 & &  m 0 

& a Mis m m  m b  %
■ A i t *  flU S  5fc #
* T o  f ix  [th e  d irec tions  o f] sunrise and s u n s e t(1), f irs t  set up  a gnom on (2)
in  th e  east. Grasp ano the r gnom on and re tre a t te n  paces fro m  the  fo rm e r
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gnom on, s igh ting  (3) on th e  sun as i t  f irs t leaves th e  n o rth e rn  edge (4). 
E x a c t ly  a t sunset p la n t a fu r th e r  gnom on in  the  east, s igh ting  in  co n ju n c tio n  
w ith  the  western gnom on on th e  s im  as i t  is abou t to  enter th e  n o rth e rn  edge. 
Thus [th e  pos itions] are fixed  (5). The m id p o in t o f th e  tw o  eastern gnomons, 
and th e  western gnom on define [a lin e  ru n n in g ] due east-west.1 (6)

(1) A  p a ra lle l to  th is  usage occurs in  th e  section o f th e  Chou li JfJ H  know n  
as th e  ‘ A rtif ic e rs ’ record  ICao hung chi #  I  f 5 : the  e igh teen th -cen tu ry  
scholar Chiang Y u n g  iX  7JC suggested th a t  th is  m a y  be a state docum ent o f 
C ITi and hence m a y  date fro m  th e  th ir d  ce n tu ry  B.C. E ven  i f  th is  is tru e , 
la te r  ed ito rs  are n o t l ik e ly  to  have preserved th e  te x t  u n a lte re d ; b u t fo r  ou r 
purposes its  relevance is su ffic ie n tly  assured so long  as i t  dates before th e  f irs t  
ce n tu ry  B.C.

^  I f f  P % £  $£ I s  ^  IE  ®  9 {Ohouli, 1 2 ,1 5 b ,^ P T A )
‘ B y  day  th e y  observe th e  noon solar shadow and b y  n ig h t th e y  exam ine 
th e  pole s ta r, in  o rder to  f ix  [the  d irections o f] sunrise and sunset ’ .
A g a in  in  Mo tzu H* ( fo u rth  ce n tu ry  B.C.):

■fT TM #  f f  @  M 'M §̂ J : £  R  M  ft $1 & M l ! i  (Mo teu, 35, lb ,  SPTK) ‘ Speaking w ith o u t defined p rinc ip les  is l ik e  someone se ttin g  o u t [th e  
d irections o f] sunrise and sunset on to p  o f a p o tte r ’s wheel w h ich  is free 
to  ro ta te  ’ .
I n  th e  l ig h t  o f these I  am  inc lined  to  take  chao hsi ^  as a ra th e r fo rm a l 

periphrasis fo r  * east and w est ’ w h ich  are re fe rred  to  as usua l b y  tung hsi £Ej 
fo r  the  rest o f  th e  passage. A n  a lte rn a tive  m ig h t be th a t  th is  passage is con
cerned w ith  th e  f ix in g  o f th e  d ire c tio n  o f an y  g iven  sunrise o r sunset w ith  
reference to  the  s tandard  east-west lin e  w h ich  is defined b y  th e  procedure g iven. 
Th is  th e o ry  has considerable re levance to  th e  ideas expressed in  la te r  sections, 
w h ich  p a y  a tte n tio n  to  th e  geographical s ignificance o f th e  d irec tions o f sun
rise and sunset.
(2) I n  anc ien t Chinese usage, th e  gnom on was a s im ple  v e r t ic a l pole. I n  th is  
case th e  he ig h t is unspecified and is irre le va n t, b u t  a la te r  section suggests th e  
use o f a pole te n  ch‘ih h ig h  ra th e r th a n  th e  e igh t chHh u su a lly  found .
(3) H ere  and in  la te r sections th e  usage tscan loang g? refers to  s itu a tio n s  
where tw o  objects define a lin e  o f s ig h t ru n n in g  in  th e  d ire c tio n  o f  a th ir d  
ob ject. I t  is in te res ting  there fo re  to  no te  th a t  K a rlg re n  (GSR, 647a) notes 
ea rly  uses o f ts‘an as b o th  c a t r ia d  ’ and c s tra ig h t ’ . P ronounced shen, i t  is, 
o f course, also used fo r  th e  lin e  o f th ree  stars th a t  fo rm s O rio n ’s b e lt. The 
fifty -se ve n th  d e fin itio n  o f th e  M o h is t canon has : ^  (see T can Chieh-fu,
50). A s the  basis m eaning o f chih [{£ is, o f course, s s tra ig h t ’ th e  f a lig n m e n t5 
sense o f ts*an ^  is confirm ed.
(4) The fu n c tio n  o f th e  te rm  pei lien fife is h ig h ly  p rob lem a tica l, and I  have 
n o t succeeded in  fin d in g  a h e lp fu l p a ra lle l. M y  f irs t  im pu lse  was to  ta ke  lien 
in  its  sense o f f corner, edge ’ , and m ake i t  re fe r to  th e  sun itse lf, th u s  tra n s 
la t in g  : f s igh ting  on th e  n o rth e rn  lim b  o f  th e  sun as i t  f irs t  rises ’ . There is 
some p o in t in  spec ify ing  w he ther th e  s igh t is to  be ta ke n  on th e  n o rth e rn  or
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sou thern  lim b  ; i f  th e  gnomons are te n  paces a p a rt th e  sun ’s angu la r d iam ete r 

o f w o u ld  cause an u n c e rta in ty  o f some s ix  inches unless a p a r t ic u la r  p o in t 
on th e  s im  is nam ed. I t  seems, however, th a t  th is  rende ring  s tra ins  th e  g ram m ar, 
and  hence we are le f t  w ith  a reference to  th e  sun com ing  o u t o f th e  n o rth e rn  lien o f  som eth ing  else. Since th e  sun goes in to  th is  n o rth e rn  lien a t sunset as 
w e ll as a p p a re n tly  com ing  o u t o f i t  a t  daw n, pei lien canno t v e ry  w e ll re fe r to  a 
p a r t  o f th e  e a rth  o r some p a rt ic u la r  d ire c tio n  on th e  ho rizon . (Of. th e  use o f 
th e  te rm  wei in  (b) be low .) W e are le ft, the re fo re , w ith  th e  p o s s ib ility  th a t  pei lien refers to  th e  gnom ons. CITien T 'a n g  accepts th is , b u t  th e n  loads th e  
te x t  w e ll beyond b reak ing  p o in t w ith  an in te rp re ta tio n  in  te rm s o f th e  shadow 
o f one gnom on ju s t  g raz ing  th e  edge o f  ano the r, fin ish in g  b y  a t t r ib u t in g  to  
th is  te x t  a precis ion  o f  know ledge o f solar m o tio n  n o t fo u n d , b y  h is ow n 
adm ission, u n t i l  th e  f i f t h  ce n tu ry  a .d . A  s im p le r e xp la n a tio n  seems possible 
in  th e  fo llo w in g  te rm s.

Assum e th a t  th e  observer does h is s igh ting  fro m  close b e h ind  one gnom on, 
and th a t  these gnom ons have th e  n o t unreasonable d iam e te r o f  one inch . 
Then, ta k in g  one pace as a b o u t s ix ty  inches (a Chinese * pace 5 pu was m ade up 
o f tw o  steps), th e  gnom on te n  paces aw ay w i l l  have an  angu la r d iam e te r 6 as seen 
b y  th e  observer, where8 — ta n -1  roo (to  a v e ry  close a p p ro x im a tio n )

■ a a . o  . . V —  12
F o r com parison, th e  sun has an angu la r d iam e te r o f a b o u t fo r  observers on 
th e  e a rth  and  th e  gnom on th u s  covers abou t one -s ix th  o f i t .

F u r th e r , i t  is reasonable to  suppose th a t  th e  observer w i l l  n o t b r in g  h is  eye 
so close to  th e  nearer gnom on th a t  he canno t focus h is eye on  i t : th is  d istance 
is, o f course, sub jec t to  in d iv id u a l va ria tio n s , b u t  is  n o t fa r  fro m  five  inches. 
The angu la r d iam ete r </>, a t th e  eye, o f  th e  in c h - th ic k  gnom on is then  g iven  
a p p ro x im a te ly  b y :

cf> =  ta n -1  $
$ *= 10°

Thus, i f  th e  nearer gnom on was tra n sp a re n t and p ro v id e d  w ith  some so rt o f 
g ra ticu le , th e  sun w o u ld  cover a b o u t 0.05 inches on th e  scale, w h ile  th e  fu r th e r  
gnom on m ig h t cover a b o u t a s ix th  o f th is  a lready  v e ry  sm a ll d istance. (T h is  
transpa ren cy  is, o f  course, o n ly  in tro d u ce d  fo r  purposes o f  i l lu s tra t io n .)

Considering th e  s ig h tin g  process in  m ore de ta il, i t  becomes e v id e n t th a t  tw o  
gnom ons can be used to  o b ta in  a num ber o f d iffe re n t lines o f s igh t. I n  fig . 1 
(gnom on w id th  m uch  exaggerated) th e  m a in  ones are shown. The angle 9 
is o b v io u s ly  th e  q u a n t ity  ca lcu la ted  ea rlie r as a b o u t iV °. N o te , o f course, th a t  
fo r  v e ry  d is ta n t ob jects l ik e  th e  sun p a ra lle l s igh tings such as B  and C are 
equ iva le n t. R e tu rn in g  to  th e  te x t ,  and  n o tin g  th a t  th e  ve rs ion  chosen dem ands 
th a t  we f in d  a c n o rth e rn  edge ’ fo r  th e  sun to  ‘ leave le t  us choose th e  s igh t- 
lin e  th a t  uses th e  tw o  n o rth e rn  edges o f  th e  gnomons. Then  w hen th e  centre 
o f  th e  sun is  ju s t  on th e  ho rizon  in  th e  east we can arrange th e  gnom ons so th a t  
th e  s itu a tio n  o f fig . 2 n u ll occur. The lin e  N X '  represents th e  a ligned n o rth e rn
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F ig . 1. (N o t to  scale)

X
I

East horizon
South

»
Is
X '

Fig. 2

edges o f b o th  gnom ons, arranged so th a t  a t r is in g  th e  sun is ju s t  in  con tac t w ith  
i t .  A s  th e  sun rises i t  w i l l  ta k e  th e  p a th  s h o w n : th e  angle o f  th is  p a th  to  th e  
v e r t ic a l is equa l to  th e  observer’s la t itu d e , some 34° fo r  th e  H a n  ca p ita l Ch‘ang 
A n . I t  can th u s  be sa id  to  * leave th e  n o rth e rn  edge ’ as th e  te x t  specifies. The 
s itu a tio n  a t sunset w il l ,  o f course, be a s im ple  re fle c tio n  o f f ig .  2 in  th e  lin e  X X ' ,
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th e  d ire c tio n  o f the  sun’s m o tio n  being reversed : a t th a t  t im e  the  sun * enters 
th e  n o rth e rn  edge \

N o tice  th a t  i f  we w ish  th e  sun to  he ju s t  leav ing  th e  a ligned n o rth e rn  edges 
o f  th e  gnom ons a t sunrise and ju s t  m eeting  th e m  a t sunset, ou r a lignm ents  
m u s t be made w ith  th e  sun’s n o rth e rn  lim b . I t  appears, there fo re , th a t  th e  
o n ly  effect o f re fe rr in g  pei lien to  th e  gnom ons ra th e r th a n  to  th e  sun is to  im p ly  
th a t  th e  observer keeps h is  eye close enough to  a gnom on fo r  its  w id th  to  be 
s ig n if ic a n t: s ights m u s t s t i l l  be ta ke n  on th e  sun’s n o rth e rn  lim b .
(5) P u n c tu a tio n  is d o u b tfu l here. C lTien T £ang d iv ides  a fte r , w h ile  T (an Chieh- 
fu , 50, om its  any  p u n c tu a tio n . C lTien in s u fiic ie n tly  emphasizes th e  fa c t th a t  
we need th e  m id p o in t o f  th e  tw o  eastern gnom ons. ~By p u n c tu a tin g  a fte r % , 
I  a tte m p t to  in d ica te  a p a ra lle l between JIU M f ° r  th e  gnom ons and th e  la te r 
HU . . .  IE  fo r  th e  d ire c tio n s : none o f these v a r ia n ts  makes any  p ra c tica l 
difference.
(6) A  p la n  v ie w  o f th e  f in a l a rrangem ent is shown in  fig . 3, in  w h ich  th e  size o f 
th e  gnomons is m uch  exaggerated. I  have m ade th e  assum ption, w ith o u t w h ich  
th e  m e thod  w i l l  n o t w o rk , th a t  in  p la n tin g  C th e  observer re trea ts  te n  paces 
fro m  A , repea ting  th e  procedure he used in  p la n tin g  A . Z Z ' is a lin e  o f  s igh t 
on th e  ris in g  sun, and Y Y '  is a lin e  o f s ig h t on its  se tting . The s itu a tio n  shown 
w o u ld  occur in  th e  s u m m e r: a t th e  solstice th e  angles a and f$ w o u ld  be o f  th e  
order o f 60° fo r  observers near CITang A n . A t  th e  equinoxes B  and C coincide, 
and  b y  th e  w in te r  solstice th e y  have become reversed. To a close a p p ro x im a tio n  
th e  angles a and j3 are equal, b u t  i f  we ta ke  account o f th e  annua l m o tio n  o f th e  
sun on th e  ce lestia l sphere, i t  becomes e v id e n t th a t  fro m  th e  w in te r  solstice to  
th e  sum m er solstice th e  sun w i l l  set a l i t t le  fu r th e r  n o r th  th a n  i t  rose, m a k in g  p less th a n  a. P ro m  th e  sum m er solstice to  w in te r  solstice /? w i l l  exceed a. 
H ow ever th is  d ifference is a lways sm all, and even a t th e  equinoxes w hen i t  
reaches its  la rgest va lue  i t  does n o t exceed fo r  a CITang A n  observer.

As A B  is p a ra lle l to  Z Z ' and CA is p a ra lle l to  Y Y 7, i t  is ev iden t there fo re  
th a t  i f  D  is th e  m id p o in t o f BC  th e  lin e  D A  runs due east-west w ith  an accept
ab le  degree o f a ccu ra cy : an e rro r o f one in ch  in  f ix in g  th e  p os ition  o f a gnom on 
w i l l  as we have seen cause an e rro r o f o n ly  t T \

I  m u s t confess th a t  I  do n o t fee l com p le te ly  sa tis fied  w ith  th e  so lu tion  o f the  pei lien p ro b le m  in  (4) above. I n  p a r tic u la r I  do n o t th in k  th a t  th e  te rm s {if 
and A  re a lly  a p p ly  v e ry  w e ll to  th e  supposed m o tio n  o f  th e  sun re la tiv e  to  th e  
a ligned n o rthe rn , edges o f  th e  gnom ons a t r is in g  and se tting . N o r does i t  seem 
r ig h t  to  ignore  th e  fa c t th a t  th e  phrase 0  {if occurs elsewhere in  con tex ts  
where i t  has no ob ject, and means l i te ra l ly  4 w hen th e  sun f irs t comes o u t ’ , 
i.e. th e  m om en t o f daw n itse lf. (See fo r  instance th e  s to ry  o f Confucius and 
th e  tw o  sm a ll boys in  Lieh tzu ^'ij ĵr, 5, 12b, SPPY, o r th e  exam ple fo llo w in g  
fro m  th e  Ghoit pei suan ching.) On p u re ly  p ra c tic a l g rounds th e  observer’s 
closeness to  one gnom on invo lves  a v e ry  fussy procedure, and speaking pe r
sona lly  i t  seems m ore n a tu ra l when checking th e  a lig n m e n t o f  tw o  gnom ons 
to  step fa r  enough back fro m  th e m  so th a t  th e ir  th ickness can be neglected.
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T h is  w ou ld , o f course, fo rce us back to  re fe rring  pei lien to  th e  sun itse lf. Th is  
m a y  m ake a c lum sy  expression o f 0  b u t one m ig h t sometimes
p re fe r to  jd e ld  to  th e  te m p ta tio n  to  assume th a t  an a u th o r ’s sense is b e tte r 
th a n  h is l i te ra ry  s ty le .

I n  a n y  case I  do n o t th in k  th a t  any  o f th e  several w ays o f rendering  th e  
passage cou ld  re su lt in  a descrip tion  o f a p ra c tic a l m e thod  d iffe rin g  fro m  the  
others b y  m ore th a n  -J° in  its  d e fin itio n  o f an east-west line . E x p e rim e n ta l 
errors w o u ld  in  a ll lik e lih o o d  be equal to  o r g rea te r th a n  th is  th e o re tica l 
divergence.

F o r com parison, here is a sho rt passage fro m  th e  Chou pei suan ching.
0 *6 tii ± m  n  its at #  b a  m  in *  m  #  £  n  n  *a at je &  
m  - t h M  %  3E -tli {GPSC, 2, 8a, SPTK)
‘ A t  daw n  set up  a gnom on and observe its  shadow. A t  sunset observe its  

shadow once more. The ends o f th e  shadow a lig n  to  in d ica te  due east-west. 
[The  lin e  fro m ] th e ir  m id p o in t to  th e  gnom on ind ica tes  due n o rth -so u th  ’ . 
Th is  m ethod  is s im p le r in  th a t  i t  uses o n ly  one gnom on and invo lves  no 

a lign ing  b y  th e  observer. I t  suffers fro m  th e  d isadvantage th a t  daw n and sun
set shadows w i l l  n a tu ra lly  have ex trem e ly  ill-d e fin e d  ends : th is  can be ove r
come, however, b y  th e  fa ir ly  obvious exped ient o f  m a rk in g  an equal leng th  
a long each shadow and th u s  de fin ing  a rb itra ry  shadow-ends w h ich  w i l l  serve 
th e  purpose ju s t  as w e ll.

(6) r  &  m 0 a  m l i  a  m *  m m #  -&* ^  e ta a  +  a  m 41mQc O n th e  day  o f th e  w in te r solstice th e  sun rises on th e  south-east d iagona l 
and sets on th e  sou th-w est d ia g o n a l(7). On th e  a r r iv a l o f th e  sp ring  and 
a u tu m n  equinoxes th e  sun rises in  th e  m id d le  o f th e  east and sets in  th e  
m id d le  o f th e  west. A t  th e  sum m er solstice i t  rises on th e  north -east d ia 
gona l and sets on th e  no rth -w e s t d iagona l.’

(7) The te rm  ivei tra n s la te d  here as ‘ d iagona l ’, has a precise m eaning in  
th e  m a in  b o d y  o f th e  c h a p te r :

M  St ̂  Ihl % —  S t ( i i t )  +  A  ft S  £  3E (Huai Nan tzu, 3, 6a, SPTK)
c Betw een tw o  ivei th e  in te rv a l is 9115e- tu
(Com parison w ith  o the r te x ts  suggests AUj here is a p r in t in g  e rro r.) As 

the re  are 365J tu in  a com plete c ircle, 91 tu is 90°, a r ig h t  angle. I t  w i l l  
become clearer la te r  on th a t  c d iagona l ’ here refers to  a square th o u g h t to  be 
fo rm ed  b y  the  fo u r  pos itions occupied b y  the  sun a t th e  m om ents o f r is in g  and 
se ttin g  a t th e  sum m er and w in te r  solstices. (See section (i).) I n  fa c t i t  is o n ly  
fo r  an observer a t a la t itu d e  o f abou t 57° th a t  these fo u r  pos itions  appear to  
lie  a long th e  d iagonals o f a square centred on th e  observer : th is  is fa r  to  th e  
n o r th  o f China. I t  becomes p la in , however, th a t  these s ta tem ents are n o t 
m ean t a p p ro x im a te ly , a lthoug h  th e  a u th o r is prepared to  concede th a t  some 
observers m a y  n o t be a t th e  centre o f the  square and  hence w i l l  n o t see th e  
sim ple  s itu a tio n  described here. D esp ite  these m o d ifica tions  the  th e o re tica l 
scheme developed canno t p re d ic t th e  observations o f an observer near CITang
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A n  o r L o  Y ang. F o r such, a il observer lines ru n n in g fro m  b is p o s itio n  tow ards 
sunrise and sunset a t th e  sum m er solstice inc lude  an obtuse angle o f abou t 
120°, The same applies to  th e  w in te r solstice except, o f course, th a t  r is in g  and 
se ttin g  are to  the  sou th  o f th e  observer. The res t o f th e  Huai Nan tzu gives us 
no com parison da ta  abou t sunrise and sunset.

I n  th e  Chou pei suan ching, however, we fin d  :

(CPSC, 2, 42b and 43a, SPTK)
‘ On th e  w in te r  solstice d a y lig h t is shortest. The sun rises in  ch‘en and  sets 
in  shen. . . . On th e  sum m er solstice th e  d a y  is longest. The sun rises in  yin 
and sets in  lisii \
N ow  clien, shen, yin, and lisii are respective ly  names fo r  th e  d ire c tio n s  30° 

sou th  o f east, 30° sou th  o f west, 30° n o r th  o f east, and 30° n o r th  o f  west. These 
da ta  im p ly  th e  120° angles between so ls tic ia l se tting  and r is in g  th a t  a c tu a lly  
occur. I t  is p u zz ling  there fo re  to  f in d  o u r a u th o r p u tt in g  fo rw a rd  w h a t appear 
to  be obvious inaccu rac ies : accord ing to  h im  th e  angle shou ld  be 90° fo r  a 
cen tra l observer. Indeed la te r on he describes a procedure fo r  checking th is  
p red ic tion .

(c) m jiij ie m0
‘ A t  c u lm in a tio n  i t  is due sou th .’ (8)

(8) I  am  inc lined  to  ta ke  th is  as a m isp laced fragm en t. N o rm a lly  chih ig  
w ou ld  re fe r to  a solstice, and th e  sun c u lm in a tin g  a t noon w o u ld  be re fe rred  
to  as chung r p . Chih m a y  be used here w ith  reference to  th e  sun ha v in g  reached 
its  m a x im u m  a lt itu d e  a t noon, w hen i t  is in  fa c t due south .

(d) &  ®  it m  wi z, m  %  ±  m  m  &  &  &  m  ft m  ft
m fk & +  e % m m  &  m 0 hi r  el & m m m 
iiu nhia b m m m k  m ̂ n  ̂ m  ̂  m
m  i t  m m & *u fas ut m ® £  »  &0
f I f  you  w ish  to  know  th e  figures fo r  th e  b re a d th  and le n g th  o f  east, west, 
n o rth , and sou th  set up  fo u r  gnomons to  m ake a r ig h t-a n g le d  figu re  one li square. M ore th a n  te n  days before th e  sp ring  or a u tu m n  equ inox  s ig h t 
a long th e  n o rth e rn  gnom ons o f th e  square on th e  sun fro m  its  f irs t  appearance 
to  its  rise above th e  h o rizo n .(t)) W a it  fo r  [th e  da y  w hen] th e y  coincide. 
W hen  th e y  co incide th e y  are in  lin e  w ith  th e  sun. E ach  t im e  (10) ta ke  a 
s igh t on i t  [th e  sun] w ith  th e  sou thern  gnom ons, and  ta k e  th e  a m o u n t b y  
w h ich  i t  is w ith in  th e  fo rw a rd  gnom ons as th e  d iv iso r. D iv id e  th e  w ho le  
w id th  [a n d /o r? ] d iv id e  th e  le n g th  [between] th e  s tand ing  gnom ons in  order 
to  kn o w  th e  m easurements east and w est fro m  here.’ (11)

(9) T h is  is a som ewhat p ro v is io n a l rendering  o f P jfe Pi H -  Tan Q does 
suggest g ra p h ica lly  a s itu a tio n  where th e  sun’s low er lim b  is o n ly  ju s t  in  con tac t 
w ith  th e  horizon : a d iffe re n t in te rp re ta tio n  cou ld  scarcely change th e  p ra c tica l 
significance o f th e  passage.

(10) P resum ab ly  on each day  o f th e  ‘ m ore th a n  ten  days before ’ th e  equinox,
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The m a th e m a tica l procedure fo llo w in g  o n ly  w orks, how ever, fo r  th e  day  when 
th e  n o rth e rn  gnom ons a lign  w ith  th e  sun.
(11) T h is  la s t sentence is v e ry  c ryp tic . There is some he lp  to  he gained b y  
a d o p tin g  th e  suggestion o f D . C. L a u  (p r iv a te  com m un ica tion ) th a t  ^  chih 
(K a rlg re n : *Jcio/kiwo.*) m ay  be a phone tic  loan  fo r  th e  ea rlie r civil (K :  *gSoj g'iwo:) its e lf  o bv ious ly  a loan  fo r  ^Ji civil (K :  *kiwojkni:). I f  we ta k e  th is  v iew , 
th e n  c th e  w hole w id th 5 becomes ‘ the  square’s w id th  ’ w h ich  makes e x p lic it  w h a t 
w o u ld  o therw ise be an obv ious inference. One advantage possessed b y  th e  tra n s 
la to r  o f  sc ien tific  te x ts , however, is  th a t  he can o fte n  fee l fa ir ly  sure w h a t th e  
te x t  ou g h t to  m ean b y  a sim ple reference to  m a th e m a tica l o r phys ica l facts. 
N o w  th e  geom etry  o f th e  arrangem ent described here is ob v io u s ly  as shown 
in  fig . 4, w h ich  is n o t, o f course, to  scale. A , B , C, D  are gnom ons and S is th e  
ris in g  sun. O X  is  th e  am oun t b y  w h ich  i t  (i.e. th e  sun) is  w ith in  th e  fo rw a rd  
gnom ons. A , B  are th e  n o rth e rn  gnomons, C, D  are th e  sou thern  gnomons, and 
B , C are th e  fo rw a rd  gnomons.

N o w  th e  tr iang les  S A D , D C X  are s im ila r.
, SA  D C  

A D  “  C X
DC x AD•’* SA =  c x  ...................................... (1)

A  s im ila r procedure to  th is  one is fo u n d  in  th e  Chiu chang suan slm % t | l  
iijjj, perhaps com piled  in  the  f ir s t  ce n tu ry  a .d . M ost o f  th is  bo o k ’s techniques 

were, o f course, p ro b a b ly  cu rre n t before its  co m p ila tio n .

&  i t  m m & m m z a  m m h  m *  &  a  ss
§  0  H  +  H  H  R  H  'p -I- “d‘0
*  m ft — 3 t  S  *  S  K  & H  ^  && K  jfin &  TM - g (Suanching shih s/m, ed. C lTien Pao-tsung, 257)

f There is  a tree  an unkn o w n  distance fro m  a m an. H e  sets up  fo u r  gnom ons 
te n  fee t a p a rt [i.e . as a square], so th a t  th e  le f t  tw o  gnom ons a lign  w ith  th e  
o b jec t s igh ted  on. S igh ting  on i t  fro m  th e  rea r r ig h t  gnom on i t  [appears] 
to  be th ree  inches w ith in  th e  fo rw a rd  r ig h t  gnom on. H o w  fa r  aw ay is th e  
tree?
Answ er : 333 feet, 3J inches.
[1 c fo o t ’ chHh h f  has 10 * inches ’ ts‘un v j*.]
M e thod  : square th e  te n  fee t and m ake th a t  th e  d iv idend . Take  th e  th ree  
inches as th e  d iv is o r and d iv id e  the  d iv id e n d  b y  th e  d iv is o r.’
The  m ethod  here set o u t in  w ords is, o f course, e x a c tly  th a t  sym bolized b y  

equa tion  (1) above. A lth o u g h  th e  Chou pei suan ching does n o t con ta in  a 
s im ila r p rob lem , its  m a th e m a tica l language and  m ethods are v e ry  s im ila r. 
W h a t conclusions can be d raw n, then , abou t th e  strange sentence a t th e  end 
o f (d), w h ich  is expressed in  te rm s qu ite  d iffe re n t fro m  th e  sm ooth  fo rm a lism  
o f th e  C h iu  chang suan shut N o te  fu r th e r  th a t  in  (e) we are g iven  w h a t am ounts 
to  an a lte rn a tive  m a th e m a tica l process fo r  o b ta in in g  th e  resu lts requ ired . I
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have n o t succeeded in  fin d in g  any para lle ls  to  th e  expressions th a t  end (d).
There seem, th ree  courses open : (i) emend th e  te x t  u n t i l  i t  says c le a rly  w h a t 

i t  f o u g h t5 to  s a y ; ( ii)  assume th a t  th e  m eaning o f  a v a lid  b u t p re v io u s ly  
unknow n  expression is now  re ve a le d ; ( ii i)  t re a t th e  te x t  as an a b o rtive  and 
un ique  a tte m p t to  deal w ith  concepts new to  th e  au tho r.

The easiest course is n a tu ra lly  ( i ) : b y  o m itt in g  1{£ ^  (or equa lly
AD DC

!?)> one ob ta ins a p re sc rip tion  fo r  o r As b o th  A D  and DC  are

DC x AD
one li th e  re su lt w il l  be n u m e rica lly  id e n tica l to  — ^ 7 ----- , th e  re su lt fo r  SA  in

equa tion  (1) :  i t  w il l ,  however, be a pure  num ber u n lik e  SA  w h ich  is a leng th . 
The  s p ir it  o f th is  read ing is close to  th a t  o f th e  m ethod  expressed in  (e). N eve r
theless i t  seems rough  h a n d lin g  s im p ly  to  slice th re e  o r fo u r  characters o u t 
o f th e  te x t,  and no m ore sub tle  em endation seems possible.

T o  fo llo w  ( ii)  is a p a th  o f despair, especia lly as i t  seems v e ry  u n lik e ly  th a t  
a p a ra lle l w i l l  be fo u n d  to  te s t th e  rendering . E ven  g iven  th e  * blessed assurance * 
th a t  we have a v e ry  good idea w h a t th e  te x t  means on m a th e m a tica l grounds,
(ii)  dem ands th a t  we should g ive  up  th e  a tte m p t to  unders tand  th e  a u th o r ’s 
m en ta l processes. I f  one is to  do th is  one m ig h t as w e ll g ive  up read ing  th e  
te x t  a ltoge ther. Besides, i f  th is  m e thod  was genera lly  app lied  i t  w o u ld  b r in g  th e  
danger th a t  b y  ig n o rin g  th e  consistency o f th e  language as a guide, and re ly in g  
on phys ica l and m a th e m a tica l p recogn itio n  instead  one m ig h t m iss th e  instances 
o f  in te res ting  b u t  in co rre c t th in k in g  w h ich  are a g rea t p a r t  o f th e  m a tte r  o f 
th e  h is to ry  o f science.

I f  we adop t ( i i i)  and bear in  m in d  th e  subsequent exp lana tions  o f (e), I  am  
in c lin e d  to  ta ke  JM and ^  f £  as a lte rna tives , tra n s la tin g  * D iv id e
th e  whole w id th  [o r] d iv id e  th e  le n g th  [betw een] th e  s tand ing  gnom ons Th is

gives us th e  choice between and as before, these tw o  be ing equal. I f ,

however, th e  clauses are in  co n ju n c tio n  ra th e r th a n  d is ju n c tio n , the re  is the  
som ew hat slender chance th a t  b y  te llin g  us to  d iv id e  both w id th  and le n g th  
th e  a u th o r w an ts  us to  d iv id e  th e ir  p ro d u c t as in  equa tion  (1).

H ow eve r w e read th is  passage i t  is h a rd  to  avo id  th e  conclusion th a t  th is  
a u th o r had o n ly  re la t iv e ly  p r im it iv e  m a th e m a tica l too ls  a t h is disposal. The 
nea t expressions o f th e  dim chang suan shu, p a r t ic u la r ly  th e  phrase ^  jm y£- 
fo r  th e  d iv is io n  process are also fou n d  in  th e  Lii shu chap te r o f th e  Shih chi (SC, 25, 11a, SPTK) w h ich  m ay da te  fro m  before 90 B.C. A n o th e r p a ra lle l is 
in  the  Chou pei suan ching, 1, 70b. L eav ing  aside th e  p o s s ib ility  o f  gross co rru p 
t io n  there fo re  we m ig h t conclude th a t  th e  a u th o r o f th e  Huai Han tzu passage 
w ro te  e ith e r in  some iso la tio n  o r else before such usage became standard .

(e) fix fiir m  0 in a  m m  +  —* ft &  ft ft  -  m &  -  a  m  m  a  -t
f t  ft m  Ub ill M A T- 1 1  0 ^ A A i  A HU ¥ ft —
IB -t- a  ifn m -  m  m ft ft h  w  a t  iii m
ft It HI ®  M  M  Mb JW m  'iho
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f Suppose th a t  th e  ris in g  sun is observed one in c h  w ith in  the  fo rw a rd  
gnomons. T h is  im p lies  th a t  fo r  an in ch  one gets one li. One li conta ins
18,000 inches, so one gets 18,000 li eastwards fro m  here to  th e  sun <12). 
[Suppose] one observes th e  sun ju s t  as i t  sets, and  i t  sets h a lf  an in ch  w ith in  
th e  fo rw a rd  g n o m o n : th e n  fo r  h a lf  an in ch  one gets one li. D iv id in g  th e  
num ber o f inches in  a li b y  h a lf  an inch , one gets 36,000 li (13). D iv id e , and 
th e n  [yo u  have] th e  num be r o f li w estw ard  fro m  here {14). A d d  them , [and  
y o u  have] th e  num be r o f  li east and west, w h ich  is th e  d iam ete r o f th e  
extrem e lim its .5

(12) The w ords chia shih * suppose 5 m ake i t  l ik e ly  th a t  th is  passage is  based 
on h y p o th e tic a l da ta . I t  is p la in  th a t  th is  m u s t be so fo r  tw o  reasons, (i) A n  
observer a t th e  rea r gnom on cou ld  n o t poss ib ly  d is tin g u ish  so sm a ll a separation  
as one in c h  fro m  a gnom on one li a w a y : th is  in ch  w o u ld  sub tend an angle o f 
less th a n  0.003° a t th e  eye o f th e  observer, less th a n  1%  o f th e  sun’s angu la r 
d iam e te r o f 0.5°. ( ii)  A s th e  sun is in  a n y  case some 93,000,000 m iles aw ay 
(^= 300,000,000 li) th e  a c tu a l d istance o f th e  sun w ith in  th e  fo rw a rd  gnom ons 
(g iven a lig n m e n t o f th e  n o rth e rn  gnomons) w o u ld  be g iven  b yI li X 1 li (inches)

x  —  qaa Ann 7- X 18,000 7— \300,000,000 h ( h )
x  0.00006 inches

Thus a n y  observations made w o u ld  consist o ve rw h e lm in g ly  o f expe rim en ta l 
e rror.

H ow ever, th e  p r in c ip le  o f s im ple  p ro p o rtio n  as set dow n in  th is  section is, 
o f course, correct.
(13) T h is  h a lf- in c h  is, o f course, also h y p o th e t ic a l: i t  is in te res ting , however, 
to  no te  th a t  th e  a u th o r conceives th e  p o s s ib ility  o f be ing  closer to  th e  ris in g  
sun th a n  th e  se ttin g  sun, i f ,  th a t  is, th e  in ch  and h a lf- in c h  are to  be ta ke n  as 
m easured b y  th e  same observer.
(14) I f  th e  ra th e r aw kw a rd  a t th e  beg inn ing  o f th is  sentence cou ld  be 
o m itte d , th is  sentence w o u ld  f i t  n e a tly  on to  th e  p reced ing one.
(15) A s th e  re su lt o f  th is  a d d it io n  is n o t s ta ted , th e  p o s s ib ility  is le f t  open th a t  
th e  p ronoun  chih is in tende d  to  re fe r to  w ha teve r resu lts  are ob ta ined  w hen 
th e  process prescribed is ca rried  o u t in  p rac tice , ra th e r th a n  to  th e  18,000 li 
and 36,000 li a lready m entioned.

M Jtb lit & M M lie Ht t!£ Iff 4b ^  lii0 
* I f  th e  a lig n m e n t occurs before th e  sp ring  equ inox and  n o t im t i l  a fte r th e  
a u tu m n  equ inox, th is  [im p lies  th a t ]  yo u  are in  th e  south . I f  th e  a lignm en t 
occurs before th e  a u tu m n  equ inox and  n o t u n t i l  a fte r  th e  sp ring  equ inox, 
th is  [im p lies  th a t ]  yo u  are in  th e  n o rth . I f  w hen th e  equ ino x  a rrives th e  
a lig n m e n t occurs, th is  [im p lies  th a t ]  yo u  are m id w a y  between n o r th  and 
so u th .’ (16)

(16) * The a lig n m e n t5 re fe rred  to  is, o f course, th e  daw n a lig n m e n t o f th e  sun 
w ith  th e  n o rth e rn  p a ir  o f gnomons. I n  fa c t th is  occurs e x a c tly  a t th e  equinoxes
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fo r  a ll observers w herever th e y  are on th e  ea rth . I t  is e v id e n t fro m  th is  section, 
how ever, th a t  th e  a u th o r has a w o rld -concep tion  in  w h ich  th e  sun rises over 
th e  edge o f th e  ea rth  o r o u t o f th e  e a rth  (w h ich  is, o f course, f la t)  a t a d iffe re n t 
p o s itio n  each day. A t  th e  sum m er solstice th is  p o s itio n  is  fu r th e s t n o r th , and 
a t th e  w in te r  solstice i t  is fu r th e s t s o u th : a t th e  equinoxes (p ro b a b ly  defined as 
th e  days m id w a y  between th e  solstices) th e  s im  rises c m id w a y  between n o r th  
and  sou th  5 and an observer w ho is also ( m id w a y  5 w i l l  see h is gnom ons a ligned 
w ith  th e  s im  a t dawn. I f  th e  observer is fu r th e r  n o r th  he w i l l  observe a lignm ents  
a t tw o  dates nearer th e  sum m er s o ls tic e : i f  he is to  th e  sou th  th e  dates w i l l  
be nearer th e  w in te r  solstice. T h is  lends p o in t to  th e  p re sc rip tio n  in  (d) above 
th a t  observations m u s t commence 4 m ore th a n  te n  days before th e  sp ring  or 
a u tu m n  equ inox 5: i t  is th u s  ensured th a t  a n o n -ce n tra l observer w i l l  n o t m iss 
Iris a lignm en t. A  la te r  section, (j), describes a m e thod  o f  fin d in g  how  fa r  n o r th  
o r sou th  a p a r t ic u la r  observer is.

to) ffi 4* E  fa 18
* F ro m  a ce n tra l pos ition , to  kn o w  [th e  d istance] sou th  o f th e  cen tre .’

to)
* I f  th e  a lig n m e n t does n o t occur u n t i l  th e  a u tu m n  equ inox, th is  [im p lies  
th a t ]  you  are m id w a y  between n o r th  and sou th .5 (17)

(17) N e ith e r o f  these sections seems p ro p e r ly  p la c e d ; (g) seems a d is to rtio n  o f 
th e  beg inn ing  o f ( i) , w h ile  (h) seems to  be long w ith  ( / ) .

(i) +  it  ®  fa m  it m  m  3E %  m is m  &  m  0 0 s  &  *& a* m
4 1 E * S A f  1  fl'J %  +  At iff 

a  -T- in lit it m  it it s  m  iii.0
‘ F ro m  a ce n tra l pos ition , to  kn o w  th e  d istance o f  th e  lim its  o f n o r th  and 
south , s ig h t on th e  sun fro m  th e  sou th -w est gnom on. A t  th e  sum m er 
solstice, i f  w hen th e  sun rises yo u  [ t r y  to ]  a lign  i t  w ith  th e  gnom on to  y o u r 
n o r th  [i.e. th e  n o rth -w e s t gnom on] th e  re s u lt is  th a t  i t  is to  th e  east eq u a lly  
w ith  th e  n o rth -eas t gnom on. I t  is 18,000 U due east, so fro m  th e  centre 
n o rthw a rds  i t  is also 18,000 li. D oub le  th is  to  o b ta in  th e  n um be r o f li fro m  
south  to  n o r th .5 (18)

(18) The f irs t  tw o  sentences o f th is  section are, o f course, s im p ly  e q u iva le n t to  
th e  s ta tem en t o f section (h) * A t  th e  sum m er solstice i t  [th e  s im ] rises on th e  
n o rth -ca s t d ia g o n a l5. N o te  th a t  th e  end o f th is  section now  takes fo r  g ran ted  
th e  18,000 li figu re  th a t  was in tro d u ce d  as th e  re su lt o f  th e  h y p o th e tic a l one- 
inch  m easurem ent in  (e). T h is  figu re  is  also im p lic it  in  th e  sta tem ents o f section 
( A  A lth o u g h  th e  a u th o r m a y  have be lieved th a t  one in ch  was in  fa c t a co rrec t 
figure , I  am  m ore in c lin e d  to  be lieve th a t  he adopted  i t  as a w o rk in g  h y p o 
thesis to  enable b im  to  w o rk  o u t th e  im p lica tio n s  o f  h is ideas in  th e  absence o f 

a fle x ib le  sym bolism .
A t  th is  stage I  feel able to  suggest th a t  fig . 5 is a l ik e ly  vers ion  o f th e  w o r ld 

v iew  o f th is  a u tho r. The size o f  th e  c e n tra l obse rve rs  gnom on-square A B C D  
is, o f  course, g re a tly  exaggerated.

The pos itions V , W , and X  represent th e  r is in g  sun a t  th e  sum m er solstice,
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equinoxes, and w in te r  solstice respective ly , and these pos itions are fixed  ex
p l ic i t ly  b y  th e  te x t  (W  b y  (e) and Y , X  b y  (/)). B y  f ix in g  th e  se tting  positions 
U , Z , Y  sy m m e tr ic a lly  I  am  re ly in g  on th e  clear s ta tem ents o f (b) and th e  
evidence o f an y  observer’s eyes. I  have n o t fe lt  com pelled  how ever, to  adop t 
th e  h a lf- in ch  figu re  fo r  sunset g iven  in  (e). As I  suggested earlie r, i t  seems to  be 
o n ly  an a lte rn a tiv e  il lu s tra t io n  to  th e  one-inch figure , and  its  ado p tio n  here w o u ld  
m ake V X Y U  in to  a tra p e z iu m  ra th e r th a n  a square, w ith  U Y  =  2 Y X .

As i t  stands, fig . 5 is h ig h ly  suggestive o f th e  pe renn ia l Chinese n o tio n  o f 
th e  square earth . I t  is, o f  course, o n ly  a d iag ram  o f  r is in g  and  se ttin g  solar 
positions. I f ,  how ever, th e  a u th o r th o u g h t o f  th e  sun as r is in g  and se ttin g  over 
th e  edge o f  th e  earth , we have a p ic tu re  o f  th e  shape o f  th a t  ea rth  in  fig . 5 
I t  is p robab le  th a t  he also th o u g h t o f h im se lf as near th e  centre  o f th e  ea rth , in  
w h ich  case h is  obvious know ledge th a t  th e  s im  is a lw ays due sou th  a t noon 
w o u ld  have fo rced  th e  conclusion th a t  in  its  jo u rn e y  fro m  (say) W  to  Z  th e  sun 
passed w e ll to  th e  sou th  o f O.

Maspero (1929, 350) misses th e  p o in t o f  th e  la s t tw o  sentences. H e  proposes 
to  read * w estw ards 5 fo r  ‘ n o rth w a rd s  ’ and * east to  w est ’ fo r  * sou th  to  n o r th  ’ , 
w h ich  robs section (j) o f  any  ra tio n a l basis and  misses th e  connexion w ith  (b). 
H is  o b je c t is to  avo id  co n tra d ic tin g  th e  20,000 li figu re  o f  (&) fo r  the  distance 
sou th  to  the  subsolar p o in t, b u t  as th is  is a p p a re n tly  a noon d istance i t  canno t
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co n flic t w ith  a sunrise and sunset d is tance southw ards o f 18,000 li. I n  any  
case i t  w i l l  soon appear th a t  th e  20,000 li figure  m ust re fe r to  th e  sum m er 
solstice, correspond ing there fo re  to  th e  sun r is in g  and se ttin g  18,000 li n o r th  
o f th e  observer. F u rth e r, the re  is re a lly  l i t t le  p o in t in  m a k in g  d ra s tic  em endations 
in  an a tte m p t to  avo id  clashes between a c tua l da ta  and w h a t are e v id e n tly  
a rb itra ry  h yp o the tica ls .

(j) +
P J£ -  III =M III -  “J* &  IS -  S 0

* The a m o u n t [th e  observer] is o ff  centre is la rge r o r sm a lle r depending on 
th e  a m oun t th a t  [th e  sun] is inside o r outside th e  fo rw a rd  gnomons. I f  [th e  
s im ] is one in ch  inside th e  gnomons, th a t  in ch  b rings  th e  s im  one li closer. 
I f  [th e  sun] is one inch  outside th e  gnomons, th a t  in ch  increases th e  d is 
tance b y  one li(10)
(19) The geom etry  o f th is  section is tru e  fo r  observers on a n o rth -so u th  

lin e  th ro u g h  th e  e ce n tra l p o s itio n  ’ o f section (f). I n  fig . 6 A B C D  represent 
the  gnom on-square o f a cen tra l observer, w h ile  A 'B 'C 'D '  are to  th e  n o r th  o f 
centre. S represents th e  r is in g  sun a t th e  sum m er solstice.

As Z D ' is p a ra lle l to  SD
D D / — B B ' =  ZS =  th e  distance b y  w h ich  th e  observer is to  the  n o rth

o f centre.

t, • -i . , B 'X  ZS
B y  s im ila r triang les , ^ 7q 7 =  jyT ji

. w  D 'T  x  B 'X  
*’ • “  D 'C '

N ow  D ,C / -  1 li, D 'T  =  18,000 li 
ZS =  18,000 B 'X

I f  B 'X  is measured in  inches, then , as the re  are 18,000 inches i i r a  li (see section 
(e)), ZS w i l l  measure one li fo r  eve ry  in ch  o f B 'X ,  w h ich  in  th is  d iag ram  o f 
course is a d istance * inside th e  gnom on \

A n  observer near L o  Y a n g  w o u ld  see th e  sun ris in g  abo u t 60° east o f  n o r th  
a t th e  sum m er solstice, and w o u ld  th u s  locate  X  some 8,000 inches fro m  B ',  
conc lud ing  th a t  he was 8,000 li to  th e  n o r th  o f th e  centre o f th e  ea rth , w h ich  
p o in t w ou ld  th u s  lie  somewhere near V ie tnam . T h is  does n o t sound th e  k in d  
o f conclusion th a t  w o u ld  com m end its e lf  to  a Chinese audience in  anc ien t tim es  : 
L a te r  H a n  com m enta to rs  on th e  Chou li c la im  th a t  th e  c a p ita l o f th e  Chou 
d y n a s ty  was located a t th e  centre  o f th e  ea rth  (see Chou li 10, 13a ff, Slvih san ching chu su)f and th is  ca p ita l was o f  course L o  Y a n g  itse lf. I n  an y  case, 
observa tion  o f  th e  w in te r solstice sunrise w o u ld  have suggested th a t,  accord ing 
to  th e  th e o ry  g iven  here, th e  observer was 8,000 li to  th e  south o f centre. Once 
again, wo see th a t  th e  procedure g iven  here is m e re ly  h yp o th e tica l.

(*) Ok 'M ^ ^ ® tf) m  iBi -  3t 3E fi At d i -f- ffl IrJ B S t # It At
ik -  k  m  m  r< %  -+ &  m  -r m  n  m  -+ m  -  m  a  m  it m  j&
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m  sp in m  m
‘ To  fin d  t l ie  h e ig h t o f heaven, set up [ tw o ] gnom ons te n  fee t h ig h  and
1,000 li a p a rt due n o rth -sou th . Measure th e ir  shadows [a t noon] on  th e  
same day. The n o r th  gnom on [shadow ] is tw o  feet, and th e  sou th  gnom on 
[shadow ] is one fo o t n ine  inches. Thus a thousan d  li due sou th  shorten th e  
shadow b y  one in ch  and tw e n ty  thousand li due sou th  the re  is no shadow a t 
a ll. T h is  is d ire c tly  be low  th e  sun. A  tw o -fo o t shadow corresponds to  a 
h e ig h t o f  te n  fee t so fo r  each u n it  southw ards one rises five  u n its . Therefore, 
i f  one takes th e  num ber o f  li fro m  th is  p o s itio n  sou th  to  th e  subsolar p o in t 
and m u ltip lie s  b y  five , m a k in g  100,000 li, th is  is  th e  he ig h t o f heaven. 
Supposing th e  shadow is equal to  th e  gnom on, th e n  th e  he ig h t is equal to  
th e  d istance.’ (20)

(20) T h is  section is un re la ted  to  those th a t  precede i t ,  a lthoug h  th e  s ty le  and 
vo ca b u la ry  are n o t sensib ly d iffe re n t . The * in c h  fo r  a thousand  li ’ p r in c ip le  
used here is fo u n d  in  a ll o th e r ea rly  Chinese w o rk  w ith  gnom ons (e.g. Chou pci suan ehing, passim). I t  is a un ique  fea tu re  o f th is  te x t ,  how ever, th a t  i t  refers 
to  a te n -fo o t gnom on and n o t to  an e ig h t-fo o t gnom on w h ic h  is th e  size used
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everyw here e lse : th e  shadow p rin c ip le  is n o t m od ified  in  any  w ay, despite 
th is . Thus w h ile  here we are g ive n  100,000 li fo r  th e  ‘ h e ig h t o f heaven ’ , th e  Chou pci suan ching, us ing th e  same p r in c ip le  fo r  a sm a lle r gnom on, concludes 
th a t  th e  he igh t is 80,000 li (Chou pci suan ching 1, 26b, SPTK).

D esp ite  t l i is ,  th e  tw o -fo o t shadow m a y  be th e  one piece o f observed da ta  
in  th e  w ho le  te x t,  fo r  i t  im p lies a solar a lt itu d e  o f ta n  _1 5 =  78.7°. (W ith  da ta  
o f th is  h in d  the re  seems l i t t le  p o in t in  w o rk in g  to  g rea te r accuracy.) U s ing  
do S it te r ’s (1938) expression fo r  th e  o b liq u ity  o f th e  e c lip tic ,

E  =  23° 27 '8  ".29 -  47 ".080 t -  0 " .0 0 5 9 ta +  0 ".00186 t3 
where t  is measured fo rw a rd  in  centuries fro m  a .d , 1900 

we o b ta in  E  =  23.7° fo r  120 b.c.
I f  th e  shadow g iven  here corresponds to  noon a t th e  sum m er solstice, th e n  

th e  la titu d e  im p lie d  fo r  th e  observer is g iven  b y  
L  =  90° +  23.7° -  78.7°

. \  L  =  35.0°
Several im p o r ta n t anc ien t sites, in c lu d in g  th e  Chou d y n a s ty  c a p ita l L o  

Y ang , be w ith in  50 m iles o f th is  lin e  o f  la titu d e . There is th e  fu r th e r  in te re s tin g  
p o in t th a t  th e  Chou pei suan ching (1, 25a) states th a t  th e  noon sum m er sol- 
s tic ia l shadow o f an e ig h t-fo o t gnom on is 1.6 feet. T h is  corresponds e xa c tly  
to  a tw o -fo o t shadow fo r  a te n -fo o t gnom on, w h ich  is th e  case g ive n  here. W e 
have, o f course, no means o f dec id ing  w he the r one figu re  was ob ta ined  fro m  
th e  o ther, o r b o th  d raw n  fro m  a com m on lite ra ry  source, o r perhaps b o th  ta k e n  
fro m  ac tua l observa tion  a t th e  same la titu d e .

The 1 fo o t 9 inches shadow (there were as a lready  no ted  10 ‘ inches ’ to  
a Chinese £ fo o t ’ ) w ou ld , i f  i t  were a sum m er solstice noon shadow, correspond 
to  a la t itu d e  o f 34.5° in  120 B.C. T a k in g  3 li as 1 m ile , th is  w o u ld  p lace th e  
second gnom on o n ly  100 li sou th  o f th e  f irs t  ra th e r th a n  1,000 li. T h is  figure  
is  ob v io u s ly  a f ic t it io u s  construc tion .

L e t us now  ta ke  th e  te x t  as a w hole and see w h a t conclusions i f  a n y  can 
be d raw n  a b o u t its  o r ig in  and th e  th o u g h t th a t  la y  beh ind  i t .  T h is  som ew hat 
incom p le te  and  m udd led  account occurs a t  th e  end o f a chap te r th a t  conta ins 

n o th in g  else o f  a s im ila r n a tu re  o r s ty le , and  is in  no wa}^ con tinuous w ith  i t .  
There  is an earlie r reference to  gnom ons (3, 5b) b u t  to  gnom ons o f e ig h t fee t 
ra th e r th a n  te n  feet, and w ith  a noon sum m er solstice shadow o f 1.5 fee t ra th e r 
th a n  th e  1.6 fee t th a t  w o u ld  correspond to  th e  tw o -fo o t shadow fo r  th e  te n -fo o t 
gnom on g iven  here. A  fu r th e r  d iscrepancy is th e  use the re  o f lisiu (le n g th 5 
where one w o u ld  have expected piao ‘ gnom on 5 as in  m ost o the r te x ts  o f 
a ll dates. The m a in  te x t  states th a t  heaven is  510,000 li aw ay fro m  e a rth  (3, 2a) 
and in  w h a t is a d m itte d ly  a d iffe re n t chap te r th e  ove r-a ll d im ensions o f th e  
universe are g iven  as 233,500 li and 75 paces n o rth -s o u th  and east-west, w h ile  
th e  in h a b ite d  la n d  f w ith in  th e  fo u r  seas ’ is 26,000 li n o rth -so u th  and 28,000 li 
east-west (4, 2a). I t  is ha rd , there fo re , to  m a in ta in  th a t  ou r te x t  re a lly  belongs 
in  its  present pos ition .

I t  is n o t, however, incons is ten t w ith  w h a t we kn o w  o f th e  ea rly  h is to ry  o f
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m a n y  Cliinese books to  suggest t l ia t  a la te r  e d ito r, a tte m p tin g  to  arrange 
d isordered bundles o f  bam boo s trips , came across these iso la ted  notes on th e  
gnom on m ixe d  up w ith  th e  genuine Huai Nan tzu te x t ,  and a p p ro p ria te ly  enough 
a ttached  th e m  to  th e  end o f th e  as tronom y chap te r. I t  m a y  even have  been 
a la te r  a u th o r w ho  added h is ow n notes and  le f t  th e m  h ied  in  an obvious 
lo ca tio n  in  h is copy  o f Huai Nan tzu. I f  he h a d  copied th e  m a in  te x t  in  h is  
ow n hand, a subsequent copy is t w o u ld  have s im p ly  ass im ila ted  th e  notes to  th e  
chap te r its e lf  w ith o u t suspecting th e  in te rp o la tio n .

I f  we accept th a t  we are n o t dea ling  w ith  a p a r t  o f  th e  trea tise  prepared 
fo r  P rince  L iu  A n , b u t  w ith  w h a t am ounts to  one m a n ’s p r iv a te  notes, i t  
becomes easier to  unders tand  th e  odd w a y  th e  te x t  veers between fa c t and 
hypothesis, w ith  l i t t le  a tte n tio n  to  ove r-a ll consistency. Sections (i) and (j) 
fo r  instance ta ke  fo r  g ran ted  th e  18,000 li d im ension  in tro d u ce d  in  (e) as ob ta ined  
fro m  an e x p lic it ly  h y p o th e tic a l one-inch observa tion , and  th e  figu re  o f  36,000 lit w h ic h  in  co n ju n c tio n  w ith  (6) w o u ld  im p ly  th a t  t lm  fo u r  extrem e solar 
pos itions  fo rm  a tra p e z iu m  is n o t m en tioned  again. T h is  so rt o f  sequence o f 
th o u g h t is, how ever, fa m ilia r  to  anybod y  w ho has t r ie d  to  w o rk  o u t th e  im p li
ca tions o f  a new  idea in  practice .

D esp ite  th e  correspondence o f th e  gnom on shadows a lready noted, the re  is 
l i t t le  tra ce  here o f  th e  developed Kai tHen cosm ology fo u n d  in  th e  Chou pei suan cldng. O n th e  co n tra ry , sections (cl) to  (j) c le a rly  im p ly  th a t  th e  s im  rises and 
sets le ve l w ith  th e  edge o f th e  earth . The  p r im it iv e  n o tio n  th a t  th e  sun ’s 
ex trem e ris ings and  settings m a rk  o u t a square ru les  o u t a n y  p o s s ib ility  th a t  
th is  te x t  is  based on  th e  re la t iv e ly  la te  Hun tHen th e o ry , w h ic h  a t least gave 
an  accurate p ic tu re  o f th e  phenom ena fo r  a ce n tra l observer.

I n  fa c t i t  is easy to  d ra w  connexions w ith  th e  archa ic  descrip tions fo u n d  
elsewhere, in  w h ich  th e  sun (perhaps a new  one each day) rises fro m  some p o in t 
in  th e  east, Yang Iiu I®  ^  * th e  b r ig h t v a lle y  ’ o fte n  associated w ith  a m agic 
m u lb e rry  tree , fu sang in  whose branches th e  suns hang lik e  f r u i t .  I t
tra ve ls  over the  e a rth  and  f in a lly  s inks to  re s t a t  Mei Ku frj: ^  c th e  d a rk  
v a lle y  ’ . The ea rlies t reference to  th is  is perhaps in  th e  f ir s t  chap te r o f th e  Shu ching (c. 400 B.C.) where th e  legendary E m p e ro r Y ao  despatches h is
astronom ers H s i and  H o  to  keep w a tch  a t  these pos itions  (1, lb ,  SPTK) ; Huai Nan tzu its e lf  has a de ta iled  account o f  th e  sun ’s d a ily  jo u rn e y  (3, 9a). 
T h is  and s im ila r  legends are discussed in  Maspero, 1924-. Such ideas are 
ob v io u s ly  p r io r  to  th e  Kai tHen a tte m p t a t sys tem a tiza tion , w h ich  as we have 
seen suggested th a t  sunrise and sunset were o p tic a l illus ions . A lth o u g h  th e re 
fo re  we m a y  n o t be dea ling  w ith  o r ig in a l Huai Nan tzu m a te ria l, i t  w o u ld  s t i l l  
be unw ise to  set a date  v e ry  fa r  in to  th e  f ir s t  c e n tu ry  B.C. fo r  its  o rig in .

I n  v ie w  o f  th e  s tru c tu re  o f th e  te x t  and its  p a r t ly  h y p o th e tic a l n a tu re  th e  
a tte m p t o f M aspero (1926, 350 If.)  fo llow ed  b y  N eedham  (SCG, in ,  224) to  ta ke  
a ll th e  sections toge the r to  fo rm  a to ta l cosm ological th e o ry  seems r is k y . I n  
N eedham ’s w ords th is  leads to  ‘ a th e o ry  in  w h ic h  th e  s im  a t  th e  m e rid ia n  is 
five  tim e s  fu r th e r  aw ay fro m  th e  e a rth  th a n  a t its  r is in g  and  se tting , w h ich
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w o u ld  a t least in vo lve  a v e ry  e llip t ic a l cover or she ll \  (Th is  s ta tem en t shou ld  
perhaps be revised to  re fe r to  distances fro m  a ce n tra l observer ra th e r th a n  
he igh ts  above th e  e a rth ’s surface, fo r  as we have seen th e  r is in g  and se ttin g  
sun are a p p a re n tly  ta ke n  as leve l w ith  th e  earth .) M aspero con trasts  th is  w ith  
th e  Kai t ien s itu a tio n , in  w h ich , o f course, th e  sun is closest to  us w hen on 
th e  m erid ian , and  suggests th a t  we are dea ling  w ith  an a lte rn a tiv e  school o f 
cosm ology. H e  goes fu r th e r , and  proposes th a t  we have a reference to  th e  
d isputes between th e  r iv a l schools in  th e  LieJi tzu book (5, 12b, SPPY) where 
th e re  is a s to ry  o f C onfucius con fron ted  b y  tw o  sm a ll boys q u a rre llin g  abou t 
th e  re la tive  d is tance o f th e  ris ing , se tting , and noonday sun. T h is  a rgum ent, 
how ever, tu rn s  on th e  apparen t co n tra d ic tio n  o f th e  sun’s la rge r appa ren t 
d iam e te r a t daw n w ith  its  g rea ter hea t a t  noon, and needs no fu r th e r  exp la n a tio n  
th a n  th a t  i t  is y e t ano the r T ao is t a tte m p t to  present C onfucius as a r id icu lo u s  
figu re  whose * w isdom  ’ canno t resolve th e  p rob lem . A lth o u g h  as N eedham  
notes the re  were ac tua l d isputes on th is  p o in t, th e  te x t  we have here canno t 
bear th e  w e ig h t th a t  is p laced on i t ,  and fo r  a ll we kn o w  th e  p rob lem  had  n o t 
occurred to  its  a u th o r w ho in  an y  case does n o t seem to  have tro u b le d  u n d u ly  
over p resenting  a c lear p ic tu re  o f h is views.

A lth o u g h  th is  ea rly  a tte m p t to  solve prob lem s o f lo ca tio n  on th e  f ia t  ea rth  
cou ld  n o t have succeeded I  have n o t so fa r  fo u n d  a n y  c r it ic is m  o f i t  in  a la te r  
w r ite r , n o r indeed a n y  reference to  i t  a t a ll. I n  fa c t several au thors  made 
independent suggestions o f th e ir  ow n fo r  fin d in g  th e  centre o f  th e  earth . 
A n  E as te rn  H a n  exam ple o f th e  second ce n tu ry  a .d . is fo u n d  in  th e  com m ents o f 
the  tw o  Chengs on th e  Chou li (10, 13a f. ,  Shih san ching chu su). T h e y  are 
fo llow ed  in  m ore d e ta il b y  th e  T 'a n g  e d ito r (ib id ). A ro u n d  a .d . 490 we f in d  
Tsu K e n g -c liih  jfifi Ufa w r it in g  a t le n g th  on th e  same to p ic  (Sui shu, 19, 21a, SPTK). I t  m a y  seem odd th a t  th e  fa ilu re  o f these p roposa ls was n o t apparen t, 
especially to  Tsu  K e n g -c liih  w ho was an e xp e rt astronom er as h is o th e r w r it in g  
shows. I t  happens, however, th a t  u n lik e  th e  Iluai Nan tzu m e thod, a ll  la te r  
procedures a u to m a tic a lly  lead to  th e  conclusion th a t  th e  observer is a t the  
centre  o f  th e  earth . T h is  is e x a c tly  th e  re su lt th a t  w o u ld  have been expected 
b y  an astronom er w o rk in g  a t (p robab ly ) th e  c a p ita l c ity  o f w h a t was in  any  
case ‘ th e  M id d le  K in g d o m  ’ .

I  have repea ted ly  stressed th e  h y p o th e tic a l n a tu re  o f p a rts  o f  th e  te x t  
exam ined here, and i t  is  th is  fea tu re  th a t  ch ie fly  m akes i t  s tand  o u t fro m  its  
se ttin g  in  th e  rest o f Huai Nan tzu. The dim ensions fo u n d  earlie r in  chap te r i i i  
and in  chap te r iv  are s im p ly  g iv e n ; the re  is no question o f  a n y  su p p o rtin g  
ra tio n a le  be ing p rov ided . H ere, however, we have an instance o f  a hypothes is  
(the  square o f sunrises and sunsets) be ing p u t  fo rw a rd  and its  im p lica tio n s  
w o rked  o u t in  de ta il. N ow  as we have seen th is  hypothesis p red ic ts  phenom ena 
w h ich  are n o t those a c tu a lly  observed. T h is  does n o t in  any w a y  d e tra c t fro m  
th e  fa c t th a t  i t  is a t r u ly  sc ien tific  hypothesis in  th a t  i t  is vu ln e ra b le  to  te s tin g  
in  a w ay th a t  o th e r e a rly  Chinese thought-schem es were n o t ; th e  F iv e  E lem ents 
th e o ry  p red ic ted  e ve ry th in g  and hence p red ic ted  n o th in g . The u n kn o w n
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a u th o r o f  th is  fra g m e n t deserves g rea t c re d it fo r  in te lle c tu a l da ring , w ha teve r 
th e  lo n g -te rm  resu lts  o f h is endeavour.
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